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Application and generalization of the MacWilliams transform
in coding theory
Philippe Delsarte
Université Catholique de Louva.in,Unité d'Informatique, delsarte@info.ucLac.be

ABSTRA CT
The paper gives a survey of some of the main applications and generalizations
of the MacWilliams transferm which are relevant to coding theory (in a wide sense). It is
concerned both with the generalized MacWilliams identities for inner distributions of dual
group codes, and with the generalized MacWilliams inequalities for the inner distribution of an
unrestricted code. The latter result leads to the linear programming bound in general coding
theory. The paper also contains an introduction to association scheme theory, which is an
appropriate framework for "nonconstructive coding theory".

1

Introduction

The MacWilliams identities express the weight distribution of the dual of a linear code C as
a well-defined linear transferm of the weight distribution of C itself [37], [38]. This result is
quite important not only because of its numerous applications, but also because of its inspiring
role in the development of coding theory (see especially [39]). In particular, tbe Mac Williams
transform (which will be explained in what follows) is the origin of some efficient methods to
analyse the class of codes whose specific properties are expressible in terms of the distance
distribution of the code. One of the most significant applications of that type is the linear
programming bound for the number of vectors in a code with a given minimum distance [11],
[25],[53]. Another interesting example is concerned with the theory of perfect codes and related
subjects (see [34],[35], [57]). Roughly speaking, the methods in question belong to what could
be called the "nonconstructive part" of coding theory, where the main emphasis is put on
characterization problems (rather than construction problems).
The MacWilliams identities can be extended to unrestricted ("nonlinear") codes over an
arbitrary alphabet, in spite of the absence of a dual code. In this context, the distance distribution is more relevant than the weight distribution, and the former has to be substituted
for the latter. It turns out that the MacWilliams transferm of the distance distribution of any
code assumes nonnegative values [11], [12],[40], [59],[60].This result, which may be called the
Mac Williams inequalities, leads to the linear programming bound mentioned above. In that
respect, it is interesting to observe that the MacWilliams identities themselves (restricted to
the case of linear codes) could have been used earlier to derive the linear programming bound
for linear codes. This is an example of a strange looking phenomenon: some applications of a
strongresult (here, the MacWilliams identities) are delayed until the appearance of a weaker
and more general result (here, the MacWilliams inequalities).
In the foregoing (and, in particular , in the first sentence), the adjective "linear" is used
for two different things; a linear code is a vector space over a finite field; the MacWilliams
9

transferm is linear over the field of real numbers (and the linear programming bound refers
to a real vector space). From the point of view of constructive coding theory, there are good
reasons for considering that linear codes are much simpler and more useful than nonlinear
codes. However, it turns out that a good deal of nonconstructive coding theory is nearly as
simple for unrestricted codes as it is for linear codes. In effect, the theory makes use of classical
methods of linear algebra (over the field of real or complex numbers), and the results apply to
nonlinear codes as well as to linear codes.
Classical coding theory can be formulated in the framework of the Hamming association
scheme. By definition, the Hamming scheme H(n,q) is the set of n-tuples over an alphabet
of size q, endowed with the Hamming distance relations. The algebraic theory of association
schemes provides us with efficient methods to discuss various subjects of coding theory [13].
In particular , it allows us to interpret the MacWilliams transferm as the eigenvalue table of
the adjacency matrices of the Hamming scheme. For this association scheme, the eigenvalues
are simply determined from a system of orthogonal polynomials known as the Krawtchouk
polynomials. Thus, the MacWilliams transferm can alternatively be called the Kraunchouk
transform.
The method of association schemes has other interesting applications in coding theory, and
also in the companion subject of combinatorial design theory [13],[15]. In particular, it applies
to the question of constant weight binary codes, which plays a significant role in the study
of unrestricted binary codes (via the Elias lemma). The corresponding association schemes
are usually r..ferred to as the Johnson schemes. There exists an analogue of the Krawtchouk
transferm which applies to the distance distribution of a constant weight binary code. It
involves another system of orthogonal polynomials, known as the Hahn polynomials.
The occurrence of "orthogonal polynomials" in the present context is not accidental. It
turns out that the association schemes whose eigenvalue tables enjoy certain well-definedpolynomial properties are especially interesting both from the theoretical viewpoint and from the
application viewpoint. As a consequence of the orthogonality relation on the eigenvalue table,
the polynomials occurring in that manner always form a system of orthogonal polynomials
(with respect to a finite discrete measure).
One of the main themes of this paper is duality. Up to here (with One excepticn), the
adjective "dual" has been used only for codes (in fact, for linear codes), with the classical
meaning: the dual of a linear code C consists of all vectors that are orthogonal to C. In
what follows, the same word "dual" will be used with different meanings (which are related
to each other). There exists an extension of the notion of code duality in the framework
of association schemes that admit a regular commutative automorphism group. For such an
association scheme, we can define a companion scheme, called the dual scheme. (In particular,
the Hamming schemes are self-dual.)
This duality in a restricted family of association schemesis closely related to another notion
of duality, of a different nature. In fact, the adjacency algebra of an association scheme has two
multiplicative structures; it is closed under the usual matrix product and under the pointwise
product. The interplay between these two structures gives rise to a formal duality which
reverberates in the whole theory. In particular , to the natural notion of a metric association
scheme, equivalent to that of a "P-polynomial scheme", there corresponds the dual notion of a
cometric association scheme, equivalent to that of a "Q-polynomial association scheme" [13].
In summary, one has to distinguish between three-definitions of duality, interacting with
each other: linear code duality (which can be called Slepian duality), association scheme duality
(which can be called Tamaschke duality), and adjacencyalgebra (formal) duality (which can
be called Krein duality).
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The present paper aims at describing the mathematical
environment of the MacWilliams
transform as outlined above. It deals with three main subjects, treated in three sections. They
are concerned with the MacWilliams identities, the MacWilliams inequalities, and the general
framework of association scheme theory, respectively.
In Section 2, we first introduce the classical MacWilliams identities. Then, we describe a
few applications, including a discussion of perfect linear codes and of self-dual binary codes.
Finally, we examine some extensions of the MacWilliams identities: from weight enumerators
to complete enumerators and to split weight enumerators; from linear codes to additive codes
over a commutative group and to cosets of linear codes.
Section 3 is devoted to the linear programming
bound for unrestricted
codes (which is
mainly based on the MacWilliams inequalities). The main emphasis is put on the "dual form"
of the linear programming method, which proves to be especially useful in the problem dealt
with. In particular,
we give a presentation of the bound discovered by McEliece, Rodemich,
Rumsey and Welch. On this occasion, we discuss the role of the Elias lemma (about constant
weight codes) with respect to the linear programming approach.
Section 4 contains some basic definitions and results of association scheme theory.
In
particular , we introduce the notion of the inner distribution of a code in an association scheme
and obtain a generalization of the MacWilliams inequalities for the inner distribution.
Then,
we examine the concepts of P-polynomial schemes and of Q-polynomial schemes (which are
formal duals of each other). Finally, we deal with the association schemes that are regular over
a commutative group, and with the group codes in such schemes; we obtain a generalization
of the MacWilliams identities for the inner distributions of those group codes that are dual of
each other with respect to a pair of dual schemes.

2
2.1

Weight distributions of dual linear codes
Basic result

Let C be a q-ary (n, k) linear code, of length n and dimension k over the field alphabet F q with q
elements (q = p", where p is a prime). Thus, C is a k-dimensional subspace of the n-dimensional
vector space F; consisting of all n-tuples v = (VI,· .. , vn), with Vi E Fq for all i. By definition,
we have ICI = qk.
Definition
2.1 The weight distribution of C it the integer (n
Ai counts the vectors of weight i in C, that is

Ai

= Ai(C) = I{u E C : wt(u) = i}1,

Here, wt is the Hamming

+ l)-tuple

for i

= 0,1,···,

(Ao, AI,···,

An) where

(2.1)

n.

weight function; the number wt(u) counts the coordinate

positions

jE {I,·· ·,n} such that Uj ¥ O.
It is often convenient to represent the weight distribution by means of a "generating
nomial", called the weight enumerator, denoted by We( x, y), and defined as follows:
n

Wc(x,y)

= LAixn-iyi

=

L

xn-wt(u)ywt(u).

poly-

(2.2)

use

i=O

Definition
2.2 The dual of C, denoted by Cl., is the q-ary (n, n - k) linear code consisting
the vectors in
that are orthogonal to all vectors in C. More precisely,

F;

Cl.

= {v E F~

: u.v

1'1·

=0

for all u E C},

of

(2.3)

= UI VI + ... +

where u.v is the scalar product of u and v, i.e., u.v
and v = (VI,·· ·,Vn).
2.1.1

The MacWilliams

UnVn

for u

= (UI,··

., un)

identities

There is a well-defined invertible linear relation between the weight enumerators of two codes
forming a dual pair. The result is usually referred to as the Mac Wil/iams identities [38].
Theorem

2.1 The weight enumerators of a linear code C and its dual Cl. are related by
1

+ (q -

WC.L(x, y) = ïCTWc(x

I)y, x - y).

(2.4)

Proof We only treat the binary case, q = 2. In this case, the components Uj of a vector u can
be viewed as natural integers (0 or 1). The argument, which is borrowed from [34], [39], [59],
[60], uses two key identities:
L (_I)u.v xn-wt(U)ywt(u) = (x
ueF2'

+ yt-wt(V)(x

_ y)wt(v),

(2.5)

(2.6)
By taking the sum of (2.5) for all v E C and using (2.6) we obtain the desired result (2.4),
where q = 2.
To prove (2.5), we observe that the left hand side can be written as

L (_I)u.vxn-wt(u)ywt(u)
ueFî

I

I

n

L ...L IT(_I)";v;xl-U;yU;
UI

=0

n

IT

Un=O

i=1

1

L( _Iyv;x

1-tyt.

(2.7)

1=1 t=O

Now, the t-sum in (2.7) is equal to x + y if Vi = 0 and to x - y if Vi = 1, which yields the
identity (2.5).
To prove (2.6), we observe that, for a fixed u in F2, and for v varying over C, the scalar
product u.v vanishes identically in case u E Cl., whereas it assumes each of the values 0 and 1
the same number of times in case u !f. Cl.. 0
Note that we have (Cl.)l. = C, and that (2.4) agrees with this property. Let us now provide
an explicit form of the MacWilliams identities (2.4). Condider the polynomial expansion
n

= LQk(i)xn-kyk,

(x+(q-I)yr-i(x-y)i

(2.8)

1<=0

for some well-definedintegers Qk(i), depending on the parameters q and n. From this definition
we deduce
for k = 0,1, ... , n,

12

(2.9)

with the usual notation for binomial coefficients. Using (2.2), (2.4) and (2.8), we obtain the
desired explicit relation between the weight distributions of dual codes:
(2.10)

2.1.2

The Krawtchouk

transform

The expression Qk(Z) in (2.9) is easily seen to be a polynomial of degree k in the variable z. This
polynomial is known in the literature as a Kraunchouk polynomial (with parameters q and nl.
Krawtchouk polynomials belong to the family of orthogonal polynomials of the hypergeometric
type. Recall that a generalized hypergeometric function [50] is an expression of the form
(2.11)
with (x)j = x( x + 1) ... (x
polynomials [27], [54].
• Hypergeometric

+j

- 1). We now list some of the main properties ofthe Krawtchouk

type expansions
Qk(Z)

=

(2.12)

(k)(-I)k2F1(-k,z-n;-n;q)
( k)

(q - l)k 2F1( -k,

-z;

(2.13)

-n; ql(q - 1))

«Orthoqonalitu relation

i: (7)

(q - l)iQk(i)QI(i)

= qn

(k

) (q -

II Ók,I,

for k,l

= 0,1,"

·,n.

(2.14)

+ l)Qk_l(Z),

(2.15)

1=0

«Recurrence formula
(k

+ l)Qk+l(Z)

=

(k

+ (q

- l)(n - k) - qZ)Qk(Z)

with the initial conditions Q-l(Z)

= O,Qo(z) =

- (q - l)(n - k

1.

For certain applications, it is required to have some information about the zeros of the
Krawtchouk polynomials. Here, we only mention the elementary properties that belong to the
general theory of orthogonal polynomials [54]. All the zeros of Qk(Z) are real, distinct, and
belong to the open interval (0, nl. Furthermore, the zeros of Q k(Z) separate those of Q k+l (z).
We may summarize the preceding developments by stating the MacWilliams identities as
follows. The weight distributions of a linear code C and ofits dual Cl. are the Krawtchouk transform of each other, in the sense that they satisfy (2.10), where Qk(Z) is the Krawtchouk polynomial (2.9). Thus, "Krawtchouk transform" essentially has the same meaning as "MacWilliams
transform" .
Remark 2.1 The terminology of "dual codes" is not quite satisfactory from a mathematical
viewpoint, since the word "dual" has a different meaning in vector space theory. (In the
classical sense, the dual of the vector space C can be identified with the quotient space F~ ICl..)
Certain authors use another terminology, and call Cl. the orthogonal complement of C. This is
not really appropriate either, since the vector space sum C + Cl. can be a proper subspace of

F~ (the codes C and C.l. can have nonzero vectors in common).

One could say that

c-

is the

annihilator of C, by borrowing from functional analysis. We shall keep calling C.l. the dual of
C, in spite of the fact that "duality" will have different mean.ings in this paper.
Remark
2.2 Let C and C' be two codes of length n over Fq; these codes may be non-linear.
Assume that C and C' contain the zero vector and are distance invariant, in the following sense.
For any v E C and any Vi E C', the weight distributions
of the "internally shifted codes" C - v
and C' - Vi do not depend on the choice of v and v', If the weight distributions
of C and
C' (defined as in (2.1» satisfy the MacWilliams relation (2.10) where
is replaced by C',
then C' is said to be a formal dual of C. The Kerdock codes and the Preparata codes provide a
remarkable example of binary nonlinear codes that are formal dual of each other [39].

c-

2.2

Applications

By their very nature, the MacWilliams identities result in an efficient algorithm to compute
the weight distribution of a "large code" C from that of a "small code"
The most obvious example is provided by the Hamming codes against the simplex codes. In addition, the
MacWilliams identities are very useful in the computation
of the weight distributions
of large
self-dual codes (see §2.2.2 below).
As an application where the weight enumerators
are relevant as such, let us mention the
problem of computing the probability of undetected error or the probability of decoding failure
[6], [46]. For a symmetric channel with error probability
71", the probability
that the channel
error pattern matches any vector of weight i is equal to (1 - (q - 1)7I")n-i7l"i. Therefore, the
total probability P that it matches a code vector of a given code C can be expressed by

c-.

(2.16)
The number P - (1- (q - 1)7I"t is equal to the probability of undetected error. Similarly, the
weight enumerator can be used to determine the probability of decoding failure. We shall not
go into dotruk
2.2.1

Conditions

on perfect

codes

and

related

results

The MacWilliams relations provide a very useful tool to discuss the question of perfect linear
codes (which is completely settled [34], [35], [57]). In fact, this method can be extended to
various "comblnatorial
problems" in coding theory [3], [12]. We need the following defin.itions.
In principle, they apply to a linear code C, although they can be extended to arbitrary codes.
To avoid "degeneracies",
we assume that C is a nonzero proper subspace of F~.
Definition
2.3 The minimum distance d of C is the smallest value of wt(u - v) with u, v E
C, u ¥ v. The dual degree r of C is the number of nonzero weights of the dual C.l., i.e., the
number of distinct values of wtCu) for u E C.l., u ¥ o.

It is important to notice that both parameters d and r can be determined from the weight
distribution
of C. This property is obvious for d (which is the smallest positive i with Ai ¥ 0).
As for the dual degree T, the property follows precisely from the MacWilliams identities.
Definition
2.4 The packing radius of C is the integer e = led - 1)/2J. Thus e is the largest
integer such that the "Hamming spheres" of radius e centered at the points of Care .disjoint.,
In other words, e is the error-correcting
capability of C. The covering radius of C, denoted by
p, is the smallest positive integer such that the spheres of radius p centered at the points of C
cover the whole space F~. More precisely,
14

p = max min wt(u - v).
vEF;;

(2.17)

UEC

In other words, p is the maximum value among the weights of the coset leaders of C.
Notice that p can generally not be determined from the weight distribution. By definition,
we have eSp·
A code C is said to be perfect if e = p, i.e., if the "packing spheres" cover the
whole space. We mention two theorems involving the concepts introduced above. The first one
is due to MacWilliams [37Jand the second one to the author [12J.
Theorem 2.2 Any linear code C satisfies the inequality e S r ("the packing radius cannot
exceed the dual degree"), with equality if and only if C is perfect.
Theorem 2.3 Any linear code C satisfies p S r ("the dual degree is an upper bound for the
covering radius").
Notice that part of Theorem 2.2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3. Somewhat surprisingly, these results can be extended to arbitrary codes C (over arbitrary finite alphabets)
[12J. To that end, one has to define the dual degree r without referring to a "dual code". We
postpone this subject to the next section.
A question arises naturally from Theorem 2.2: what can be said about the "dual weights"
of a perfect linear code, i.e., about the e distinct values of wt(v) with v E Cl., v ¥ O? As shown
by MacWilliams [37J,these dual weights have to be the zeros of a well-definedpolynomial Le(z)
of degree e, which can be expressed as
e

L Qk(Z),

Le(z) =

(2.18)

k=O

This is usually referred to as the Lloyd polynomial. Notice that Le(z) is a Krawtchouk polynomial within a "shift". More precisely, indicating the length parameter n by a superscript, we
simply have
(2.19)
Thus, one obtains a strong necessary condition for the existence of a perfect code: all zeros
of the Lloyd polynomial Le (z) must be integers, in the set {I, 2, .. " n}. The argument above
applies only to linear codes. However, as shown by Lloyd, the result holds for arbitrary codes
over a field alphabet [36J. This is one of the main tools by means of which the question of
perfect codes has been solved [34J, [35J, [57J. In fact, the Lloyd theorem can be extended to
the case of arbitrary alphabet sizes [l1J, [28J. It can even be generalized to a natural notion of
"perfect codes" in certain graphs, called distance-regular graphs [8J, [13J. This subject belongs
to the framework of association schemes, treated in Section 4.
2.2.2

Self-dual binary codes

One of the most interesting applications of the MacWilliams identities is the study of self-dual
codes C, defined by C = Cl.. The reader is especially referred to [3J, [7J,[39], [51]). Notice that
part of the theory applies to "formally self-dual codes" (see Remark 2.2).
We shall restrict our attention to the binary case (q = 2), which is particularly interesting.
In view of Theorem 2.1, the weight enumerator W(x, y) of a self-dual binary code satisfies
W(x,y) = W

X
(

"IS

+y

y'2'

x -

y'2

y)

.

(2.20)

In other words, it is invariant under the linear transformation

[ ~ ] ~ ~ [~ -~][ ~ ]

.

(2.21)

Furthermore, since all weights of C are even (which means that each code vector is orthogonal
to itself), W( x, y) contains only powers of y2. Hence, it satisfies W( x, y) = W( x, -y) or, in
other words, it is invariant under the linear transformation
(2.22)
As a result, the weight enumerator of any self-dual binary code is invariant under a group
of matrices, denoted by G1, generated by the two matrices occurring in (2.21) and (2.22). This
group has order 16. By using the beautiful and powerful method of invariant theory, one can
show that the set P(G1) of polynomials W(x, y) invariant under the group G1 is generated by
the following two polynomials [39]:
(2.23)
This means that a polynomial W(x,y) belongs to P(G1) if and only if it is a polynomial in
W1(x, y) and W2(x, y). Notice that W1(x, y) is the weight enumerator of the repetition code
of length 2. As to W2(x, y), it can be replaced by the weight enumerator of the extended
Hamming code of length 8, given by
(2.24)
In effect, we have 4W2(x,y) = W1(X,y)4 - W2'(x,y).
It is also interesting to consider a subclass of the class of binary self-dual codes, defined
by the fact that all the vectors of a code in the subclass have weights divisible by 4. Such
codes are referred to as even self-dual codes. (Notice that if all weights of a linear code Care
divisible by 4, then C necessarily is a subcode of Cl.. This readily follows from the identity
wt(u + v) = wt(u) + wt(v) - 2wt(u 0 v), where 0 d~notes the componentwise product.) Since
W(x, y) contains only powers of v', we must have W(x, y) = W(x, iy), where i is the imaginary
unit. In other words, W( x, y) is invariant under the linear transformation
(2.25)
Therefore, the weight enumerator of any even self-dual binary code is invariant under the
group of matrices, denoted by G2, generated by the two matrices occurring in (2.20) and
(2.25). This group has order 192. By applying invariant theory, one can show that the set
P( G2) of polynomials W( x, y) invariant under the group G2 is generated by the following two
polynomials [39]:
(2.26)
Notice that W3( x, y) can be replaced by the weight enumerator of the extended Golay code of
length 24, given by
W:i(x,

y) = X24 + 759x16y8

In effect, we have 42W3(x, y)

=

+ 2576x12y12 + 759xBy16 + y24

W2'(x, y)3 - W3'(x, y).
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(2.27)

The result of this analysis is the following theorem, due to Gleason [39).
Theorem

2.4 (i) The weight enumerator of any self-dual binary code is a polynomial in
and W2(x,y).
(ii) The weight enumerator of any even self-dual binary code is a
polynomial in W2'(x,y) and W3(x,y).
W1(x,y)

This theorem can be used to compute the weight distribution of some interesting self-dual
codes, such as the extended quadratic residue codes [39). Furthermore, it leads to strong upper
bounds for the minimum distance of self-dual codes of a given length [39):
d ~ 2ln/8J
d ~ 4ln/24J

+ 2,

+4,

in general,

(2.28)

in the even case,

(2.29)

and it provides us with a method to discuss the possibility of achieving or "nearly achieving"
these bounds [41), [42).
Remark 2.3 The material of this section belongs to the general area of "coding and combinatorics" [3). Among the important applications of the MacWilliams identities that are omitted
here, let us especially mention the Assmus-Mattson theorem, which allows one to prove that
the weight classes of certain linear codes yield combinatorial t-designs (where t can be "large")
[2). A strengthening of this theorem has been obtained recently [10).
2.3

Generalizations

The MacWilliams identities can be generalized in various directions; this is one of the main
themes of the present paper. In this subsection, we restrict our interest to those generalizations
which are concerned with pairs of duallinear codes, as in the original case. The only difference
lies in the definition of the "enumerating function", based on appropriate partitions of a code.
These partitions will be refinements of the Hamming weight partition. We shall only consider
two types of enumerators; further examples can be found in [39). At the end of this subsection,
we shall go back to Hamming weight enumerators, in a more general context than above.
2.3.1

Complete

enumerators

Let ao, ab ... ,aq_1 denote the elements of the field alphabet Fq. We classify the vectors
v E
according to the number of occurrences of each element ai as a component Vj of v.
This leads to the notion of the "complete enumerator" of a code, defined as follows.
•

F;

Definition 2.5 The composition of v = (Vb···,
where the component Si(V) is given by
Si(V) = l{j E {l,···,n}:

Vj

vnj is the integer q-tuple (so(v), ... , Sq_I(V))

= ai}l,

fori = O,l,···,q-l.

(2.30)

Let C be a linear code of length n over Fg. The complete enumerator of C is the polynomial
Ee(zo, ZI,···, Zq_I), in the q variables Zi, defined by
E C( Zo, Zb

...

, Zq_1

•• (u)ZI'du)...
) -"
- L...J Zo
uee

·.-du)•

Zq_1

(2.31)

In other words, the coefficientof zb· ... z:':i' in the complete enumerator counts the vectors in
C whose composition equals the given q-tuple (to,· .. , tq-d.
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The complete enumerator of the dual Cl. can be determined from that of C by means of an
identity involving some well-defined complex numbers "[r, .. with 0 :$ T, S :$ q - 1, which form
the character table of (the additive group of) F o- In fact, these numbers are pth roots of unity,
where p is the prime divisor of q. They can be defined as follows:

= (Tr(CtrCt,l,

Îr,.

with (

= e21ri/p.

(2.32)

Here, Tr denoter the trace function from Fq to Fp (with q = pV), given by
v-I

Tr(,B)=L:,Bpk

where,BEFq.

(2.33)

k=O

For example, the character table
= w2, is the following:

r=

br,.) of the quaternary field F 4, with

00

=

0, al

=

1, 02

=

W, 03

r

1
1
1
1
1
1 -1 -1
1 -1 -1
1

=
[

1 -1

1
.

(2.34)

1-1

Theorem 2.5 Let r = br,.)~;;o be the character table of the field F q- The complete enumerators of a linear code C and its dual Cl. are related by
EcJ..(z)

=

1
iCTEc(zr),

(2.35)

where z = (zo, .. " Zq_l) and where zr denotes the matrix product of z with r.
A proof of this result can be found in [39). Notice that Theorem 2.1 can be obtained from
Theorem 2.5 by setting Zo = x and Zl = ... = Zq_l = y. More generally, one can obtain
MacWilliams relations for enumerators that are intermediate between the weight enumerator
and the complete enumerator, with respect to any divisor of q - 1 (i.e., to any subgroup of the
multiplicative group of F q).
2.3.2

Split weight enumerators

In the study of the weight structure of certain codes which are naturally divided into a "left
part" and a "right part", of the same length, it is interesting to introduce the notion of the
split weight enumerator [39).
Definition
v

=

(Vb"

2.6 Suppose n
',Vm,Vm+l,"

= 2m.

-,V2m.)

The left weight WL(V) and the right weight WR(V) of a vector

are

(2.36)
The split weight enumerator of a linear code C of length 2m is the 4-variable polynomial
(2.37)
Theorem

2.6 The split weight enumerators of a linear code C and its dual Cl. are related by

(2.38)
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Notice that We(x, y) = Sc(x, y, x, y). Therefore, Theorem 2.1 can be deduced from Theorem
2.6. It is possible to extend the concept of the split weight enumerator
by considering an
arbitrary partition of the coordinate set {1,···, n}. In all cases, one can derive MacWilliams
relations (with a "Kronecker product structure")
between the enumerator of a code and that
of its dual.
2.3.3

Additive

codes

over

a commutative

group

Duality can be extended from the original framework of linear codes over a field alphabet to
the more general framework of additive codes over a commutative group alphabet [11], [13]. The
MacWillia.ms identities on weight enumerators (Theorem 2.1) remain valid in that context, and
the results about complete enumerators
and split weight enumerators can also be generalized.
An explanation of this phenomenon is given in Section 4.
Here we shall not give the precise definition of the dual of an additive code, in the general
case. (It belongs to the general framework of "regular association schemes", treated in §4.3.)
Let us only consider the important
partienlar case where the alphabet is the cyclic group of
order q, denoted by Zq, for any integer q ~ 2. The elements of Zq simply are the integers
modulo q. In this case, an additive code C of length n may be called a linear code over Zq; it
has the structure of a subrnoduIe of the Zq-module Z~. The dual of C, denoted again by Cl.,
can be defined exactly as in (2.3), except that Fq is replaced by Zq.
The case of the alphabet Z4 is especially interesting from the application viewpoint, because
of the nice properties of the Gray mapping from Z4 to F2 X F2' given by

0 ......(0,0),

1 ......(0,1),

2 ......(1,1),

3 ......(1,0).

(2.39)

Recently, this has been used to define a "dual" for nonlinearcodes oflength 2n over F2 that can
be viewed as linear codes of length n over Z4 [22], [23]. By the very nature of the definition,
it follows that the weight distribution
of dual codes (in this sense) satisfy the MacWillia.ms
relations. The Kerdock codes have been shown to belong to the family [22], [23]. Hence, they
admit a dual (which is also linear over Z4)' The duals of the Kerdock codes are not equivalent
to the Preparara codes, although they have the same weight distribution as them.
2.3.4

Cosets

of linear

codes

In certain applications,
weight enumerator

including
of the cosets

the analysis

Cl.

+

V

= {u

of decoding

+v

methods,

one is interested

: u E c-)

in the

(2.40)

of a linear code Col, where v E F~. (The weight enumerator of a nonlinear
code is defined
exactly as in §2.1; the coefficient of xn-.y' counts the code vectors of weight i.)
In general, for a given v, the weight enumerator WCJ..+v(x,y) cannot be determined from
We(x,y). However, one can express the desired weight enumerator by means of a summation
over C as follows (see [16]):

WC.L+v(x, y) =

I~IL (Tr(u.vJ(x + (q -

l)yt-wt(UJ(x

_ y)wt(UJ.

(2.41 )

uee

=

(When q
2, the factor (Tr(u.vJ becomes (-1 )u.v.) In the partienlar case v E Cl., we have
u.v = 0 for a.Ji u E C; hence, the result (2.41) reduces, in this case, to the MacWillia.ms relation
(2.4). This result can be generalized to additive codes over a commutative group (instead of
linear codes over a field).
'19

3
3.1

U pper bounds on the size of a code
Basic result

In spite of the fact that nonlinear codes admit no dual code, it is possible, in a certain sense, to
extend the "MacWilliams relations" to arbitrary codes. One of the key ideas of the extension
is to replace the weight distribution by the distance distribution.
Let F be a finite set of cardinality q, with q ~ 2, and let n be a positive integer. For any two
n-tuples (called vectors) u = (UI,···, u,,) and v = (VI,···, v,,) in F", the Hamming distance
between u and v, denoted by dist(u, v), is defined as follows:
dist(u, v) = l{j E {1,···, n} : Uj

f. vj}l.

(3.1)

If F has the structure of a group (represented by an additive operator), then the distance

function can be expressed by
dist(u, v) = wt(u - v).

(3.2)

Definition 3.1 Let C be a q-ary code of length n (over F), i.e., a nonempty subset of F". The
distance distribution of C is the rational (n + l)-tuple (ao, al, ... , an), where ai is the average
number of vectors in C at distance i from a given vector in C, that is
ai

= ai(C) =

1

jëïl{(u, v) E C xC: dist(u, v)

= i}l,

for i

= 0,1,···,

n.

(3.3)

The corresponding distance enumerator Dc (x, y) is defined by
De(x,y)

= tai(C)xn-iyi

= ~

L

I I uee

i=O

L xn-dist(u,v)ydist(u,v).
vee

(3.4)

If C is a linear code over a field alphabet (or, more generally, an additive code over a group
alphabet), then the distance distribution coincides with the weight distribution. In general,
i.e., for "nonlinear codes", the distance distribution proves to be more useful than the weight
distribution. Let us mention the obvious properties ai ~ 0 and
n

ao = 1,

Lai

=

IC!-

(3.5)

i=û

Although there generally exists no dual code Col,we can compute the Krawtchouk transform
of the distance distribution of any code C, hoping that it will enjoy some interesting properties.
The following theorem gives the most useful property, which simply is the nonnegativity of the
Krauiichouk transform [11], [59], [60].
Theorem 3.1 Let (ao, al, ... ,an) be the distance distribution of a q-ary code C of length n.
Let (bo, bI,· .. , bn) be its (normalized) Krawtchouk transform, defined by

"

bk = LaiQk(i),

(3.6)

i=û

where Qk(Z) is the Krawtchouk polynomial of degree k , given by (2.9), (2.12), (2.13). The
components bk satisfy
bk ~ 0 for k = 0,1,· .. , n.
20

(3.7)

Proof As in Theorem 2.1, we shall only treat
function (2.8) of the Krawtchouk polynomials,
written as

the binary case, q = 2. Using the generating
we readily verify that definition (3.6) can be

n

+ y,x

Dc(x

- y)

=

L bkxn-kl.

(3.8)

k=O
Without loss of generality,
By use of (2.5) we obtain

Dc(x

+ s, x

assume that the binary alphabet

- y)

F has the structure

= ~ L (L L( _l)h.(U-V))
I I heF;

of the field F2.

xn-wt(h)ywt(h).

(3.9)

uec veC

in (3.9) is the square of the simple sum 2:uec( _l)h.v.

The double sum under brackets
paring with (3.8), we have

L

bk=_2_

ICI

wt(h)=k

(L(_1)h'V)2,
vee

Com-

(3.10)

and this proves the desired result bk ~ O. 0
Remark

3.1 Notice that

Qo(z)

=

1; hence (3.6) yields bo

=

2::;"0 ai

= ICI.

From the distance distribution
(ai)i'=o of an arbitrary code C, and from its Krawtchouk
transform (bk)k=o, one can define four parameters that play an important role in combinatorial
coding theory [12].
Definition
3.2 The minimum distance of C is the largest integer d = d(C) such that al = ... =
ad-I = O. (If al '" 0, then d = 1.) The degree of C, denoted by s(C), is the number of integers
i, with 1 :S i :S n, such that ai '" O.
The relevance of the minimum
between distinct code vectors:

distance

d(C) =

d is obvious.

min

u,vec,u#v

In effect, d is the smallest

dist(u, v).

distance

(3.11)

(This is the same concept as in Definition 2.3, except that the distance function is used instead
of the weight function.)
As to the degree s(C), it is equal to the number of distances between
distinct code vectors.
Definition
3.3 The maximum strength of C is the largest integer t = t(C) such that bI = ... =
b, O. (If bI'" 0, then t 0.) The dual degree of C, denoted by r(C), is the number of integers
k, with 1 :S k :S n, such that bk '" O.

=

=

The maximum strength has the following property.
For any set of t coordinate positions,
each of the q' possible t-tuples of alphabet symbols is matched by the same number of vectors
in C, and t is the largest integer having this property.
(The code C is then said to form an
orthogonal array of maximum strength t.) If C is a linear code over a field, our definition gives
t(C)
d(Cl.) - 1, where Cl. is the dual of C.
The concept of the dual degree is an extension of the concept introduced in Definition 2.3
for linear codes. (If C is linear, then r(C) = s(Cl.),) It turns out that Theorem 2.3 remains
- valid in the general situation;
we have p(C) :S r(C), where p(C) is the covering radius of C,
defined by

=

21

p(C) = max min dist(n, v).

(3.12)

veFn uee

(This is exactly the same definition as in (2.17), except that the distance function is used
instead of the weight function.)
3.2

The linear programming

approach

We shall now concentrate on the following problem, which is of great significance in coding
theory. For a given integer é, with 1 S 6 S n, one is interested in the class Co that consists
of the q-ary codes C of length n and minimum designed distance é. This means that a code C
belongs to Co if and only if its minimum distance d(C) sa.tisfies
(3.13)

d(C) ~ 6.

Our problem will be to find a realistic upper bound on the cardinality of a code C in the class
Co, for given values of q, n, and é.
The nonnegativity result (Theorem 3.1) strongly suggests to treat this question by means
of the well-known linear programming method [49).
Definition 3.4 The linear programming problem LP, in the real varia.bles ao, al,"',
maximize the sum

an, is to

(3.14)
under the linear constraints
ao

= 1,

ai

= 0 for i = 1,'··,6

- 1,

ai ~

(3.15)

0 for i = 6, ... , n,

n

(3.16)

~ Ofork = 1,···,n.

2:ai'dk(i)
i=O

The connection with our coding theoretic problem is immediate. In effect, by Theorem 3.1,
the distance distribution of any code C in the class C" is a feasible program of LP; therefore,
we have the linear programming bound [11):
with B = max (J.

(3.17)

LP

It is often more convenient to replace the "primal" (maximization) linear problem LP by
its "dual" version (a minimization problem), defined classically as follows (see [49]).

Definition 3.5 The duallinear programming problem LP', in.the real variables
is to minimize the sum

4>0,4>1,'·',

4>n,

n

(J'

=

2: 4>kQk(O),

(3.18)

k=O

under the linear constraints

4>0 = 1,

<Pk ~ 0 for k = 1,' ", n,

22

(3.19)

L <PkQk( i) ~ 0 for

(3.20)

i = 8, ... , n.

k=O

It is well known that the extremal values of a (for LP) and of a" (for LP')
Hence, the linear programming bound (3.17) can also be written as follows:
ICI::; B for allC E Co,

with B = min a":
LP'

are equal.

(3.21)

This form is quite useful, since any feasible program of LP' yields an upper bound on ICI.
Furthermore, the dual problem has a nice interpretation in terms of polynomials, which we
state as a theorem [11].
Theorem 3.2 Let F(z) be a polynomial of degree less than or equal to n in the variable z ,
with real coefficients. Consider its expansion
n

F(z)

=

L fkQk(z)

(3.22)

k=O

in the basis of Krawt chouk polynomials Qk(Z).
fa>

Assume that F(z)

satisfies

ik 2': 0 for k = 1,· .. , n,

0,

F( i) ::; 0 for i = 8,· .. , n.

(3.23)
(3.24)

Then the cardinality of any code C E Co is bounded from above by

ICI s F(O)!

(3.25)

fa.

More precisely, the minimum value of F(O)! fa under the constraints (3.23) and (3.24) equals
the extremal value B of LP and of LP'.
Proof This is a mere restatement of the dual linear programming problem, except that the
normalization <Po= 1 is replaced by fa > 0; the connection is given by <Pk= fk! fa. 0

It is interesting to see how the inequality (3.25) can be deduced directly from Theorem 3.1.
Using (3.6) and (3.22) we have
n

L bkik
k=O

=

L a;F(

i).

(3.26)

;=0

By (3.23), all terms in the left hand side are non-negative. By (3.24), all terms in the right
hand sum are non-positive, except the index zero term. Hence, we obtain the desired result
bofo ~ F(O). The argument also shows that if a code C achieves the bound (3.25), then its
distance distribution must satisfy hfk = 0 for all k 2': 1 and a;F( i) = 0 for all i 2': 1. These
are very useful necessary conditions for codes that are "extremaI" with respect to some specific
bounds. Fore example, the Lloyd theorem for perfect codes can be interpreted in this way, with
respect to the sphere packing bound [11], [13], [15].
The dual form of the linear programming bound given in Theorem 3.2 can be paraphrased
as follows (roughly). Let F(z) be a polynomial
having nonnegative
components
fk in the
Krawtchouk
basis and assuming
nonpositive
values on the permitted
(nonzero)
a code. Then F(O)! fa is an upper bound on the number of code vectors.
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distances

of

Remark 3.2 The linear programming method can be adapted so as to take into account some
other constraints expressible as linear identities or inequalities on the distance distribution
(see especially [39]). Furthermore, in certain applications it may be interesting to consider
a "minimization problem" instead of the maximiaation problem of Definition 3.4. The most
natural example of that type is concerned with orthogonal arrays of a given strength T; they
are characterized by bI = ... = b; = 0 (see [12]).

3.3

Computation

of the bounds

The result above can be applied to derive "good" upper bounds on the size of a code with designed minimum distance Ó. In fact, as a general rule (with exceptions), the linear programming
approach yields the strongest bounds available today. (Notice that classical results such as the
Hamming, Plotkin and Singleton bounds can easily be deduced from the linear programming
bound [11].)
One of the most remarkable achievements in this area is the derivation of asymptotic upper
bounds on the rate
(3.27)
for a fixed value of óln and for n -- 00. We shall now see how these bounds can be obtained,
without entering into the computational details. The results are due to McEliece, Rodemich,
Rumsey and Welch [43].
For a real number c and for an integer t with 1:::; t :::;l(n - 1)/2J, consider the polynomial
F(z), of degree 2t + 1, defined as follows:
(3.28)
F(z) = _1_ [Qt(c)QtH(z)
- Qt+l(c)Qt(z)]2.
c-z
We shall refer to this polynomial as the MRRW polynomial.
Let (k denote the smallest zero
of the Krawtchouk polynomial Qk(Z) (see §2.1.2). Since the zeros of Qk(Z) separate those of
Qk+l(Z), we have 0 < (n < ... < (2 < (1 < n. The number c will be subject to the following
two constraints:

o < c < s,

(tH

< c<

(t.

(3.29)

The first of them clearly implies (3.24), and it can be shown that the second one implies (3.23).
Therefore, one can apply the bound (3.25) to the polynomial (3.28).
To obtain an asymptotic bound, one has to analyse the behavior of (t when the ratio tin is
held approximately fixed and n tends to infinity. Thereafter, one has to determine appropriate
values for c and t. In the binary case (q = 2), the final result is the following [39], [43]:
R:::; H2

0-J~(1-~)) (1

+ oen»).

(3.30)

Here, H2 is the binary entropy function, i.e., H2(X) = -x log2(x) - (1- x) log2(1- x). We shall
refer to (3.30) as the first form of the MRRW bound. This bound is smaller (i.e., better) than
the Elias bound [39]for óln > 0.151 and larger than it for óln < 0.150.
It is clear that the MRRW polynomial (3.28) satisfies the inequality F(>') :::;0 for all real >.
in the interval [8, n], and not only for integer>. (in the same interval) as required by (3.24). In
fact, if we strengthen the constraint (3.24) and replace it by
F(>'):::; 0 for all

x E [8,n],

24

(3.31)

and if we maintain the constraint (3.23), then we obtain a new linear programming
problem
(with an infinite number of constraints),
which is a strengthening
of the original problem LP.
It is a remarkable fact that this problem can be solved completely, in an explicit manner (for
any value of q). The minimizing polynomial F(z) has been discovered by Levenshtein [31]; the
optimality proof has been given by SideI'nikov [48] and recently completed by Levenshtein [32].
We shall not give the explicit form of this polynomial, which is somewhat more involved than

(3.28).
For fixed values of nand 6, the upper bound on e that results from the Levenshtein polynomial F(z) is stronger than the bound derived from the MRRW polynomial (3.28). However,
the asymptotic form of this improved bound coincides with the MRRW bound (3.30).
Let us stress the fact that the results mentioned above do not exhaust the subject, since
the constraint (3.31) is stronger than the "true constraint"
(3.24) and, therefore, gives rise to
a weaker bound. As explained below, this is true not only for the "local-bounds",
but also for
the "asymptotic
bounds".
We shall need some definitions and results about constant weight binary codes. In the
present context, our motivation lies in the fact that upper bounds for constant weight codes
with a specified minimum distance lead to upper bounds for unrestricted codes with the same
constraint, via the Elias lemma (which is a key point in the proof of the Elias bound [39]).
Consider an integer m, in the range 1:5 m:5 Ln/2J. A constant weight binary code cm, of
length n and weight rn, is a nonempty set of vectors v E F" satisfying
wt(v) = m for all v E cm.
It is clear that the Hamming distance
integer not exceeding 2rn; we have
dist(u,v)
Definition
integer (m

between

two vectors

E {0,2,···,2rn}

(3.32)
u and v in such a code is an even

for all uvv E cm.

3.6 The reduced distance distribution of the constant
defined by

(3.33)

weight binary

code cm is the

+ 1)- tuple (aD, ai", ... , a;;:)

(3.34)
In view of (3.33), this merely is a compact form of the distance distribution
3.1, since ai(em) = 0 for odd i and for i > m.

given by Definition

It turns out that the reduced distance distribution
enjoys a property quite similar to the
result of Theorem 3.1, with respect to a suitable linear transform (replacing the Krawtchouk
transform).
This new transform, which is very useful in the theory of constant weight binary
codes, involves a well-defined class of orthogonal polynomials
Qk'(z) of the hypergeometric
type, known as dual Hahn polynomials [26]. They can be defined as follows:
(3.35 )
for k = 0,1,···, m, with the usual notation (2.11) for generalized hypergeometrie
functions. It
is seen that Qk'(z) is a polynomial of degree k in the variable z. The result alluded to above
is the following [13].
-

o,

Theorem
3.3 Let (a
ai", ... , a;;:) be the reduced distance distribution of a constant weight
binary code cm, of weight rn. Let (b bi", ... , b;;:) be its dual Hahn transforrn, defined by

o,
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m

bk'

=

(3.36)

LaiQk'(i),
i=û

where Qk'(z) is the dual Hahn polynomial of degree k , given in (3.35). The components bk' of
this transferm satisfy
bk'?: 0 for k = 0,1, ···,m.

(3.37)

This is quite similar to Theorem 3.1. In fact, both results are partienlar cases of a general
theorem about "codes in association schemes", which will be given in Section 4 (Theorem 4.3).
It is clear that we can apply the same linear programming approach as above to obtain an
upper bound for the cardinality of a constant weight code cm subject to d(Cm) ?: ó. In perfect
analogy with Theorem 3.2, we have the following result [13].
Theorem 3.4 Let Fm(z) be a polynomial of degree less than or equal to m in the variable z,
with real coefficients. Consider its expansion
m

F"'(z) = L

(3.38)

fkQ'k(z)

k=O

in the basis of dual Hahn polynomials Qk'(z). Assume that F"'(z) satisfies

to>

0,

fk ?: 0 for k = 1,' ", m,

F"'(i) S 0 for i =

rÓ/21,·· ·,m.

(3.39)
(3.40)

Then the cardinality of any constant weight code cm subject to the minimum distance constraint d(Cm) ?: Ó is bounded from above by
(341)
The linear programming bound resulting from Theorem 3.4 is not only interesting in itself;
it can also be apllied to the initial problem (concerning "unrestricted codes"), in the following
way. Let M denote the set of vectors of weight m in F2' and let C be any binary code of length
n. By a simple counting argument, we have

L

IM n (C

+ v)1 =

( ~)

ICI.

(3.42)

veFï
Let us choose a vector v E F2 that maximizes IMn(C+v)1 and define the code cm = Mn(C+v).
By construction, cm is a constant weight code (of weight m), and its minimum distance is less
than or equal to the minimum distance of C. From (3.42) we deduce
(3.43)

This is the Elias lemma, which allows us to derive an upper bound on C from an upper bound
on cm (with the same designed minimum distance in both cases).
By a method similar to that leading to the result (3.30), using a polynomial F"'(z) analogous to F(z) in (3.28), with the dual Hahn polynomials Q'k(z) instead of the Krawtchouk
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polynomials Qk(Z), one can derive an explicit upper bound on ICml. Combining this with the
Elias inequality (3.43), and optimizing over the weight parameter rn, one thus obtains the
second form of the MRRW bound [43J. It coincides (asymptotically) with the first form (3.30)
when b/n > 0.273 and it improves over it when b/n < 0.272. The numerical improvement with
respect to the minimum of the Elias bound and the first form (3.30) of the MRRW bound is
rather small. NeverTheless,the result is interesting from a theoretical viewpoint, since, for the
reason explained below, it shows that the strengthening (3.31) of the constraint (3.24) really
affects the asymptotic bound.
We have demonstrated the technical usefulness of the computation method based on a
combination of the Elias lemma and the analysis of constant weight codes. However, it turns
out that this indirect method does not improve over the direct method. More precisely, we
have the following result, which is due to Rodemich [47J.
Theorem 3.5 Let B = ma.xLP a be the optimal value of the linear programming bound for
the class of unrestricted binary codes with designed minimum distance é. Similarly, let B":
denote the optimal value of the linear programming bound (described in Theorem 3.4) for the
class of constant weight binary codes cm with the same designed minimum distance b. Then
B and B": are related by
(3.44)

Proof Our argument is constructive, and uses the dual form of the linear programming method
(Theorems 3.2 and 3.4). Let F"'(z) be any real polynomial satisfying the linear constraints
(3.39) and (3.40). Define F(z) to be the unique real polynomial of degree less than or equal to
n (in the variable z) such that

for i = 0,2, .. " 2rn

(3.45)

otherwise,
where i E {O, 1,' ", n}. By construction, we have F( i) ~ 0 for i = b, b + 1,' . " n, and F(O) =
Fm(o). In addition, it can be shown that the Krawtchouk components fk of F(z) are expressed
in terms of the dual Hahn components
of F"'(z) by

fr

m

t, = 'E)h.dr

with {h.12: 0,

(3.46)

10·

(3.47)

1=0

Jo
Therefore, the polynomial F(z)
Furthermore, we have

= 2-

n
(

~

)

satisfies the linear programming constraints (3.23) and (3.24).
F(O)

2n

To= (~)

F"'(O)

Jo .

(3.48)

By definition, B": is the minimum value of the ratio F"'(0)/1o
over all the admissible
polynomials Fm(z). Since B ~ F(O)/ Jo, the desired inequality (3.44) follows immediately from
the relation (3.48) between F(z) and F"'(z).
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A key point of the argument lies in (3.46) and (3.47). These results can easily be proved in
the framework of association scheme theory presented in Section 4 (see the end of §4.1.1). 0
For a good overall understanding of the subject, it should be observed that, in general, the
polynomial F(z) defined from Fm(z) as in (3.45) does not satisfy the strong form (3.31) of the
constraints, since we have F(i) = 0 for all odd integers i and for all integers i larger than m
(in the interval 0 ~ i ~ nl.
Remark 3.3 In the parameter range where the designed minimum distance S is slightly smaller
than nl2 (i.e., "just outside the Plotkin range"), Tietäväinen has obtained an upper bound on
the code size ICI which is significantly better than the linear programming bound [58]. This
result is based on an inequality that cannot be expressed in terms of the distance distribution.
(It does not contribute to the asymptotic bound, since the ratio Sin tends to 1/2 for n
00
so that the rate R must tend to 0.)
-t

Remark 3.4 The linear programming approach can also be applied to codes on the Euclidean
sphere. The analogues of the Krawtchouk and dual Hahn polynomials are Geçenbauer polynomials [19]. In this case, the constraints of the problem are of the form (3.31), and it is possible
to determine the exact value of the linear programming bound [32], [33], [48].

4

Association schemes

This section contains an introduction to those parts of association scheme theory which seem
to be especially relevant in the context of coding theory [13], [21], [52]. This subject is a part
of what is called algebraic combinatorics [5], [20]. The most important questions belong to the
framework of distance-regular graph theory (in a wide sense) [9].
4.1

Basic notions and results

Let X be a finite set, with lXI ~ 2. For an integer n ~ 1, consider a set R = {Ro, Rb"',
Rn}
of n + 1 nonempty binary relations R; on X. Thus, R; is a subset of the Cartesian square X2
of X, and (X, Ri) is a directed graph without multiple edges.
Definition 4.1 The pair (X, R) is said to be an n-class association scheme if the following
three conditions are satisfied.
(a) R is a partition of X2 and Ro is the diagonal relation, i.e., Ro = {( x, x) E X2 : x E X}.
(b) For i = 0,1,"', n, the converse R~ = {(x, y) E X2 : (y, x) E Ri} of the relation H;
belongs to the set R. This induces a pairing i ......
iJ over the set {O,1,"', n}, defined by the
equality Ri' = R~.
(c) There exists numbers pf,j' called intersection numbers, with p7.J = pJ,i' such that for any
pair (x, y) E Rk the number of points z E X with (x, z) E R; and (z, y) E Rj is equal to pf,j
(for i,j, k = 0,1,"', nl.
The number p? i' is denoted by Vi and is called the valency of (X, Ri); it is equal to the
number of points z' E X with (x,z) ER.;, for any fixed x EX. We have L::':oVi = lXI·
In most (but not all) applications that we shall consider, the definition above can be made
more restrictive. The association scheme (X, R) is said to be symmetric if all relations R,
are symmetric. To obtain the axioms of a symmetric association scheme, one has to replace
condition (c) by the following.
(c)" R,

= R~,

for i = O,I,···,n.
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Thus, a symmetric association scheme has a trivial pairing, i.e., i = i' for all i. (Notice that the
identity p7,j = PJ,i in condition (b) can be omitted in the symmetric case, since this identity
becomes a consequence of the other requirements.)
Example
4.1 Let X = F" be the nth Cartesian power of a fin.ite set F, with IFI = q ~ 2.
For i
0,1," ',n, define R;
((x,y) E X2 : dist(x,y)
i}, where dist is the Hamming
distance function (see §3.1). Then (X, R) is a symmetric n-class association scheme, called the
Hamming scheme and denoted by H(n,q).

=

=

=

Example
4.2 Let X be the set of vectors of weight n in the binary Hamming space Ff, with
1::; n::; lN/2J. For i
O,l,"',n,
define R,
((x,y) E X2: dist(x,y)
2i}. Then (X,R)
is a symmetric n-class association scheme, called the Johnson scheme and denoted by J(N, n ).
Notice that there is a change of notation with respect to §3.3; it is motivated by the fact that
we wish to systematically
use the symbol n for the number of classes of the association scheme
under consideration.
.

=

=

=

=

Example
4.3 Let X
F;;' be the Nth Cartesian power of the fin.ite field F q with q elements.
Let R be the set of relations on X defined as follows. A pair (x, y) in X2 belongs to a certain
relation R, (in R) if and only if the difference x - y has a specified composition (see Definition
2.5). Then (X, R) is an association scheme, which can be called the compasition scheme. It is
symmetric if and only if q is a power of 2.
These three examples, which have a clear significance in coding theory, will serve us to
illustrate certain concepts introduced in what follows. Let us point out that, in all our examples,
the association scheme structure is induced by the action of a well-defined permutation group.
Roughly speaking, all the "classical" families of association schemes enjoy this property.
Remark
4.1 Let X = Z;:' be the mth Cartesian power of the group Z4. The most interesting
metric for this set is given by the Lee distance ch (see [22], [23]), that is:
m

&L(X, y) =

L lXi

(4.1)

- yd,

i=1

=
=

=

=

=

=

=

for x
(xJ,"',xm)
and y
(Yb''',Ym)
in X, where 101
0, III
131
1 and 121 2.
For i
0,1,"',2m,
define R;
{(x,y) E X2: &L(X,y)
i}. Then (X,{Ro, .. ·,R2m}) is
a symmetric association scheme which is isomorphic to the Hamming scheme R(2m, 2). The
isomorphism in question is deduced immediately from the Gray map (2.39) [22], [23].
More generally, for an integer m with 0 ::; m ::; Ln/2 J, consider the set X = Z;:' X Zî-2m
equipped with the Lee distance (which is the sum of the Lee distance (4.1) on the first m
coordinates and the Hamming distance on the last n - 2m coordinates).
These distance relations
provide X with the structure of an n-class association scheme, isomorphic to H( n, 2).

4.1.1

=

=

The Bose-Mesner algebra

The directed graph
acteristic matrix of
complex matrices A
of lXI, and the (x,y)
C(X) and is defined

(X,R;) can be represented by its adjacency matrix Di, i.e., by the charR; as a subset of X2. More precisely, let C(X) denote the set of square
of order lXI, where the rows and columns are labeled with the elements
entry of A is denoted by A(x,y).
The adjacency matrix Di belongs to
by
Di(X,

I
for (x,y) E s;
y) = { 0 for (x, y) f/. R;
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(4.2)

Assume that (X,R) is an n-class association scheme (see Definition 4.1). Let A denote the
complex vector space generated by the adjacency matrices Di, that is
A = {aoDo

+ alDI + ... + anDn

: aO,a1,···,

On

(4.3)

E C}.

Condition (a) says that A contains the unit matrix I and the all-one matrix J, since
Do = I,

Do

+ DI + ... + Dn

=

J.

Condition (b) says that A is closed under complex conjugation (A
transposition (A
AT), and hence under conjugate transposition (A
1-+

(4.4)
1-+

1-+

A) and under matrix
A" = AT), since
(4.5)

Di=Di,
Condition (c) says that A is closed under matrix multiplication,
is commutative, since

and that multiplication in A

n

o.o, = p,o, = I:pLDk.

(4.6)

k=O

This shows that the (n + I)-dimensional vector space A has the structure of a commutative
algebra (over the field C of complex numbers). !tis called the adjacency algebra, or BoseMestier algebra, of the association scheme (X,R).
For a symmetric association scheme, we
have
= Di (for all i). In this case, we can define the Bose-Mesner algebra over the field R
of real numbers (i.e., replace C by R in (4.3)).
The adjacency algebra A is known to be semi-simple. This means that there exists a unitary
matrix U E C(X) that reduces each matrix A E A to a diagonal form ÀA = U-I AU. As a
consequence, A admits a unique basis of irreducible idempotent matrices Eo, EI, ... , En, which
are mutually orthogonal:

DT

(4.7)
In partreular. Eo = lXI-IJ.
The rank of Ek will be denoted by mk, and the numbers
mo, mi, ... , mn will be referred to as the multiplicities of the association scheme. By definition, the eigenvalues of Ek are 1, with multiplicity mk, and 0, with multiplicity lXI - mk.
We have Lk=O mk = lXI·
The adjacency matrices Di and the idempotent matrices Ek play dual roles in the theory.
Let us examine this important formal duality in some detaiL The Bose-Mesner algebra A is
closed not only under ordinary matrix multiplication (A, B)
AB, but also under pointwise
(or Hadamard, or Schur) multiplication (A, B) ,__.A 0 B, defined by
1-+

(A

0

B)(x, y) = A(x, y)B(x, y).

(4.8)
2

This follows simply from the fact that the relations R; form a partition of X
In effect,
the adjacency matrices Di are "idempotent" and "mutually orthogonal" with respect to the
pointwise product:
(4.9)
The formal duality under discussion permutes the roles of the matrix product and the pointwise product. Thus, the identities (4.7) and (4.9) are dual of each other. As a dual of (4.4) and
(4.5), we have the properties
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+ El + ... + En =

Eo

I,

( 4.10)

(4.11)
where k ,..... k is a well-defined pairing over the set {O, 1,· .. , n}. For a symmetric association
scheme, this pairing is trivial:
Ek for all k. Let us stress the fact that the idempotent
matrices Ek are Hermitian
and nonnegative
definite, since their eigenvalues are 0 and 1. (These
properties are dual to those of the adjacency matrices Di, which have entries 0 and 1.)
Next, let us examine the formal dual of the matrix identity (4.6), that is, with a suitable
normalization:

Er =

n

=

IXI(EkOEI)

(4.12)

LqLE,.

'=0
The numbers

qk,1 defined from (4.12) are referred to as the Krein parameters;

of the intersection

numbers

pL.

In particular,

we have q~ k = mk (and qZ,1

they are the duals

=

0 when I

=I

kj;

the multiplicities
mk are the duals of the valencies Vi. The numbers qf I enjoy the following
important property (it is used in the proof of the MRRW bound, for example).
Theorem 4.1 The Krein parameters

are non-negative:

qL

?:

O.

ProoJ[21J The Hadamard product EkOEI is nonnegative definite, since it is a principal submatrix
of the Kronecker product Ek ® El of the nonnegative definite matrices Ek and El. Therefore,
the components IXI-lqk.1 of Ek 0 El in the basis (E,);'=o of A (which are the eigenvalues of
Ek 0 El) are nonnegative real numbers. 0
Consider now the expansion of the adjacency
potent matrices Ek of the algebra A, that is:

matrices

Di = L Pi (k)E;..
k=O

Di in the basis of irreducible

idem-

(4.13)

It follows from the definition that the number Pi(k) is the eigenvalue of Di corresponding to
the mk-dimensional
eigenspace of A spanned by the columns of Ei: In particular,
we have
PiCO) = Vi. The numbers Piek) will be called the P-numbersof
the association scheme (X,R).
We shall also be interested in the inverse (and dual) expansion
n

IXIEk = LQk(i)Di.

(4.14)

Î=û

The complex numbers Qk(i) thus defined will be called the Q-numbersof
the association scheme
(X, R). In particular, we have Qk(O) = mk. The Q-numbers play an important role in the
algebraic theory of association schemes. We will see in the next subsection how they occur in
a generalization
of the MacWilliams (or Krawtchouk)
transform.
If the association scheme is
symmetric, then the P-numbers and the Q-numbers are real.
By use of (4.6) and (4.12) we readily deduce that the intersection numbers pt,j and the
Krein parameters
I are the linearization
factors relative to the P-numbers Piek) and to the
Q-numbers Qk(i), respectively, in the sense that we have

ql

Pi(k)Pj(k)

= LPi,jp,(k),
,,=0
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(4.15)

(4.16)

'=0
From this result, we can obtain the important orthogonality
theorem (given here without detailed proof).

relations,

which we state as a

Theorem 4.2 The Pvnumber vectors (Pi(k»k=O are mutually orthogonal with respect to the
multiplicities mk. The Q-number vectors (Qk(i»i=o are mutually orthogonal with respect to
the valencies Vi. More precisely,
n

L mk Pi(k) Pj(k)
k=O

= IXIViÓi,j,

(4.17)

IXlmk8k,l.

(4.18)

n

LViQk(i)QI(i)

=

i:::O

In view of the fact that the relations (4.13) and (4.14) are inverse of each other, Theorem
4.2 means that the P-numbers and the Q-numbers are simply related by

Vi

mok

(4.19)

In the preceding section, we have seen that the Krawtchouk and dual Hahn polynomials
play an important role in the study of the distance distribution of a code. We are now in a position to explain the intrinsic significanee of these polynomials from an algebraic combinatorial
viewpoint, with respect to the Hamming and Johnson schemes.
Example 4.1 (continued) For the Hamming scheme H(n,q),
the Q-number Qk(i) is equal to
the P-number Pk(i); this association scheme is self-dual (see §4.3 below). In fact, these numbers
are equal to the value assumed by the Krauitchouk polynomial Qk(Z) of degree k (in the variable
z) at the point z = i (see (2.9». The valencies and the multiplicities are given by Vi = mi =
(7)(q-1)i.

Example 4.2 (continued) For the Johnson scheme J(N,n),
the P-number Piek) is the value
assumed by the Hahn polynomial Pi(Z) of degree i (in the variable zt N + 1 - z» at the point
z = k ; given by
(4.20)
As to the Q-number Qk(i), it is the value assumed by the dual Hahn polynomial of degree k: (in
the variable z) given by (3.35) where n is replaced by N and m is replaced by n. The valencies
Vi and the multiplicities mk are the following:
(4.21)

pL

Remark 4.2 If we omit the restrietion
= Pj.i in the definition of an association scheme,
then we obtain a generalization known as a homogeneous coherent configuration [24]. The main·
difference lies in the fact that the adjacency algebra ceases to be commutative. The formal"
duality explained above can be extended to the case of homogeneous coherent configurations;
the result includes the Tannaka-Krein duality theorem for arbitrary finite groups [4].
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A simple interpretation of the formal duality will be given in §4.3in the restricted framework
of regular schemes over a commutative group. There exists a true "duality relation" among
association schemes of this partienlar type.
Let us conclude this subsection by giving some information, required in the proof of Theorem
3.5, about the relation between the Q-numbers of the Johnson scheme J( n, m) and those of
the binary Hamming scheme H(n,2). Using the notation of §3.3, consider the expansion
Qk(2i) =

L Ctk,/Qi(i),

(4.22)

1=0

for i = O,l,"',m
and k = O,l,···,n.
Our goal is to prove the inequalities Ctk,l ~ 0 (which
imply the inequalities 13k,1 ~ 0 used in the proof of Theorem 3.5).
Our starting point is the matrix relation (4.14) applied to the Hamming scheme H(n,2).
Let us restrict this relation to the rows and columns corresponding to the vectors of weight m
in F~. We obtain
m

n

2 Ek,m =

L Q k( 2i)Di·

(4.23)

Î=O

Here, Ek,m is a well-definedprincipal submatrix of Ek, and Di is the adjacency matrix of the
graph (X, Ri) for the Johnson scheme J(n, m). It follows from (4.23) that Ek,m belongs to the
Bose-Mesner algebra Am of J( n, m). Hence, it can be written as
m

Ek,m =

L '"(k,IEI,

(4.24)

1=0

where the matrices El are the irreducible idempotents of Am. Since Ek,m is nonnegative
definite (by definition), this implies '"(k,1 ~ 0 for all k, Finally, using
(~)

El

= fQi(i)Di,

(4.25)

;=0

together with (4.23) and (4.24), and setting Ctk,l = 2n,"(k,d ( .:),

we readily obtain the desired

expansion (4.22). This proves the claim Ctk,l ~ O.
4.1.2

Codes in association

schemes

Let Y be a nonempty subset of the point set X of an n-class association scheme (X, R). It will
be called a code in the scheme. (In certain contexts, Y is called a "design".) We now introduce
the important concept of the inner distribution of a code.
Definition 4.2 The inner distribution of Y, with respect to the relations R; of an association
scheme (X, R), is the rational (n + l)-tuple (ao, al>"', an) where ai is the average number of
points in Y that are Ri-associates of a given point in Y. More precisely,

ai

1
2
= ai(Y) = ïYT,Y
n Rd·

(4.26)

If (X, R) is the Hamming scheme or the Johnson scheme, then the inner distribution coincides with what we have called the distance distribution (Definition 3.1) or the reduced distance
distribution (Definition 3.6), respectively.
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Our next result is an extension of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. It is the basis of the linear
programming method in (generalized) coding and design theory.
Definition 4.3 Let Q k( i) denote the Q-number of indices i and k for a given n-class association
scheme (X, R). The Q-transform
of any complex (n + 1)-tuple (a;)i=o is the complex (n + 1)tuple (bk)k=D defined by
n

(4.27)

i, = :La;Qk(i).
i=O

Theorem 4.3 The Q-transform (bk(Y))k=O of the inner distribution (a;(Y))i=o
in (X, R) satisfies the inequalities

of any code Y

n

bk(Y)

=

:L a;(Y)Q

k( i) ~

o.

(4.28)

i=O

Proof Let f be the characteristic vector of Y as a subset of X; it is defined by f( x)
and f(x) = 0 if xE X\Y. By definition (4.2) and (4.26), we have
a;(Y)

=

1

jYïf

T

=

1 if x

E Y

(4.29)

D;f.

In view of (4.14), this yields

~
.
iSoa;(Y)Qk(t)

=

lXI
jYïf

T

(4.30)

Ekf.

The theorem then follows from the fact that Ek is a nonnegative definite Hermitian matrix.

0

This result is very useful to obtain bounds on the cardinality of a code Y characterized by
the fact that its inner distribution satisfies some prescribed linear identities or inequalities. We
shall not go into further details about this general "linear programming method".
It is interesting to mention the following extension of Theorem 4.3. Consider a nonzero
function f : X ..... C, represented by a complex vector f = (J(x))xEX, and define its inner
distribution (a;(f))i=o as follows:
1

a;(f)

~

= IIfl12 c:

-

f(x)f(y)

1

= IlfW r o.:

(4.31)

(l',y) ER,

Then we obtain the inequalities
~

a;(f)Qk(i)

=

I:~I~ t:Ekf

~

o.

(4.32)

If f is a (0, I)-vector, this reduces to the result of Theorem 4.3. The generalization (4.31),
(4.32) provides an appropriate framework to discuss the linear programming bound (see [15]).
4.2

Polynomial schemes

In the examples above, the P-numbers P;(k) and the Q-numbers Qk(i) are represented by some
well-defined polynomials of degree i and k, respectively (in an appropriate variable). Les us
now examine what can be said, in general, about association schemes that enjoy either of these
"polynomial properties", or both of them:
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Definition 4.4 (i) A symmetric n-class association scheme is said to be P-polynomial, with
respect to n+ 1 distinct real numbers ~o,6, .. " ~n, if its P-numbers Pie k) can be represented by
Piek) = ~i(~k), where ~i(Z) is a polynomial of degree i in the variable z . with real coefficients.
(ii) A symmetric n-class association scheme is said to be Q-polynomial, with respect to
n+ 1 distinct real numbers 1)0,1)1," ',1)n, ifits Q-numbers Qk(i) can be represented by Qk(i) =
1JIk(1)i), where 1JIk(Z) is a polynomial of degree k in the variable z ; with real coefficients.
Remark 4.3 These definitions depend on the ordering of the relations R, and of the irreducible
idempotents Ek, respectively. For this reason, a given association scheme may admit more than
one P-polynomial structure and more than one Q-polynomial structure.
In view of Definition 4.4, it follows directly from Theorem 4.2 that the polynomials ~i(Z)
and 1JI k( z) form a system of orthogonal polynomials with respect to a finite discrete measure
[13]. Therefore, they satisfy a well-defined three-term recurrence relation (which follows from
(4.15) and (4.16)). Let us state these important results in explicit terms.
Theorem

4.4 The polynomials ~i(Z) relative to a P-polynomial scheme satisfy
n

L

=

mk~i(~k)~j(Ü)

IXlvi

(4.33)

bi,j,

1=0

(4.34)
Theorem

4.5 The polynomials 1JIk(Z) relative to a Q-polynomial scheme satisfy
n

LVi1Jlk(1)i)1JI/(1)i)

(4.35)

= IXlmkbk,/,

Î=O

(4.36)
The P-polynomial property has a simple combinatorial interpretation, which results from
the three-term recurrence relation (4.33). In effect, the notion of a P-polynomial scheme is
equivalent to that of a distance-regular graph, defined as follows [9]. Let (X, Rd be a simple
connected graph of diameter n over a finite nonempty set X. For i = 0,2, .. " n, define R; as
the set of pairs (x, y) E X2 such that x and y are at distance i apart in the graph (X, Rl)' Let
R = {Ra, R},···, Rn}. Then (X, RJ) is said to be distance-regular if (X, R) has the structure
of an association scheme.
In view of this equivalence, a P-polynomial scheme can also be called a metric scheme; the
underlying distance function is defined from the generating graph (X, Rl)' The P-polynomial
property can be characterized exactly by the fact that the intersection numbers satisfy the
following condition. which results from (4.34) and expresses the metric property in a clear
manner:
p7,j = 0 unless li -

il ::;k

::; i + i,

and

i+j

Pi,j

f. O.

(4.37)

Unfortunately, the Q-polynomial property has no simple combinatorial interpretation. However, it can be characterized by means of some-algebraic relations-which are-"dual" to those
characterizing the P-polynomial property. To emphasize this formal duality, it may be convenient to use the term cometric scheme as a synonym of Q-polynomial scheme. In particular,
the Q-polynomial property can be characterized exactly by the fact that the Krein numbers
satisfy the dual of (4.37), that is
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(4.38)
There exist other useful characterizations of the Q-polynomial property [56]. Moreover, it is
possible, in certain cases, to deduce this property from certain combinatorial conditions [14],
[45]. We shall not elaborate on this subject.
Example 4.1 (continued) The Hamming scheme H( n, q) is P-polynomial and Q-polynomial,
with respect to the numbers Çk = k and 'f/i = i. The corresponding polynomials ePi(Z) and
'lI k( z) are the Krawtchouk polynomials. (This is an example of the "self-dual case".)
Example 4.2 (continued) The Johnson scheme J(N,n) is P-polynomial with respect to the
numbers Çk = keN + 1 - k) and Q-polynomial with respect to the numbers 'f/i = i. The corresponding polynomials ePi(Z) and 'lIk(Z) are the Hahn and dual Hahn polynomials, respectively.
Some results of the theory of error-correcting codes and combinatorial designs can be extended to the framework of polynomial schemes [13]. The proof methods often involve the
inner distribution (ai(Y))i=o of a code Y and its Q-transform (bk(Y))k=O. From these data one
can define four fundamental parameters exactly as in §3.1 (about Hamming schemes). More
precisely, the minimum distance of a code Y is defined only in the case of a P-polynomial (or
metric) scheme, and the maximum strength is defined only in the case of a Q-polynomial (or
cometric) scheme. We shall not go into further details about the general subject of "codes and
designs in polynomial schemes", which goes beyond the scope of this paper.
Remark 4.4 The number of independent parameters of an n-class P-polynomial scheme is
equal to 2n - 1. A similar statement can be made about Q-polynomial schemes. The situation
is completely different in the case of association schemes that are both P-polynomial and Qpolynomial. In fact, as shown by Leonard, all parameters of a P-and Q-polynomial scheme
can be determined from 5 independent numbers [30]. Moreover, the polynomials ePi(Z) and
'lI k( z) giving the P-numbers and the Q-numbers of these association schemes belong to a welldefined class of orthogonal polynomials of the generalized hypergeometric type, known as the
Askey- Wilson po/ynomia/3 [1].
This result, which is also due to Leonard, allows one to obtain closed form expressions for
the P-numbers and the Q-numbers; furthermore, it characterizes the Askey-Wilson polynomials
as those orthogonal polynomials having "duals" (in the sense ofrelation (4.19)) which also are
orthogonal polynomials [29].
Remark 4.5 The theory of Q-polynomial schemes can be extended so as to include some
"continuous analogues" such as the Euclidean sphere. This allows one to examine the question
of spherical codes and designs and the question of "classical" codes and designs in a unified
framework (see [20], [25], [32], [44], [45], [53]). In particular, the linear programming method
can be applied to derive an upper bound on the cardinality of a spherical code with a given
designed minimum distance, and a lower bound on the cardinality of a spherical design with a
given strength (see especially [19],[32]).
4.3

Regular schemes over a commutative

group

We shall now generalize the notion of duality for linear codes, and obtain an extension of the
MacWilliams identities that relate the weight distributions of two linear codes forming a dual
pair. In particular , this extension includes the applications given in §2.3, about the complete
weightenumerator and the split weight enumerator.
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Definition 4.5 Let X be a finite commutative group, represented in additive notation, and
let (X, R) be an n-class association scheme over X. Assume that (X, R) is invariant under
X-translation. This means that, for all x, y, z E X and i = 0, 1, .. " n,
if (x, y) E Ri, then (x

+ z, y + z)

E Ri.

(4.39)

Then (X, R) is said to be a regular scheme over X. This terminology refers to the fact that X
acts as a regular automorphism group on each of the graphs (X, Ri)'
The composition scheme of Example 4.3 is easily seen to be a regular scheme over the
additive group of F;'.
Similarly, the Hamming scheme of Example 4.1 can be viewed as a
regular scheme over F" when the alphabet F is endowed with the structure of a commutative
group (which need not be the same for all coordinate positions).
In contrast with these two
cases, the Johnson scheme of Example 4.2 does not belong to the family of regular schemes.
The P-numbers and the Q-numbers of a regular scheme can be determined explicitly as we
shall now see. The characters of the commutative group X are defined to be the homomorphisms of X to the multiplicative group of complex numbers.
(More precisely, these are the
irreducible characters of X.) The set of all characters of X has the structure of a commutative
group, for the product of homomorphisms.
This group will be denoted by X'; it is classically
referred to as the dual X. For x E X and x' E X' we shall write (X,X')
instead of X'(X).
This
bracket notation clearly shows how the group X", the dual of X', is identified with X.
The dual group X' is isomorphic to the group X itself. In fact, it is possible to identify X'
with X so as to have the symmetry property (X,X')
= (X',X) for all x E X,x' E X. We shall
make use of this identification when necessary.
The group characters are known to satisfy the orthogonality relations

2: (x, x')

=

2:

IXlóo,xl,

(X,X')

(4.40)

= IXlóo,:::,

x/eX'

:::EX

=

(In the first relation (4.40), the symbol 0 denotes the principal character, defined by (x,O)
1
for all x E X.) Let us emphasize that the matrix of group characters, whose (x,x')-entry
is
equal to (x,x'), diagonalizes the Bose-Mesner algebra of any regular scheme over X.
From the n-class regular scheme (X, R) we define a partition II
{Xo
{O}, Xl,' ", Xn}
of the group X into n + 1 blocks X, given by

=

=

X,

=

This implies X»
=X;
the block Xi as follows:

=

{-x:

{x EX:

(z,O)

E

Ri}.

x E X;}, for all i. The relation

R,

=

{(x, y) E X2

:

(4.41 )

R, can be reconstructed

x - y E Xi}.

2: (X,XI),

-rPk(X)

xEX,

= 2:

from

(4.42)

It can be shown that there exists a unique partition lI' = {Xó = {O}, X;,·,
group X' into n + 1 blocks X~, with the following property. Define

if>i(X') =

=

(X,X').

" X~} of the dual

(4.43)

x/EX~

Then <Pi assumes a constant value for all z' E X~ and -rPk assumes a constant value for all
x E Xi. These values are nothing but the P-numbers and the Q-numbers of the regular scheme
(X, R). More precisely, we have

if>i(XI) = Piek)
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for Xl E X~,

(4.44 )

(4.45)
In the case of regular schemes, Theorem 4.2 can be obtained as a consequence of the orthogenality relations on group characters (4.40). Notice that we have
Vi

= IX;!,

(4.46)

The partition Il' of the group X' (the dual of X) will be referred to as the dual of the partition
Il of the group X.
From the dual partition Il', let us construct the partition R' of the set XI'2 like in (4.42).
More precisely, we define
R~ = {(X',y')

E X'2:

(4.47)

y' - x' E XD·

It can be shown that (X', R') is a regular scheme over the group X'. It is clear from (4.43)
that the P-numbers of (X', R') are the Q-numbers of (X, R) and conversely. Using an obvious
notation, we have
Q;(k)

= Piek),

(4.48)

and v~ = mk and m; = Vi, for i, k = 0,1,···, n. Furthermore, the intersection numbers of
(X', R') are the Krein parameters of (X, R) and conversely. This leads us to introduce the
following concept of duality for regular schemes.
Definition 4.6 Let (X, R) be a regular scheme over a commutative group X, and let Il =
{Xo,···, Xn} be the corresponding partition of X. Then the regular scheme (X', R') over the
dual group X', corresponding to the dual partition Il' = {X~,· .. , X~} of X', is called the dual
of the regular scheme (X, R).
This definition of duality for regular schemes is equivalent to a concept introduced by
Tamaschke for commutative Schur rings [55]. The question of characterizing those association
schemes that admit a "dual scheme" is discussed in [13]. (An obvious necessary condition is
that the Krein parameters ql,z be integers.)
As an example, let us consider the Hamming scheme (X,R) = H(n,q), with X = F",
assuming that the alphabet F has the structure of a commutative group. In this case, the
block X, of Il consists of the vectors of weight i (i.e., of the elements x E F" having i nonzero
components). Let us identify the dual group X' with X. It turns out that the dual partition
Il' coincides with the primal partition Il; thus, for a suitable ordering, we have
= X; for all
i. Therefore, the Hamming scheme is self-dual (more precisely, we have R; = Ri' = ~). The
formula (4.45) leads to the closed form expression (2.9) of the Q-numbers Q k( i) as Krawtchouk
polynomial values.
Similarly, the composition scheme of Example 4.3 is a self-dual regular scheme. In this case,
for a given i, the blocks X, and X: are formed with all the vectors having a fixed composition.
There exist other families of self-dual regular schemes which are interesting from a coding
theoretic viewpoint [17], [18]. Some examples of regular schemes which are not self-dual can
be found in [13].
Next, we examine the question of codes in regular schemes. We shall restrict our attention
to the group codes, which are a generalization of the "additive codes over a commutative group
alphabet" mentioned in §2.3.3.

X:

Definition 4.7 A group code Y in a regular scheme (X, R) over a commutative group X is any
subgroup of the group X.
3B

Let us denote by (Ao,Al,···,An)
the inner distribution
of a group code Y. (Thus, with
the notation of Definition 4.2, we have Ai = ai.) It is easily seen that Ai counts the points in
Y that belong to the block Xi of II, that is:

= Ai(Y) =

Ai

IY

n X;J.

(4.49)

(It is clear that Ai = Ai' for all i.) For example, if Y is a linear code of length n over Fq, then
the formula (4.49) reduces to the definition (2.1) of the coefficient Ai of the weight enumerator.
A similar observation can be made about the complete enumerator (2.31) and the split weight
enumerator (2.37) of a linear code.
Let us now introduce the notion of the "dual" of a group code Y. It should be stressed
that this dual is quite different from yl, the group of characters of Y. (We might use another
terrninology, such as "annihilator code", but we shall not do so. See Remark 2.1 in that respect.)
Definition
4.8 Let Y be a group code in a regular scheme (X, R). The dual of Y (with respect
to the group X) is denoted by yo and is defined by

yo

= {X'

E X':

=

(X,X')

1 for all xE Y}.

(4.50)

Notice that the definition of Y? depends only on the group structure of Xi it does not refer
to the association structure itself. In fact, for a given association scheme (X, R), a certain
subset Y of X may admit different duals yo, beca~se the set X may admit different group
structures consistent with R.
If Y is a linear code of length ti over Fq, then it turns out that the dual of Y with respect
to the group
coincides with the classical dual Y 1. defined as in (2.3). This result stems from
the fact that the group characters are given by

F;

= çTr(".,,'),

(X,X')

(4.51)

for all x,x' E F;. In the binary case, (4.51) reduces to (X,X')
= (_1)"''''. We shall not go into
further details about this subject.
Let us go back to the general situation in Definition 4.8. It is clear that yo is a group code
in the dual scheme (X', R'). Similarly, for a given group code V in the regular scheme (X', R'),
we can define its dual °V to be

°V

= {x

EX:

=

(X,X')

1 for all x' E V}.

(4.52)

(X, R). It is easily seen that a group code is the

This is a group code in the "primal scheme"
dual of its dual, in the sense that we have

(4.53)

=

Furthermore, it is clear that Y' (the group of characters of Y) is related to yo by Y'
X' IYo.
As a consequence, the orthogonaJity relations on group characters (4.40) where X is replaced
by Y yield the identity
"

fëy(x,x)-

I

_

{

I~I

0

o

if x' E y
ifx'Il'Yo

There is a similar result for a subgroup V of X' (instead of a subgroup
the cardinaJities of Y and yo are related by IYI /y°l = lXI.
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(4.54)
Y of X). Notice that

The inner distribution (Aó, A~,· . " A~) of a group code V in the dual scheme (X', R') is
defined like in (4.49) from the dual partition Il', that is
A~ = A~(V) =

IV n X~I.

(4.55)

The main result of this subsection is a generalization of the MacWilliams identities, containing Theorems 2.1, 2.5 and 2.6 as special cases. It provides a clear interpretation of the
Q-transform (Definition 4.3) in the restricted framework of group codes in regular schemes.
Theorem 4.6 The inner distribution of a group code Y and of its dual yo are related by the
generalized MacWilliams identities
A~(YO)

Ai(Y)

=

= I~I

(4.56)

~Ai(Y)Qk(i),

1: 1 t
0

(4.57)

A~(yO)Pi(k).

k=O

In other words, the inner distribution of Y? is equal to the Q-transform ofthe inner distribution
of Y, within the scaling factor 1/1YI.
Proof By using the formula (4.45) and applying the orthogonality relation on group characters
(4.54), we readily obtain
n

n

L Ai(Y)Qk(i)

LIYnXil

i=O

i=O

L L

L

(X,X')

(X,X')

zEY x/EX~

(4.58)
which proves (4.56). The formula (4.57) can be proved in a similar manner (and it is nothing
but the inverse form of (4.56». 0
Remark 4.6 The material introduced above may be useful to understand the concept of the
"dual" of a nonlinear binary code Y of length 2n which is the image of a linear code of length
n over the group Z4 (see §2.3.3 and Remark 4.1). In effect, such a code Y can be viewed as
a group code in the Hamming scheme (X,R), where X is endowed with the structure of Z4'
(instead of the usual F~n). For this interpretation, Y admits a dual code yo, and it follows
from Theorem 4.6 that the weight distributions of Y and yo are related to each other by the
classical MacWilliams identities. Let us stress the fact that the Q-numbers depend only on the
association scheme (X,R), and not on the particular group structure of X.
In many cases, including all the examples given above, the regular structure is induced by
a permutation group G acting on X. More precisely, let G be any automorphism group of the
commutative group X. (Thus, G is a subgroup of the full automorphism group of X.) Define
the partition Il to be the set formed with the G-orbits Xo = (o}, Xl," " Xn in X; a typical
orbit X, is given by

X, = {xf : gE G},
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(4.59)

where z, is a certain element of X (taken as a representative of Xi). Then the partition IT
yields an n-class regular scheme (X,R), where the relation R; is defined from Xi by (4.42). It
can be shown that the dual scheme (X', R') is induced by a well-defined automorphism group
G' of the dual group X', and that G' is isomorphic to G.
For example, consider the group X = F~. Define G as the group of monomial transformations on X. It consists of the square matrices of order n over F q having one nonzero element in
each row and column. (Thus, we have IGI = n!(q - l)n.) For a suitable ordering, the G-orbit
X, is the set of vectors of weight i in X. The regular scheme (X, R) induced by G is nothing
but the Hamming scheme H(n, q). Similarly, the composition scheme of Example 4.3 can be
obtained from the group G consisting of the permutation matrices of order n. The association
schemes underlying the notion of the split weight enumerator (§2.3.2) can be described in the
same manner.
Remark 4.1 The notion of a regular seheme (X, R) can immediately be extended to the case of
an arbitrary finite group X (by omitting the commutativity condition). In particular, a regular
scheme can be constructed from any automorphism group G of X that contains all the inner
automorphisms of X. However, the notion of the dual of a regular scheme does not extend to
the case of a noncommutative group X.
Acknowledgment The author is very grateful to A.R. Calderbank and to J.J. Seidel for their
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Abstract
We give three different constructions by which spherical codes can be
generated from binary constant weight codes. The various constructions are
evaluated and compared. Each of them has its own region of applicability.
The constructions produce several new spherical codes as well as new
descriptions ofknown codes.

1. Introduction
A spherical code X is a finite subset of the set gn of unit norm vectors in
Euclidean n-space mn. The parameters of main interest are dimension,
minimum distance and size. The dimension n is defined as the dimension of
the smallest space ffin in which the code is contained; the minimum distance
is the smallest distance between any pair of distinct points, and the size M
is simply the number of points. The points are usually referred to as
codewords and the distance is often measured in terms of the parameter p ,
which is actually the squared distance:
p ~ min { 11 x - y 112 : x, yEX , x

*y}.

With respect to a given basis each codeword xEX can be represented as an
n-tuple x = (xl' X2'... , x n) , where the coefficients

Kj

clearly depend on the

basis. Any subset LEffi such that all components

Kj

in all codewords x =
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(XI'~'

••. , X n)

in the code X belong to L is referred to as an alphabet for

the code X . Clearly the alphabet depends on the basis. With respect to
implementation it is usually favourable to describe a code in as small an
alphabet as possible. Sometimes this calls for using an excessive number of
coordinates, i.e. to embedded the code in a space oflarger dimension.
We will consider spherical codes which are generated from constant weight
binary codes. Three different constructions are considered. In each case we
use a function by which each codeword in the binary code is mapped into
some point in the unit sphere Qn' In order to obtain a spherical code with
favourable parameters the alphabet has to be matched to the binary code. In
all three cases this calls for representations using an excessive number of
coordinates.

2. First construction
The first construction is a simple direct mapping of a constant weight binary
the set of all N-tuples c = (cl' c2,

code into a spherical code. Denote by ~

.• c N) of elements ci from the binaryfield.F', and denote by ~.w

••

the set

of all such N-tuples of fixed Hamming weight w. A constant weight code of
weight w is a subset C in F~'w. We map F2 into ffi using the rule

o

-+

1
N(N _ w)

We then extend this to a mapping
it componentwise.

1

~

1

-+

-+

ffiN in the natural way by applying

In this way the N-tuple

mapped on an N-tuple x = (xJ .~

••••

,

-

w(N-w) .

c

=

(cl.c2

•...•

eN) EC

x N) EffiN having the properties
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is

2 2
2
x1+X2+···+xN=I.

By the first identity all codewords are mapped into an eN-I)-dimensional
subspace; by the second identity all points belong to the unit sphere. Thus we
have a spherical code in Un, where n s N-l . A simple analysis reveals that
the minimum squared distance is

P

=

Nd
weN-w) ,

where d is the minimum Hamming distance in C. We denote by SCW(C)
the spherical code generated in this way by the binary code CEFN,w . This
construction was used by Sidelnikov [1]. We now suggest two simple
modifications.

3. Union of spherical codes
Let X and Y be spherical codes with parameters
My)

Px- Mx) and (n, Py,
respectively. Denote by Po the minimum squared distance between
(n,

any points xEX and yEY. It is clear that the union Z = XUY is a spherical
code with parameters (n, p, M), where P = min {po, Px- Py} and M = Mx+
My . Now let X = SCW(C) , Y = - SCW(C) ,where C is a binary constant
weight code with parameters (N, w, d, T) . It is easy to show that in this case
we have Po = 2(N - 2w) I (N - w) , so the union is a spherical code with
parameters
nsN-l
_ . {Nd
p-IDJD
weN-w)'

2(N - 2w) }
N-w

M=2T.
This is our second construction. We denote by SCWU(C) the spherical code
generated in this way by the constant weight binary code c.
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4. Extended union
For the third construction we need a generalized form of union. A similar idea
was used by Leech-Sloane [2]. Let Y be a spherical code of dimension ny
and let {Xy : yEY} be a family of of spherical codes, all of dimension
The extended union is the code Z given by
Z = ~(Xy

cosü ,y sine) .

Define the following parameters
Po ~ min { ~ x - x' 112:

xEXy,

x'EXy' , y, y'EY,

Y

*- y'} ,

The minimum squared distance of the extended union Z is
pz = min { Px cos2e , Po cos2e + Py sin2e } .

Choosing e such that

tan2

e=

_1__
cos2e

1

Px - Po

Py

we obtain the following explicit formulas
n=nx+

ny

PXPy
P=-:...!.:..;....!..PX+ Py- Po

4B

nx.

Thus in these cases the construction SCWU is the best one. In general,
however, the comparison is less obvious, and usually each case has to be
considered separately.
In order to further illustrate the various constructions - and for a further
comparison between them - let us consider two simple classes of binary
constant weight codes C.

Ex.1: (N, w, d, T) = (N, 1,2, N); N." 2 . We obtain the following parameters
for the resulting spherical codes:
Code

constraint

p

2
n

sew

n~l

2+-

SCWU

n~2

ESCWU

n.,,2

2-~
n
2

M

comment

n+1

Simplex

20+2
2n

Biorthogonal

Minimum distance and size have been expressed in terms ofthe dimension n.
Notice that this means that we have n = N - 1 for sew and SCWU while
we have n = N for the construction ESCWU . AJ.:; seen the simplex and the
biorthogonal codes are generated by the constructions SCW and ESCWU
respectively, while SCWU generates a family of slightly larger codes with
slightly smaller minimum distance.
Ex.2. (N.w, d, T) = (N, 2, 2, (~»);

N." 1 .We obtain the following parameters:

Code

constraint

P

M

sew

n.,,2

n+1
n-1

nïn + 1)
2

SCWU

4sns6
0;,:7

ESCWU

2(n - 3)
n-1
n+1
- n-- 1

n.,,4

4/3
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n(n + 1)
n(n + 1)
n(n -1)

The third construction

- to be denoted ESCWU(C) - is the spherical code

generated by CE F~'w upon applying the extended union with Y = {±l} , Xl

= SCW(C),

X_I

= - SCW(C).

Assuming the parameters

(N, w, d, T) for the

binary code C we obtain the following parameters for the corresponding
spherical code:

4d
P=d+2w
M=2T.

5. Evaluation and comparison
In general the three constructions generate spherical codes with different
parameters and a direct comparison is usually not possible. Suppose,
however, that the parameters of the binary code satisfy the following
equation
d=2w

-

4w2

N""

A simple calculation reveals that in this case all three constructions give the
same estimate of the minimum distance:

Pscw = Pscwu

4d
= PESCWU= 2w + d

Sizes and dimensions, however, are as follows:

dimension n
size M

SCW
N-I
T

SCWU
N-I
2T
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ESCWU
N
2T

n+l
We notice, that for n~ 7 we have Pscw = Pscwu = n _1 and
Mscwu = 2 MSCW,i.e. the SCWU-construction gives twice as large a code
with the same minimum distance. For n = 7 we have

Pscw =

Pscwu = PESCWU= 4/3 , while the sizes are
Mscw=28,

Mscwu=56,

MESCWU=42.

A few additional examples are as follows:

n

P

M

N

w

d

T

SCW:

5
8
9
10
12
16
24

1.33
1.80
1.60
1.47
1.86
1.70
1.75

20
18
36
66
26
68
100

6
9
10
11
13
17
25

3
4
5
5
6
5
6

2
4
4
4
6
6
8

20
18
36
66
26
68
100

SCWU:

6
8
10

1.20
1.29
1.22

7
9
11

2
2
2

2
2
2

21
36
55

42
72
110
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Abstract - J. Wolfmann gives in [8] a description of codewords of
cycüc codes using the trace map over finite field, he Hnks the weight
of these codewords to the number of rational points of algebraic
curves. Generalizing the result of O. Moreno and P. Kumar obtained
in [7], a bound on the weight of cycüc codes defined over 1Fq (with
any prime characteristic p) is given in this paper according to the
result of [8] and bounds for exponential sums established in [1].
J. Wolfmaoo introduce in [9] the family of C(f)-code, these Hnear
binary codes are described with polynomials and their parameters
depends on the numbers of points of curves. Bounds on the weight
and the length of the family of C(f)-code are given according to the
result of [1].

Introduetion
J. Wolfrnann gives in [8] a description of codewords of cyclic codes using
the trace map over finite field, he links the weight of these codewords to
the number of rational points of algebraic curves. The number of points
of this kind of equations can be expressed in terms of exponential sums
and results on exponential sums obtained in [1] are introduced in the first
section. Bounds on the weight of cyclic codewords are given in the second
part using the results of [8] and using the bounds on exponential sums
established in the previous part. These codes are defined over a finite field
lFq of any prime characteristic that generalizes the results of o. Moreno
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and P. Kumar established in [7] for quadratic extension of field of even
characteristic. In the same way, bounds on the weight and the length of
the family of C(!)-code are given in the last section. The family of C(!)code has been introduced by J. Wolfmann in [9], these codes are linear
binary ones, they are described with polynomials and their parameters
depends on exponential sums.

1. Results concerning exponential sums over finite fields
Let p be a prime integer and let JF q be the field of q = pa elements. Fix
a non trivial additive character1/; over JFq •. Let I be a polynomial of the
algebra JFq• [X]. Define the exponential sum

=

S(j,1/;)

L

1/;(j(x)).

(1)

%E1FqlJ

DEFINITIONS 1.1. The support of a polynomial

supp(1)

= {e EN;

I(x)

= I::=o

aexe is the set

ae "# O].

(2)

Let d = I:7=o d4 be the q-ary expansion of d > 0 therefore 0 ~ di ~ q - l.
Then the q-ary weight of d is the sum of its digits
n

(3)

wq(d) = Ldi.
i=O

The q-rank of a polynomial I(x)
Rq(j)

is the integer

=

max
eEsupp(f)

{wq(e)}.

THEOREM 1.2. Let I be a polynomial defined over lFq• and let Rq(f)
q-rank suches that:
I(x) = adxd + Id(X)

(4)

be its
(5)

with Rq(j) = wq(d), Rq(jd) < wq(d) and d = do + drqr. If d, wq(d) and do
are prime to p but p 1 dr, then
IS(j,1/;)1 ~ (Rq(j) - l)Sq!.
(6)
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See [1] or [3].

3

0

COROLLARY 1.3. Let J(x) be apolynomial over 1Fq" If Rq(J) is reachedfor
a single odd integer in the support of J, and if Rq(f) and deg(f) are both odd
then

(7)

Proof - This corollary is the particular case where the field extension is
quadratic (8 = 2) and when the field characteristic p is equal to 2. See [2,
theorem 3.3 p.I40] to find a complete proof.
0

THEOREM

1.4.

Let MU) be the set
M(f)

= {x

E

1Fq : TrIF./lFp J(x) = O}

(8)

where TrIF./lFp is the usual trace map from Fq into 1Fp.If IS(f, 7P)1 ~ C(f, 1Fq)
where S(f,7P) denotes the exponential sum defined over 1Fq and C(f,1Fq) is a
constant depending on f and the cardinality of the field. Then
Ip~M(f)

- ql ~ (p - I)C(f,1Fq).

(9)

Proof - The theorem 90 of Hilbert gives the result. Note that in the case
of field of even characteristic the proof is elementary.
0

Remarks - 1. The constant C(f, 1Fq) depends here on the q-rank of the
polynomial f and the cardinality of the field.
2. The most interesting case of the theorem 1.2 is the case of quadratic
extension (8 = 2) because the singular form of d becomes regular when
8 = 2 and the bound gives sharp estimates. Numerical computation
are
given in [3].
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2. Minimum weight for cyclic code families
2.1. Trace-description

of codewords

Let n be an integer prime to q such that lFq' is the splitting field of xn - 1
over lFq, and let fJ in 1Fq. be a primitive n-th root of unity. For any integer
i, the cyclotomic class of i is defined to be

rei)

= {O ~

t~n

-11

3j t

== i qi(modn)},

(10)

and the minimal polynomial of fJi over lFq is
(11)
tEr (i)

Now, we consider an arbitrary cyclic code C of length n over lFq. Let
xn - 1 = g(x)h(x) when g(x) is the generator polynomial, we denote the
reciprocal polynomial of hex) by hl. (x).
A subset J of {O,... ,n - I} such that

hl.(x)=I1

m,8;(x)

(12)

jeJ

is called a fJ-check set of C. According to [8, proposition 2.1], the code C
is the set of words as
n-l

c~(x) =

L [Tr(q',q)(f~(fJi)l

(13)

Xi,

Î=O

where

f~(x)

=

L

j

ajx

,

g=

(aj)jEJ

E (1Fq.)IJI.

(14)

jEJ

Let r be an integer such that nr = qS -1. Then the set of n-th roots of unity
in lFq, is also the set of r-th powers in 1F~•. Consider the trace-equation E~
defined by
(15)
and observe that
N~

= Hx

E lFq•

I Tr(q',q) f~(xr) = O} = ren -

w(g)),

(16)

where weg) is the Hamming weight of the codeword ca(x) corresponding
to the polynomial f~(x).
-
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THEOREM 2.1. Let ç be a cyclic of length n over lF'q with g(x) as generator
polynomial and J as (j-check set with e = sup J. If each member of J is prime
to q then
a) If g( 1)=0, the non-zero weights w of C satisfy

w - qs-l (q - 1)

I
b) If g(l)

# 0, the

(er - l)(q - 1) [2qs/2j
2rq

(17)

non-zero weights w of C satisfy

w - qS-I(q

I
Proof -

I(

r

- 1) - 1/ ( (er - l)(q - 1) [2qs/2j
r
2rq

See [8, theorem 4.3J.

(18)

0

2.2. Bound on the minimwn weight
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let C be a cyclic code over lF'q (of characteristic p) defined
as previously. Let rJ be the set {rj Ij E J} and e an integer prime to p such
that = maxiErJ{wq(i)}.
Suppose that
(i) Each integer j in rJ is prime to p and the q-ary expansion of j is
of the form j = jo + jkqk with jo prime to p but p dividing i». for
kE{l, ... ,s-l}.
(ii) All the q-ary weight of each integer in rJ are distinct and prime to q.
Then the non-zero weight weg) of C satisfy
1. when 0 # J or 0 E J with Tr(f(g(O)) = 0

e

1(P -

2. when 0 E J and Tr(f(g(O))

1(P -

I ( (P -

l)qS - prw(g)

#

l)qS - prw(g)

l)(e _1)kqs/2

(19)

0
-

pi ( (P -

57

l)(e - 1)kqs/2

(20)
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Proof - According to theorem 2.1, we can translate in terms of weight
of codewords, the bound of theorem 1.2. First, if the q-ary weight of each
integer in r J is different and prime to q, we are in the case where the
q-ary order of the polynomial fa(xr) is reached for a single integer in r J,
The elements of r J are prime tö p and their corresponding q-ary weight
are also prime to p, thus the assumptions of the theorem 1.2. are satisfied.
The result also depends on the case where zero is in J or not. If 0 E J,
note N the number of solutions corresponding to the theorem 1.2., two
different cases appear:

= 0,

if

Tr(q',q)

f~(O)

then

if

Tr(q',q)

f~(O) = 1, then

N = N~ + 1 = q" - rw(g)

If 0 ~ J, we have
N

= N~ + 1 = a" -

Now, we can replace N by Na or Na
result.
-

+1

rw(f!.)
and Rq(J)

by () to obtain the
0

Examples _ 1. Let G be the binary code of length 585 with J = {37}, the
proposition 2.2 gives 290::;; weg) ::;;547 when the BCH bound is 144.
2. Let G be the ternary code oflength 364 with J = {41, I}, the proposition
2.2 gives 162 ::;;w(f!.) ::;;324 when the BCH bound is 122.
Remark _ The proposition 2.2. generalizes the result obtained in [2] and
extends the results of O. Moreno and P. Kumar who consider similar family
of cyclic codes in the case of quadratic extension of finite field of even
charateristic.

3. Minimum weight and length of C(f)-code
In this section, k denotes an integer ~ 1 and A(k) is the algebra
-1). The family of G(J)-code are defined in [9].

lF'2k/(X2k-1

SB
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3.1. Definition of C(f)-code
Let f(x) E A(k) and n = {w E lF'2' \ {O} I Tr(2',2)(f(W))
= 1}
{Wl, ... ,wn}. Consider the mapping J.lfrom lF'2' into (lF'2)n such that

=

(21)
DEFINITION 3.1. The code C(f)

is defined by

C(f)=J.l(lF'2')={J.l(a)

I a ElF'2'}

(22)

The parameters of C(f)-code
can be expressed in terms of numbers of
solutions of trace equations. Recall that a binary projective code is a binary
linear code such that the weight of the orthogonal code Cl. is at least 3.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Na the number of solutions in lF';. of the equation
Tr(2',2)(f(X) + ax) = 1.
a) The code C(f) is a binary projective code of length n = No.
b) If a i' 0 the weight of J.l(a) is Wa = ~(2k-l + n - Na).
c) The dimension ofC(f) is equal to the rank of in the lF'2-vectorspace lF'2'.
Furthermore dim C(f) = k - log2(IAj) where A = {a E lF'qI Wa = O}.
îï

Proof -

See [9, proposition 2.8].

Remark - All the binary projective

0
code are C(f)-code.

3.2. Bounds for length and minimum weight
Applying the bound given in theorem 1.2, we obtain
theorem new bound for the parameters of C(f)-code.

in the following

THEOREM 3.3. Let C be a binary projective code of length n, dimension k
and let f(x) be apolynomial in A(k) such that C(f) = C. Assume that k = st
where s is the smallest integer dividing k. Let q = 2t and fa(x) = f(x) + ax.
Let W be the weight of a non zero codeword of C(J). Assume that
(i) the q-rank of fa is odd and is reached for a single odd integer d in the
support of [,
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= do+qrdr

8

with 0 < di < q

and1~r~s-1.

Then
(23)
and

Iw where

to

(n ; tO)1 ~ (Rq(fa) _ l)s2t-2

= 1 ifTr(2<,2)(f(O»

=

1 and e

(24)

= 0 elsewhere.

Proof - Applying the theorem 1.2 and the theorem 1.4 in the case where
the characteristic of the field is 2, we obtain a bound on the number Na.
The result follows from the proposition 3.2.
0
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Abstract - In this paper, we propose a new class of errer-correctiag codes, obtained
by using the classical (U, U + V) construction, applied to a simplex code U and to a
linear binary code V, caIIed circular, with normal asymptotic weight distribution,
introduced in [Pe], By a not probabilistic method ([KaFuLi]), it is proved that the
asymptotic weight distribution of tbe circular code V is preserved by passing to
tbe code (U, U + V).

J. Introduetion
The weight distribution of linear binary codes is an interesting problem in coding theory,
since it gives information about the coded words in all space, the minimum distance
and so about the error correcting capacity of the code.
A lot of people have studied, in various cases, the weight distribution of codes.
Sidel'nikov first ([Si]) proved that the weight distribution of binary BCH codes tends, in
law, to the normallaw, by using bounds on Krawtchouk polynomials. His results inspired
Kasami et al. ([KaFuLi]), who gave a new bound for the error term in the normal
asymptotic weight distribution of BCH codes, by a linear programming approach.
Then, Solé ([So]) obtained a similar result for BCH binary codes by using an integral
representation of Krawtchouk polynomials.
Circular codes V, introduced in [Pe], are binary linear codes with explicit minimum
distance and asymptotic normal weight distribution. The proof uses probabilistic
arguments. Let consider a simplex code U which is well known for the random-like
behaviour of its digits. Then, we associate these two codes by the classical (U, U + V)
construction. By a not probabilistic method, we prove that the asymptotic weight
distribution of circular codes V is preserved by passing to the (U, U + V) code.
To this aim, for such a code with fast decoding algorithm, we determine the dual code
(U, U + V).l., the number B2n of coded words of weight 2n in the dual code and the
dual weight distribution width w.
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(U, U

+ V)

Then, for a suitable function

codes of asymptotic normal weight distribusion

f,

2

explicitely computed, we obtain

Aj =

T(n-k)

(;)

(1 + Ej),

where Aj is the number of coded words of weight j and Ej E O(2-nf(;;:»).
bound tends to zero when n tends to infinity.

This explicit

In the first part, we give definitions of a simplex code, a circular code and the (U, U + V)
construction. In the second part, we deduce from the bound of Kasami et al. ([KaFuLi))
for binary linear codes, a new result for a (U, U + V) code constructed with U a simplex
code and V a circular code. The proof needs to determine three parameters of the
(U, U + V) code: the error correcting capacity t: the number B2n and the dual weight
distribution width w, by computing the generator matrix of (U, U + V)j_. This is done
in the last part.

2. Some definitions
Notations.
A linear code C of length n, dimension k and. minimum distance d on GF(2) (the
field with two elements), is denoted by C(n, k, d). The sum on GF(2) is extended to
GF(2)n and written EB.The correlation of u and v, elements in GF(2)D, is defined by
u 1\ V = (u, VI""
'unvn) and lul denote the Hamming weight of u.
2.1. (U, U

+ V)

construction

The (U, U + V) construction was introduced in 1960 by M. Plotkin ([PI)) and rediscovered
in 1970 by N. J. A. Sloane and D. S. Whitehead ([SlWh]). This leads to a new code
with doubled length, larger dimension and not decreasing minimum distance, unlike the
minimum distance decreases in the classical cartesian product U x V. Reed-Muller codes
can be derived from this construction.
Let two linear binary codes U(n,kl,d,)
code is a linear binary code defined by

DEFINITION.

(U, U

+ V)

{(Q,u) EB (u,v);u

THEOREM.

E U;v E V}

{(u,UEBv);u

V(n,k2,d,).

The

E U:» E V}.

+ V) code are
+ ka, min(2d ,d

The parameters of the (U, U
(2n, k1

Proof-

=

and

l

2)).

o

Classical ([PI], [SlWh), [McSl]).

This construction is of great interest because a fast decoding algorithm is known. using
the two decoding algorithms of'U and V. The idea is to begin with 'the decoding of
the code V (instead of U),which is always feasible: the minimum distance d of the
(U, U + V) code is less than the minimum distance of V.
Let define the two linear binary codes involved in this construction.
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2.2. Simplex code and circular code
k: d) is the dual ofthe Hamming code 1tT(2T -

The binary simplex code STen,
r - L 3).

DEFINITION.
T

1, 2

-

Such a code has parameters (2T - 1, r, 2T-1) and is interesting for its random-like
behaviour : the coded words digits look like a random bit sequence.
A linear binary code (n, k, d), with generator

DEFINITION.

1.. .. 1

1.. 1
1.. 1

1. ... 1

matrix

LI)

1. .1

G=
(

1. .1

'-.,-'

'-.,-'
5

'-v-'

1'-25

is called circular and denoted by (n, k,
LEMMA.

The rankofG

j./"

k

1.. 1

1. ... 1

8).

is maximal (equal to k) ifj./, -

28>

Dand the parameters are linked by

n=k(j./,-8).

LEMMA.

Let C(n, k,

j./"

8)

be a circular code of generator matrix G

=

(90"

.. , 91;;-1).

Then,

the equality
1;;-1

lul

=

j./,

1;;-1

LEi

-

i=O

holds for all u =

EB~~;Ei9i

28

LEiEi+1
i=O

E C, Ei E {D, 1}.

Proof - Since only consecutive rows of G have a non zero correlation
correlation of three or more vectors are zero, we get
1;;-1

IEB~~;Ei9il

= LEi19il-

1;;-1

2 LEiEi+119i

i=O

THEOREM.

and since the

11

9i+11·

0

i=û

Let C(n, k, 11-,8) a circular code. Its minimal distance

ICI

is

if

ICI =
if

8 ~

(1;;;;)1'.

Proof - The proof- uses the remarkable form of the generator
consecutive rows have non disjoints supports.
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Let C be a circular code ofparameters
(n,k,J-t,s). Let Ei E {Ol} be random
variables, identically, independently,
uniformly distributed and set Uk = EB~~~
Eigi be a coded
word. If lUk I is considered as a sequence of random variables, with expectation E( lUk I) and
variancy
V(luki),
then
THEOREM.

IU,....::k:..c:..i))
P (-,-IU",-,:k
- I :-:-:-.,--E_,.,.(
<t
V(IUkl)

---t--

1

v'2i

l' e"

:i!. dx

(k....., oe).

-oe

Proof-We
use (*) and a centrallimit theorem (see [Bi]) for the m-dependent
variables X, = EiEi+l (here, m = 1).

3. Asymptotic

stationary
0

weight distribution

3.1. Binomial distribution

DEFINITION.
Let C be an (n, k, d) binary linear code of weight distribution Aj and C.L its
dual, with distribution Bj. Let define the dual weight distribution width by the smallest integer
w such that

<j <n

Bj = OforO

- ~ and

ti

+ ~ < j < n.

LEMMA 1. Let C be an (n, k, d) binary linear code of weight distribution Aj and Cr: its dual,
with distribution Bj and dual weight distribution width ui. Then,

where
In-2il";w
j
""'

L.. (-1)
h=O

.
h

.

(h)z ( n-t
. _ h)

is the Krawtchouk polynomial.

J

Proof - Classical, using the Me Williams' identity
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3.2. Kasami et al. bound ([KaFuLi])
The lemma 1 gives a link between the weight distribution
distribution of its duaL namely
Aj
The first bound
Sidel'nikov :

=

(;)(1 +

T(n-kl

of a code and the weight

Ej).

Ej was given, for a primitive

on the error term

BCH code, by

where K is a constant.
In [KaFuLi], the error term is of order
2-nf(~),

where w is the dual weight distribution
j(x)

f

width and

1

= Zxlog2x

- (1-

is given by

5
4x)log2(e).

This bound will be used for our study.

4. The result
The (U, U + V) construction, applied to a simplex code U, with parameters
(n, k, ,d,) = (2T - 1, T, 2T-l) and to a circular code V, with parameters (n, k2, d2) =
(k, (11- - s), k" rnin(l1-, k, (11- - 28))), gives a linear binarycode, with normal asymptotic weight
distribution.
THEOREM.

The proof of this theorem asks for three quantities :
- the error correcting capacity t,
- the number B2n of words of weight 2n in (U, U + V).l,
- the dual weight distribution width w.

4.1. Elements of proof
LEMMA.

The (U, U

+ V)

code, with U simplex (n, kJ' dJ) and V circular (n, k" d,). has

parameters
(2n,k

J

+k"d2)·

So the error correcting capacity t of the (U, U

+ V)

-ld,-lJ

t-

2
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The number B2n of words of weight 2n in (U, U

=

B2n

(J-t

is

+ 1) mod2.

It remains to compute the dual weight distribution
code, called stair-code.
DEFINITION.

+ V)J..

6

width. To this aim, we introduce a

A stair-code is a linear binary code with generator matrix k x n given by
1

1
1

1

C.t =
(

Such a code, denoted by (n, k, J-t), is considered in [Ha] and its parameters

verify

n=k/1-.
THEOREM. Let (n, k, /1-, s) be a circular code, withgenerator
matrix Cci and (n, k, /1- - s) be
a stair-code with generator matrix C st. Then, there exists a n x n binary matrix A such that

Cst = CciA.
The matrix A = (ai,i) is given by

=

=0

PROPOSITION.

if and only if

1

i=

or
anywhere else.

i.

i = 1 modtu - s) and - s ::;:j - i::;: -1,

Let (n, k, /1-: s) be a circular code of generator matrix C. A generator matrix

of its dual is
.-1

B

cj_

=

~

0.0 1.1

0 ... 0

0 .... 0

0

B

0
0

B'

where
JJ.-s

B~(i

0

...__.,

0.0 1.1
.s-I

IJ.-:j

i)

/1--S

and

B'~(~

0

...__.,

0.0 1.1
.8-1
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i)

/1--s-1.

(U,

Proof-

u + V)

codes af asymptotic

The dual of the word (1, ... ,1) of length l is the (lM1=

7

normal weight distribuiion

1) x l following matrix :

(1° °° ° 1).

1 1
The generator matrix of the dual of the stair-code is then

MJ.<_S
G.l
st --

(

Therefore, GciA = Gst gives (GciA).l

THEOREM.

)

MJ.<-s
= G~,

and A.lG;;

The weight distribution width of(U, U
.
2k2(P, -1)
w = { 2(k2 (p, - s) - 2)

+ V).l

o

= G~.

is

if

s

=

if

s

>2

1,
.

Proof - The proof is technical: write the generator matrix c- of (U, U
compute the maximum and minimum weights of words derived from

c-.

+ V).l

and
0

The three required parameters t, B2n and w are now explicit. Let apply the Kasami
et al. bound. The error term for a linear binary code of length 2n with dual weight
distribution width w is
If s

=

1, then ~

=

1 and the bound on the error term is
2-2n!(1)

If s ::;;,2, then ;,

=

2(~~2)

=

""

2-0.72n

1 - ~ and the bound on the error term is

2-2n!(1-*)

--> 2-2n!(1)

""

2-0.72n (n

-->

(0).

This ends the proof of the theorem.
The error term in Sidel'nikov (n-O.1)

tends more slowly to zero than the given above.

The Solé bound is not interesting here because the parameters must verify the following
constraint :
w
] -1 1
-1 1 [
]
[
2n E H (2), 1- H (2) = 0.11,0.89,
where H is the binary entropy function.

=

w

.

w

1, -2 = 1 5t]0.1l,0.89[ and If s ::;;,2, the value n
~
only if n EJ3, 18[, which is too small.

If s

=

2
.
1 - - E ]0.11,0.89[ If and
n

Circular codes have normal asymptotic weight. 'distribution and this property is preserved by the (U, U + V) construction, if the second code used has 'good' random
properties.
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IN SEARCH OF
MAXIMUM
DISTANCE SEPARABLE
CODES
OVER THE RING OF INTEGERS MODUlO
m
Peter Vanroose
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, div. E.S.A.T.-MI2
Kard.Mercierlaan 94, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium
MDS code constr-uctions are given when the code alphabet is
not a finite field. Using elementary arguments, results are derived which are well-known in the case of finite field alphabets.
Moreover, it is shown that the longest two-dimensional linear
MDS code over 7l-m has length p + 1, where p is the smallest
prime factor of m.
INTRODUCTION

The Singleton bound [1, 2] states that the minimum Hamming
distance d of a set C of n-tuples over an alphabet A of size m is at
most n + 1 - log-m(#C). Ma7:imum distance separable (MDS) codes
are defined by the fact that they meet this bound with equality, thus
having the maximum possible distance between codewords.
(Extended) Reed-Solomon codes are MDS codes over finite field
alphabets.
Actually, these are the longest MDS codes known, for
given (prime power) alphabet size and minimum distance.
As the Singleton bound is valid for any finite alphabet A, MDS codes
can be defined over any alphabet, and the question arises if there exist
MDS codes over alphabets which are not finite fields, and if so, what
can be said about their maximal codeword length.
Although an alphabet A of arbitrary size m can only be given the
structure of a finite field when m is a prime power, A can always be
given the structure of a ring, allowing addition and multiplication,
by using modulo m arithmetic. Thus, we will assume in the sequel
that A = 7l-m,the ring of integers modulo m.
Remark however that the definition of MDS code does not need
addition or multiplication to be possible in A. But since we are free
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to put any structure on A, using 7Lm will ease the construction of
MDS codes. The existence results thus obtained will be valid for any
alphabet A of size m.
Below, we will try to answer the question: for which values of m,
nand k do there exist MDS codes of length n and cardinality tri"
over 7Lm? More specifically, we will be looking for the largest possible
codeword length n for which there exist (n, mk) MDS codes over 7Lm.
TlUVlAL MDS CODES

Let us first give the classical proof of the Singleton bound, but
for an arbitrary finite alphabet.
Proposition
1: (Singleton's bound for codes over 7Lm):
The minimum Hamming distance d of a set C of n-tuples over 7Lm is
at most n + 1 -logm(#C),
Proof: When the first coordinate is removed from all codewords of C
(puncturing), its minimal Hamming distance decreases by at most l.
So, puncturing on d - 1 coordinates stillieaves all #C (n - d + 1)tuples different. Clearly, #C S mn-d+l, q.e.d.
As a consequence, an MDS code C must have mk elements, with
k = n - d + 1, so its cardinality is always a power of the alphabet
size. Furthermore, because puncturing can be done on any d - 1
coordinates, any choice of k coordinates can be used as information
symbols, with the other d - 1 coordinates being "check" symbols.
This already proves the first part of the following:
Proposition
2:
In an (n,mk) MDS code over 7Lm, any k positions can be chosen as
mtormation symbols. Conversely, if any k positions of an (n,mk)
code are information positions, the code is MDS.
Proof of the converse: Suppose two codewords have a Hamming distance S n-k. Thus, they equal in at least k positions, a contradietien
if k of these are selected as information positions.
For finite field alphabets, [n,n,l], [n,l,n] and [n,n -1,2J MDS
codes always exist. These are called trivial MDS codes [1, Ch. 11,
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problem IJ. It is easy to verify that this also holds for alphabets
which are not a finite field:
Clearly, (Zm)n is MDS itself, with k = nand d = 1. Also, the
repetition code (i.e., the m n-tuples with identical coordinates) is
MDS, with k = 1 and d = n. Its dual code consists of a.ll n-tuples for
which the sum of the coordinates (modulo m) is zero. This code is
also MDS, with k = n - 1, d = 2. Remark that for this la.st code, we
used the additive structure of Zm. Nevertheless, this construction
can be tra.nslated to any alphabet of size m.
This already a.nswers our question for k = 1, n - 1, n: there exist

(n, rn"}, (n, mI) a.nd (n, mn-l) MDS codes over Zm for a.ny codeword
length n.
Notation:

Nm(k)
R.n(k)

:= ma.x{nI3(n,mk)
:=

MDS code over Zm}'
ma.x{nI3(n, mn-k) MDS code over Z",}.

Thus, Nm(l) = R.n(0) = R.n(1) = 00. (Remark that one could
say that a code having only one codeword has minimum distance
n + 1 a.nd thus is MDS, so also Nm(O) = 00.)
The question remains if there exist nontrivial MDS codes over Zm'
MDS CODES OF SIZE rn2

This is the simplest non-trivial situation, with k = 2 and d ",;
on linear MDS codes C
only, thus exploiting the additive structure of Zm. This is a serious
restrietion. because the results will depend on the choice of Zm as
ring; however, when m is square-free (i.e., is the product of different
primes), Zm is the only possible ring structure.
n - 1. In what follows, we will concentrate

The size of the largest linear MDS code with mk elements over
Z", will be denoted by N;;'(k). Let

G=[l

o

0
1

(1:3

(1:4

•••

f33 f34 ...

a:n]
e;

be the generator matrix of an MDS code. All codewords are of the
form Ca,b := a· (1,0, (1:3, (1:4,· •• ,
b . (0,1, f33, f34, ... , f3n), with
a,b E Zm'

a:n) -
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Because the minimum Hamming distance of a linear code equals
its minimum Hamming weight, it suffices to require that all nonzero
codewords have at most one zero coordinate.
If a = 0, the first coordinate of Ca,b is 0, so b- fJi should be nonzero
for any b # o. Thus, fJi should not be a zero divisor, i.e., should have
an inverse in 71.m• Denote by 71.;' the set of invertible elements of
71.m. Then we must require all fJi E 71.;', and similarly all ai E 71.;..
Suppose now that the i-th coordinate of
means that

Ca,b

is zero, i ~3. This

a·

(1)

fJ; a.

b=

Then, the other coordinates should be nonzero, i.e., a
and (after substituting b from (1))

a·

(a.fJ; - fJ;a.)

#

0, b

#

0,

#0

for all j # i. Because there is always exactly one value of b satisfying
(1) for given a, ai and fJi, the above condition must hold for any
value of a # o. So, the differences

a; _ aj

a.

(i

fJj

# j)

should not be zero divisors, i.e., should belong to 71.;..
Because the above conditions do not change when we replace
by (~, I), we may assume fJ3 = ... = f3n = 1. Thus, we have
proved the following:

(a;,fJ;)

P'r op ouit ion 3:

G=[l

o

0
1

a3 a4
1

1

... a.,]
...

1

is the generator matrix of an MDS code over 71.m
if and only if
any pair of differences from {O,a3, ... ,an} belongs to 71.;..
Any other linear MDS code of dimension 2 over 71.m can be obtained
by replacing columns (a;, 1) by (ai/i,Î;)
for arbitrary Îi E 71.;..
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Thus, the ai must certainly be different elements of ~.:. This
yields the following upper bound on the maximum block length N!:.(2):
Corollary

1:

N!:.(2) :S rp(m)

+ 2,

where rp(m)

:=

#~.:is the Euler function.

This result is not strong enough. E.g., for m = 30, rp(m) = 8 but
there are no two-dimensional MDS codes of length 4 or more.
Corollary 2:
If m is even, then N!:.(2)

=

3, and the code generated by

G=[10I]o

1 1

is the longest possible linear MDS code of dimension 2.
Proof: When n is even, all elements of ~.: are odd. Thus, a3 - a4
cannot belong to ~.: if a3 and a4 do.
Apparently, the smallest prime factor of m limits the maximal
codeword length of MDS codes. This is formalized in the following:
Theorem 1:
Let p be the smallest prime factor of m. Then N!:.(2) = p

G=[1012

+ 1, and

... P-l]

0111···

1

generates an MDS code.
Proof: (1) G generates an MDS code, because all differences in the
set {O,1, 2, ... ,p - I} lie between -p + 1 and p - 1 and are thus not
divisible by any prime factor of m, so they belong to ~.:.
(2) Suppose somebody finds p numbers ai such that all differences
in the set {O, al , ... , ltp} belong to ~.:. Then none of the ai can be
congruent modulo p, because otherwise their difference would be a
zero divisor. But there are only p - 1 congruence classes modulo p
within ~.:, a contradiction.
Remark that the bound of Theorem 1 coincides with Corollary 1
only when m is prime.
Corollary 3:
When m is prime, the longest possible linear MDS code has length
n=m+l.
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This is a well-known result [1, Ch. 11]. Of course, then, the
code of Theorem 1 is the doubly extended Reed-Solomoa code over
GF(m).
It is tempting to conjecture that Nm(2) = p + 1, where p is the
smallest prime factor of m. However, when m is a prime power, there
exist extended Reed-Solomen codes of length m + 1 which are MDS.
These codes are even linear, be it over anadditive structure which
is not equivalent to 71.",. Indeed, it was the presence of zero divisors
which bounded the size oflinear MDS codes. Thus, by avoiding small
zero divisors, one could expect larger MDS codes.
Suppose m = IJ. p~' is the prime decomposition of m. Then a
set A of size m can be given the additive structure of the direct sum
EfliGF(p~').
Suppose p~' < p;2 < ... Then the smallest zero divisor
in A is q = p~'. This supports the following
Conjecture:

Nm(2) = q

+ 1, where

q is the smallest prime power factor of m.

DUAL CODES OF LINEAR MDS CODES

When we look at the next-simplest case, k = n - 2 and d = 3, a
straightforward suggestion (as for k = n - 1) is to look at the dual
(n, m2) MDS code. Therefore, it would be useful if the dual of an
MDS code is always MDS, as is the case when the alphabet is a finite
field [1, Ch. 11, Th. 2].
The size of the largest linear MDS code with m n-k elements over
71.m will be denoted by Rf;.(k). From the following proposition, it
immediately follows that Rf;.(k) = N;;'(k):
Proposition
4:
The dual code of a linear MDS code over 71.m is also MDS.
Proof: Let H be a parity check matrix of an (n, mk) linear MDS code
C. Then H is a generator matrix for the dual (n,mn-k) code c-.
Because all non-zero codewords of C have at least Hamming weight
d = n - k + 1, any d - 1 = n - k columns of H must be linearly independent. Thus, these columns can be chosen as information symbols
for the dual code, so Cl. is MDS by Proposition 2.
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Consequently, from Theorem 1, we have that

H=[1012"'P-l]

o

1 1 1 ...

1

is parity check matrix of an MDS code, where p is the smallest prime
factor of rn, and R;;'(2) = p + 1.
MDS CODES OF SIZE ma

For k > 2, it could be expected that the length of the longest
possible linear MDS code over Zm with rnk codewords is at most
p + k - 1, where p is the smallest prime factor of rn. Let us verify
this for k = 3.
We now look for conditions on the generator matrix
G

=

1 0 0 ct4
0 1 0 fJ4
[
o 0 1 1

cts

j3s
1

...

...

a"

j3n
1

1

of an MDS code, with cti,j3i E Z:;.. Codewords are of the form
Ca,b,c := [abc] . G, with a, b, c E Zm'
They have at most two zero
coordinates.
If b = c = 0, a . a:; should be nonzero when a =1= O. This explains
the condition a:; E Z: , and similarly for j3i.
Suppose next that b = 0 and Ca,b,c is also zero in
Then, c = -aa:;, and the other coordinates should be
cti - ctj E Z:;. for j =1= i. Similarly, from a = 0, one
that all differences of j3;'s belong to Z:;., and from c
differences

coordinate i.
nonzero, i.e.,
must require
= 0, that all

belong to Z:;..
Suppose now that

Ca,b,c

b

is zero in coordinates i and j. Then,

=

c
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The other coordinates should be nonzero, i.e., a =1= 0, and after substituting b and c, the numbers
O:i((3; - (3h)

+ o:;((3h

- (3i)

+ O:h((3i

(2)

- (3;)

should belong to 7l::' for h =1= i, h =1= j.
By the same arguments as before, the numbers {O,0:4, ... , o:,,}
must come from different congruence classes modulo p, where p is the
smallest prime factor of m; the same must be true for {O,(34, ... , (3n}
and for {~, ... , ~}. Moreover, (2) must belong to 7l::' for any three
coordinates i,j, h.
Consequently, we have
Theorem 2:

N;:'(3) ::; p

+ 2,

and more generally, N;:,(k) ::; p

+k-

1.

The proof of the general case follows as for the case k = 2.
For small values of p, it is possible to explicitly find a largest
matrix G satisfying the conditions:
Proposition 5:
When m is even or divisible by 3, N;:'(3)
When m is divisible by 5, N;:,(3) = 6.

= 4.

Proof: (1) For p = 2, take 0:4 = (34 = 1.
(2) For p = 3, it is impossible to find 0:4,0:5,(34,(35 satisfying the
conditions; but 0:4 = (34 = 1 do.
(3) For p = 5, it can be checked that n = 7 is impossible, while
(0:4,0:5,0:6) = (1,2,3) and ((34,(35,(36) = (1,3,4) do satisfy.
Conjecture: (cf. [1, Research problem 11.4])
= p + 1 when 2 ::; k ::; p and N;:,(k) = k
p is the smallest prime factor of m.

N;:,(k)

+ 1 for k 2 p,

where
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Asymptotic Results on Symmetric,
Unidirectional, and Asymmetric Error
Control Codes
Jos H. Weber·

Abstract

The asymptotic behaviour of the rates of optimal codes correcting and/or detecting combinations of symmetric, unidirectional, and/or asymmetric errors is
studied. These rates are expressedin terms of the rate of optimal codes with a
certain Hamming distance. As a consequence,well-knownbounds on the latter
rate can also be applied to bound the former rates. Furthermore, it turns out
that, without loosing rate asymptotically, any error control combination can be
upgraded to simultaneous symmetricerror correction/detection and all unidirectional error detection.

1

Introduction

We consider binary channels over which codewords from a block code C are sent. If
a received word differs in e coordinates from the transmitted

word we say that e

(symmetric) errors have occurred. If these transitions are all of the same type (either
1 -+ 0 or 0

-+

1) the error pattern is said to be unidirectional, while if all transitions are

of the 1 -+ 0 type the error pattern is said to be asymmetric. So any asymmetric error
pattern is also unidirectional, and any unidirectional error pattern is also symmetric.
We call e the weight of the error pattern.
dl-SyED d2-UED d3-AsED (with tl :S
if and only if it can simultaneously correct up to

We call a code tl-SyEC t2-UEC t3-AsEC
t2

:S

t3, dj

:S

d2

:S

d3, 0

:S

ti

:S d.;)

tl symmetric errors, up to t2 unidirectional errors, and up to t3 asymmetrie errors, as
well as detect more than tl up to dl symmetric errors that are not of the unidirectional
type, more than t2 up to d2 unidirectional errors that are not of the asymmetrie type,
and more than t3 up to d3 asymmetrie errors. Hence, for an error pattern of weight e,
"The author is with Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, P.O.
Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
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are of the 0

1 type, the errors are corrected if e ::; t2 and detected if t2

->

<

e ::; d2.

Finally, in case the errors are of a mixed type, the errors are corrected if e ::; tI and
detected if h

<

e ::; dl'

A necessary and sufficient condition for a code to have above-described
equallength,

we define N(x,y)

=

I{i : Xi

=

0 A Yi

Hamming distance between x and y, i.e., D(x,y)
Theorem

1 {2} A code C is tl-SyEC

(with tI ::; t2
and N(x,y)

::;

t3, dl ::; s;

~ N(y,x)

property

For a proof we refer to [2). For two vectors x and y of

is given in the next theorem.

::;d3,

t2-UEC

0 ::; ti ::;

a..)

=

=

1}1, while D(x,y)

N(x,y)

t3-AsEC

denotes the

+ N(y,x).
dl-SyED

d2-UED

d3-AsED

ij and only ij all x, y E C with x

=I

y

satisfy

+ d3 + IA
~ t3 + d2 + 1
D(x,y)
~ tI + d3 + IA
D(x,y)
~ t3 + dl + IA
N(x,y)
~ d3 + 1
D(x, y) ~ t3 + dl + 1
D(x,y)

~ t2

D(x,y)

if N(y,x)

ij 1 ::; N(y, x)
if N(y,x)

~ t3

=

0,

s ta,
+ 1.
o

Many well-known conditions can be derived as special cases of this general result by
choosing appropriate
tI = t2

= t3 =

dl

=

error control parameters
t and d2

=

d3

=

ti and

a...

For example, substituting

d gives the necessary and sufficient condition for

a code to be t-SyEC d-UED. IT we want all unidirectional

errors to be detected, then

we choose d equal to the length of the code, and the resulting code is t-SyEC AUED
(all unidirectional

error detecting).

Let M(n, tI, t2, t3, dl, d2, d3) be defined as the maximum number of codewords in
a tl-SyEC t2-UEC
maximum attainable

t3-AsEC drSyED

d2-UED d3-AsED code of length n. Hence the
rate of such a code equals
log2 M(n, tI, t2,

t3,

dl, d2, d3)

n

(1)

In the next section we study the asymptotic behaviour of this rate.

2

Asymptotic Results

As usual in coding theory, let A( n, d) denote the maximum number of codewords in a
code of length n in which any two different codewords are at least Hamming distance
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log2 A(n, d)
n

(2)

When studying the asymptotic behaviour of (2), it's convenient to define

C)
li
log2 A(n, nb)
a ( 0 = msup
n

(3)

ft_OO

for

s ~ o.
In order to study the asymptotic behaviour of (1), we now similarly define
CC

p. ( Tl,T2,T3,Ol,02,03

C)

-li
log2 M(n,nTl,nT2,nT3,nbl,nb2,nb3)
- msup
n

(4)

ft_CO

for Tl ::S T2 ::S T3, bI ::S b2 ::S b3, 0 ::S Ti ::S bi ::S 1. Hence we fix the ratios between the
error control parameters and the length, and consider the rate when n is large. Next,
we derive two lemmas, which will show to be useful in evaluating (4).

Proof. Let C be a tl-SyEC t2-UEC t3-AsEC dl-SyED d2-UED dJ-AsED code of length
n and size M(n, tI, t2, tJ, dl, d2, dJ). Let Cw denote all codewords in C of weight w. Let
x and y be any two different codewords in Cw•
N(x,y)

=

N(y,x)

=

0, which would imply x

=

Suppose N(y, x) ::S tJ, then either
y, or 1 ::S N(x,y)

=

N(y,x)

::S tJ,

which would imply dJ+1 ::S N(x,y)
::S tJ by Theorem 1. Because of these contradictions
we have N( x, y) = N(y, x) ~ tJ + 1, and thus by Theorem 1 it follows that D( x, y) ~
max{t3 + dl + 1, 2(t3 + 1)}. Hence
n

ICI =

L ICwl

w=o

::S (n + l)A(n, t3 + max{t3 + 1, dl} + 1).

o

Proof.

Let C be a code of length n, size A(n, tJ + max{tJ + 1, dl} + 1), and Hamming
distance at least t3 + max{t3 + 1, dl} + 1. Let Cw denote all codewords in C of weight

w. For any two different

x,y E Cw, we have N(x,y)
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=

N(y,x)

=

D(x,y)j2

~ tJ

+1

n

A(n,

t3

+ max{t3 + 1, dl} + 1)

ICI=Elc..,1

o
By applying Lemmas 1 and 2 on (4) we easily obtain the following theorem.

o
that A( n, d) is nonincreasing

By taking into consideration

in d, we can further

evaluate the result from Theorem 2. On one hand we have,
limsup

log2 A(n,nT3

+ max{nT3 + l,n61}

+ 1)

n
log2 A(n, n( T3 + max{T3, 61}))
limsup~~~~~~----~~~~

~

n

n_~

(5)
and on the other hand we have

p.(

lim sup

Tl, T2, T3, Ól, Ó2, 63)

log2 A(n,nT3

+ max{nT3 + l,n61}

+ 1)

~~~~-=-"":""----=:._.-=---'---""':'::--___.!..

n
.
log2 A(n, nT3 + max{nT3
1lmsup~~~~------~:._.----~~--~--~~
n_oo

~
~

+ ne/2,

nÓ1}

+ ne/2)

n

ft_oo

.
log, A(n, n(T3 + max{T3, 61}
1lmsup~~~~~~----~~~--~
n
0:( T3 + max{ T3, Ó1} + e)

+ e))
(6)

for all e > O. Hence, we have the following result.
Corollary 1 FOT Tl ~ T2 ~ T3, 61

~

62

0:( T3 + max{ T3, 6d)

~

63, 0 ~
~
~

1-'( Tl,

Ti

s s. ~

T2, T3,

lim

I, we have

61,Ó2, 63)

6_( ... +max{ .... 6.})+

0:(6).

o

BO

I'~Tl,

T2, T3, 01, 02, 03) .

An overview

on a~o) can be tound

Ol nounes

Cnapter

In

Ó

01 [IJ.

Since it is known that a( 5) = 0 if 5 2: 1/2, we thus have
(7)
If

T3

+ max{ T3, 5d < 1/2,

then we can bound 1'( Tl,

T2, T3,

51, 52, 53) by taking the best-

known lower and upper bounds on a(5), i.e., the Gilbert-Varshamov
Welch Bound, respectively, both at 5 =

McEliece-Rodemich-Rumsey-

By observing from Theorem 2 that

I'(T1,T2,T3,51,52,53)

Bound and the
T3

+ max{ T3, 5d·

only depends on

and 51

T3

we have the following result.
Corollary

2 For

Tl

S

T2

S

T3,

51 S 52 S 53, 0 S

Ti

S

s, S I,

we have

o
We can thus conclude that asymptotically

any error control combination

upgraded to simultaneous symmetric error correction/detection

can be

and all unidirectional

error detection, without loosing rate. In other words, speaking on costs in terms of rate,
we can say that correction of unidirectional

and/or

asymmetrie errors is as expensive

as correction of symmetric errors, while detection of unidirectional

and/or asymmetrie

errors is free.
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Abstract
An ANSI C library of subroutines for multiprecision operations on unsigned in-

tegers is presented, that is both fast and flexible. Usability a.nd applicability of such
a library are shown to depend both on the basic design decisions as well as on the
library's actual functiona.lity. Basic design decisions are the choice of programming
language, the representation of multiprecision integers, error handling, and memory
management. The high-level functiona.lity includes modular exponentiation, square
roots modulo a prime, Jacobi symbol, and a prime generation package, providing
the basis for the implementation of many well known and widely used public key
algorithms.

1

Introduction

Since the advent of public-key cryptography in 1975 many secure public-key algorithms
have been proposed. An important subset is formed by the algorithms ba.sed on modular arithmetic with large unsigned integers, like Diffie-Hellman, RSA, ELGamal, GuillouQuisquater, Schnorr, DSA (d. [Sim92]). The development of a fa.st, portable, and welldocumented software library providing the building blocks for these algorithms is therefore
an interesting research topic, with many practical applications.
Publicly available libraries for arithmetic operations on large integers usually suffer
from bad performance and restricted applicability, often lack decent documentation and
have very restricted error handling capabilities. We present a fast and flexible software
library, in the development of which great care ha.s been taken of speed, maintainability and
portability of all available functions. It has been written in ANSI C, a standardized highlevellanguage, providing both the ease of maintaining your program and the possibility of
porting it to other platforms, a.s well a.s speed by means of advanced optimizations.
The current arithmetic functionality of the library can be roughly grouped into the
following categories: conversion between types, IlO, low-level arithmetic (bitwise shift, bit
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manipulation, copying, comparing, addition, subtraction, multiplication, squaring, integer
division, modular reduction, greatest common divisor, modular inverse), and high-level
arithmetic (Chinese Remainder Theorem, modular exponentiation, square root modulo a
prime, Jacobi symbol, pseudo-random number generation, generation of primes, 'strong'
primes, and RSA key sets).
Sections 2 through 5 discuss the basic design dècisions of the library: choice of programming language, representation of multiprecision integers, error handling, and memory
management. The functionality is dealt with in Section 6. A number of non-portable
extensions written in 32-bit 80x86-assembly language are discussed in Section 7. Finally,
an idea of the performance is given in Section 8.

2

Programming language

For the implementation of our multiple precision library we chose the ANSI C programming
language [IS09899], one of the most widely used and best supported computer languages.
It is a standardized high-level language, that is at the sarne time in many aspects still
quite close to assembly language, reflecting the architecture of contemporary computers.
Therefore, C maps well into most machine languages, allowing compilers to produce efficient
code. This unique mixture provides on the one hand the ease of maintaining your program
and porting it without difficulty to other platforms, and on the other hand the opportunity
to optimize your code beyond what is thought possible for a high-Ievellanguage.
Many good C compilers currently exist, and most modern implementations fully support ANSI C. This allows for writing portable, yet very efficient programs. Our library
was developed on a PC with Borland C 3.1 and Watcom C/386 9.5, and has been been
successfully tested in the same environment using Microsoft C 7.0 and in an ULTRIX
environment using the cc and GNU C compilers.

3

Representation of multiprecision integers

The internal radix representation is introduced. It is shown that it is desirable to choose
this radix as large as possible. These choices are translated into ANSI C.

3.1

Choice of internal representation

For operations on arbitrarily large, unsigned integers a representation in radix b notation
is used, where b can be in principle any integer 2: 2. That is, an arbitrary nonnegative
integer X is represented as a sequence of radix b digits (xo, Xl, •.. , Xk-l), where
10-1
X

=

L xibi

,,=0

,

0:::; Xi

<b

for i = 0, 1, ... , k - l.

The number of available radix b digits for the representation of X is either fixed or a parameter coded in the representation of X as an additional digit (if necessary with respect
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to a different base). The former approach implies that all integers appearing as input
or output parameters of multiprecision operations are of fixed, although not necessarily
equal, length, i.e., they are represented with a fixed number of radix b digits. A typical
example is a squaring, where the result will be represented with twice as many digits as
the argument. Fixed length representation is at the same time an advantage and a disadvantage. The advantage is that constant parameters in an eperation allow for additional
optimizations. The disadvantage is that the operations are explicitly designed to handle
integers of a given length. Smaller integers can be handled by padding them with a sufficient number of leading zeroes, at the cost of efficiency. Larger integers cannot be handled
at all by these operations. Using the length as an extra parameter in the representation of
a multiprecision integer results in slightly more involved code, but all operations can handle multiprecision integers of any length, only limited by the available computer memory.
This approach is clearly much more flexible. This is especially important in the context
of cryptography, where on a regular basis the size of the integers has to be increased to
account for the developments in cryptanalysis. Therefore, we will represent an arbitrary
nonnegative integer X as a sequence of radix b digits (k, Xo, Xl, ..• , Xk-1),
where the first
digit is the number of digits that follow, the second is the least significant digit of X, and
the last digit is the (nonzero ) most significant digit of x. Hence,
10-1

X

= L xibi

,

0

< Xk-1 < band

0 :S;

,=0

Xi

< b,

for i

= 0,1,

... , k - 2.

The option to use the same base for the length digit k as for the other digits Xi is no real
limitation, since in practise b will be at least equal to 216, allowing for integers up to 1
Mbit long.

3.2

Choice of rarlhr

The best choice for b will be determined by the computer, the programming language, and
the compiler. In particular, b should be chosen such that whenever a power of b acts as
multiplier, divisor or modulus, the result is easily obtained. The most obvious choice for
b will therefore be one of the available integer types, in which case multiplication with
blo is reduced to a shift over k digits to the left, a division by blo to a shift over k digits
to the right (i.e., discarding the least significant k digits), and a reduction modulo blo to
discarding all but the least significant k digits.
All multiprecision operations are performed using a number of primitive single precision
operations. The larger b is, the smaller the number of single precision radix b operations to
perform the same multiprecision operation, and hence the faster the latter will be. But one
of these primitive operations is the single precision multiplication, returning a two-digit
product. This means that besides a basic integer type that can represent the values 0
through b - 1, we also need an integer type that is able to represent the values 0 through
(b - 1)2. In addition, we normally want the ability to add and multiply concurrently
[KnuSl, Algorithm 4.3.1M], and hence we need an-integer type that is able to represent
the values 0 through b2 - 1, i.e., a type which is at least twice as long as the basic type.
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3.3

Translation of our choices to C

These choices are in our library translated in the following definitions of ANSI C macro's
and integer types:
BITSINWORD
is the number of bits in one (machine) word. An arbitrary nonnegative integer
x is represented in radix b ~ 2BITSIIVORD
notation.
~ord is an unsigned integral type that contains precisely BITSINWORD bits. This choice
allows to use casts for the conversion from an integer type containing more than
BITSINWORD bits to the integer type ~ord. A ~ord has the minimum value of zero,
and a maximum value of WORD...HA.X.
WORD...MAX is the largest value that can be held by an object of type ~ord, being b - 1. The
smallest value is, of course, zero.
d~ord is an unsigned integral type that can contain at least 2· BITSINWORD bits. A d~ord
has the minimum value of zero, and a maximum value of at least (WORD...HA.X+ 1)2-1.
Possible choices for BITSINWORD are 8, 16, and 32. The corresponding types of ~ord
and d~ord, as well as the possible values of WORD...MAX are given in Table 1.

BITSINWORD
WORD...MAX
~ord
d~ord

8

16

32

OxFFU

OxFFFFU

OxFFFFFFFFU

unsigned char
unsigned short

unsigned short
unsigned long

unsigned int
unsigned long

Table 1: Possible choices for BITSINWORD, and derived types and constant.
suffix U specifies an unsigned integer constant.

The constant

The first option is so far only used for testing purposes, since an ANSI C compiler
provides at least 16-bit (short) int's and 32-bit long int's (the second option). On 8-bit
computers it might nevertheless be faster to use the first option, although in that case only
integers up to 2048 bit long can be represented (see Section 3.1). The second option should
work on all currently available ANSI C compilers, and is our current choice. The third
option will work on ANSI C compilers having 32-bit integers and 64-bit long integers, but
has not been tested yet.

4

Error Handling

A very important aspect of any program is the way errors are handled. This is certainly
true of libraries: good error handling makes or breaks a library. High level library routines
are built on lower level routines, which in turn are built on basic level routines. An error
introduced on the highest level may only result in program failure on the lowest level. A
message explaining place and reason of program failure will therefore in most cases not be
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enough to discover what exactly caused the failure. This explains the need for extensive
error tracing capabilities in any good library, but certainly in a multiprecision library, where
there exist a myriad of dependencies, and in which the complexity of certain operations
is quite impressive. In our library the occurrence of an error therefore results in following
actions:
1. a message describing place and kind of error is pushed on an internal stack of trace
messages. No two messages are the same, i.e., an error message uniquely defines the
place where the error occurred;
2. all local memory that was dynamically allocated is freed again;
3. an error code indicating the kind of error is returned to the calling function.
This allows the calling function to take appropriate measures in case of an error, i.e., it can
either decide to undertake precisely the same actions and return an error code to its calling
function (which is the case for all functions in our library), or it can decide to communicate
the error to the user (which will be the case at some point in any program). The advantage
of this approach is that the failure of a particular function to execute properly can be
traced back to the point and function where the error was introduced. This makes it
possible to determine (very quickly) what exactly went wrong, which immensely facilitates
the debugging operation.

5

Memory Management

As explained in Section 3.1 the length of a multiprecision integer is an additional parameter
in its internal representation, and hence the necessary amount of memory for storing the
multiprecision integer is in most cases not known on beforehand, i.e., at compile time.
We therefore need a mechanism of dynamic size memory allocation, that allows both for
easy allocation and freeing of dynamic size memory. Many solutions exist to this problem,
but we decided once again to use a stack based solution [Ses89, Chapter 10]. An item on
the memory stack can either be an address of dynamically allocated memory or a mark.
Three functions are available for manipulating the memory stack. The function mark-"ltack
pushes a mark on the stack. The function alloc-"ltack first calls the standard function
calloc to allocate the necessary amount of memory for a multiprecision integer. It then
pushes the address onto the stack and returns the address. Finally, the function free-"ltack
pops items off the stack until a mark is found, or until the stack is empty, if no mark is
found. If the item popped off is a memory address, the corresponding memory is freed by
a call to the standard function free.
Memory management within a function becomes now very easy. First, we declare
as many pointers to vord as we need multiprecision integers in that particular function.
Then, before any dynamic size memory allocation is done, we mark the memory stack by
a call to mark-"ltack. Next, we allocate memory for the different multiprecision integers
by consecutive calls to alloc-"ltack.
Before leaving the function all memory is freed by a
single call to free-"ltack.
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6
6.1

Functionality
Conversion between types and I/O

The library comprises routines for conversion in both directions between on the one hand
multiprecision integers and on the other hand the integral types 'Ilord and dvo rd, the floating type double, and character strings. In case the destination type has fewer significant
bits available than the source type, only the appropriate number of significant bits are returned. The conversion from or to character strings is performed without loss of significant
bits, and is especially useful whenever multiprecision integers are part of messages (e.g.,
hash function arguments), or whenever multiprecision operations have to be performed on
messages (e.g., hash function results in digital signature schemes).
Routines for reading and writing multiprecision variables in a standard format and in
decimal format from standard I/O or from a specified file are provided for.

6.2

Low level arithmetic

Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and integer division are (with small modifications)
implemented according to the classical algorithms [Knu81, Algorithms 4.3.1A, 4.3.1S,
4.3.1M, and 4.3.lD, respectively]. Alternatives for e.g., multiplication have been looked at,
but turn out to be slower in software for our 'Ilord lengths of 16 or 32 bits. For squaring
we use the fact that most partial products occur twice.
Modular reduction has been implemented according to three different algorithms: the
classical algorithm in the formalization by Knuth [Knu81, Algorithm 4.3.1D], Barrett's
algorithm [Bar86), and Montgomery's algorithm [Mon85]. The three algorithms are quite
close to each other in performance [Bos93]. The classical algorithm is the best choice for single modular reductions. Modular exponentiation based on Barrett's algorithm is superior
to the others for small arguments. For general modular exponentiations the exponentiation
based on Montgomery's algorithm has the best performance.
The calculation of the greatest common divisor and the modular inverse are implemented with a version of Euclid's gcd algorithm, optimized for multiprecision integers.
It is based on the observation by Lehmer [Leh38] that almost all divisions in Euclid's
algorithm have a small quotient. For more details, see [Knu81, Algorithm 4.5.2L].

6.3

High level arithmetic

The Chinese Remainder Theorem is implemented for the case of two equations with relatively prime moduli, which is the case we are mostly interested in to speed up the RSA
secret key eperation [QC82].
The calculation of a" mod m in our library uses a generalisation of the standard binary
square and multiply method, in which a table of small powers of a is used. For p = 16
the average number of modular multiplications is reduced to about 1/5 the number of bits
in e (compared to 1/2 for binary square and multiply). The number of squarings in both
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methods is the same and equal to the number of bits in e. Each of the three reduction
algorithms can be used, resulting in three modular exponentiation functions. The speed
differences between the reduction functions will be reflected in speed differences between
the exponentiation functions [Bos93]. For a fulllength exponentiation the Montgomery
based exponentiation is superior to the other two. Cascade exponentiations of the form
a"b" mod m and a"b"c"
mod m have been implemented according to the method described in [YL92], which is an extension of Shamir's method [EIG85].
Further functionality includes the calculation of square roots modulo a prime [Per86],
the evaluation of the Jacobi symbol (see e.g., [Sim92, Appendix J of Chapter 4]), and
the generation of pseudo-random multiprecision integers in a given interval, based on an
extension of the Blum, Blum, and Shub generator [BBS86].
Finally, the library provides a set of functions for the generation of primes and so-called
strong primes, and for the generation of RSA key sets (for both plain RSA and the Rabin
variant [WiI80]). The methods used are based on the work of Brandt, Damgärd, and
Landrock [BD92].

7

Non-portable extensions

For even greater performance very fast 32-bit 80x86-assembly code has been developed for
all time consuming operations in public key algorithms (multiplication, squaring, modular
reduction, and exponentiation). These functions have the same interface as their ANSI C
counterparts, so that they can easily replace them on 32-bit 80x86 based computers. They
primarily derive their speed from the fact that in assembly language the word length can
be doubled to 32 bits without any overhead.

8

Performance

An idea of the library's performance is given in Table 2.

Bit length
Code
a" modm
a"b" mod m
a" b" c" mod m
RSA Key generation

256
C
80x86
0.062 0.015
0.077
0.090
-

-

-

C
0.43
0.54
0.60
3.6

512
80x86
0.11

-

2.2

C
1.41
1.75
1.89
11.4

768
80x86
0.30

-

5.9

1024
80x86
C
3.27
0.76
4.06
4.34
9.3
28

Table 2: Execution times in seconds on a 60 MHz Pentium based PC for three types of
modular exponentiation and for RSA key generation both without and with the 32-bit
80x86 extensions of our ANSI C library.
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Abstract. Matsui's

linear cryptanalysis
for iterated block ciphers is
generalised by replacing his linear expressions for a section of a cipher
with linked threefold sums whose terms are a balanced function of the
section input, a balanced function of the section output and some function of the section key. A procedure to find effective threefold sums for the
entire cipher from threefold sums of smaller sections is given. This procedure relies on the hypothesis of fixed-key equivalence, which requires
that virtually all keys behave like a random key, and on the existence of
threefold sums with guaranteed values. An algorithm, based on an ("-1)round threefold sum, for finding a part of the key to the last round of
an r-round cipher is described. The hypothesis of wrong-key randomization, which requires that using wrong keys to calculate a threefold sum
increases the imbalance of this threefold sum, is formulated. It is shown
that the algorithm will succeed if it is based on a threefold sum satisfying
this hypothesis and if enough plaintext-ciphertext-pairs
are available.

1

Introduction

to Generalized Linear Cryptanalysis

Linear cryptanalysis, which was introduced by Matsui in [4] to attack DES, is
an attack that applies to iterated block ciphers. In this paper, we develop a
generalised version of linear cryptanalysis that widens the class of ciphers for
which the attack will be successful and that also provides additional insight into
Matsui's attack.
An r-round iterated block cipher of blocksize n (Fig. 1) consists of r successive
applications of keyed round functions, with a different key in each round. Usually,
the round functions are identical and we will abide by this assumption in our
notation, but this restriction is not essential to any of our results. The full key
is K := (K(l), ... K(r»), where K(i) is the round key applied in the i-th round
for i
1,2, ... r. The round keys take on values in a set K, the round key space.
For each round key kEK, the keyed round function Fl is a bijection on X, the
set of binary n-tuples. Let y(i) denote the output n-tuple of the i-th round for
i = 1,2, ... r; let X := y(O) denote the plaintext, and let Y := Y(T) denote the
ciphertext. Then, y(i)
FK(i)"(y(i-l»)
for i
1,2, ... r.
We will throughout this paper use capitalletters
such as X, y, y(I), Y(T-I),
K(l), ... to denote random variables and we will use the corresponding lowercase
letters to denote specific values of these random variables.

=

=

=
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We will call a subgraph of the computational graph of a cipher a uction of
the cipher. Each section has a &ection input XS which, together with the &ection
leey KS, determines the &ectio1l- output yS. We will sometimes refer to a section
as a supersectien when we wish to stress that it is composed of other sections
and as a &ubuction to stress that it is one of several sections within a larger
section.
A balanced binary-valued function
is a function that takes on the value 0 for
exactly half of the possible values of its argument and the value 1 otherwise.

Definition 1: A th.reefold &um S for a section of a cipher is a modulo-two sum
of three terms: the first, a balanced binary-valued function f of the section input
XSj the second, a balanced! binary-valued
function 9 of the section output ySj
and the third, some binary-valued function h of the section key KS; i.e.,
(1)
where EBdenotes modulo-two addition,

i.e., the XOR operation.

The functions f, 9 and h will be called the input function, the output function
and the key function, respectively, of the threefold sum. The "generalization" of
linear cryptanalysis given in this paper resides in our dropping Matsui's requirement that the functions f, g, and h themselves be linear functions.
Threefold sums S(1), S(l), ... S( ... ) for successive sections [i.e., sections such
that the output of the i-th section is the input to the (i + 1)-st section] will be
called linked if the output function of the i-th threefold sum is the sarne as the
input function of the (i + 1)-st threefold sum for i
I, 2, ... m-I. For a section
consisting of one round, say, the i-th round, a threefold sum will be called a
one-round threefold &um and will be denoted by

=

When successive S(i) are linked, as will usually be the case hereafter,
round threefold sum can be written as

the one-

(2)
For a section consisting of several rounds, say, the rounds a to b, a threefold
sum will be called a multi-round
th.reefold &um and denoted by s(a ..b). Note
that the sum of the linked one-round threefold sums s(a), S(,,+1), ... Sib) is a
multi-round threefold sum, namely
b

S("··b)

:=

EB

S(i)

= g,,_l(y(a-l»

EB gb(y(b»

EB

(h,,(K("»

EB ...

hb(K(b»)

.

(3)

':=a

Throughout this paper, .we auume
that all key& u8ed within the cipher are
independent
of the plaintezt input and, moreover, that these keys are mutually
1

In Section 3, we explain why we require

these functions
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to be balanced.

independent
and uniformly
abilities will be calculated
Definition

di8tributed over the appropriate
under this assumption.

key spaces. All prob-

2: The imbalance of the threefold sum 5 for asection is the quantity
where P[S = 0] is the probability that the threefold sum
takes on the value 0 when the section input and section key are independent
and both are uniformly distributed. A threefold sum is said to be effective if it
has a large imbalance and will be called guaranteed if its imbalance is
the
maximum possible. The conditional imbalance of a threefold sum for a specified
section key kS is the quantity 1(5 I KS = kS) := IP[S = 0 I KS = kS] I, where
the conditional probability is computed for a uniformly distributed section input.

1(5) := IP[S = 0]-

H

!'

!

2

Optimal Threefold

Sums

We will now consider the significanee of the key function in threefold sums. Let
Sh
f(XS) EB g(YS) EB h(KS) denote a section threefold sum with f and 9 fixed.

=

Definition 3: A key function 11. that maximizes the imbalance of Sh will be
called an optimum key function. A threefold sum Sh with an optimum key function will be called an optimum threefold $Um.
The following proposition shows how to choose 11. to create an optimum key
function and shows the importance of optimum threefold sums.
Proposition
1 [Optimum key function): For a given f and g, the binaryvalued function hopt on the 8ection leey 8pace KS defined tu

k

h

S

opt (

_
) -

{O1

if P[f(XS)
otherwise

S y(Y!;)

= 0 IK = k
S

S

]

2

!

(4)

=

mazimize8 P[Sh
0] and also mazimize8 the imbalance of the threefold $Um Sh.
Furthermore,
thi8 mazimum imbalance i8 the e;z:pected conditional imbalance for
uniformly
di8tributed key8, i.e., for every 11.,
1

~

IKSI' L...J 1(5" IK

S

=k ) =
S

I(S"op,)

.

(5)

.l:SEK:S

In the basic generalized linear cryptanalysis attack, the actual functions of
the section keys in the threefold sums are irrelevant because an attack deals
with a fixed key. Matsui showed how the success probability of an attack for
a cipher that uses the key kS in the section consisting of the first r-l rounds
depends on I(Sh I KS
kS). This is indeed independent on h. For a uniformly
distributed key KS, the e;z:pected success probability can be approximated by
replacing I(Sh I KS
kS) in Matsui's calculations with the expected conditional
imbalance. Because of (5), this shows the significanee of I(Sho.,)'

=

=
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If two linked optimum threefold sums are added, the resulting threefold sum
is not necessarily optimum, but in many cases it is nearly optimum. Therefore, the (r-l)-round threefold sum corresponding to Matsui's linear expression
used in the cryptanalysis of DES are likely to be non-optimum. As Matsui uses
their imbalance instead of I(S"op,) - practically impossible to evaluate - to approximate the expected success probability, he must expect to get a too low
approximation, as in fact occurred (4). From now on, we will tacitly assume our
effective threefold sums to be optimum, and we will see that there is no need to
specify the optimum key function.

3

Finding Effective Threefold Sums

To justify the validity of the imbalance
tion, where we rely on the assumption
formly distributed, in an attack where
rely on the following hypothesis (cf. the
differential cryptanalysis (3)):

computed by the procedure in this secthat the keys are independent and unithe key is fixed but unknown, we must
hypothesis of stochastic equivalence for

Hypothesis of fixed-key equivalence in a threefold sum 5:
For an effective, optimum threefold .!um 5, the conditional imbalance given a fized .!ection
leey les, for virtually all po.!.!ible les, is virtually the .!ame a.! the unconditional
imbalance. More precüely,

(6)
holds for virtually
ing algorithm.

all .!ection leey.!les that can result from the cipher 's leey schedul-

Matsui 's "piling-up lemma" states that the imbalance of a sum of independent
threefold sums is
5('»)
2 b
1(5('»). However, if the threefold
sums are not independent, then one cannot apply the "piling-up lemma". For
example, ifthe round function of a mini-cipher is the MA-box for 4 bits as defined
for the cipher IDEA [2, 3), then the actual imbalance of a multi-round threefold
sum may differ substantially from the imbalance calculated from the one-round
threefold sum imbalances with the "piling-up lemma", as was demonstrated
in a student semester project (1). This indicates the importance of conditions
guaranteeing the independenee of threefold sums used in an attack. We now
proceed to give such conditions.
By a perfect-.!ecrecy 6ub.!ection of a computational graph, we mean a subsection consisting of a single operatien on two operands, one of which is the
subsection input and the other the subsection key, such that the eperation has
the property that the subsedion.output-is-independent
of the subsection input
when the subsection key is independent and uniformly distributed (cf. [2, p. 25)).

I(EB:=a

= a- rr:=a

Proposition 2 [Independent threefold sums): Consider a supersection containing b uctions,
each such $ection being a c;;'scade- of a perfeci-s ecrecç $ub$ection and a secotuiarç $ub$ection. $ub$ection$ are independent
and uniformly
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di&tributed, Then the threefold $um$ for the $econdary
are independent
and hence the imbalance of the $um
with Mabui'-,

"piling-up

lemma",

i.e.,

l(ffi:=l

S(i»)

$ub$ection$,

S(1), ...

S(b),

ffi~=1S(i) can be calculated
= 2b-1 n:=l I(S(i»).

Adding together the threefold sums specified in Proposition 2 will not generally result in a threefold sum since these are not threefold sums for successive
sections. Suppose at first that the output of each secondary subsection, excluding the last one, is the input to the next perfect-secrecy subsection. A sufficient
condition for ffi~=l stil to be a threefold sum is given in the following proposition.
Proposition
3 [Threefold
sum for a cascade of sections]:
Consider a -'uper$ection con6uting of a clJ$cade of b 6ection.!, each 6uch 6ection being a clJ$ca.de
of an arbitrary perfect-6ecrecy 6ub6ection and an arbitrary 6ub6ection. Let Oei) be
a threefold 6um for the i-th perfeci-secrecu
subsection, and let S(i) be a threefold
6um for the i-th 6econdary 6ub6ection. If 0(1), S(1), ..• O(b), S(b) are linked and
if 0(1), . •. O(b) are gua.ranteed threefold 6Um$, then
b

S:=

EBCOCi) EB stil)

(7)

i~l

U a 6uper6ection

threefold

-,urn with imbalance

I( S)

= 2b-l

n:=l

l( S(i»).

It follows that one can find an effective threefold sum for such a supersection as
follows:
1. For each perfect-secrecy subsection, find all guaranteed threefold sums.
2. For each secondary subsection, consider all threefold sums that are linked to
guaranteed threefold sums for the neighboring perfect-secrecy subsections.
Find their imbalances. Discard the threefold sums with small imbalance.
3. Consider each possible list of 2b linked threefold sums with a threefold sum
for each subsection. Use Proposition 3 to find the imbalance of the sum of
all threefold sum in one list, which is a supersectien threefold sum. Find the
supersection threefold sum with the greatest imbalance.
We next consider generalizing Proposition 3 to supersections that are not a
cascade of sections, but rather (as in DES) have the property that the b section
inputs and the supersectien output are determined by b + 1 functions, in the
following called linking function.! of the 6uper$ection, whose arguments for each
such function are the supersection input and/or one or more section outputs.
Each section is however still a cascade of an arbitrary perfect-secrecy subsections
and an arbitrary secondary subsection.
Definition
4: A link L for a linking function is a modulo-two sum of balanced
functions, one for each of the linking function inputs UI, ... Uu and one for the
function value V, i.e.,

L:= heUl) EB .•. f,,(U,,) EB g(V) ,

(8)

with the property that L is a constant for all possible values of U1, •.. Uu. A set
{L1' ... Lr} of links for I ::; b + 1 linking functions of a supersection consisting
of b perfect-secrecy subsections and b secondary subsections with threefold sums
0(1), ...
O(b), S(1),
S(b) respectively, and of linking functions, will be called
a link-set for 0(1),
O(b), S(1), ... S(b) if, for each intermediate
variable, i.e.,
each random variable, excluding the supersection input, the supersection output
and the keys, appearing in the sum
b

EB(O; EBSC;»)

EBL1 EB··· Lr ,

(9)

i=l

the sum of all functions appearing in 0(1), ...
having this variable as argument is a constant

O(b),

S(1), ...

S(b) L1, ...

Lr and

function.

In this case, the functions with an interrnediate variable as argument can be
replaced in (9) by a constant for each intermediate variable. (9) is therefore a
threefold sum. Using Proposition 2, we can proof the following proposition.
Proposition 4 [Threefold sum for a supersection consisting of different
sections]: Consider a supersection
consisting of b sections, each such section
being a cascade of an arbitrary perfect-secrecy
subsections and an arbitrary secondary subsection, and of b+ 1 linking [unctions, each one showing how a section
input or the superseetion. output is derived from the supersection
input and/or
one or more section outpub. Let 0(;) be a threefold .sum for the i-th perfectsecrecy subsection and let SC;) be a threefold sum for the i-th secondary subsection. If there ezists a link-set for 0(1), ... O(b), S(1), ... S(b) and if 0(1), ... O(b)
are gUlJranteed threefold .!urns, then S := EB:=l (O(i) EBSC;»~ EBL1 EB... Lr is a
.!upersection

threefold

.!um with imbalance

=2

b1
-

I(S)

n:=l

I(S(;».

The previous procedure for finding effective threefold sums can be adapted to
this more general case by considering all possible link-sets for some 0(1), ... O(b),
S(l), ...
S(b) with guaranteed
threefold sums 0(1), ... O(b).
We now show how to find guaranteed

threefold

sums for group operations.

Theorem 1 [Guaranteed threefold sums for group operations]:
f(XS) EBg(XS * KS) EBheKS) iJ a guaranteed threefold sum for a section [viz. a
perfect-secrecy
subsection} consisting of a group operation * on the .!ection input
XS and the .!ection key KS, both lying in XS
/Cs, if and only if the junction»
f, 9 IJnd h differ from one another by at mod a constant [i.e., for all z E XS,
f(z) = g(z) EBCl = h(z)EBc~ for some Cl and c~] and 1i:= {z : zE XS, f(z)

=

=

f( e)} is a subgroup

of XS of order ~,

where e is the neutral

element

of

"*".

Proof. Suppose f(XS) EBg(XS * KS) EBheKS) is a guaranteed threefold sum,
i.e., for all zand k, fez) el g(z_* k) el hek)
c for some c. Setting k
e shows
that fez) El g(z)
h(e) El c, which shows that f and 9 differ by at most a
constant. Similarly, gek) EBhek)
fee) EBC so that g and h differ by at most a
constant. Combiningthese
three expressions gives f(z*k)EBf(x)ef(k)
fee).

=

=

=

=

=
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For z , le E ?i, we have f(:t * le) = f(e) and thus :t * le E?i and 'H is a subgroup.
Furthermore, let ?i = X \?i. For z, k E ?i, f(z * k) = f(e) and z * k E H,
Therefore, l?il ::; l?il· If f is non-constant,
we conclude that l?il = l?il and

l?il

=

~1

.

The converse is easy to show.

Note that assuming that the functions in a guaranteed

0
threefold sum for a

group operation are non-constant is enough to imply that l?il = ~
and thus
that the functions are balanced. This has motivated our requirement in that the
first function and the second function in all threefold sums be balanced.
If "*" is the bitwise XOR eperation in XS, the only subgroups ?i of order
2n-l are the subgroups {:t : :t E XS, a. z = Ol, where b is a non-zero n-tuple
and "." denotes the scalar product. Thus, it follows from Theorem 1 that all
guaranteed threefold sums have f(z) = (a. z) EBCl, g(z) = (a. z) EBCl and
h( z) = (a. z) EBe3. Generalized linear cryptanalysis of DES is thus necessarily
limited to threefold sums using such functions, i.e., to "linear expressions" [4).
The procedure for finding effective threefold sums described above leads to no
improvement of the linear cryptanalysis of DES.
For the two groups ({O, l}n, o) (multiplication modulo 2n + 1 with n = 2,4,8
or 16 and 0 repreaenting 2n) and ({Oi I}", a=J) (addition modulo 2n) of orderB?
used in IDEA [2, 3), there exists only one subgroup of order 2n-l, viz. the
subgroup of quadratic residu es for <:) and the subgroup of even numbers for EH
The reason for this is that the parent groups are cyclic and have order 2n. By
Theorem 1, there exists only one guaranteed threefold sum for both of these
group operations and one is forced to use this particular guaranteed threefold
sum if one wants to apply the "piling-up lemma". The chance that this forced
choice yields an effective threefold sum is obviously small.
It is generally infeasible in practice to analyze the probabilities of all possible threefold sums. The procedure given in this section considers promising
candidates for the most effective threefold sum, but it never guarantees that the
threefold sum found is the most effective one.

4

Attacks by Generalized

Linear Cryptanalysis

The basic attack by generalized linear cryptanalysis exploits an effective threefold
sum 5(1 ..r-l) = go(X) EBgr_l(y(r-l»)
EBh(K(1), ... K(r-l») for the entire cipher
excluding the last round and attempts to find the key k(r) in this last round. Ifthe
attacker can submit N randomly chosen plaintexts and receive the corresponding
ciphertexts [although experience suggests that any N plaintext-ciphertext-pairs
will do just as well), the basic attack proceeds as follows (Fig.2):
0) Set a counter e[k) to O-fcr-each possible-key k in the last round.
1) Randomly choose a plaïntext z E X and encrypt it to y.
2) For each possible.Ê, evaluate y(r-l):=
Fk-l(y) and, ifgo(z)EBgr_l(y(r-l»)
0, increment

e[k) by 1.
96

=

3) Repeat steps 1) and 2) a total of N times.
4) Put out all keys k with (near) maximum Ic[kJ used in the last round.

~I

as candidates for the key

The basic attack can be speeded up by exploiting "key equivalence" . Consider
the partition oî K such that a key /e E }C lies in the same key class as /e' E }C if
and only if 9r_l(Fe-;1(y))
9r_l(F;1(y))
EBc for some c and for all yE X. The
given algorithm can never distinguish between keys in the same class. Therefore,
we do not need to consider all keys k E }C in step 2) of the basic algorithm, but
rather only one representative of each key class. Similar to differential and linear
cryptanalysis that deterrnine only some bits of the last round key, generalized
linear cryptanalysis can determine only the class in which the true key lies. The
class of the above partition of}c that contains the true key used in the last round
is referred to as the right class. The other classes are called wrong classes. Their
representatives are called wrong keys.
For practicality, the function 9r-l must be chosen such that the number ofkey
classes is reasonably small since the computational complexity is proportional
to the number of considered representatives. Furthermore, the basic algorithm
above can be considerably speeded up by first classifying all plaintext-ciphertext-pairs in step 2) into text classes and then performing the decision in step
3) jointly for an entire text class (as was done in [5]).

=

Matsui improved his attack in [5] by determining the key to the first and the
last round simultaneously. For this kind of attack, Matsui needed only about
243 plaintext-ciphertext-pairs
to find the key of DES [SJ. We can also use an
(r-2)-round threefold Bum s(l ..r-l) (see 3) in generalized linear cryptanalysis,
instead of s(l ..r-l) used in the basic attack. The key classes are then subsets of
}C2. Let (kr, kJ) be a key class representative.
We increment the.counter c[(kr, kJ)]
for each analyzed plaintext-ciphertext-pair
(:c, y) if

5

Success of Generalized

Linear Cryptanalysis

The hypothesis offixed-key equivalence in s(l.·r-l)
is not sufficient to guarantee
the success of basic linear cryptanalysis. We will show in Theorem 2 that a cipher
can be broken with the basic algorithm using enough plaintext-ciphertext-pairs
if the following hypothesis holds:
Hypothesis of wrong-key randomization
in the basic attack for an (r1)-round threefold sum:
Let s(l..r-l)
9o(X)EB9r_l(y(r-l»)EBh(K(1),
... K(r-l»)
be an effective (opti'mum) threefold sum for the first (r-1)-rounds
of the cipher in Fig. 1. Then, for
virtually all possible full keys 1£ and for all wrong keys k of the last round, the
conditional imbalance of s(l..r-l)
is substantially
reduced if a wrong key k is used
with the ciphertezt to predict the output of the (r-l )-th round. M ore precisely,

=
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for virtually all! that can renlt
for all wrong keys k,

from the cipher's

key scheduling algorithm

and

I( go(X) EB g~_l(l:;'(~-l» I K =!) « I( go(X) EB g~_l(Y(~-l» IK =!) , (10)
y(p-l)
F -1(y).2
i
Theorem 2 [Success of the basic attack]: If there emt3 an effective (r-l)where

=

round threefold ,urn for a cipher, if the hypothe,is of wrong-key randomization
in the bC18icattack is true for this threefold sum, and if enough randomly chosen
plaintezf-ciphertezt-pairs
are available, then, for virtually all keys, one can use
the bC18icgeneralized linear cryptanalysis
attack to derive information about the
true key in the IC18tround, viz. to find the key clC18.!in which this key lies, as
reliably as desired.
Proof. Let Ic(~) be the representative
of the right class and k a wrong key.
Suppose S(l ..~-l) is an effective threefold sum. In the algorithm of Section
4, the counter c[Ic(~)] is incremented each time with probability either P~ :=
P[go(X) EB g~_l(y(~-l»
0 IK
!] or 1- r-, whereas e[k] is incremented only
with probability either p,., := P[go(X) EB gP_l(lT(P-l» = 0 I K =!] or 1 - p",.
According to the hypothesis of wrong-key randomization for this threefold sum,
p", is substantially closer to ~ than 'Pr for virtually all keys. Then, according

=

=

to the weak law of large numbers, the probability that c[k] is closer to
c[Ic(~)] can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by choosing N large enough.

!f

than
0

The basic generalized linear cryptanalysis attack is practical, however, only
if many fewer than the total number of possible plaintext-ciphertext-pairs
are
required. The exact probability of success can be estimated in the same manner
as Matsui did in [4, Lemma 5] and [5] for the linear cryptanalysis of DES.
An analogous hypothesis and an analogous theorem can be formulated for the
improved algorithm of joint determination of the first and the last round key.

6

Conclusion

We have defined generalized linear cryptanalysis of iterated block ciphers and
focused on its basic attack that exploits an effective (r-1 )-round threefold sum to
find the class in which the key of the last round lies. We have given conditions for
a successful basic attack. These results can be adapted to the improved attack
described in [5] for linear cryptanalysis.
Our main result is the thorough analysis of the applicability of Matsui's
"piling-up lemma" and the development of a procedure for finding effective multiround threefold sums. This procedure requires finding guaranteed threefold sums
for perfect-secrecy subsections and, for DES, this leads to using "linear expressions" as Matsui did. For ciphers using modular addition and mult.iplication, like
IDEA, the choice of threefold sums is severely limited, which in turn limits the
utility of the "piling-up lemma" and thus of generalized linear crypt.analysis.
2

Note that gr_l(y(r-l)

= 9r_l(y(r-l)

if

k

sa
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Abstract

An ANSI C library of subroutines for multiprecision operations on unsigned integers is presented, that is both fast and :flexible. Usability and applicability of such
a library are shown to depend both on the basic design decisions as well as on the
library's actual functionality. Basic design decisions are the choice of programming
language, the representation of multiprecision integers, error handling, and memory
management. The high-level functionality includes modular exponentiation, square
roots modulo a prime, Jacobi symbol, and a prime generation package, providing
the basis for the implementation of many well known and widely used public key
algorithms.

1

Lnt.rochacüion

Since the advent of public-key cryptography in 1975 many secure public-key algorithms
have been proposed. An important subset is formed by the algorithms based on modular arithmetic with large unsigned integers, like Diffie-Hellman, RSA, ELGamal, GuillouQuisquater, Schnorr, DSA (cf. [Sim92]). The development of a fast, portable, and welldocumented software library providing the building blocks for these algorithms is therefore
an interesting research topic, with many practical applications.
Publicly available libraries for arithmetic operations on large integers usually suffer
from bad performance and restricted applicability, often lack decent documentation and
have very restricted error handling capabilities. We present a fast and flexible software
library, in the development of which great care has been taken of speed, maintainability and
portability of all available functions. It has been written in ANSI C, a standardized highlevellanguage, providing both the ease of maintaining your program and the possibility of
parting it to other platforms, as well as speed by means of advanced optimizations.
The current arithmetic functionality of the library can be roughly grouped into the
following categories: conversion between types, I/O, low-level arithmetic (bitwise shift, bit
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manipulation, copying, comparing, addition, subtraction, multiplication, squaring, integer
division, modular reduction, greatest common divisor, modular inverse), and high-level
arithmetic (Chinese Remainder Theorem, modular exponentiation, square root modulo a
prime, Jacobi symbol, pseudo-random number generation, generation of primes, 'strong'
primes, and RSA key sets).
Sections 2 through 5 discuss the basic design decisions of the library: choice of programming language, representation of multiprecision integers, error handling, and memory
management. The functionality is dealt with in Section 6. A number of non-portable
extensions written in 32-bit 80x86-assembly language are discussed in Section 7. Finally,
an idea of the performance is given in Section 8.

2

Programming language

For the irnplementation of our multiple precision library we chose the ANS1 C programming
language [1S09899], one of the most widely used and best supported computer languages.
It is a standardized high-level language, that is at the same time in many aspects still
quite close to assembly language, reflecting the architecture of contemporary computers.
Therefore, C maps well into most machine languages, allowing compilers to produce efficient
code. This unique mixture provides on the one hand the ease of maintaining your program
and porring it without difficulty to other platforms, and on the other hand the opportunity
to optimize your code beyond what is thought possible for a high-levellanguage.
Many good C compilers currently exist, and most modern implementations fully support ANS1 C. This allows for writing portable, yet very efficient programs. Our library
was developed on a PC with Borland C 3.1 and Watcom C/386 9.5, and has been been
successfully tested in the same environment using Microsoft C 7.0 and in an ULTR1X
environment using the cc and GNU C compilers.

3

Representation of multiprecision integers

The internal radix representation is introduced. It is shown that it is desirable to choose
this radix as large as possible. These choices are translated into ANS1 C.

3.1

Choice of internal representation

For operations on arbitrarily large, unsigned integers a representation in radix b notation
is used, where b can be in principle any integer j> 2. That is, an arbitrary nonnegative
integer X is represented as a sequence of radix b digits (xo, Xl,' .. , Xk-l),
where
k-l
X

=

L x,b'

,

O:S

Xi

<b

for i = 0,1, ... ,k - l.

i=O

The number of available radix b digits for the representation of X is either fixed or a parameter coded in the representation of X as an additional digit (if necessary with respect
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to a different base). The former approach implies that all integers appearing as input
or output parameters of multiprecision operations are of fixed, although not necessarily
equal, length, i.e., they are represented with a fixed number of radix b digits. A typical
example is a squaring, where the result will be represented with twice as many digits as
the argument. Fixed length representation is at the same time an advantage and a disadvantage. The advantage is that constant parameters in an operation allow for additional
optimizations. The disadvantage is that the operations are explicitly designed to handle
integers of a given length. Smaller integers can be handled by padding them with a sufficient number of leading zeroes, at the cost of efficiency. Larger integers cannot be handled
at all by these operations. Using the length as an extra parameter in the representation of
a multiprecision integer results in slightly more involved code, but alloperations can handle multiprecision integers of any length, only limited by the available computer memory.
This approach is clearly much more flexible. This is especially important in the context
of cryptography, where on a regular basis the size of the integers has to be increased to
account for the developments in cryptanalysis. Therefore, we will represent an arbitrary
nonnegative integer x as a sequence of radix b digits (k, Xo, Xl> ... , XIt-l),
where the first
digit is the number of digits that follow, the second is the least significant digit of x, and
the last digit is the (nonzero) most significant digit of x. Hence,
It-I
X

=

L x,b',

0

< XIt-l < b and

0

S Xi <

b , for i

= 0,1,

... , k - 2.

;=0

The option to use the same base for the length digit k as for the other digits Xi is no real
limitation, since in practise b will be at least equal to 216, allowing for integers up to 1
Mbit long.

3.2

Choice of radix

The best choice for b will be determined by the computer, the programming language, and
the compiler. In particular, b should be chosen such that whenever a power of b acts as
multiplier, divisor or modulus, the result is easily obtained. The most obvious choice for
b will therefore be one of the available integer types, in which case multiplication with
bit is reduced to a shift over k digits to the left, a division by bit to a shift over k digits
to the right (i.e., discarding the least significant k digits), and a reduction modulo bk to
discarding all but the least significant k digits.
All multiprecision operations are performed using a number of primitive single precision
operations. The larger b is, the smaller the number of single precision radix b operations to
perform the same multiprecision operation, and hence the faster the latter will be. But one
of these primitive operations is the single precision multiplication, returning a two-digit
product. This means that besides a basic integer type that can represent the values 0
through b - 1, we also need an integer type that is able to represent the values 0 through
(b - 1)2. In addition, we normally want the ability to add and multiply concurrently
[KnuS1, Algorithm 4.3.1M], and hence we need an integer type that is able to represent
the values 0 through b2 - 1, i.e., a type which is at least twice as long as the basic type.
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3.3

Translation of our choices to C

These choices are in our library translated in the following definitions of ANSI C macro's
and integer types:
BITSINWORD is the number of bits in one (machine) word. An arbitrary nonnegative integer
x is represented in radix b ~ 2BITSIIIlIORD
notation.
word is an unsigned integral type that contains precisely BITSINWORD bits. This choice
allows to use casts for the conversion from an integer type containing more than
BITSINWORD bits to the integer type word. A word has the minimum value of zero,
and a maximum value of WORD..HAX.
WORD..HAX is the largest value that can be held by an object of type word, being b - 1. The
smallest value is, of course, zero.
dvor d is an unsigned integral type that can contain at least 2 . BITSINWORD bits. A dword
has the minimum value of zero, and a maximum value of at least (WORD..HAX + 1? - 1.
Possible choices for BITSINWORD are 8, 16, and 32. The corresponding types of word
and dword, as well as the possible values of WORD..HAX are given in Table 1.

BITSINWORD
WORD..HAX
word
dword

8

16

32

OxFFU

OxFFFFU

OxFFFFFFFFU

unsigned char
unsigned short

unsigned
unsigned

short
long

unsigned int
unsigned long

Table 1: Possible choices for BITSINWORD, and derived types and constant. The constant
suffix U specifies an unsiçned. integer constant.
The first option is so far only used for testing purposes, since an ANSI C compiler
provides at least 16-bit (short) int's and 32-bit long int's (the second option). On 8-bit
computers it might nevertheless be faster to use the first option, although in that case only
integers up to 2048 bit long can be represented (see Section 3.1). The second option should
work on all currently available ANSI C compilers, and is our current choice. The third
option will work on ANSI C compilers having 32-bit integers and 64-bit long integers, but
has not been tested yet.

4

Error Handling

A very important aspect of any program is the way errors are handled. This is certainly
true of libraries: good error handling makes or breaks a library. High levellibrary routines
are built on lower level routines, which. in turn are built on basic level routines. An error
introduced on the highest level may only result in program failure on the lowest leveL A
message explaining place and reason of program failure will therefore in most cases not be
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enough to discover what exactly caused the failure. This explains the need for extensive
error tracing capabilities in any good library, but certainly in a multiprecision library, where
there exist a myriad of dependencies, and in which the complexity of certain operations
is quite impressive. In our library the occurrence of an error therefore results in following
actions:
1. a message describing place and kind of error is pushed on an internal stack of trace
messages. No two messages are the same, i.e., an error message uniquely defines the
place where the error occurred;
2. all local memory that was dynamically allocated is freed again;
3. an error code indicating the kind of error is returned to the calling function.
This allows the calling function to take appropriate measures in case of an error, i.e., it can
either decide to undertake precisely the same actions and return an error code to its calling
function (which is the case for all functions in our library), or it can decide to communicate
the error to the user (which will be the case at some point in any program). The advantage
of this approach is that the failure of a particular function to execute properly can be
traced back to the point and function where the error was introduced. This makes it
possible to determine (very quickly) what exactly went wrong, which immensely facilitates
the debugging operation.

5

Memory Management

As explained in Section 3.1 the length of a multiprecision integer is an additional parameter
in its internal representation, and hence the necessary amount of memory for storing the
multiprecision integer is in most cases not known on beforehand, i.e., at compile time.
We therefore need a mechanism of dynamic size memory allocation, that allows both for
easy allocation and freeing of dynamic size memory. Many solutions exist to this problem,
but we decided once again to use a stack based solution [Ses89, Chapter 10]. An item on
the memory stack can either be an address of dynamically allocated memory or a mark.
Three functions are available for manipulating the memory stack. The function mark...stack
pushes a mark on the stack. The function alloc...stack fust calls the standard function
calloc to allocate the necessary amount of memory for a multiprecision integer. It then
pushes the address onto the stack and returns the address. Finally, the function free...stack
pops items off the stack until a mark is found, or until the stack is empty, if no mark is
found. If the item popped off is a memory address, the corresponding memory is freed by
a call to the standard function free.
Memory management within a function becomes now very easy. First, we declare
as many pointers to !;lord as we need multiprecision integers in that particular function.
Then, before any dynamic size memory allocation is done, we mark the memory stack by
a call to mark...stack. Next, we allocate memory for the different multiprecision integers
by consecutive calls to alloc...stack. Before leaving the function all memory is freed by a
single call to free...stack.
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6
6.1

Functionality
Conversion between types and I/O

The library comprises routines for conversion in both directions between on the one hand
multiprecision integers and on the other hand the integral types 'I1ordand dvoz-d, the floating type double, and character strings. In case the destination type has fewer significant
bits available than the source type, only the appropriate number of significant bits are returned. The conversion from or to character strings is performed without loss of significant
bits, and is especially useful whenever muItiprecision integers are part of messages (e.g.,
hash function arguments], or whenever multiprecision operations have to be performed on
messages (e.g., hash function results in digital signature schemes).
Routines for reading and writing multiprecision variables in a standard format and in
decimal format from standard I/O or from a specified file are provided for.

6.2

Low level arithmetic

Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and integer division are (with sma.ll modifications)
implemented according to the classical algorithms [KnuS1, Algorithms 4.3.1A, 4.3.18,
4.3.1M, and 4.3.1D, respectivelyJ. Alternatives for e.g., multiplication have been looked at,
but turn out to be slower in software for our 'I1ord lengths of 16 or 32 bits. For squaring
we use the fact that most partial products occur twice.
Modular reduction has been implemented according to three different algorithms: the
classical algorithm in the formalization by Knuth [KnuS1, Algorithm 4.3.1D], Barrett's
algorithm [Bar86J, and Montgomery's algorithm [Mon8SJ. The three algorithms are quite
close to each other in performance [Bos93J. The classical algorithm is the best choice for single modular reductions. Modular exponentiation based on Barrett's algorithm is superior
to the others for small arguments. For general modular exponentiations the exponentiation
based on Montgomery's algorithm has the best performance.
The calculation of the greatest common divisor and the modular inverse are implemented with a version of Euclid's gcd algorithm, optimized for multiprecision integers.
It is based on the observation by Lehmer [Leh38J that almost all divisions in Euclid's
algorithm have a small quotient. For more details, see [Knu81, Algorithm 4.S.2LJ.

6.3

High level arithmetic

The Chinese Remainder Theorem is implemented for the case of two equations with relatively prime moduli, which is the case we are mostly interested in to speed up the RSA
secret key eperation [QC82J.
The calculation of a" mod m in our library uses a generalization of the standard binary
square and multiply method, in which a table of sma.ll powers of a is used. For p = 16
the average number of modular multiplications is reduced to about 1/5 the number of hits
in e (compared to 1/2 for binary square and multiply). The number of squarings in both
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methods is the same and equal to the number of bits in e. Each of the three reduction
algorithms can be used, resulting in three modular exponentiation functions. The speed
differences between the reduction functions will be reflected in speed differences between
the exponentiation functions [Bos93]. For a full length exponentiation the Montgomery
based exponentiation is superior to the other two. Cascade exponentiations of the form
ae'be• mod m and ae'beoc'" mod m have been implemented according to the method described in [YL92], which is an extension of Shamir's method [EIG85].
Further functionality includes the calculation of square roots modulo a prime [Per86],
the evaluation of the Jacobi symbol (see e.g., [Sim92, Appendix J of Chapter 4]), and
the generation of pseudo-random multiprecision integers in a given interval, based on an
extension of the Blum, Blum, and Shub generator [BBS86].
Finally, the library provides a set of functions for the generation of primes and so-called
strong primes, and for the generation of RSA key sets (for both plain RSA and the Rabin
variant [WiI80]). The methods used are based on the work of Brandt, Damgárd, and
Landrock [BD92].

7

Non-portable extensions.

For even greater performance very fast 32-bit 80x86-assembly code has been developed for
all time consuming operations in public key algorithms (multiplication, squaring, modular
reduction, and exponentiation). These functions have the same interface as their ANSI C
counterparts, so that they can easily replace them on 32-bit 80x86 based computers. They
primarily derive their speed from the fact that in assembly language the vord length can
be doubled to 32 bits without any overhead.

8

Performance

An idea of the library's performance is given in Table 2.

Bit length
Code
ae modm
ae'be• mod m
ae, be. c'" mod m
RSA Key generation

C

256
80x86

0.062
0.077
0.090

-

0.015

-

C
0.43
0.54
0.60
3.6

512
80x86
0.11

2.2

C
1.41
1.75
1.89
11.4

768
80x86
0.30

5.9

C

1021
80x86

3.27
4.06
4.34
28

0.76

9.3

Table 2: Execution times in seconds on a 60 MHz Pentium based PC for three types of
modular exponentiation and for RSA key generation both without and with the 32-bit
80x86 extensions of our ANSI C library.
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Abstract.
In this paper we investigate a simple nonlinear .hift-invariant
transformation
with respect to its nonlinear properties relevant in cryptographic applications.
With respect to differential cryptanalysis it is shown that the space of
possible disturbances at the output of the transformation
caused by a
disturbance at the input of the transformation
can be described as an
affine variety. All disturbances in this set are equiprobable. The affine
variety can efficiently be calculated given the input disturbance.
With respect to linear cryptanalysis it is shown that the space of all
possible linear combinations of input components that are correlated to
a. given linear combination of output components can be described as
a.n affine variety. The correlation of the linear combination of output
components is equal for all linear combinations of input components in
this set. The affine variety can efficiently be calculated given the linear
combination of output components.

1

Introduction

Cryptographically secure ciphers and hash functions can not be realized without
the use of nonlinear component functions. This paper describes the nonlinear behavior of a transformation with a very simple specificatien. This transformation
will be denoted by X.
In [1], Stephen Wolfram proposed the generation of pseudorandom sequences
by means of automata with shift-invariant state-transition functions, called cellulIlT automIltIl. The transformation X is closely related to one of the two nonlinear
transformations that were proposed in [1] to be used as state-transition function.
Later it was shown in [2] that the cellular automata proposals of [1] had important cryptographic weaknesses. These weaknesses could be attributed to the low
difftuion or information spreading capability of the state-transition
function.
In [6] we criticized the approach as set out in [1) and proposed a number
of new shift-invariant state-transition functions ourselves. This included a shiftinvariant transformation that is composed of X and a simple linear transformation for high diffusion. Later research led us to the conclusion that the requirement of a shift-invariant state-transition
is an unnecessary restrietion with unfavorable consequences for the cryptographic strength of the resulting sequence
generator. Therefore we abandoned the cellular automata approach.
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Because of its ease of implementation, invertibility and the compactness of its
description, X is the single nonlinear component in almost all our cryptographic
designs that were proposed since. This includes cryptographic hash functions
[7, S], a synchronous stream cipher [SJ and a block cipher [10J. The suitability
for hardware implementations was demonstrated by the chip realization [9J of
the algorithms described in [8J. This chip was realized using standard cells in
a conservative 2.4~ technology and implements a cryptographic hash function
(560 Mbit/s.) and a synchronous stream cipher (2S0 Mbit/s.).
X is a member of the set of shift-invariant transformations on one-dimensional
binary arrays. A systematic treatment of detection and proof of invertibility in
this set is given in [11J.
This paper discusses the nonlinear properties of X that are relevant in the
context of two types of general cryptanalytic attacks: differential cryptanalysis [3J
and linear cryptanalysis [4J. For a detailed description of these attacks we refer
to the original publications. Because of their generality and the fundamental
nature of the weaknesses that are exploited both types of cryptanalysis can be
applied to a wide range of block ciphers and cryptographic hash functions.

2

The transformation

X

X operates on a binary one-dimensional array of length n of binary valued cells.
An assignment of values for this array is called a 6tate. The i-th component of
a state a is denoted by a.. The bitwise complement at ion of a state a is denoted
by ä. The bitwise AND of two states a and b is denoted by ab and the bitwise
XOR of two states a and b is denoted by a + b. A trarulation Tr over r cells
is a transformation that shifts a r positions to the left with periodic boundary
conditions. We have

(1)
X is defined by

(2)
A transformation is shift-invariant if it commutes with translation. From 2 it
can easily be derived that x{T;(a»
Ti(x(a» hence X 0 Ti Ti 0 x·
The individual components of b
x(a) can be calculated by evaluating a
Boolean function for the appropriate set of components of a. This function is
called the local map of X:

=

=

=

(3)
It can be seen that the local map has algebraic degree two. This has interesting
consequences for the nonlinear behavior of X.
l.From the specification ~f X it can be seen that in dedicated hardware implementations it can be implemented as an interconnected array of very simple
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identical I-bit output "processors" that implernent the local map. The shiftinvariance ensures that the computationalload
is optimally distributed, In software irnplementations
the shift-invariance allows efficient implementations
by
employing bitwise logical operators.
In [8] it is argued that invertibility is a desirable property for the round
function of hash functions and block ciphers and the state-transition
function of
synchronous stream ciphers.
Proposition

1. If n i& odd, X i& invertible.

This proposition is proven by describing an algorithm
preimage a for every state b such that b
x{a).

=

Proof. We have
bl:+1

=1

-+

al:

that deterrnines

a unique

= bI:

This can be seen by considering two cases:
al:+l
al:+l
that

= 1: the local map 3 for bi can be reduced to bI: = al: + Oal:+~ =
= 0: it follows from the local map for bl:+l that 1 = 0+al:+2al:+3, hence
al:.

al:H

= o.

Substitution

in the local map for bI: yields bi:

= al: + al:+l 0 =

al:.

If a; is determined,
considered:

a;-2

can also be deterrnined.

= 0: From the

Again, two cases have to be

=

=
=

local mapofbi_2 it follows that bi-2
a;-2+a;-lO
a;-2.
the local map of bi-1 it follows that bi-1
a;-l +Oa;+l
a;-l.
The knowledge of a;-l allows us to calculate a;-2 from the local map of bi-2,
i.e., a;-2
bi-2 + a;-l.
a;

a;

= 1: From

=

=

If b is not equal to the all-zero state (denoted by 0·) at least a single component of
From this component we can recursively deterrnine
al:_2, al:-4 •.•• If n is odd, all components can be fixed in this way. Hence for the
2" - 1 states differing from o· a unique preimage can be found. Since t/>( 0·)
o·
it follows from the single-valuedness of xO that the preimage corresponding to
the all-zero state is the all-zero state itself.
0
a, say ai:, can be determined,

=

3

Difference propagation

properties

Differentiel cryptanalysis [3] exploits the predictability of difference propagation.
Suppose a pair of unknown states has a known difference, i.e., a, a + a' with a
unknown. All values of the difference bi of the two corresponding x-images are
called compatible with a'. The output difference bi is given by
(4)
For a given input difference al is fixed and a is a variable. l.From 4 it can
be seen that bi depends in Cl linear way on a. If nothing is known about a, al!
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values of bi compatible with a' are equiprobable. From 4 it can be seen that
the space of all possible bi that are compatible with a' is an affine variety:
{z
x(a') + El: al: uA:lal: E Z3}' If IJ.~ denotes the state with a single nonzero
component on position Je,the Je-th generating state uI: is specified by

=

uA:

= a~lJ.l:-l

+ a~+31J.1:

The total number of bi values compatible with a' depends on the dimension of
the affine variety, i.e. the number of linearly independent states in {ul:}. This
dimension is called the propagation weight of a' and is denoted by wp(a'). The
number of bi values compatible with a' is equal to 2W.(4'). It can easily be
shown that for a' f 1', the propagation weight wp( a') is equal to the number
of components of a' that are 1 plus the number of 00l-patterns in a'. If a'
1"
the propagation weight is n - 1.

=

4

Correlation

to linear functions

Linear cryptanalysis [4) exploits the correlations between linear combinations of
input bits and linear combinations ofoutput bits.
4.1

Preliminaries

The correlation between two Boolean function is expressed by a correlation
efficient that ranges between -1 and 1:

co-

Definition 2. The correlation coefficient CU, g) associated with two Boolean
functions f(a) and g(a) is given by CU, g)
2· probU(a)
g(a» - 1.

=

=

If the correlation coefficient is different from zero the functions are said to be
correlated. In the following, the term correlation will denote the amplitude of
the correlation coefficient.
A selection state v is a binary state that 6elect& all components i of a state
that have Vi
1. Analogous to the inner product of vectors in linear algebra,
the linear combination of the components of a state a selected by v is written
as vIa where the t suffix denotes transposing v. A linear Boolean function vIa is
completely specified by its corresponding selection state v.
A Boolean function is completely specified by the set of correlation coefficients with all correlated linear functions. These can be seen as coordinates with
respect to the basis of linear functions. Let j(a) be a real valued function that
is +1 in the entries that f(a) = 1 and -1 in the entries that f(a) = O. The
real-valued function corresponding to a linear function vIa can be written as
(_1)V'4. We have f(af+g(a)
j(a)g(a).
The inner product of two real-valued
functions, not to be confused' with the inner product of states, is defined by

=

=

< j(a),g(a)

>=

Lj(a)§(a)
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(5)

From the definition of the correlation coefficient it can be seen that

C(J{a), g(a»

= 2-" <

> .

Î(a), g(a)

(6)

The linear functions form an orthogonal basis with respect to the inner product as defined in 5, i.e.

(7)
The representation of a Boolean function with respect to this basis is called
its Walsh-Hadamard transform [5]. The correlation coefficients C(J(a), vta) are
denoted by F(v). We have

j{a)

= L F(v)(

_l)V'"

(8)

v

and dually

(9)

"

=

We say F(v)
W(f(a».
Adding two Boolean functions h( a)
f( a) + g( a) corresponds to multiplying
their real-valued counterparts h(a)
j(a)g(a). Using 8 we can derive

=

=

H(v)=LF(v+w)G(w)

.

(10)

Hence (binary) addition in the Boolean domain corresponds to convolution in
the transform domain. If the convolution operation is denoted by ® this can be
expressed by W(J + g) = W(J) ® Weg). Given this convolution property it is
easy to demonstrate some composition properties that are useful in the study of
linear cryptanalysis.

=

- Complementation
of a Boolean function g(a)
f(a) + 1 corresponds to
multiplication by -1 in the transform domain: G(v)
-F(v).
- Adding a linear function g{a)
f(!'") + uta corresponds to a shift eperation
in the transform domain: G(v) = F(v + u).

=

=

The set of all possible inputs a to a Boolean function f(a) can be described as
a vector space. The subspace generated by the vectors Vi such that F( v.) =j:. 0 is
called its input 'pace
The input space ofthe sum oftwo Boolean function is a
subspace ofthe (vector) sum oftheir corresponding input spaces: V'+g ç V, + Vg.
This follows directly from the convolution property. Two Boolean functions are
called dujunct if their input spaces are disjunct, i.e., if the intersection of their
input spaces only contains the origin. A vector V E V,+g with f and g disjunct,
can be decomposed only in one way into.a.component
u E V, and a component
wE Vg. In this case the values of the entries 01 H(v)
W(J + g) are given by

V,.

=

H(v)

= F(u)G(w)

with v

= u + wand
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u E VJ, wE Vg .

(11)

4.2

Correlation

of X to linear

functions

All input selections v such that via is correlated with ulx(a) are called compatible
with u. We have
ulx(a) =

L

u.; (a.; +(a.;+l +

1)a.;+~) =

L

u.; (a.; +a.;H)+

L u.;a.;+la.;+~ . (12)

i

The right hand side of 12 is split up into a sum of linear terms and a sum
of quadratic product terms. We will first investigate the effect of adding the
product terms. The effect of adding the linear sum corresponds to a shift in the
transform domain. We describe four cases:

=

aoal + ala~
(ao + a~)a1: addition of two neighboring products
reduced to a single product.
aoa1 and a~a3 are disjunct.
+ a~)a1 and a~a3 are disjunct.
(ao + a2)a1 and (a~ + a4)a3 are disjunct.

can be

«(kj

The product terms corresponding to components of u that are not successive are
disjunct. Therefore the quadratic functions obtained by grouping the product
terms corresponding to the all-one substrings of u separated by zeros are disjunct.
Such a quadratic function is of the form LO<i<. a.;a.;+l. This expression can be
converted to a sum of disjunct products. The reduction depends on the length
IJ. If IJ is even, we have

L

(a~i-l + a~i+1)a~i

(13)

(a~i-1 + a~i+1)a~i + a.a.+1

(14)

O<i$.'/~
and if

IJ

is odd

L
0<i$.(.-1)/2

Hence the number of disjunct product terms corresponding to an all-I substring
of length IJ is lt:p. Now we have given a general procedure to split 12 up into
a single linear term and a number of quadratic product terms that are mutually
disjunct. Let the result of this reduction be denoted by

J.

ulx(a)

= wla +

L

(u2i-lla)(u~ila)
O<i<~

.

(15)

A Boolean function that is the product of two linear terms (ula)(wla) is
correlated to the linear functions 0, uia and wla with correlation coefficient 1/2
and to the linear function (u + w)la with correlation coefficient -1/2. Its WalshHadamard transform can be described by
( 16)
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Since the product terms in 15 are mutually disjunct, 11 can be applied here.
The entries in the Walsh-Hadamard transferm of 15 are given by

IF(v)1

= 2-~ ifv

E {w

E

+

:t,u'I:t,

E Z2},

(17)

O<'S2r
and 0 otherwise. Hence a linear combination of output components is correlated
to 22~ different linear combinations ofinput components. The correlation is equal
to 2-~ for all of these input combinations. Analogous to the propagation weight
in DC, the number 2r is called the dependence weigh.t of v and denoted by Wd (v).
it is clear that for X there is a correspondence between the two types of
nonlinear behavior. This correspondence is described in Table 1.

Differential

Cryptanalysis

input difference
propagation
2wp{"')

5

output

weight wp(a')

compatible

with probability
Table

a

Linear

,

1. Summary

output

Cryptanalysis
selection u

dependence
differences

2-wp{"')
of the described

2w.{,,)

weight Wd(U)

compatible

2-w.{

with correlation
nonlinear

properties

input

of

selections

.. )/2

x.

Conclusions

The transformatien X has been investigated from a cryptographic point of view.
It is shown that the propagation properties relevant in differential cryptanalysis
and the correlation properties relevant in linear cryptanalysis have a simple
description.
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Extended abstract
There are a lot of situations where the receiver of a message needs assurances concerning its
non-alteration (accidental or voluntary), i.e. the authenticity (integrity) of the message and of
its origin. The sender must be able to "sign" a message in such a way that any alteration of the
message will be immediately revealed by the "signature". Furthermore, if the signature cannot
be forged then this will also authenticate the sender.
Diffie and Hellman first introduced the concept of "digital signature" [DH76]. Since their
paper, this concept has been the subject of numerous researchs [GMR88].
We distinguish
undeniable [CvA90], convertible [BCDP91], unconditionally secure, fail stop [WP90], blind,
group [vB], and multi-signatures [DF92, DQ94].
The aim of this paper is to present a signature scheme in which the ability to sign messages of
a signer is limited to a fixed number k of signatures. It is an identity-based signature scheme in
which each signature can be used only once. We called such schemes "bounded life-span". It is
based on mental games [SRA81] and it uses zero-knowledge tools [Sh85, GMRa89, BGKW88].
Cryptography using one-time pad or key is known to be the most secure ..
There exist similar aimed authentication schemes described in [dWQ901 but their signature
adaptations are too complex. There exist also schemes based on non zero-knowledge techniques
as described in [Vau93].
We combine a Guillou-Quisquater signature scheme [GQ89a, DQ94) with an instance of
Lamport 's scheme [L81]. Our scheme limits the signing power of user of the system to a fixed
number of signatures.
A trusted center initializes the system and will not take part any more other than as a judge
to settle eventual conflicts.
A credential center issues each signer with a different and unique (not already used) set of k
bounded life-span secrets which are to be used to produce signatures. This center manages the
bounded life-span property of the signature scheme.
Actually the credential center is not an authority or a trusted center in the sense that he does
not (need to) know the factorization of the modulus n.
The credential center (and the sub-center or delegator in a delegation scheme) is able to
revoke "licenses", signature power, the ability to sign of a user, once granted.
Our scheme is practical and flexible. -It mayalso be used as a delegation scheme and
refreshment is easy. Practical applications are easily derived from our scheme (e.g, to implement
payment systems).

This paper has been accepted to CRYPTO'94.
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Abstract
In this paper we consider the access of different organizations to a personal
database, located in the non-volatile memory of a multi-application smartcard.
We outline a subject view access mechanism that guarantees that only eligible
• organizations can execute specified actions on those objects (granules) of the
personal database they are entitled to. We propose a solution in which the
information dedicated to authenticate and authorize the access request is substantiated as tickets, released and signed by a trusted authority. The tickets
are kept in the more powerful computer of the involved organizations. Moreover, no on-line communication takes place during a transaction, between an
organization or an individual on one hand, or the trusted authority on the
other hand.

1

Introduction

A multi-application smartcard (SC) is a smartcard which contains several applications, that do not interfere with each other. It acts as a personal device during a
transaction between the individual and organizations in the framework of an electronie transaction system. The smartcard supports the openness property, which
means that applications can be added or removed during its life-time. The openness
is related to the architecture and hardware. Therefore a control access mechanism
has to be provided with the hardware architecture of the smartcard, in order to
guarantee the integrity of the personal database (PDB) kept on the SC.
The control access mechanism implements an authorization model containing subjects, objects and actions (access types). The access control of the SC evaluates the
authorization requests of the subjects, who are mainly the organizations, and decides
to grant or deny access to the requested object. Due to the difference in computing
power between the SC and the representative computer of an organization, the most
suitable solution for implementing the SC's access control mechanism is a capability
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based system. This is a subject view oriented access control mechanism as long as
the subjects have authenticated capabilities or tickets for each access request to the
PDB.
In this paper we present a subject view access mechanism that implements an
authorization model dedicated to PDB's. This model is based on hierarchical relations along the three domains involved (subjects, objects and actions). It allows an
efficient approach of generating tickets to subjects by a trusted authority.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the items of an authorization
model; Section 3 presents the set of security policies that are used in our model;
in Section 4 the type of access control mechanism is selected from three different
approaches; Section 5 describes the structure of the authorization rules and Section 6
the set of basic authorization operations. Finally, Section 7 consists of our conclusion
together with possible future work areas.

2

An authorization model for personal databases

An authorization model for access control can be defined as a rights system which
involves three major constituents: subjects, objects (granule) and actions (access
types), specifying who is (not) allowed to do which action on what. In order to
define an authorization model we have to specify the following items [2]:
• a set of security policies;
• an access control mechanism, which is a set of functions used to implement
and to enforce the various security policies;
• a structure for authorization
access mechanism;
• a set of basic authorization

rules and access requests, according to the chosen

operations:

- evaluate (check) access requests against authorization
- grant (generate) authorization
- revoke (deactivate)

rules,

rules,

authorization

rules,

• the hierarchical relations that are established among the members of each of
the three domains involved by an authorization rule.

3

Set of security policies

Security policies are high-level guidelines concerning information security [3]. These
policies are dictated by user requirements, installation environment, institution regulations and legal constraints.
Among the policies for access control specification, we chose the following options:
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• The policy of least privilege, where the subjects operate with the smallest
set of privileges needed to perform their actions; this policy is especially important for those personal databases, that are related with a strong privacy
legislation. It is adopted since it restricts the number of possible sources for
information leaks and minimizes the possibility that the integrity of the PDB
will be compromized.
• The policy of a closed system, where everything is forbidden unless accessible.
A closed system is inherently more secure and is the basic support for a least
privilege policy.
• The policy of positive authorization rules, where the subject is denied access
to an object if he has no authorization for it.
• The policy of explicit and implicit authorization rules, where the implicit rules
are derived from explicit rules using implications based on a hierarchical approach along the three constituents (domains) of a right: subjects, objects and
actions.
Concerning the policy of security administration, we opted for a centralized control. A single authorizer, trusted by everybody, called a Issuing Authority (IA),
controls allsecurity aspects of the system. It is also responsible for the management
of the tickets.

4

Access control mechanism

The access control mechanism implements the set of policies. The personal database
will fulfill its functions in the framework of the social environment. This is a very
dynamic one and thus demands flexibility with respect to security policy changes.
Therefore we adopted a general-purpose mechanism based on authorization (access)
rules. We can distinguish three major approaches, according to the place where the
authorization rules are kept:
• An object view approach, realized with an access controllist mechanism (ad)
[4]. The authorization rules are kept with the accessed objects, in the target
database. Each object has an ad. Each entry in this specifies the subject and
the allowed action with respect to the object. This approach has the advantage
of simplicity but requires a large storage space.
• A subject view approach, implemented with a subject restrietion list mechanism (sri) [5]. The authorization rules are kept with any subject in its srl.
Each entry of the srl, named also a capabilityor a ticket, specifies an object
and the corresponding action the subject can perform on it. The advantage
is that the target resource, the PDB, is released of the storage space requirements. Since the ticket allows the subject to perform the specified action on
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the object, it has to be authenticated.
requirement .

The Issuing Authority achieves this

• A combined object/subject
view approach [6], realized with access control
lists kept with the accessed objects and subject restrietion lists kept with each
active subject in the system.
Due to the sensitive difference between the storage possibilities of the representative device of an individual and an organization, we decided for the second approach.
Also because the policies are not built in the mechanism, it could implement a variety of policies in a flexible way. The changing of policy is reflected only in the
procedure of revoking old and issuing new tickets by the IA to all the subjects in
the system.

5

Structure for authorization rules and access
requests

Let 5 denote the set of subjects, 0 the set of objects and A the set of possible
actions.
An explicit authorization role EAR is defined as a triplet (s, 0, a) E 5 x 0 x A,
where s E 5, oE 0, and a E A. The set of all EAR's constitutes the authorization
base AB, created and managed by the IA.

AB

=

{(s,o,a)

E

5

p

ç 5x 0 x

A}.

An implicit authorization role I AR is defined as a triplet Is, 0, a] E 5 x 0 x A,
where s E 5, oE 0, and a E A, such that:

:3 (s',o',a')

E

AB: (s',o',a') => [s,o,a].

The meaning of the sign => is that the left member implies the right member, or
in other words that the I AR = Is, 0, a] is derived from the EAR = (s', 0', a').
The scope of an EAR (s',o', a') is the set of all I AR's [s,o, a] which can be derived
from EAR:

scope(s',o', a')

=

{[s,o,a] E 5 x 0 x A

I (s',o',a') => [s,o,a]}.

Two important properties have to be provided for with the model:
• Completeness: this assures that the entire space 5 x 0 x A is covered by an
EAR of the authorization base or by one of the scopes they are determining.

5x 0 x A

=

U

ABU (

'I (.',o',a'lEAB

.,22

scope(s"o',a'))

.

• Non-redundancy:
this assures that there are no useless explicit authorization
rules in the AB, that could be derived from already existing EAR.
If (s',o', a') E AB

then

-,(3(s,0,a)

E AB: (s,o,a)

~ [s',0',a1).

A ticket T released by I A to subject s, is a signed explicit authorization

=

T(s,o,a)

rule:

((s,o,a),uIA(s,o,a»,

where UIA is the secret signing transformation of the IA [7].
The set of tickets issued by I A at a specified moment of time is denoted T and is
expressed as:
T = {T(s,o,a)
I (s,o,a) E AB}
An access request ar of subject s to the individual's PDB is a pair consisting of :
• a ticket T( s', 0', a'),
request AR of subject s who wants to perform action a on

• an authorization
object

°:

AR= {s,o,a}
ar

6

=

(T(s',

0', a'), AR)

=

(T(s', 0', a'), {s,o,a})

Basic authorization operations

In this section we formalize the basic authorization operations.
from the model proposed in [1], according to the particularities
access mechanism.

6.1

They are adapted
of a subject view

Validate (Check) access requests

A function v, named the validity function,
ar to the PDB is valid.
v: T

X

S

X

0x A

is defined to determine if an access request

-+

{True, False}.

Given an access request ar = (T(s', 0', a'), {s, 0, r}), if v(ar) = True, then subject
s is allowed to perform action a on object 0. Function v is in fact an algorithm
to evaluate access requests against the (explicit or implicit) authorization rules of
the system. This operation is named access request validation.
The definition of
function v is :
True,
v(T(s',o',a'),

{s,o,r})

=

{

False,

if auth(T) = True /\
(s,o,a) == (s', 0', a') V [s,o,a] E scope(s',o',a')
otherwise.

During the access request validation a two stage algorithm is pursued by the access
control mechanism of the SC:

• Authentication
as follows:

of the ticket T. This is achieved with the function auth, defined

auth : T
auth(T)

->

{True, False}

auth((s, 0, a), UIA(S, 0, a))
True,
if VIA((s,o,a),uIA(s,o,a))
{ False, otherwise

where VIA(message, signature)
signature scheme used [7).

= True

is the public verification transformation

of the

If the auth-function returns False, the access request is denied.
• If the first stage was successful, first the authorization request AR
is compared with the EAR contained in the ticket T:

(s,o,a)

+--

(s,o,a)

k (s',o',a').

=

{s,

0, a}

{s,o,a}

If they are equal the access is granted and the algorithm stops. Otherwise,
one looks for AR = {s, 0, a} in the scope of the EAR of the ticket T:

[s, 0, a) ~ scope(s', o', a').
If it does then the access is granted, otherwise it is denied.

6.2

Grant access authorization

Granting of an access authorization {s, 0, a} by the IA to subject s, in order to
perform action a on object
in a PDB, implies the forwarding to s of a ticket
T(s,'o',a') such that ((s,o,a) == (s',o',a') V [s,o,a] E scope(s',o',a')).
A three
step algorithm is pursued in order to grant an access authorization, fulfilling the
non-redundancy property of AB.

°

Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:

V' (s', 0', a') E AB, check if ((s, 0, a) == (s', o', a') V [s, 0, a) E scope(s', o', a')).
If there is such an EAR, then goto Step 3, else goto Step 2.
Create EAR= (s,o,a) and insert it in AB.
Forward to subject s the ticket T(EAR). Insert Tin T.
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6.3

Revoke access authorization

The revocation is closely related to the lifetime of the secret signing transformation
used by the IA. As long as the secret key of the signature scheme remains
unchanged, a revocation cannot be performed, since a forwarded ticket to subject
oS cannot be deactivated.
After expiration of the secret key, the IA can revoke an
access authorization {s, 0, a} as follows:
UIA,

Step 1:
Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

7

Change the secret signing transformation UIA.
If:3 (s',o',a') E AB such that [s,o,aJ E scope(s',o',a'),
the IA forwards no new ticket T(s',o',a')
to subject s,
STOP.
If (s,o,a) E AB /\ scope(s,o,a)
= 0, then (s,o,a) is deleted from AB.
The IA forwards no new ticket T(s,o,a)
to subject s,
STOP.
If (s,o,a) E AB /\ scope(s,o,a)
~ 0,
look for lAR = [sl,ol,a"J E scope(s,o, a), such that
V [s',o',a'J E (scope(s,o,a) \ [sl,ol,a"J):
[sl,ol,a"J => [s',o',a'J.
Then this lAR = (sl,0",a'1 becomes EAR = (s",o",a") and is inserted
in AB. Forward a ticket T(s",o",a")
to all the subjects implied by S".
The EAR = (s, o,a) is deleted from AB.
STOP.

Conclusion and further work

The issue of the conditional access of organizations to "small" personal databases
emerged from the trend of multi-application smartcard development. We presented
an authorization model and its corresponding subject view mechanism, tailored to
match the strict restrietion of a limited storage space on the SC. The main items of
the design of an authorization model were discussed.
As future work we see the following issues:
• The hierarchical relations among subjects, objects, actions and the corresponding implication rules between the EAR and lAR, or in other words a method
of determining the scope of an EAR .
• The protocol describing a transaction between an organization and the PDB
on a SC, where one can also address problems related with the identification
of the owner of a SC and mutual authentication between participants to the
transaction.
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Abstract
Small units like chip cards (smart card) have the possibility of computing,
storing
and protecting data.
Today such chip cards have limited computing
power and some
cryptoprotocols
are too slow. Some new chip cards with secure coprocessors are coming
but arc not very reliable at the moment.
A possible alternative solution is to use an powerful auxiliary unit in order to help the
chip card. The known protocols are not very secure or are not efficient.
In this paper we propose a new protocol without precomputation:
it is the first one
designed to be secure against active attacks, that is, when the server sends false values to
get some secret information from the card. We show how to accelerate the RSA signature.
We describe a feasible version of this protocol, that is, the used RAM is small. With current
chip cards it is thus possible to implement effectively such protocols. Alas, an anonymous
reviewer found a very effective attack and thus the problem is not solved. Due to the large
number of broken protocols for this problem the authors think the problem is very difficult
and needs new ideas.

1

Introduction

Small units like chip cards (another name is smart card) have the possibility of computing,
storing and protecting data.
Today such chip cards have limited computing
power and
some protocols are not executed in an efficient manner (for instance, some protocols with
public key cryptosystems).
Some new chip cards with fast and secure coprocessors are
coming but are not very reliable at the moment (due to problems of auxiliary memory):
another weak point is the associated cost.
A possible alternative solution is to use an powerful auxiliary unit (a banking terminal,
a card reader, ... ) in order to help the chip card. In this paper we shall use the words card
for the main unit and server for the auxiliary unit.
If the server is secure it is possible to imagine a secure link between the card and the
server: the card sends the secret values to be used to the server; the server computes the
result and sends it using again the secure link. The interesting case (corresponding
to the
real life) is working with a unsecure server. This server is maybe under the influence of
an opponent trying to obtain the secrets of the card or to cheat with a false result. The
conclusion of this short analysis is that the card must protect its secrets and verify the
computations
received from the server.
Such protoeels were first studied by Matsumoto,
Kato and Imai [MKI] and Quisquater
and De Soete [QS]. Next Pfitzman and Waidner [PW] and Anderson [And] have shown
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that these protocols are not very well secure. Then Yen and Laih [YL), Matsumoto,
Imai,
Laih and Yen [MaILY) and Kawamura and Shimbo [KaS] propose protoeels using expensive
precomputation
and then not very efficient.
In this paper we propose a protocol without precomputation:
it is the first one designed
to be secure against active attacks, that is, when the server sends false values to get some
secret information from the card. We describe a feasible version of this protocol, that is,
the used RAM is small. With current chip cards it is thus possible to implement effectively
such protocois.
In this paper we denote multiplication M x 1\' (resp. rnodulo áf x X) the multiplication
of a number of M bits by a number of N bits (resp. a modulo of a number Af bits by
a number of N bits). We call modular multiplication,
the multiplication
of two numbers
of 512 bits modulo a number of 512 bits. We denote by lal the number of bits of a (i.e.
lal = Llog2 aJ + 1).
We count the number of computations
done by the card in number of modular mul,
tiplications.
Here we consider that the computation
ofax
b is about the equivalent of
I X ill
. I"teatton an d (I ma db' IS a bh'
8 X _M_
:1
512 X .l£L
512 ma d u Iar mu Itip
out t e equrva Ient 0f :1
1024 X .l£L
512
modular multiplication.
By () we denote a constant near 1 varying with the implementations
of the operation
modulo. Here we use () = 1.25. In the context of the card we consider as
equivalent the modular square and the modular multiplication.

2

The RSA signature

First we use a result of Brickell, Gordon, Mc Curley and Wilson [BGCW] for the computation
of s" for all x ::::]V using some precomputations.
1
If x =
aiXj with 0 :::: aj :::: h, and if gXi is known for each i, then the algorithm
for computing gX is the following one:

L:z:,ü

b

+- TIai=h

gXi

b
for d = h - 1 to 1 by -1
a+-

b

+-

b x

TIai=d s"

a+-axb

return( a)
In the following protocol, the multiplications
are the modular multiplications,
the gXi
are computed
by the server, and a is computed by the card. To avoid the observation of
the used time for a computation
by an opponent which could give some information about
x, it is necessary that the card uses a constant time for each computation:
a solution is
an algorithm with a constant number of multiplications,
using, if necessary, the simulation
(same time, no operation) for some multiplications.
During the computations,
the card does it using one of the two methods:
case

1. The card stores gXo, ... , gX=_I,
next computes a. Let kd = #{ a;la; = dl;
the number of multiplications
done by the card during the algorithm is (kh - 1) +
L:~;;;~(kd + 1) = h - 2 + L:~=1 kd :::: h - 2 + m. Some simulation of multiplications
is needed; thus the card computes exactly the equivalent of h -2+m multiplications.

case

2. l.et Cd ~ TIai=d gXi. The card computes Cl, ...• ,Ch yvhile receiving the s" 'so First
ei = 1 for each i, thus after receiving the first value there is no=multiplication
to do.
But after this first step, in order to avoid to give any information to the server (or
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any opponent),
if the received number has to
simulate a complete multiplication.
Thus the
m -1 multiplications to obtain Cl ....•
Ch. Next
to obtain a. The computations
done by the card
multiplications.
Using

x;

=

v, we

N1

have m = [log,

,"'1 + b [log, N1 + 2b

be multiplied by I, the card needs to
card needs exactly the equivalent of
the card needs 2( h -1) multiplications
is exactly the equivalent of 711+211.-3

s"

and h = b - 1. The card computes

case

1. rlogb

3 multiplications

case

2.

- :; multiplications

and storing

,'\'1-

flogb

and storing

using:

1 values (gX'

b - 1 values (Cl, ....

....

, gX,"_I)

Ch).

Protocol
Let 11. be the public modulus of RSA: 11. = P: q. Let S be the key of signature and " the
key of verification such that 8' I' = 1 mod 6(11.).
The card receives the message Al and
wants to compute the signature of AI: S = M" mod n.
Suppose that the card has the values wp, lI.'q such that

:::~q:=:
~
{ s
o ~ IWpl

11.
Iwql ~ 11.
Y mod pand Yq == Y mod q, we have Y
is the following one:

o~

Thus, if yp ==
The protocol

==

Ypwq

+ yqwp

mod n.

1. The card receives ,\1 to sign.
2. The card chooses

o.o. n.l'

....

3. The card sends M, b, m,

11.

such that a.; ER {O .....

a·m-l

4. The server sends {~I, .... ~m-I} such that z; =
5. The card computes
scribed.

z =

6. The card computes

SI

computes

82

represents

S2

where

{!p

n::o

I

=~; mod

,vtb;

mod n.

n using the algorithm

[BGCWj,

already de-

2::::01 a.b".
=.' + c:i>(n) - SI.
=

under the form

is a random

!.!q is a random
7. The card sends to the server
8. The server computes

b - Ij.

to the server.

tIp

=

S2

mod

tIq

=

82

mod (q - 1)

number of {O, ....
number

tIp,

of {O, ...•

(p

-1)

+ [lp(p
+ !.!q(q

-1),

- 1).

q - 2},
p -

2}.

tIq.

and sends to the card Yp = M?»

mod

11

Yq = MUq mod n..
9. Now the card computes
10. The card computes

Y = wq . YP

S = Y x ~ mod

11. The card verifies S" mod

11.

+ wp

. Yq mod n.

1/..

= M.

12. If during the step 11., the verification

is correct,
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then the card transmits

S.

If 5] is a random number of less than k bits, then 2k computations
are necessary to
find s . The search is infeasible if the complexity (the number of operations)
is more than
26'1; then we choose random numbers with a size of 64 bits. Moreover the card cannot
accept a false value since the card verifies S" mod n = M: Since s] is different for each
signature, an active attack is not possible.
During the step 6., the card needs two modulo 512 x 256 and two multiplications
256 x 256, that is around 2 x ~J~J2~
+2 x
]2oóJ~ ::e 0.6 modular
multiplication.
During the step 9., the card needs two multiplications
512 x 512 and a modulo 1024 x 512,
that is around 2 x
+ ~:~~: ::e 1.6 modular multiplication. Using » = 3, during
the steps 10, 11, the card needs 3 modular multiplications.
For the computation
of
~?; mod n, the card needs

~mm

m
m

~m

rr~l

17 values (using b = 12).

case

1. 27 modular

multiplications,

storing

case

2. 32 modular

multiplications,

storing 5 values (using b = 6).

The following table gives for the two cases, the number of modular multiplications done
by the card, the needed RAM and ROM (in bytes), the number of bytes exchanged between
the card and the server and the maximum number of modular multiplications
done by the
server.

multiplications
(card)
RAM (bytes)
ROM (bytes)
transferts (bytes)
multi plications (server)

case 2
37.2
473
514
2050
1608

case 1
32.2
1234
458
1602
1604

Table 1: RSA signature when v

=3

I he card IS able to do a I<~A In about Cl:.!.:.!modular rnultiphcatrons for the case 1
and 37.2 for the case 2 instead of 260 if the Chinese remainder theorem is used: the new
protocol is 7 to 8 times faster than the current computation
without excessive optimization
(the card don't need a lot of memory).
We here suppose that the server is really faster
than the card: a realistic context is one (expensive) server for many (cheap) cards. Today
fast transferts are not a problem.
The attack found by the anonymous
reviewer uses the step 7 of the protocol.
The
server receives apo If the process repeats several times the server gets several different
values. The differences between these values are close to multiples of (p - 1). Using the
LLL-algorithm it is possible, with a high probability, to recover the value (p - 1) and thus
to break the system. This part of the protocol is not easy to repair.

6

Conclusion

This paper shows how to use a unsecure and fast server for accelerating
some useful
cryptographic
protocol. The part of the protocol used to resist against active attacks was
used to broken the protocol with only passive attacks ...
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Correlating two sonar signals with different dominant
frequencies using resampling.
A.B. Cohen Stuart

Abstract
This paper describes a method to investigate
the similarity and discrepancy of waveforms
of dolphin echolocation signals from dolphins that belong to the same species but have
different dominant frequencies. A resampling technique is used to normalize the dominant frequency, thus increasing the correlation coefficient. The resampling is needed to
get the same number of data points per cycle
in both the signals to be compared. This improves the correlation if the only difference
between those signals is dominant frequency.
This paper shows that a better correlation is
achieved when one of the signals is resampled
using a sine reconstruction.

1 Introduetion
This paper tries to solve the problem of correlating two waveforms of dolphin echolocation signals that belong to the same species
but have different dominant frequencies. It
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tries to show that the waveforms of two different animals are equal to each other when
using correlation.
The reason that sine reconstruction is used
instead of using for example linear, quadratic
or spline interpolation is because reconstructing with sine functions does not change the
information contents ofthe signal. The amout
of information does not change, it is only
adding resolution.

1.1 An example
Consider figure 1. Here are two waveforms
that are equal to each other but with a different frequency. Both are sampled with the
same sample frequency f., = ~,. As the figure shows it is obvious that when the sampled
points of signal I and signal 2 will not yield
to a high correlation. The correlation would
increase drastically if it is possible to sample
signal 2 with a sample frequency f'2. here

Originall

Original 2

i~~
tt

ft'

the ratio between the dominant frequency J of
signall and 2 and the ratio between the sample frequencies 1" and I., are equal. This
would create the same time series for signal
I and 2. If these two are correlated the correlation factor will increase.
It is not always possible to resample the
original signal:

t.t.

,t,

t.

t

Sampled version of Originall

••• ,t't'

• the original analogue data is no longer
available to resample the signal with another sample frequency;

'tt

Sampled version of Original2

• it is not always possible
desired sample frequency;

_j
i~T2
t.tt.ttttttt.tt

Resampled signal with fs2

Figure 1: Two waveforms are shown, equal of
shape but with same frequency. When both are
sampled with the same sample frequency, two
sets of time series, each representing the waveform are obtained. Placing the two times series
on top of each other, it clearly shows that the sampled points get 'out-of-sync'. lb.is has a negative
influence on the correlation factor. When signal
2 is resampled, the sampled points match better,
resulting in a higher correlation coefficient

to select the

Therefore a solution is presented here to resample a time series to a new time series with
a new sample frequency.
The next section discusses the theory of
resampling using a sine reconstruction.
An
expression is derived how to create a new
time series with a different sample frequency.

2

Theory of resampling

In this section the theory of resampling

is
shown. It shows how to reconstruct a new
time series with a new sample frequency.

2.1

Reconstruction of a new time
series

Given is a signal x( t) that is sampled with an
interval Ltl'dor aperiod of N·Ltl'J. This gives
1Dominant frequency is the frequency that contains
the most energy in the spectrum
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the time series :z:[k] with k = 1 ... N. The
signal zet) is sampled with L; > f. with I,
is the Shannon frequency. [Shannon, 1949]
The question is if it is possible to construct a
new time series y[l] where the sample interval !:{['2is used as the new sample interval.
The new sample frequency will be f'2' To
be sure that there is no aliasing because of
the resampling the new sample frequency fo,
must be higher that the old sample frequency
f.,. It follows that the new sample interval
1l.T2 is smaller than !:{['j.
Given a signal :z:(t) sampled with a series
of Dirac pulses with interval !:{['j.

:z:[k] ~ :z:(k!:{['j)
First the original signal is reconstructed

(2)
for

This expression can be further reduced for

y[l]:
w

Ic=N

= L :z:[k]sinc( T(l!:{['2

y[l]

- k!:{['j))

(7)

Ic=O

With!:{['j > !:{['2.
The general resample case to construct N
points to M points where M > N. This is to
prevent aliasing.

2.2 Insights and special cases
Formula 7 is the general case for resampling
an N point series :z:[k] to an M point series
y[l]. It is interesting to look closer to formula 7. After substituting the!:{['j =
!:{['2 = fo, and Wj = 2'1r f., follows the following equation.

t..

:z:[k] [Shannon, 1949]:
Ic=N

:z:(t)

=L

Ic=N

W

:z:[k]sinc( T(t

- k!:{['J))

(3)

y[l]

(4)

(5)
This gives the following

expression

.

f
...!!. -

i..

k))

(8)

The expression ht' is the resamplingfactor.
'2

If we rewrite 8 to
Ic=N

y[l]

= L

!:{J'.

:z:[k]sinc('Ir ·l_2 -11"' k)
Ic=O
!:{['j

(9)

it will give the following insights:

for
1. The factor 'Ir . k is the shift factor from

y[l]:

the origin of the sine-function

Ic=N

y[l] =

L :z:[k]sinc(11"'(l

Ic=O

Ic=O

Then a new time series y[l] is produced
using a series of Dirac pulses with interval
!:{['2.

=

L :z:[k]sinc(~j

(t-k!:{['j))é(t-l!:{['2)

Ic=O

(6)
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2. the x- l~ is the intersample point distance. See figure 2.

n-I
X

m-2
0

n

t

n+l

m-I
0

m

t

n+2

x

.f

~T,

m+l
~T2

m+2
0

,

~

Figure 2: This figure shows the location of the
old sample points k and the new sample points 1.
Note that ~ must be smaller than (or equal) 1
to prevent aliasing. Note that all the n points are
needed for the reconstruction of the m points,

3_ When IlT1
1= k since

= IlT

sinc(1r(Isinc(1r(I-

2

then y[IJ

=

x[kJ with

=

1 V 1= k (IQ)

=0

V I

=I k

(11)

4. When the begin and end points of the
N point times series x and the M points
time series y are the same (y [ IJ = x [1)
and y[MJ = x[N)) then ~ = ~ where
M> Nthen
k=N

y[IJ =

Figure 3: Main click and reverberation. The
first part of the complete sonar click is called the
main click. This is the part that contains most of
the energy. In this example the reverberation has
10% energy in regard to the main click.

3
k»
k»

E x[kJsinc(1r(k·

,,

Main Oick- Reverberations

N
M-n

»

(12)

k=1

5_ When N and ~ are a power of two, the
resarnpling theorem can be implemented
using aFFf.
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Correlation of signals with
two different dominant
frequencies

In figure 4 there are two clicks from two different animals. The PP0230_C3 is the sonar
waveform of an adult P. phocoena recorded
in Odense, Danmark.
The PP0448_C7 is
the sonar waveform of a young P. phocoena
recorded in Tacorna, USA. One of the questions is whether the young dolphin is capable
of generating sonar signals equal to an adult
dolphin. One of the methods is correlating
the sonar of the adult dolphin with the sonar
of the young dolphin. Another method is using models and compare the parameters of
the models. In this paper only correlation is
used since the method described here does
not limit itself to dolphin sonar waveforms.

3.1

Correlation results without frequency correction

When looking at sonar waveforms, it is possible to identify two parts in each click. The
first part is called the main click and the second part are the reverberations. Reverberations are reflections of the main click as a
result of internal structures in the dolphins
head. In figure 3 the two parts of the click
are identified. As can be seen in figure 3 the
difference in amplitude. When calculating
the energy of the main click and the reverberation, the reverberation in figure 3 is about
10%. In figure 4, the second sonar click has
hardly a reverberation. The energy in this
click of reverberation in respect to the main
click is about 2%. In figure 3 the main click
and the reverberations are identified.
When looking at different dolphin sonar
waveforms the main differences are the dominant frequencies and the difference in the
reverberations. Since the energy of the reverberations does not have much effect on the
correlation, the main problem is the difference in the dominant frequency.
When both clicks in figure 4 are correlated
the correlation coefficient is r = -0,05. The
correlation function is shown in figure 5.
3.2

Correlation results with frequency correction using resampling

When the second click of figure 4 is resampled and its new sample frequency is 1132
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PP0230_Cl

PJ'04.48_C7

reeeed 1

record 10

Figure 4: 1Wocandidatesfor correlation. The
PP0230_C3has adominantfrequencyof 131kHz.
The PP0448_C7has a dominantfrequencyof 141
kHz. Both clicksare sampledwith 1048kHz

Figure 5: Correlation of the two sonar waveformsfrom figure4

PP!l23O_CI

PP0448_C7

record I

record

10

_pled

Figure 7: Correlation of the two sonar waveforms from figure 4

4
Figure 6: Two candidates for correlation. The
PP0230_C3 has a dominant frequency of 131 kHz.
The PP0448_C7 is now resampled with a sample
frequency of 1132 kHz.

kHz, the dominant frequency of this click remains 141 kHz. Since the sample frequency
defines the time between two samples, the
definition of the dominant frequency of a
time series depends on the sample frequency.
Now if a new sample frequency is assigned to
the resampled time series it's dominant frequency changes accordingly. If in this case,
we change the sample frequency to 1048 kHz
(meaning we change the definition afthe sample interval) the dominant frequency will be
131 kHz. When both are correlated the correlation coefficient is r = 0.96. The correlation
function is shown in figure 7.
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Abstract
The increasing number of users of mobile communication systems and
the corresponding need for increased capacity show the importance of using
a modulation scheme both power and spectrally efficient. In this paper,
multi-h continuous-phase modulation (CPM) is combined with a directsequence spread spectrum system and its performance is assessed in several
indoor environments (line-of-sight (LOS), non-LOS and factories). This
study is performed for two different multi-h codes considering a coherent
receiver structure which is optimum for AWGN. Further improvements are
obtained with the use of a post-detection diversity scheme implemented by
means oftwo Viterbi receivers. Results show that mulri-b CPM can achieve
a good performance when used in indoor environments for relatively high
bit rates but specially for factories the use of diversity techniques, further
coding or interleaving is needed to achieve a given BER for realistic values
of Eb/No.

1

Introduction

In the last few years spread spectrum systems, specially Direct-Sequence Code Division
Multiple Access (DS-CDMA), have been proposed as possible candidates for mobile applications. This happened due to the capacity these systems have of resisting multipath fading
as the signals from different paths can be resolved and recombined in the receiver in order
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
Multi-h CPM schemes are highly spectral efficient [1,2] and they avoid the use of Iinearized
amplifiers which reduces the final cost in the receiver. Due to the continuity in the phase
and the structure of the multi-h codes, it is possible to use a maximum-likelihood sequence
detector in the receiver implemented with the Viterbi algorithm.
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In this paper, multi-h CPM
its performance is assessed
factory). This combination
for AWGN for two different

modulation is combined with a DS spread spectrum system and
in several indoor environments (line-of-sight (LOS), non-LOS,
was originally proposed in [6] and where results were presented
multi-h codes.

The use of a post-detection diversity scheme allows a significant improvement in the performances of the spread spectrum multi-h formats for the channels considered.

2

Channel Model

A conventional tapped delay-line model provides the basis for the simulation of the channel.
In this case, the multipath phenomenon is described in terms of a discrete number of taps.
The tap coefficient generation is done using a procedure resembling the physical process,
taking into account the effect of scatterers [3].
The channel simulation is performed by generating sample functions of random processes in
terms of a sum of sinusoidal functions, the superposition of partial waves corresponding to
the random phasor interference problem. The simulation of the scatterers and the procedure
for evaluating the time evolution of the tap delays is done according to the model described
in [5]for the three types of environment considered in this paper.

3

DS Multi-h CPM Signal Format

The general form of a direct sequence multi-h CPM modulated signal is:

set, a, c) = ~

cos[2-rr
fot

+ cp(t, a, c) + cpo]

(1)

where:

Ee - Chip energy
Te - Chip duration
[o - Carrier frequency
CPo- Arbitrary carrier phase

a,

The information symbol
is multiplied by a pseudorandom spreading sequence of
with length Ne and the information carrying phase cp(t, a, c) can be expressed as:

t

00

2-rr
X

chips

Nr;-l

loo '];00 ~

cp(t, a, c)

Cij

ct; hij

9 (T - (j + iNe)Te)

dr,

Cij
-<Xl

< t < oo
(2)
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This term is known as the excess phase of s(t,a,c)

in which:

h;j - Set of modulation indices which is cycled periodically

get) - Frequency pulse-shape function
For the full-response multi-h CPM signals considered in this paper, get) is a rectangular
frequency-pulse with duration Tc, a is a binary sequence and only 2-h codes with rational
modulation indices are inspected.
If (2) is defined using the shape of the phase response q( t) = J~co g( T) dr with the above
made assumptions it can be shown [9,6] that the phase change over the duration of the lth
bit and nth chip can be expressed by:

cp(t,

a, c)

= 211"
I

CPln =

[ 11" i~CO

al hij Cln

fa

q(t)

n-l

+ CPln

(3)

rnod 211"

(4)

]

ai hij

COj

This phase structure permits to define a periodic trellis and thus makes possible to perform
the detection of the signal using the Viterbi algorithm (VA) [7].

4

Detection of the CPM Signal and Post-Detection
Diversity

The received signal, that has intersymbol interference due to the dispersive channel and
gaussian noise, is detected by a maximum-likelihood sequence detector [8]. In the simulation,
the received signal is decomposed with an orthogonal reference set obtained through the
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure [10] .
If the projection of the received signal plus noise into the signal space during the ith chip
interval is given by the vector (Ali, A2i, A3i, A4i), it can be shown that the branch chip
metrics, Tnij, are given by

mi;

=

(DiA3i + G2iA2i + GliAli) cos CPi;
-( DiA4i - G2iAli
GliA2i) sin CPi; if ai

+

Ali cos CPij - A2i sin CPi;

-

=

-1

if ai =

+1

{

(5)

.where CPi; represents the initial phase state for-the ith-chip interval and takes values in the
set {n 11" lp: n = 0, ±1, ... , ±p}, where n and p are integers, and
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eli

= sine (2hi)

e2i =

(1 - cos (27rhi))/(27rhi)

Dl =

1-

e~i - C~i

The receiver has a priori knowledge of the spreading sequence and to calculate the bit
metrics, a summation of the chip metrics over the bit duration has to be performed. These
calculations are accomplished for each possible phase trellis state and a VA processor then
takes a decision after a delay of Nb bits. The VA constitutes just a recursive way to choose
the sequence that maximizes the likelihood function for each bit.
The value Nb is chosen to exceed the minimum squared normalized Euclidean distance ,
(£l2min) [9], of the rnulti-h codes used in order to get optimum performance. The error performance of one signaling scheme can be improved by increasing the minimum distance of
the signals.
The post-detection diversity scheme in this paper is based on a receiver with two maximumlikelihood sequence detectors each using the Viterbi algorithm. The decision device looks at
the metrics coming from both detectors and chooses the symbol corresponding to the best
instantaneous signal metric. The two signals are considered uncorrelated and the effects
of the mean level difference between the two branches was not taken into account in the
simulations.

5

Simulation Results and Conclusions

The schemes used in this paper were (hl = 2/4; h2 = 3/4) and (hl = 4/8; h2 = 3/8). The
most important parameters considered in the simulations are the chip rate = 1 Mchip /s,
carrier frequency = 2 GHz, portable speed = 1.5 tii]« and Ne = 3.
Fig. 1 presents the performance results of the two different types of CPM schemes for
AWGN.
These results were obtained in order to test our simulations and to compare the performances
of the two DSMH systems in a simple environment. In the case of the first considered code,
the results are very similar to those reported in [H] although we used a modified optimum
correlation receiver.
The results depicted in fig.1 show that DSMH modulation has a good performance when
compared with other types of systems like DS/BPSK. For a BER=10-J the DSMH (hl = 4/8;
h2 = 3/8) code has a gain of about 3 dB when compared with DS/BPSK.
Figs. 2-5 present the performance results of the two DSMH codes for the three types of
indoor environment previously indicated with and without the use of diversity.
It can be seen that due to the dispersive characteristics of the considered channels, an increase
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in the signal power is not sufficient to attain a certain desired BER. The fact that the channels
introduce intersymbol interference in the received signal originates an irreducible error rate
and this effect can not be counteracted simply by increasing the power.
As expected from the results obtained for AWGN, the code (hl = 4/8; h2 = 3/8) performs better than the other code, particularly in the most dispersive environment where the
irreducible error rate is significantly reduced [13].
Although the use of the post-detection scheme does not reduce very much the irreducible
error rate threshold,it largely increases the slope of the BER curve (eg. for a BER=10-2, a
hl = 4/8; b« = 3/8 code and LOS channel the diversity gain is around 10 dB).
It is also important to notice that the code (hl = 4/8; h2 = 3/8) has a 99% energy bandwidth
[4]that is 35% smaller than that of GMSK and much smaller than that of BPSK which makes
it a very interesting choice in terms of spectral efficiency.
It is clear from these results
in the future CDMA mobile
for partial-response systems
better performances as can

that a good improvement can be obtained by using multi-h CPM
radio systems. However, further studies are needed, particularly
and the combination of coding with multi-h CPM, for achieving
be expected from the literature [9,12].

Other methods of combating multipath fading, like the use of adaptive equalization should
also be studied in order to further reduce the Ed N 0 value necessary to achieve a given BER.
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Figure 1: Comparison in performance between the 2 CPM schemes for AWGN
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Figure 2: Error performance in indoor LOS, non-LOS and factory channels for (hl = 2/4;
h2 = 3/4)

Figure 3: Error performance in indoor LOS, non-LOS and factory channels for (hl
h2 = 3/4) with post-detection diversity

=

2/4;

Figure 4: Error performance in indoor LOS, non-LOS and factory channels for (hl = 4/8;
h2 = 3/8)

Figure 5: Error performance in indoor LOS, non-LOS and factory channels for (hl = 4/8;
h2 = 3/8) with post-detection diversity
-
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Abstract- We define a measure of the efficiency of
coding for the saturation recording channel that
allows us to compare the complexity of coding
systems based on different
partial response
polynomials, the recording system channel impulse
response is equalized to. We show that, at relatively
high SNR and neglecting nonIinear effects, the
recording systems with high clock rates and low
intrinsic code rates performs better than those with
low clock rates and high intrinsic code rates. In the
contrary, exception made for the recording system
which equalizes the magnetic recording channel to
the (1- D) polynomial, we show that for moderate
to low SNR the recording systems with low clock
rates and high intrinsic code rates are the best
Finally, we stress the fact that, for the same
complexity, the performance improvement when
passing from the (1- D) -channel to the (1 - VZ)channel is always positive and better than that when
passing from any other partial response polynomial
to another one with a one degree more,

I. INTRODUCTION
We define for the saturation recording channel a
measure of the efficiency of coding which allows us
to compare the complexity of coding systems, where
each system is characterized by the partial response
polynomial to which the recording channel impulse
response is equalized. For a given efficiency, the
system complexity is function of the coding and
decoding processes and of the partial response
polynomial considered by the detector.
At low clock rates, in order to reduce the
equalization loss, the recording channel impulse
response is equalized to the partial response
polynomial 1- D. However, to compensate for the
loss on the maximum achievable linear density, the
code intrinsic rate should be near 1. The complexity
of this system is essentially due to the code intrinsic
coding and decoding processes. For instance, when
using Matched Spectral N uil codes, the trellis states
number is very large, however, the inclusion of the
(1 - D) -channel in the detection process will at most
double the trellis states number.
For high clock rates, making abstraction of the
nonlinear effects which can degrade the recording
system performance considerably, the recording
channel impulse response is equalized to partial
response polynomials with high degree. However,
to achieve a certain linear density, it is not necessary
now to have a high intrinsic code rate. Here, the
system complexity is essentially due to the inclusion

of the partial response signalling, with severe intersymbol interference, in the detection process.
In Section II, we model the saturation recording
charmel with a fixed-amplitude
bipolar inputs, a
linear Lorentzian read-back transition response, and
additive white Gaussian noise. We then derive the
behaviour of the recording channel sampled impulse
response energy as a function of the recording clock
rate. The adopted target partial response polynomials
to which the recording channel is equalized are
known as the Extended Partial Response Class IV
polynomials.
Moreover, we derive in the same section a tight
upper bound estimare of the equalization loss [1) and

givC?an appropriate definition of the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) for the different systems, taking as
reference the SNR at the output of the recording
system eqnalized to the (1- D) -channel when the
storage linear density is small. This common SNR is
used in comparing the performance of the recording
channel when using different clock rates and their
"matched" target partial response polynomials.
We also derive in Section ill the Cut-off Rate of a
finite partial response channel [2-3]. Taking the
equalization loss into account and normalizing the
cut-off rate by the clock rate, we derive an estimate
of the achievable linear density for different impulse
response polynomials. This estimate, based on the
equalization loss upper bound, gives a lower bound
on the easily achievable linear density.
In Section IV we discuss the simulation results of
some partial response polynomials. The analysis of
these results shows that, neglecting nonlinear
effects, the recording systems with high clock rates
and low intrinsic code rates performs bener than
those with low clock rates and high intrinsic code
rates at relatively high SNR. However, when
including nonlinear effects, one can be sure that
equalizing the recording channel to a partial response
polynomial with a degree more than 4, leads to a
great degradation in performance. It should therefore
be concluded that only performance results for
moderate partial response polynomial degrees are
significant in view of our procedure. In the contrary,
exception made for the recording system which
equalizes the magnetic recording channel to the
(1- D) polynomial, we show that for moderate to
low SNR the recording systems with low clock rates
and high intrinsic code rates are the best,
Finally, we stress in the same section the fact
that, for the same complexity, the performance
improvement
when passing from the (1- D)146

channel to the (1- D')-channel is always positive
and better than that when passing from any other
partial response polynomial to another one with a
one degree more. Forthermore, the performance
improvement is especially pronounced for low to
moderate SNR. Therefore, instead of equalizing to
the (1- D) polynomial, we recommend to equalize
to (1- d) whose maximum lilcelihood detector has
the same complexity.

11. PRELIMINARIES
The binary user information of a bit rate 1/ T is
translated into a coded channel sequence having a
channel symbol rate 1/ T" T,::; T. The quotient

The normalized information density 0 and the
recorded symbol density 0, are defined by
(4)

The principal parameter utilized in deriving the
equalization loss is the energy of the recording
channel impulse response v(t), which may be
expressed in terms of 0" as:

~o,)
R=T,
T

M=2RN,

v'(t:rJt

= X(O)E(OJ,

(2)

E(O )=_1_

,

1+0;

is the channel impulse response energy degradation
due to destructive interference between the two
Lorentziao sidelobes in (3). Thus no matter how
large ~O) may be, for large 0" ~oJ becomes
arbitrarily small.

and RN is integer.

The readback signal r(t) is of the form

Assuming a linear read-out mechanism for the
magnetic recording system, the channel is based on
the Lorentzian channel model [4]. According to this
model the linear response
to a transition is
approximated by

u(t) =

2/...J1iT
(
)2
1+ 2t/7:

'

where 7: is a parameter that represents the impulse
width of the transition response at 50 percent of the
maximum amplitude. The Fourier transform of u(t)
is given by

N-I

r(t)=

f

LlI;v(t-LTJ+w(t),
i-O

where w(t) is an additive white Gaussian noise with
two-sided spectral density No /2. In order to obtain
sufficient stansnes a matched filter v * (-t) is used.
The equivalent channel obtained after matched
filtering and sampling at integer multiples of T" has
a transfer function
Y(ei''V')

= y(DJb_,_"""

= Î,y(iT.:Vi'-vr.
j---

1 +=i/T.:))
1; iLlv(j2n(f_

+-

=

f

where

is cal1ed the code rate. Let t denotes the transpose
operation.
The recorded
channel
code word
a = (1lo, ..• ,aN_,)', of arbitrary length N, consists of
bipolar symbols a; E {-I, IJ generated at times iT,.
This codeword is a member of a predefined code S,
of M codewords, where

UU21if)

=

(1)

r

u{t)e-i'<VIdt '7 ...J1iTe->n\I1.

If, as we shall see later, ~O) denotes the recording
channel impulse response asymptotic energy when
the channel symbol rate approaches O. then the
channel impulse response is given by
V(t)=~~O)(U(t)-U(t-T.:»).

where the factor [j represents
the IT, -delay
operator. Using the expression of VU21lj).
given
above, it can be shown that for f e [0, 1/T.:):
Y(ei2'V') = 2nr.E(0) sin'(...n")
T
'''J',

(3)

One can notice that this channel impulse response
is indeed a function of the minimum time interval
between transitions in the write current T, as well as
the channel characteristics. The Foutier transform of
v(t) is given by

c

cosh[21r'l{f -1/2T.:»)·
sinh[m/T.:)

This equivalent channel is subsequently equalized
to a specific
finite partial response
target
conveniently represented by the "partial response
polynomial"
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(5)

and the desired transfer function

Obviously el e {-l.O,I}. The set of all difference
sequences between any two distinct codewords of
the set S, is denoted by Se' •
Let us first consider the hypothetical case where

The equalizer
has
a transfer
function
G~(e'~"') 1 Y(e'~"'). It provides at its output the
equivalent
readback
vector
r = (To, •.•

,TN_.,TN,.

•• ,TN+L-2)"

1j=xj+nj'

where

Y(e'~..-r.)=IG~(~2..rr<~2. The equalizer

is then a

mere noise whitening filter and the noise at its output
has a spectrum density No 12. Given the recorded
correct codeword a, the probability that an incorrect
codeword a' canses an error is then given by

je{0,1, ...,N+L-2},
(8)
j

xj

=

L~g"..j-j,
i_j_L+l

and {n) are zero mean Gaussian noise samples with
spectrum density function

In order to compare the performance of the
different partial response polynomials given by (5),
to which the recording channel is equalized to, we
derive in the remaining part of this paper a lower
bound on the achievable linear density of these
systems. This bound is to be expressed as a function
of a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) common to all these
systems expressed as:
SNR (reference) = ~O) .
No/2

is defined by

L-l

where

ha; = Lg .....g....-,.

i=-(L-l)

•...• O.....

t-O

(L -1) are found by means of the straightforward

formula
L-I

g.(D)g.(D-I)=

Lh.P·

i __ (L_t)

with

this

hypothetical

case.

L-I

(7)
- 1/2)]

The derivation of the lower bound on the
achievable (or cut-off) linear density is based on the
cut-off rate of the finite partial response channels
given by (5). To evaluate this cut-off rate, it is
convenient to consider a bound for the error event
probability. Let a and a' be distinct codewords
inS,. A component
of an error sequence
e = (eo, ... ,eN_I)'

and x and x' are the noiseless readback vectors
corresponding
to the codewords
a and a'
respectively. Thus, using the bound Q(x)<e-Z'12,
the' probability of error for a given error sequence
e = (eO, .... eN_I)' is bounded as follows

Moreover.

cl>.(e'~..-r.)= 22~+I{SNR (referencej]'"
sinh(1tÖo)
COS2~(1CfI'c)
cosh[21tÖ,(JI;

of the Gaussian

(6)

{SNR (reference)} can be interpreted as the
asymptotic SNR available in the equivalent readback
vector r , provided that the recording channel is
equalized to goeD) = 1- D, when the clock rate
approaches zero. Now, for fe [0,1/7;), the noise
samples spectral density function is expressed
explicitly as a function of {SNR (reference)} as
follows

1tÖo

where Q(x) is the tail integral
distribution, defined by

~o,)=

_L.g •. ,'

= h~.o and the SNR at the output of

i_O

the equalizer is
SNR (hypothetical) = ~Ö)
No/2

.

(9)

In the general case. the noise {n) is correlated
and the probability
of error (8) is not valid.
However. the probability of error of an optimum
receiver can be upper bounded as follows. Let

R. = E[nn'] be the covariance matrix of the noise
vector n =(no ..... nN_I.nN ..... nN+lr2)' that perturbs
the vector r observed at the equalizer output. There
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exist zero mean Gaussian vectors
satisfy the equality

a

and

f3

which

(10)

= E[ aa') = NoTlN1, 1 standing for the
2
(N+L-l)x(N+L-l)
unit matrix and TIN is a
nonnegative scaling factor to be determined, and f3
is independent from n with covariance matrix Rp.
The representation (10) is possible if and only if
matrix Ra - R. is nonnegative definite [1]. The
minimum value of TIN for which this is satisfied is
such that
where Ra

As the maximum eigenvalue of a covariance
matrix is upper bounded by the maximum of its
corresponding spectral density we can write

(11)

Therefore, the vector a is a segment from a
stationary discrete-time white Gaussian noise {a,}
of zero mean and variance TlNo/2. Since the noise
{a,} is obtained from the addition to {n,} of an
independent noise {f3,}, the probability of error of
the optimum detector that processes the vector x + n
is lower than that which processes
x + a.
Therefore, for the general case where the noise
In) is correlated, the probability of error for
given error sequence e = (eo,... ,eN_1)'

is

Moreover, using h...o = .L..•
~ L-Ig~?
, the signal to
o ..
noise ratio ai the equalizer output can be bounded as
follows:
h
SNR (with equalizer) ~ ~.
TINo/2

(13)

In order to evaluate the loss due to noise
enhancement at the equalizer output we defme the
equalization
loss as the ratio of {SNR
(hypothetical)} to {SNR (with equalizer)}. Using
(9) and (13), the equalization loss can be bounded
by the following upper bound
EqL$

TI~O),
h~.o

which is plotted in Figure 1 for m = 0, 1.... ,5.

We should also take into account the degradation
of the received energy per bit due to the destructive
interference between the two Lorentzian sidelobes in
(3). In fact, the recording channel impulse response
energy ~O) = E(O)~O) has its maximum value al
0, = 0 and decreases when the recording clock rate
increases. Therefore, we defme the energy loss as
EnL=

~O) .
~o)

The total loss, defined
as the product
(EqL)(EnL), can then be upper bounded by
TI~O)
r.(m,O)=--.
hm•O

(14)

In this expression both g~(D), the target shape
for the equalized channel given by (5), and 1/ T"
the clock rate, are implicitly included as arguments.
Figure 2 plots for m =0,1, ... ,5, the upper bound
of the totalloss given by (14) as a function of 0,. It
should be noticed that for r.(m,O) to be small at
very high clock rates, m must be large in practice.
Furthermore, for each value of m, there is a certain
range of clock rates for the recording channel for
which r.(m,O) is relatively small. For magnetic
recording systems with 0, approximately equal to
1.5, comparatively little equalization is required to
force the equalized channel to match a class-4
partial-response
(PR4)
channel
where
g(D) = 1- tr. At higher recording densities, one
can choose a partial-response
polynomial of the
form (5) where m is chosen as a positive integer
greater than 1, to produce a response that is a better
match to the channel impulse response. For 0,
approximately equal to 1.9, the proper choice of m
is 2, leading to the so-called EPR4 (extended class-4
partial-response)
channel with g(D) = (1- D)
(1+ D)2.
Our objective is to choose for any m the proper
clock rate such that -y .(m,Öc) is small, and to
proceed to design a code which guaranties an
acceptable error rate performance. In applying tltis
code to the storage channel, the redundancy
T / T, = 1/ R, necessary in the possible transmitted
codewords from the set S" will mandate that the bit
rare 1/ T be decreased.

m.

CUT-OFF

RATE DERIVATION

To derive the cut-off rate one usually considers
the average error probability over the ensemble of all
possible codes S, of M codewords ao,a" ...• aM_1
with N bipolar components each. Obviously at least
one signal set must have an error probability which
is no greater than the ensemble average, hence a
tight upper bound on this average over the entire
'149

ensemble is an upper bound on the error probability
for the optimum recording code.
There are exactly 2 N different vertices available
on the N -dimensional hypercube and M = 2RN
codewords to be assigned thereon. It follows that
there are (2N)M = 2- possible distinct ways to
assign the M codewords. This ensures that there are
in all exactly 2NM possible distinct codeword sets.
Denote by P[Error] the average error probability
over the entire collection of all possible 2NM code
sets

,

by

P[Errorld.]

the

same

instead of the correct codeword a. that corresponds
10 d e- It is shown in [3] that
M-I.-= __

,

I,p'(a. ~a,),

=

j

fm (e,.6.)

if .6., = s(e,.6.)

o

otherwise

for some e E {-I,O,I}, (19)

where .6.0 = 0,.6.1, ••• ,.6.3'""'_1 are tbe 3L-1 possible
distinct recording channel states due 10 intersymbol
interference, s(.,.) is the shift relationship defined
by
S..+I

probability

conditioned on the event that a binary data word d.
of RN components is stored in the magnetic media
and by p'(a. ~ a.) the probability of decoding a,

P[Errorld.] $

tij

= s(e",s .. )
n = O,l,... ,N -1"

~e._Lt ... ,e .._I,e ..)

and the f..(e.,s.) are given in (17), and 9 is equal
to the largest component of the left eigenvector of
this matrix corresponding to the eigenvalue À .. ,
divided by its smallest component
The PerronFrobenius theorem states that À.. is a simple
eigenvaJue and that 9 is nonnegative and finite.

(IS)
Consequently, employing respectively (15), (16)
and (18), we observe that

i..O
jofit

in which the bar denotes expectation over the
ensemble of recording codes. Thus interchanging
the order of summations makes averaging over the
code ensemble the next step in the bounding of

-e

M-I---,- __

..

I,p,(a. ~a,)

P[Errorld.]$

,

;-0

= (M -1)p'(e)

p[Error].
Following [1, Section 5.8] and using the upper
bound (12), it can be shown that

s 9M..:t:

p[Error 1= ~"""p["'-Error-""'Id.-']p[d.]

'_0

and

(20)

M-I

< 8MA:I, P[d.] = 9MA:
0-0

Recalling from (I) and (2) that M = 2RN, where
R is the code rate, (20) may be written concisely as

where

P[Error] < 92-N(Ro-R)

4
Sn

=(e,,-(L-l)"

.. .,e

(21)

2,e,,_I)'

ll_

in which we introduce
identified from (20) as

the cut-off

Ra... ::-10g,(A ..).
and p(e.) is the probability distribution of any
component e; of the error sequence, as defmed in

rate

Ra....
(22)

Using (4), and defining the cut-off density 80 ...
as

(7):

I/4
p(e.)= { 1/2

e; =I,-L
e. =0 ,

we can rewrite the bound in (21) in the convenient
form

Using the result of [2], we have

___
P[Error] < 92

(18)
where Am is the maximum real positive eigenvalue
of tbe
3L-1 x 3L-1 nonnegative
intersymbol
interference matrix Tm with entries given by [2]

-..!i-<.sa...-6)
ó,

•

(24)

Equation
(24) states that as long as tbe
normalized information density 8 is less than tbe
cut-off density 80•m' the average probability of
error, hence the probability of error for at least one
code in the collection of recording codes. can be
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made arbitrarily small by taking the code block
length N sufficiently large.

Report," IEEE Trans. Commun.,
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/
IV. RECAPITULATION
CONCLUSION

AND

In this section we study for m = 0,1, ,4 the
relationship between the cut-off density 80 , given
in (23), and the reference SNR defmed in (6). For
given values m.B, and the reference SNR, the
noise power spectrum density at the equalizer output
can be found using (7). Then, using (11), a
straightforward
evaluation of '1 No/2 can be
obtained. Secondly, substituting this value in (17)
gives a complete specification of À.., the maximum
real positive eigenvalue
of the nonnegative
interference
matrix defined in (19). Finally,
assigning this value and that of 8, to (22) and (23)
yields the desired value of the bound 80.• •

o

è
:;,

-e"
~

·10

-1.S

'ë

.'0L-

_J.

o

.L.

--'

~

2

~,
Fig. 1: Upper bound of the equalization loss as a function
of the normalized density ~, for different target
polynomials g.(D).

Figure 3 plots the normalized information cut-off
density óo.• as a function of the reference SNR for
m = 0,1.... ,4. For each value of m we choose Ó, to
be equal to the abscissa of the intersection point
between the curves representing
y.(m,Bc) and
y.(m+I,8)
as a function
of 8,. Making
abstraction of the nonlinearities which are very
important for high Ó" we can conclude
by
examining the curves of Figure 3, that when the
reference SNR, which characterize the track, is high
it is more interesting to work with large values of the
parameter m. However, there is a limit on the
choice of the parameter
m over
which the
nonlinearities become very important and degrade
seriously the recording system efficiency. We can
also conclude from Figure 3 that for a great interval
of SNR the system equalized to the partial response
&, (D) = 1 - D' outperforms the one equalized to
&o(D) = 1- D. This conclusion is not true for the
other values of m. It is therefore
always
recommended to equalize the recording channel to
&, (D) = 1- D' because it offers a good compromise
between efficiency and complexity and presents low
nonlinearity effects compared to the values of m
greater than 1. Moreover, it should be also noticed
that the channel 1can be interpreted as two
interleaved I- D channels.

·'o

_m
2

~,
Fig. 2: The total loss 'Y.(III,~,) as a function of the
normalized density s, for different target polynomials
g.(D).
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Abstract
The combination

of multitone transmission (also known as Orthogonal Frequency
(OFDM)) with Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DS;SS) permits the design of a multiuser system that is robust to channel impairments.
For high
bit rate applications in time-varying channels such as the indoor channel, the need for
equalization is high. As a matter of fact, guard intervals would lead to poor spectral
efficiency, the symbol duration is limited by the requirement of constant channel and
bidimensional equalization is necessary. This paper presents a comparison between a
Recursive Least Square (RLS) scheme and Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm, both
extended for the linear equalization of OFDM;DS system. Simulation results obtained
for a system designed by means of those concepts, with and without equalizer will be
presented.

Division Multiplexing

1

Introduction

In [3), the concept of multitone modulation

combined with DS;SS has been proposed.
For low symbol rates, this combination is robust enough against radio channel impairments, and the idea of guard intervals could be exploited without a too large penalty.
However, for high data rate application such as the local area computer networks (d.
ETSI's HIPERLANs [2]), this modulation concept would highly suffer from interferences and require very high speed DFT ;IDFT processors, which may not be available
for the target bit rate. For these reasons, the number of carriers has to be limited in
some way, and the required guard duration might be too large compared to the symbol
duration. The guard interval method is then of no longer interest. As a consequence,
the absence of interference is not anymore assured, and both optimal receiver design
and equalization have to be studied, to keep all the possible performance of the system
intact.

The interferences induced by the channel are two-folded : each carrier suffers
from intersymbol interference (ISI) and cross-carrier interference (CCI), as it will be
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demonstrated later on. In this paper, according to the multiple input-multiple output
(MIMO) nature of the system, two equalization schemes will be derived and furthermore compared: the first one is derived from a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
criterion and leads to a bidimensional LMS algorithm, the second is one derived from
a Recursive Least Square (RLS) approach.

2

System Description and MIMO approach

From the source bit stream, complex baseband symbols are first constituted by selecting M-ary words in a common input set denoted by I = {Ilo 12, ... ,[M}.
By linear
modulation, Ne parallel channels are built. In each one of these channels, the symbol
rate is Ne 10g2 M lower than the initial bit rate. The sequences enter a shaping filter
u(t) and modulate carriers which are orthogonal on the symbol duration T. This implies that the frequency distance between two adjacent carriers has to be equal to the
symbol rate, so that the frequencies follow the relation fp = fa + pf T', where fa is the
base frequency, not necessarily the carrier frequency.
The CDMA feature is introduced as follows : each carrier is then itself spread
by means of the pseudo-noise BPSK-modulated
sequence associated with the user
under consideration. This sequence is the same for all carriers and is denoted by a(t),
assumed to be periodical, with period T. This combination is different from the one
where spreading is first performed and OFDM is then applied at chip level. This
approach avoids the use of chip time clocked DFT lID FT ICs, and allows slower ones.
According to these considerations,

the lowpass equivalent transmitted

signal is given

by
Nc-l

x(t) =

v2P

L L r,: u(t

,,=0

- nT) aCt) exp(j27rptIT)

(1)

n=-oo

For the sake of generality, we assume that the channel impulse response is e(r; t),
where index t reminds the reader of the non-constant characteristic of the channel.
The overall system layout is presented in Figure l.
As a consequence, the equivalent lewpass received signal is given by
Nc-l

r(t) =

L L

I;hp(t

- nT)

+ zet)

(2)

p=O n=-oo

where hp(t - nT)

=

[u(t - nT)a(t)

exp(j27rptIT)]

® e(r; t)

(3)

Symbol ® denotes convolution and zet) is the realization of a complex white gaussian noise process.
The choice of the receiver structure is a consequence of the maximum likelihood
criterion used to optimize its performance. Following an approach which can be found
for instance in [4], we expand the received signal r(t) in the series

(4)
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Figure

1: System

Layout

where the A( t) functions are the set of orthogonal eigenfunctions of the integral
equations in the Karhunen-Loève expansion, and rk are the observable random variables obtained by projection:
Nc-l

rk =

E E

.z;:h;,k

+ Zk

(5)

p=O n=-oo

where h;,k and Zk are the projections of respectively hp(t - nT) and zet) onto fk(t).
The sequence {zk} is gaussian with zero mean and covariance E[zZz",)
= 2Àk.5km,
where Àk are the eigenvalues of the integral equations.
Thanks to the gaussian distribution of the random variables in this representation,
and their independence, the joint probability density function of the vector rN of rk
assuming the transmitted sequences lp is simply the product ofN gaussian distributions
with a mean fixed by the baseband channel impulse response and the sequence of input
symbols. In the limit as the number N of observable random variables approaches
infinity, the logarithm of the conditional probability density function is proportional
to Jo(lp) defined as

(6)
The maximum likelihood estimates of the sequences of symbols are those that maximize this quantity. The development of this expression gives rise to the variables

y; =

i:

r(t)h;(t

- nT)dt

and x;:;;:"

=

i:

h;(t - nT)hp,(t

- n'T)dt

(7)

where * stands for complex conjugation.
The first variables
are computed by filtering the received signal by means of a
filter with an impulse response h;(t) and sampling the output at the OFDM symbol

y;
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rate, namely l/T. The second variable x"''','
is the l/T-sampled
response of the filter
p,p
matched to
to hp(t), and the metric to be computed becomes

h;,

Nc-l

J1(1,,)

=

2Re

L L

Nr:-1 Nc-l

L L L L

(r,:)*Y; -

1'=0 n=-oc

1'=0

1"=0

(r,:)*I;;"x;,;~'

(8)

n=-oo n'=-oo

Depending on the chosen receiver structure which, the method applied to the maximization of this quantity may vary from maximum likelihood sequence estimation
(MLSE) to the simplest and suboptimal hard decision. Nevertheless, the matched
filter output can be further developed and analyzed.

(9)

and

1/; = ;_:

(10)

z(t)h;(t - nT)dt

The noise process, which is colored by the matched filters, is here represented by
the
In Eq. (9), we can see that the desired signal
at the output ofthe matched
filter is perturbed by terms associated with the same channel (151) and by others terms
due to other carriers (CCI).

1/;.

3

I;

Equalization of MIMO Systems

A substantial diminution of the two types of interferences described above can be
obtained by introducing correcting complex tap coefficients to be multiplied by the
precedings symbols in the same channel to combat the 151 effect, and others sets of
coefficients to be multiplied by the preceding symbols in the other channels.
This
leads to a bidimensional equalization filter, the first dimension being time, as normally
considered in equalizers, and the second dimension being the number of channels. Such
an adaptive filtering scheme is presented in figure 2. We have thus
filters with finite
impulse responses of length Nef.

NZ

The i-th filter output is expressed by
Nt: Nc/-l

Vi

ui

L L

=

k=1

so that the prediction errors are ei = If
here are actually based on these quantities.

3.1

Yk'-'(W,'k)*

(11)

.=0

- ui

Vi. Both algorithm family considered

MMSE Equalization

The criterion is thus to minimize the sum of the squared error expectations.
Nc-l

r: ~ L

E

[e;(e;H

p=o
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(12)

Figure

2: Equalizer

Structure

Using (11), and expressing that the gradients with respect to the filters coefficients
have to be set to zero, we get a coefficient update relation that is an extension of the
one- dimensional case :

(13)
where J-L is called the adaptation parameter.
It is a so-called LMS (Least Mean
Square) algorithm, extended in [5] from what can be found in [6].
An intrinsic weakness of this algorithm is linked to the constant character of the
IJ. parameter, with respect to the channel number and the relative time index, when a
correction is applied to a coefficient. Indeed, the multitone effect can lead to different
local signal-to-noise ratios, and the overall system can be clearly suboptimal, as the
optimal choice for this parameter is well known to be SNR-dependent [6].

3.2

RLS Equalization

We use a least square criterion,
minimize:

with),

as exponential

Nc-l NYFlmz
[=

L L

),N_ •• -n 1

e;

forgetting

12

factor.

We want to

(14)

p=O n=l

By taking the derivatives with respect to the coefficients, forcing them to 0, and
manipulating the results we obtain the so-called normal equations. If we define

n=l

these equations

n=l

take the form
Nc-l NcJ-l

8~k =

L L
m=O

Wim4>:::~

u=O
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Vi, k, t

(16)

which is nothing but a linear
knowns. It can be shown [5] that
that allows to write the equations
is such that element tP~ is located

equation systems, with N: Ne! equations and unthere is a block-diagonal structure in the problem,
very concisely. We further define a matrix <l>which
in (j -1)Ne! + I + 1,(i - 1)Ne! + k + 1; a vector

Wj where element wf" is located in (k - I)Ne! + I + 1 and a vector ej where element
oh, is located in (k - 1)Ne! + 1+1. We get Ne simultaneous matrix systems,
Vi
To obtain an adaptive

<l>Wj=ej

version of this algorithm,

we further

(17)
define

(18)
where M = Ne!-I.
With H meaning conjugate transposition, and using Woodbury's
well-known matrix inversion lemma [6], we are naturally led to the recursive equations
summarized below :
INITIALISATION

ó-1I

P(O)
Wj(O)

Vi

0

(19)
(20)

ALGORITHM
1r(n)

aH(n)P(n - 1)

I«n)

À

k(n)
u,(n)

Wj(n)
P(n)

+ 1r(n)a(n)

1rH(n)

P(n - 1)a(n)

I«n)

I«n)

Ii - Wi(n - l)a(n)
Wj(n - 1) + k(n)ut(n)
1
):[P(n - 1) - k(n)1r(n)]

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)

As a major difference with the LMS algorithm, the correction gain applied to the
filter coefficients are dependent on both the channel number and the relative time
index.

4

Simulation results

Simulations have been performed for transmission in the 5.275 GHz band. A symbol
rate of 10 Ms/sec is assumed. Number of carriers of 2,4,8 and 16 are considered. They
correspond to OFDM symbol durations of 200, 400, 800 and 1600 ns respectively,
covering thus the traditional delay spread of such channels.
We assume here both
perfect carrier and symbol timing recovery. The baseband channel is modeled by a
tapped-delay line. The channel impulse response has a duration of 200 nsec and a
RMS delay spread of 70 ns. The weights are complex gaussiaa variables FIR filtered in
order to model the moves of the scatterers. Moreover, a line-of-sight (LOS) model with
several delayed paths has been chosen, according to a sit uation in which the terminals
are optimally placed with respect to the fixed antennas connected to the fixed part of
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4:

the local network. The time variance of the channel characteristics corresponds
bad case, so that the adaptation capabilities of both algorithm can be judged.

to a

The pseudo-noise code is a 7-bit M-sequence for the I-tone system. In order to
perform comparisons at constant bandwidth, the chip time has to be constant. This
means that when the symbol duration is increasing the pseudo noise sequence has to
be extended accordingly. Furthermore, rectangular pulse shaping is assumed. For all
numbers of channels, the overall power is kept constant.
The results before and after equalization are respectively illustrated by figures 3
and 4. The latter provides the bit error rate (BER) as a function of the signal-to-noise
ratio for RLS and LMS equalization schemes. The multitone effect is evident before
equalization, but this effect is reduced after equalization, which nevertheless enhances
the transmission quality.
It can be seen that the RLS scheme outperforms the LMS algorithm. Moreover,
convergence problems appear when we use a high number of carriers, as it can be seen
even for N = 8. This is due to the greater amount of freedom in the search space.
This is also the reason why the RLS algorithm performs more efficiently : the update
technique is able to cope with this large number of coefficients. A careful choice of the
implied parameters, i.e. the forgetting factor, the adaptation parameter, ... is highly
needed, but optimal choices will not.be discussed here.
The different carriers are affected in different ways by the channel. This effect is
taken into account by the mean value of the equalizer coefficients for a sub-channel.

1sa

The total BER is influenced by the most affected channels, as it may be viewed as the
weighted sum of local BERs, i.e. BER achieved in a partreular sub-channel.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, an OFDMjDS system that enables multi-user access has been presented.
Two linear equalization schemes have been derived from their one-dimensional versions
in order to cope with the two types of interference generated by the channel, namely
the intersymbol interference (ISI) and the cross-carrier interference (CCI). The MSE
criterion led to an LMS algorithm, while the LS criterion led to the RLS algorithm.
The latter appeared to be the best one in terms of performance, due to its inherent
complexity allowing quicker convergence in the broad search space while the former
should not to be neglected when the number of carriers stays very low, and for low
levels of interference.
In a future work, joint detection of a whole set of sequences
belonging to different users will be addressed.
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Modelling the polycyclic sonar wave form of the
Phocoena phocoena using Gabors' elementary signal.
A.B. Cohen Stuart and C. Kamminga

Abstract
In this paper the question is raised as to
whether the Gabor model would be valid in
the case of the polycyclic sonar signal of Pho-·
eoena. This paper shows that the sonar click
of the Phoeoena phocoena is built up of two
parts: the primary click and the first reverberation. Each of these clicks can be modelled
with Gabor's model. The higher uncertainty
product (with regard to other oligocyclic dolphin species) for the Phocoena phoeoena is
shown to be a result of the summation of two
Gabor models. Further an analytic expression is given for the uncertainty product for
the sum of two Gabor models.

1

Introduetion

This paper continues the line of thinking found in [Kamminga & Beitsma, 1990]
where the Gabor model is proposed as a suitable model for the oligocyclic dolphin sonar
main click waveforms. This paper shows that

.,60

the main click of the polycyclic dolphin sonar
can also be modelled with the Gabor model.
It explains why the main click is asyrnetric.
When modelling the polycyclic waveforms
it appears that the main click can be modelled
with two Gabor models: the source click and
the first reverberation. The first reverberation
seems to shift in the source click, causing the
asymetry in the main click.
This paper is divided in the following sections. It starts with the theory of Gabor,
followed by caleultated values of the uncertainty product of the Tutstops ITUneatus and
the Phoeoena phoeoena. From the values of
the uncertainty product a model is derived,
followed with modelling examples for the P.
phoeoena.
In the section that follows the problems
of modelling the main click with the Gabor
model and an alternative strategy is proposed.
This strategy results in a new model for the
main click. It is followed by a mathematical
deviration of the uncertainty product of two
Gabor models. The higher uncertainty product for P. phocoena is explained when using

this derivation.
Frequency

2

--~--~------~

1

Theory of Gabor

_

In this section a short description is given
of the theory of Gabor. It will start with a
short introduetion to the analytic signal and
it's use, followed by a definition ofthe uncertainty product and a description of the Gabor
model. This section ends with some practical
values of the uncertainty product measured
on dolphin sonar.

Time

t
Figure I: Characteristic cel in an information
diagram

There are various ways to describe a signal.
It can be done in the time domain and in the
frequency domain. Most of the cases it is
necessary to get a description of the signal
in the time and the frequency domain. One
of the ways to do so is using an information
diagram.

t

J~oo tls(t)l2dt

_
w

(I)

= J~oo Is(t)12dt

=

J~oo wIS(w)12dw
J~oo IS(w)12dw

and the second
ments:
2.0.1

c

£:.f

normelized

(2)

second mo-

The infonnation diagram

(3)
We have a signal set) and S(w» with set)
analytical. The energy El of set) is defined
as El = s- s" where s" is the complex conjugate of s, We do the same for the frequency
domain: E.., = S . S· From Parseval follows
that E.., = 27rEl. We define the time average
E, the frequency average w, the time variation 0'; and the frequency variation O'J. It is
possible to define effective time duration !1t
and the effective bandwidth à], The product !1t . à] is the surface of a cel C in the
information diagram in figure 1.

'16'1

2

0'.., =

J~oo(W - w?· IS(w)12dw

r: IS(w)12dw

(4)

Because it more common to use frequency
instead of angular moments w with w =
27rf the following follows for the first and
second central moments in frequency:

f

O'j=O'..,/(h)

(5)

Uncertainty

relation

-...:

".-...._

The uncertainty product of a signal is defined
as the product of the effective time durartion
!J.t and the effective bandwidth à], They
can be defined using the centrelized second
moments: !J.t = 211"0'1and!J.f = 20'1. Gabor
[Gabor, 1947] showed that:

(6)
The product ór . !J.f represents the characteristic cel area in the information diagram.
This area corresponds with the information
density of the signal. It follows from information theory that the gaussian probability
density has the highest information density ..
For a gaussian signal the characteristic cell
reaches its lower limit, the area dtllf is minimal. Gabor also showed that there is a class of
elementary signals exists where !J.tllf equals
to its lower bound [Gabor, 1947]:

set)

=

e-a2(1-lo)2

ei<wo(I-lo)+'P)

(7)

and:

It is possible to show that the lower bound
of dt . llf = 1 is reached.
Uncertainty
sonar

products

found for dolphin

It is possible to calculate the uncertainty product for dolphin sonar. For typical oligocyclic
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Figure 2: A typical Phocoena phocoena click.
The markers show the places where the uncertaintyofl.12isfound.
Seesectionon Uncertainty
products found for dolphin sonar.
sonar waveforms (for example Tursiops truncatus) the uncertainty product ranges from
1.02 to 1.10. For the polycyclic sonar waveforms values above 1.1 are found. The sonar
waveform in figure 2 has an uncertainty product of 1.12. The uncertainty product in calcultated the region of interrest, marked by the
markers in figure 2.

2.1 The Gabor model as model for
dolphin sonar
Since the results in the previous section show
us that the uncertainty product is reaching
the lower bound of the uncertainty product and the typical gaussian shaped envelope it should be possible to model dolphin
sonar clicks with the Gabor model. It has
been shown [Kamminga & Beitsma, 1990],
[Kamminga et al., 1993] Kamminga that this
is possible for oligocyclic waveforms. It will
be shown in the next section that it is possible
to model the oligocyclic sonar click with the
Gabor model.

._,.

-..:-,
1I·-.J:'_·'14

Rrgion

of interrest

Figure 3: Setting of the left and right markers
to define a region of interrest. Between those
markers the model is estimated.

3

Modelling the oligocyclic
click sonar with the Gabor
Model

The Gabor model is fitted using the
Marquardt-Levenberg
procedure for nonlineair optimalization of X-square function.
An implementation can be found in Numerical Recipes in C [Numerical Recipes, 1988].
The goodness-of-fit used in this paper is the
energy in the residu divided by the energy
in the model found during the fitting process
multiplied by 100%. This figure gives an idea
of how good the model is. The lower the figure, the better the figure. The percentage in
case of a good fit should be in the order of the
signal to noise ratio.

3.1

Modelling the main click

We model the main click for the following typical Phocoena sonar click in figure 2.
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Figure 4: Gabor model found in the region of
interrest, defined in 3. The residu is shown in
figure 5

We place before modelling a left and a right
marker in the click to define our "region of
interrest" since we are interested in the click
and not in the noise.
To place the left and right markers the envelope, phase and instantaneous frequency
are used. They are shown in figure 3.

Results
The results of the modelling are shown in
figure 4. When substracting the model from
the original, it will give some insights on how
good the model actually is. When we look at
the residu, we observe that there still is a
substantial amount of energy left between the
markers. The residu model ratio is 0.59%.
The signal to noise ratio is 31.6 dB.

'1U:,

__

C1

-..11"'1,._

Click+Envelope

...

U.-..:,_.,'"

Phase

lnstantatious frequency
Region of interrest

Figure 5: Residu of 3 and 4. As can be seen
there is a substantial signal still left between the
left and right markers. The residu to model ratio
for this example is 0.59% within the markers.
Signal to noise ratio:
Window left
Window right
RMR per puls

3.2

31.6 dB
252
309
0.59 %

Figure 6: A new setting for the left and right
markers to define a better region of interrest. The
new model is estimated between those marker.
interrest is shown in figure 7. The residu now
looks like the noise before the left marker.
The residu model ratio in this case is 0.05%.
Signal to noise ratio:
33.5 dB
Variance of data points:
0.028 %
Window left
252
Window right
281
RMR per puls
0.05 %

Modelling the first half click

When looking at the modelling results we
see that the residu remains too high to be
acceptable. When we return to the main click,
the main click is asymmetrical.
Since the
Gabor model is symmetric, it is obvious that
fitting this model can cause problems.
Because of the symmetric nature of the
Gabor model and the shape of the click, the
non-constant nature of the instantanious frequency in the second part of the region of
interrest, a new region of interrest is defined
as in figure 6.
The model found for the new region of
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3.3 A new model for the main click
We have found in the previous chapter that
modelling of the first half of the main click
gives betters fitting results. When we look at
the residu of the main click, it appears that
in the main click a reverberation was hidden.
This reverberation results in an asymmetrie
main click. This also explains the higher
uncertainty product.
It is also possible to model this first reverberation with the Gabor model. The model
for the source click, the model for the reverberation and the sum of source click and

~,

__

o
rlU.

Figure 7: The residu found when substracting
the model shown in figure 7 from the original
click in figure 6
reverberation is pictured in figure 9.
When substracting this model from the'
original click, the residu between the region
of interest is noisy. The residu model ratio in
this case is lower than 0.2%.
Signal to noise ratio:
33.5 dB
Variance of data points:
0.04 %
Window left
252
Window right
295
RMR per puls
0.16 %
From these results it is possible to construct
a new model for the main click of the sonar
waveform:
• The source click. This is the click emitted from the sonar source.
• The first reverberation. This is first echo
internal in the dolphins' head.
The 'hidden' reverberation explains the
asymmetry in the sonar waveform of the
Phocoena.
It is possible to constuct a new
model for these sonar waveforms for poly-
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o

Figure 8: The residu after substracting the model
of the source click and the first reverberation.
cyclic waveforms,

s( t)

+

using two Gabor models.

Ale-ai(t-tl)'

ei(wo(t-t.)+'P.)

A2e-aHt-t2)'

ei(wo(t-t,)+'P2)

(9)

Because the amplitudes (AI and A2) are
only interesting when comparing amplitudes
with outer clicks, it is more useful to speak of
an amplitude ratio '"(. The same we do with
tI and t2. The click is centered around tI and
replacing t - t2 with (t - (t2 - td).
The
(t2 - t d is replaced by T. The expression of
the sum of two Gabor models is shown here:

set)

e-ait2 ei(wot+'Pd

+

'"(e-~(t-T)'

ei(WO(t-T)+'P2)

(JO)

The parameters '"(, aI, a2 give in the following relation the energy ratio between the
source click and the first reverberation:
Ereverlw:ration
E.ourcr.dick

(1l)

-:

3.4

-lE-Source click

UP of two Gabor models

The question remains if it is possible to explain the higher uncertainty product when using the sum of two Gabor models. To answer
this question we must calculate the uncertainty product of two Gabor models.
This is done by calculating analytically
the time and frequency parameters using formula 9 and its Fourier transform:

Model of main click

Figure 9: This figure shows how the main click
is built up in the dolphin head when assumed that
the first reverberation is an echo of the source
click. The distance a + b can be calculated from
the time delay as shown in the text.
The parameter -r shows the time difference
between source and the first reverberation.
This parameter is a measure for the distance
of the reflection of the source click.
The distance 1 that a sound wave travels
through a medium :I: in a time t is 1 = tv",
where v", is the speed of the sound in medium

Sincetheabsolutevalues
Is(t)1 and IS(w)1
are used in calculating the time and frequency
parameters:

Is(tW =

e-laft2

2, cos (wor
If we define Q2

+ ,2e-~(t-T)2
+ ~<p )e-ait2

+
e-ai(t-T)2

= .a4;t~
a,a;

:1:.

If the speed of sound in the dolphins' head
is accepted approximately the same as in water (v = 1500 mis) then for a r = 15ILs it
follows that the distance the wave has travelled 2.25 cm.
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Time parameters
The time parameters are calculated using formula 1 and 3.

"rlf..ji {

-Q3

2

2QWo

COS( WOT

+ tJ.'{J)

-

0102

The formula for
following:
2

t
CT

=

u; can be changed

I(t -t)2)ls(t)l2dt
Ils(t)l2ldt

=

It2ls(t)l2dt
Ils(t)l2dt

From these it is possible to calculate

in the
Results for the Phocoena phocoena sonar
12

-t
CTt.

Frequency parameters
The frequency parameters are calculated
the same way.
According to Parseval
I IS(w)I2dw = 211" I Is(t)12dt
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It is now possible to calculate from the model
parameters the uncertainty product of two Gabor models. The uncertainty product for the
example is 1.07. This is close to the value of
Ll2 measured in the original signal.
It is interesting to see how the uncertainty
product varies when T and ï are varied. This
is shown in figure 10.
The arrow with "Pp" indicates where the
value for the example click is found. The
minima corresponds when there is no phase
difference between source click and the reverberation.
The maxima correspond with
values of T where the phase difference is at a
maximum.

A COLLISION RESOLUTION PROTOCOL
OF THROUGHPUT ONE,
USING MULTIPLICITY FEEDBACK
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P.O.B. 63, H-1518 Budapest, Hungary
Peter Vanroose
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, div. E.S.A.T.-MI2
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The capacity of a random access collision channel with multiplicity feedback is one. This was shown by Pippenger [14J by a
random-coding argument. We will describe a collision resolution protocol with throughput arbitrarily close to one.
THE RANDOM

ACCESS COLLISION

CHANNEL

The random access communication situation consists of a single,
errorless channel which can be accessed by an unlimited number of
identical (but independent) users, transmitting information packets
of fixed length. The cumulative input traffic is traditionally modeled
as a Poisson process in time with, say, intensity À.
This channel is further characterized to be a slotted multipleaccess collision channel: each packet must be sent within a time
slot, which is the transmission length of one packet, thus the channel
is packet synchronous; and the single receiver of the packets can only
read their contents if no collision occurred, i.e., if exactly one packet is
sent in a given time slot. Otherwise, retransmission will be necessary,
but therefore the user must be informed of a possible collision.

In the simplest model, the receiver broadcasts a binary feedback
signal, at the end of each time slot, informing all users of the status of that slot (collision or no collision). This is the case for the
famous ALOHA system [IJ, which is non-slotted. At that time, an
(unstable) throughput of (2e)-1 ~ 0.18394 was achieved. Later work
for the slotted channel gave better throughputs (0.375 [15J, 0.429 [2J,
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0.48775 [12]). The best upper bound to the capacity is currently
0.587 [13], but see also [14].
A second possibility is the assumption of no feedback, see, e.g.,
[11, 8]. We consider here, as a third possibility, multiplicity feedback: all users are informed of the multiplicity of the collision. Thus,
multiplicity 1 means successful transmission by a single user, while
multiplicity > 1 means that retransmission will be necessary.
The collision channel with multiplicity feedback was fust considered by Tsybakov [16], who gave a protocol with throughput 0.533.
Pippenger [14] proved that the capacity is 1. Pippenger's proof uses
a random coding argument and is thus non-constructive: he did not
give a coding scheme with throughput l.
A conflict resolution protocol is a retransmission scheme for the
packets in a collision. Such a scheme must insure the eventual successful transmission of all these packets. We consider blocked access
which means that during the resolution of one particular collision, all
users which were not involved in it are not allowed to transmit. This
"blocking period" is called an epoch. Thus, an epoch consists of the
time slots needed by the conflict resolution protocol to (at least partially) resolve one collision. The users involved in the initial collision
will be called the active users of that epoch.
Clearly, because of the Poisson arrival of messages, i.e., of new
users, message packets waiting for transmission will accumulate during the epoch. These packets will all be transmitted in the following
epoch, together with packets which were not resolved in the epoch. It
is of course important that the maximum transmission delay, i.e., the
time between an initial collision and the end of the epoch in which
the last of its packets is resolved, must be finite with probability
one. (Because of the probabilistic (Poisson) model for the message
arrivals, this is the best one can do.) To this end, it suffices that the
number of active users in subsequent epochs form a stable Markov
chain [15].
If one takes the length of a time slot as time unit, then the supremum of the set of intensities >. for which a certain protocol still gives
raise to a stable Markov chain of active users is called its throughput.
It is the relative fraction of time slots with successful transmission.
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A throughput of 1 means full channel utilization; the difference between the epoch length and the number of packets resolved, divided
by the epoch length, is arbitrarily small. The capacity of a certain
collision channel is the supremum of achievable throughputs, over all
possible protocols. Clearly, the capacity can never be larger than 1.
Below, we will present a protocol which has throughput arbitrarily close to 1, thus giving a constructive proof for Pippenger's result.
But first, we will try to isolate the important aspects of the coding
problem, and describe a method suggested by L.Györfi [7] for finding
a protocol with throughput 1, which was the main inspiration for our
construction.
A COMBINATORIAL

FORMULATION

In order to exploit the possibility of much information in the
feedback signal, we must induce lots of collisions, with lots of colliding
packets involved. This can be achieved by having very long epochs,
and by a collision resolution protocol which lets collide large groups
of packets in an intertwined way. The ultimate goal is that after
these induced collisions, taking only a negligible time compared to
the total epoch length, all users can be identified uniquely. Then,
the rest of the epoch can be used to transmit the packets one after
the other, in a reserved way, without collisions.
The coding problem can thus be reduced to a combinatorial one,
loosely formulated as follows: find n subsets of a set with t elements,
n < < t, which together "identify" the t elements. This is closely
related to the famous coin weighing problem [4, 3]: "counterfeit coins
all weigh 9 grams and genuine coins all weigh 10 grams. One is given
five coins of unknown cornposition, and an accurate scale. How many
weighings are needed to isolate the counterfeit coins?"
A solution to this original problem is given by the detecting matrix
1 1 0 0

1 0 1 0

o

o

1 1 0

0 1 0

000

1
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where the columns are the weighings, the rows are the coins, and a
1 means "include coin in weighing".
This coin-weighing problem was generalized and solved by Lindstróm [9, 10]:
Problem: For given t, find a binary t x n matrix A, with n as small
as possible, such that the n-tuple y = :l! . A uniquely determines the
k-ary t-tuple :l!.
Lindström constructed these matrices for n = O(tllogk t), which
implies that the number of columns (weighings) divided by the number of rows (coins) tends to zero when n ~ 00.
In 1989 Györfi [7] pointed out a possible way to a constructive
proof of Pippenger's result, based on the conjectured existence of
a slightly different type of detecting matrices, which have not been
found yet:
Problem: [7] For given t, find a binary t x n matrix B, where n =
O(t/log t), such that the n-tuple y = [2:12:2···· 2:t]· B uniquely determines the nonnegative integers 2:1) 2:2, ... ,2:, E {O, 1, ... , t} satisfying
e
L2:i:S

t.

i=l

Györfi's collision resolution protocol, based on the existence of
these matrices B, will be described in the next section, followed by
our modification to it. Instead of a completely parallel search procedure, using a detecting matrix which only depends on the number of
active users, our matrix will depend on feedback obtained during an
initial part of the protocol. We will use Lindström's construction.
THE COLLISION

CHANNEL

PROTOCOL

All channel users are assumed to follow what is going on on the
channel, so everybody not involved in a certain initial collision has to
wait until the end of the epoch before transmitting his information
packet (blocked access). All users can find out the end of the epoch,
because the protocol is known to everybody. Therefore, it is sufficient
to describe the protocol for one epoch.
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Györfi's protocol proceeds as follows. After the initial collision,
everybody knows the number t of active users. Each of them selects,
randomly and uniformly, an identifier ij from {1, 2, ... , t}. Let Xi :=
#{j : ij = i} be the number of active users which chose the identifier
i. Denote by m the number of users with an identifier for which
Xi = 1. Only these m users will be able to successfully transmit. To
this end, the users must first determine the values Xi.
An active user with identifier i retransmits his packet in the time
slots corresponding to ones in row i of the t x n matrix B. According
to the definition of B, after these n time slots, the n feedback values
uniquely determine the t values Xi.
This finishes the reservation part of the protocol. Now, the m
users with unique identifier retransmit once again, in order of increasing identifier. The other t - m active users must try again in
the next epoch. It is easily checked that the expected value of t - m
is sufficiently small such that the protocol does not generate an unboundedly growing number of active users in subsequent epochs.
Our protocol differs from the above only in the second paragraph,
where the matrix B was used:
First group the identifiers in intervals of length log t: Ck := {ij I(k 1) log t < ij ::::k log t}. In the k-th time slot, users with an identifier
in Ck retransmit their packet. This takes about tjlog t time slots.
Then consider first the "crowdy" groups Ck for which the feedback in the k-th slot exceeds (log t)2. There are certainly less than
t/(logt)2 such groups. All users with an identifier belonging to these
groups retransmit their packet in order of increasing identifier (thus
learning their Xi). This also takes about t/log t time slots, and the
users with a unique rdentrher were meanwhile able to transmit their
packet.
For the remaining users, Xi :::: (log t)2, so use a Lindström detecting matrix A with alphabet size k = (log t)2, and determine X from
y = ;eA, where y is the feedback sequence oflength O( t log log t/log t).
Finally, as in Györfi's protocol, the m users with a unique identifier retransmit their packet in a reserved way.
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A Substantial Improvement of the Lower Bound to
the Capacity Region of the Binary Multiplying
Channel
J. Pieter M. Schalkwijk, Hendrik B. Meeuwissen,
and Alphons H.A. Bloemen *

Abstract
This paper is concerned with a new coding strategy fOT the Binary Multiplying
Channel that extends the achievable rate region to R, = R2 = R = 0.63066.

1

Introduction

In his 1961 paper on Two-Way Channels (TWC's) Shannon [6] gave an inner
and outer bound to the capacity region of the general TWC. For the Binary
Multiplying Channel (BMC) the Shannon inner and outer bound do not coincide
and the capacity region of the BMC is still an unsolved problem. The present
upper bound to the capacity region of the BMC equals 0.64628 in its equal
rate point and is a result due to Hekstra and Willems [1]. The 0.63056 rate of
Schalkwijk's [4] 1983 coding strategy could be considered as the lower bound
to the capacity region of the BMC. However, the rate of this strategy is not
optimal. For example, in 1990 Schalkwijk [5] gave another strategy yielding an
improvement of the achievable rate in the eighth decimal place. In this paper we
present a new coding strategy that significantly extends the achievable rate region
of the BMC to a rate of R, = R2 = R = 0.63066. This strategy is based on both
the 1983 strategy and a resolution that originates from the save-up strategies as
discussed in [2]. First, in Section 2 the 1983 strategy is extensively repeated.
Next, the Sections 3 and 4 are concerned with the deduction of the new strategy
from existing strategies. Finally, in Section 5 we explain how a rate of 0.63066
can be achieved.

2-

The_1983 strategy

The BMC has two binary inputs X, and X2, and a common binary output
= Y = X,X2• The channel input sequence X, =

Y, defined by Y, = Y2

'The authors are with the EindhovenUniversityofTechnology,Groupof Informationand CommunicationTheory,Dept. of ElectricalEngineering,P.O.Box513,5600MBEindhoven,The Netherlands.
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(Xi,l, Xi,2, , .. , Xi,n), i = 1,2, of the coding strategy at terminal i depends on
both the message ei at terminal i and the channel outputs YI, Y2, ... , Yn-I that
are available because of the feedback. In fact, the message ei at terminal i is
the midpoint of a subinterval of the unit interval [0,1). Hence, a coding strategy
can be regarded as a progressive subdivision [3J of the unit square [0,1) x [0,1).
In this paper only symmetric subdivisions will be considered.
As a result, the
coding strategies at both terminals are the same.
The 1983 strategy of depth 2, as depicted in Fig. 1, consists of one inner
and one outer bound resolution.
In general, an inner bound resolution with
probability Pi corresponds to an average amount of mutual information of
(1)
Po corresponds

and an outer bound resolution with probability
amount of mutual information of

to an average

(2)

where hex) = -(1x) log2(1- x) - x log2(x), 0 ::; X ::; 1 is the binary entropy
function. In order to restrict the subdivision of the unit square to these two basic
resolutions only, we also need bootstrapping
[4J.

ala2

1

0

1
Y =01

Y =00

al

Y=OO
Y

=

1

0
Figure 1: The 1983 strategy.

The first transmission

of the 1983 strategy, which occurs with probability
Therefore, the corresponding
average
information equals

Pi -=' 1, is the inner bound resolution.
amount

of mutual

(3)

Subsequently,

the dark strips

can be removed
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by bootstrapping

without

loss

of rate. In fact, bootstrapping for the BMC corresponds to repeatedly removing
one vertical or horizontal strip in a non-rectangular resolution product.
The second transmission, which is the outer bound resolution, has probability
Po = (1 - 0'1)(1 - al + 20'10'2). Thus, for the average mutual information we
obtain
(4)

Finally, maximizing the rate
(5)

with respect to the a;'s, where i = 1,2, and 0 :::;ai :::;1, yields
al = 0.69070,0'2 = 0.32060, and R = 0.63056.

3

(6)

The structure in the new strategy

The new strategy begins with three successive inner bound resolutions as illustrated in Fig. 2. As a consequence, the a;'s, i = 1,2, ..., 7, indicated in the fractal
like illustration, have to satisfy

(7)

Consequently, the probabilities of the first, the second, and the third transmission are Pil = 1, P;2 = 1 - aL and Pi3 = (1 - af)2, respectively.
Next, by bootstrapping it is possible to do one outer bound transmission in
the resolution product with Y = Ol. The corresponding probability equals
(8)

In the resolution product with Y = 001, the cumulative probability of a
number of consecutive outer bound divisions using bootstrapping equals
(9)

In the rim, which is the resolution product with Y = 000, the cumulative
probability equals
(10)
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o

1
1

o
Figure 2: The structure

Y

in the new strategy.

Of course, the depth of the Y = Ol part equals three. The depths of the
the Y = 000 parts are five, and six, respectively.
As a result, the probability of the inner bound transmissions equals

= 001, and

(H)
and the outer bound transmissions have a probability of

The corresponding 1;, and Ia can again be found by applying (1), and (2),
respectively. The rate is given by (5), and optimization yields, of course, the same
values of 0<1, 0<2, and R as in (6). The next Section is devoted to a modification
in the resolution of the rim, such that a higher rate can be achieved.
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4

The new resolution product

The resolution of the rim using bootstrapping and outer bound divisions, conform
the 1983 strategy, is partially depicted in Fig. 3. Note that a dot in a resolution
product corresponds to bootstrapping. The new strategy begins the resolution
of the rim by bootstrapping the strips determined by the d;'s, i = 1,2, ..., 7. As
a consequence, the rate of the 1983 strategy can still be obtained by subdividing
the newly created resolution product as indicated in Fig. 3, and by resolving
the bootstrapped part or the remainder of the rim using alternate bootstrap and
outer bound divisions again.

dl = 1 - al - a2 - a4
d2 = o2(a2 - as)
d3 = o2(al - a3 - a6)

d4 = o~(a3 - ar)
ds = 02a4

~ = o~a6
dr = o~as

Figure 3: Bootstrappingin

the rim.

However, the newly created resolution product will be subdivided as depicted
in Fig. 4. This subdivision is similar to one of the subdivisions in the save-up
strategies [2). First, the strips determined by the d;'s, i = 8,9,10, in the new
resolution product, are bootstrapped, and then further subdivided with outer
bound divisions using bootstrapping just like in Fig. 3. Next, the remaining
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part is resolved by bootstrapping the strips marked with a dot, and subsequently
performing the three transmissions illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Subdivision of the new resolution product.

The c;'s, indicated in Fig. 4, fix the subdivision, and have to satisfy

C4

= (1 Cs

=

(2)(al

- a3 - as), Cs = as - ds - dlQ,

(1 - Q~)QS(a3 - a7),

C7

=

QSCS'

(13)

Consequently, with respect to the 1983 strategy, there is both a loss and a
gain in rate. The loss is caused by the decreased probability of outer bound
divisions in the rim, while there is a gain because of the new resolution product
in the rim. From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 it follows that the probability of the loss
equals
(14)

The corresponding 1'053 is yielded by (5). The probabilities, and the corresponding average mutual info_.!"mation
of the three new transmissions that contribute to the gain are
(15)
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(16)

Pn2 = 2(CI(C2+ C.) + C2(C, + C7)),
In2 = C2(CI+ C. + c7)h (

C.
~+~+0

) + C,(CI + 0)h

(17)
(_C_2 _)

~+0

,

(18)

(19)
(20)
Finally, substitution of the P;, I;, Po, and
of the rate

R =

10

of Section 3, and optimization

I; + 10 - I,o" + 1nl + In2 + 1nl
P; + Po - ?zo.. + Pnl + Pn2 + Pn3 '

(21)

with respect to the a;'s, i = 1,2, ... ,6, and 0 ~ a; ~ 1, yields
al

= 0.69008,a2 = 0.32010,a3 = 0.65609,

a. = 0.44002,as = 0.48708,a6 = 0.14825,
and R = 0.63060.

(22)

In conclusion, a new coding strategy of depth 6 has been constructed that
yields a significant improvement of the achievable rate region for the BMC.

5

A further improvement to 0.63066

Based on the results of Sections 3 and 4 a further improvement can be obtained
by repeating the new resolution product not only in the part with Y = 000, but
also in the parts with Y = 01, and Y = 001. The new resolution of the rim
is maximally exploited in this way. The relative parameters are the same, and
optimization yields
al = 0.68942,a2 = 0.31913,0<3= 0.65582,
0<,= 0.44148,as = 0.48887,0<6= 0.14822,
and R = 0.63066.
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(23)

6

Conclusions

The achievable rate region of the BMC is extended to an information theoretical
rate of RI = R2 = R = 0.63066. In addition, van Overveld's [9J results prove that
the information
theoretical rate of the new coding strategy with bootstrapping
is also operationally
achievable.
To conclude, another coding strategy with a rate in excess of the new 0.63066
rate can be constructed
either by increasing the number of parameters
with
respect to which we optimize, or by combining the 1983 strategy and a save-up
strategy of a higher order. However, in our opinion, the first method will only
yield small improvements,
and the second method requires a strategy that will
be difficult to find.
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POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE FINDINGS ON THE
CONSISTENT ESTIMATION OF A PROBABILITY
DENSITY IN INFORMATION DIVERGENCE
László Györfi* and Edward C. van der Meulen]
Abstract
We show that a smooth probability density junction with finite differential entropy cannot be estimated consistently in information
divergence.
However, under mild tail and peak conditions on the density junction
the almost sure consis tencu in information
divergence can be guaranteed
for a suitably defined density estimate.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of estimating an unknown probability density
function in information divergence (also abbreviated I-divergence). If /-l and
v are probability measures on the real line, absolutely continuous with respect to a er-finite measure ). with densities f and g respectively, then the
information divergence between /-l and t/ is defined by

I(/-l,v)

= D(j,g)

=

J

f(x)

f(x)

log g(x)'(dx).

Now suppose we observe i.i.d. random variables XI, ... Xn from an unknown probability distribution /-l. If /-l~ = /-l~(.; XI, ... Xn) is a distribution
estimate of u, then /-l~ is said to be consistent in information divergence if

It follows from a result of Devroye and Györfi (1990) that ·glven any
sequence of estimators /-l~ there always exists a probability measure Jl- for
which the sequence Jl-~ is not consistent in information divergence. Such a
/-l typically exists in the class of continuous singular distributions, Barron,
Györfi and van der Meulen (1992) showed that if one imposes a certain
condition on the class of distributions from which we are estimating the
unknown one, namely that there exists a known probability measure v such
that I(Jl-, v) < 00, then one can construct a distribution estimator which is
a.s. consistent in information divergence for all distributions in the class.
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Györfi, Páli, and van der Meulen (1994) showed that a discrete infinite
distribution with finite entropy (as only condition) cannot be estimated consistently in information divergence. In Section II we derive an analogous
negative result for estimating a continuous probability density function in
information divergence. Moreover in Section III we show how to construct
a density estimate which is consistent in I-divergence under some mild peak
and tail conditions on f. Under some more restrictive conditions on the unknown density f the rates of convergence of expected I-divergence for various
other estimates are given in Hall (1987a, 1987b), Hall (1990), and Barron and
Sheu (1991).
11. INCONSISTENCY
Assume now that X has a density
where

HU)

=-

J

f

with finite differential entropy HU),

f(x)logf(x)dx.

Theorem 1: For any sequence of density estimates {fn} there is a density
f with finite differential entropy and arbitrarily many derivatives such that
DU, fn) = 00 for all n a.s.
In the proof of Theorem 1 (which is omitted here) we use the following
theorem:
Theorem 2 (Györfi, Pá1i, van der Meulen (1994)): Let Y be a random
variable taking values in 1,2,3,... with distribution u" and entropy H(Y).
For an i.i.d. sample Y1, .•. , Yn an estimate is denoted by p~ . If {p~} is an
arbitrary sequence of estimates of u" then there is a p with H(Y) < 00 such
that
Ii u", p~) = 00
a.s. for all n.
Remark 1: The bad news example of Theorem 2 has been proved within
a parametrie class of infinite discrete distributions: consider the distribution
qk

= Clog(k

+ 1)/k2,

k

=

<

00

Then
00

-L

log s»

qk

k=l

and
00

Lkqk

=

00.

k=l'
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1,2, ...

Introduce notations for segments
DI.

=

+ 1, ...

{2k,2k

,21.+1 - I}, k

= 1,2, ...

and for the parameter
C

=

Cl, C2,·'·

with Cl. E DI.. Let J.l~(i) be qk if i = Cl. for some k; and 0 otherwise. Then
for each parameter c the entropy of J.l~ is - 2::::1 qk logqk < oo, however
00

L>~(i)logi
i=1
00

00

1.=1 iED.

1.=1

00

00

Lqklog2k

2:

1.=1

=

Lkqk

=

oo,

1.=1

so although these distributions have the same finite entropy, they have a big
tail. It is then shown in [6) that for any given sequence of estimates J.l~ there
exists a distribution J.l~ within the above Class such that

In the proof of Theorem 1 we restrict ourselves without loss of generality to
density estimation on the interval (1, oo). Using Theorem 2 we construct,
given any density estimate I«, a density function f on (1, co) such that
-(Xl
< HU) < oo and DU, fn) = oo a.s. for all n.
Remark 2: For

f

from the class of the proof of Theorem 1

IHU)I < oo.
The part H(f)
< oo is a very mild condition on the tail of f. However,
according to Remark 1 it is easy to see that for each f from this class

J

f(x)(1ogx)+dx

2:

f

kqk

=

oo,

1.=1

which means that such
on the peaks.

f

has a big tail. The part HU)

>

-(Xl

is a condition

Remark 3: -There is an obvious question here: is it possible to generate
the same bad news if we have a strict condition on the tail, for example, when
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we assume that the support of i is within [0,1], but we have no condition
on the peaks. The answer is positive. Consider X with density i from the
proof of Theorem 1, so with support within (1,00), and let f* be the density
of X' = I/X.
Then the support of f* is within [0,1). If we estimated f*
consistently in I-divergence then the transformation of the estimate would
be a consistent estimate of the transformed i', which is i, but this is impossible because of Theorem 1. (Here we used the fact that the I-divergence
is invariant under an invertible transformation.) In Theorem 3 we shall see
that for the support [0,1) this bad news can happen only if H(f') = -00,
which means that the big tail of i is transformed into a large peak of f*.

Ill. CONSISTENCY
Consider again the problem of estimating the unknown probability density function i from i.i.d. observations XI, ..., Xn . We will now construct
a density estimate in and make certain assumptions on the unknown density function i, such that the estimation of i by in becomes consistent in
I-divergence. Define a sequence of integers mn,
< mn < n, n = 1,2, ...,
and, let b« = l/mn . Choose a density 9 by

°

and let 1/
partitions
the An,;'s
For a

denote the probability measure with density g. Next, introduce
Pn = {An,], An,2, ... An,mn}, n = 1,2, ..., of the realline such that
are intervals with v(An,;) = hno
given sequence an,
< an < 1 with

°

consider the following density estimate:

where J1.n stands for the empirical measure for the sample XI, ..., Xn and
An(x) = An,; if X E An,;. One can get this estimate if we transform first the
data into [0,1) by the distribution function of g, then construct a histogram
on [0, IJ by a uniform partition of mn intervals, take the mixture of this
histogram and the uniform density with weights 1 - an and an, resp., and
finally transform back this mixture to the real line. For the choice

in

becomes a density estimator introduced by Barron (1988).
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Theorem

3 : Assume that

J

f(x)(log

< 00

Ixl)+dx

and

>

H(f)

-00.

If
lim b« = 0, lim nh.; =

n -e-co

00,

n-oo

and

.

1

hmsup--n-e-co
nanhn

<
-

1

then
lim D(f,fn)

n-e-cc

= 0

a.s.
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Error probabilities of repetition feedback strategies
with fixed delay for discrete' memoryless channels
Thijs Veugen"

Abstract

The error exponent of an arbitrary repetition feedback strategy with fixed
delay decoding is computed. Some results from [3Jare generalized.

1 Introduction
Consider a discrete memoryless channel with delayless noiseless feedback. Number the
inputs from 0 to m-I and the outputs from 0 to m - 1. If m > m it is possible
to eliminate an input without influencing the capacity of the channel [4], so w.l.o.g.
m ~ m. The channel error probabilities are denoted by fij(O ~ i < m, 0 ~ j < m). An
m-ary repetition strategy [1, 2] will be used on this channel with repetition numbers
kii(O ~ i < m, 0 ~ j < m). These are all positive integers, except for the numbers
kii which are equal to O. The numbers kij(O ~ i < m ~ j < m) are equal to 1.
The idea behind these repetition numbers is that an error i -> j will be corrected by
immediately transmitting kij times the symbol i at the channel encoder. An overview
of the scheme is depicted in figure 1. A message source produces a message 8 E [0,1].
The precoder turns this message into an infinite m-ary sequence not containing any
subsequence of the form jik;j(O ~ i l' j < m). This sequence is sent over the channel
by the channel encoder with the described error correction mechanism. The actually
transmitted sequence is denoted by (Xnk;~o. The resulting output of the channel is
denoted by (Yn)n>O' Using fixed delay D the symbol Yn will be decoded as follows:
scan the sequence Yn ... Yn+D from right to left and substitute all subsequences jik;j
by i. The leftmost symbol of the resulting sequence will be the estimate in. By
comparing I and Y the precoder inverse is able tb locate the errors and to eliminate
the error correction symbols. Finally an estimate of 8 can be produced. In this paper
the error probability of the channel decoder is computed.
The next section contains some calculations on random walks that can be used to
compute the error exponent which is done in the third section. Finally the results will
be discussed.
'Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, Group on Informationand Communication theory, PO box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
E-mail:
thijs~ei.ele.tue.nl
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Figure 1: Systematic overview of a repetition

2

I--

strategy

Random walks

Let i E {O, ... , m - I}. Consider the infinite markov chain with states 0,1,2, ... , and
transition probabilities Pr(n + kij - 1 I n) = Jij, 0:::::j < rn, n > O. This markov chain
represents the error correction process initiated by an incorrectly received z-symbol.
The process starts in state kij in case an i --+ j error occured and this error is corrected
when arriving at state O.
Denote the transition probability matrix by P. Let Q be the matrix 1- tP with
variable t: Then Q;;b1(t) = 2:n>O p~btn where p~b is the probability of going from state
a state bin n steps (a, b 2:
Let Qr denote the O... r - 1 square submatrix of Q,
and let k be equal to kij for some j, then

of

(Qr)-l(t)

= (k,O)

kO

Denote the determinant
derive the relations

minor of Qr
detQr

of Qr by ar and the (k,O)

minor of Qr by /3r then one can

(1::::: r :::::min, kij)
(r > min, kij)
where ar is defined as 0 for r :::::
0, and
ar
/3r = { (tk)k-1ar_k
"leg

(1 < r :::::k)
(r > k)

Consequently
Q;d'(t) = limr_oo(tlii)k-IQ~~k.
From the recurrence relation of o; it
follows [3, p. 507J that if x(t) is solved such that x(t) - 2:#i tfij (t/;;)k;;-l (X(t))k;j = 1
and x(O) = 1, then Q;d'(t) = (tlii)k-I(X(tW.
The radius of convergence El; of QI1(t)
around t = 0 is the same as the one of yet) := tliiX(t), the latter satisfying the relations
t I« + 2:#i /;Ji(y(t))k;j = yet) and y(O) = o. Denote the derivative of yet) to t by yet).
The radius of convergence of yet) around t = 0 is equal to min{ltl I (y(t))-l
= O}
[3, p. 508J. By differentiating
the relation yet) has to satisfy to t, one obtains El; =
(2:#ilijkijyk;j-I)-1
where y > 0 is the solution of lii = 2:#i/;j(kij
_l)yk;j.
Given
(kij) and Uij) this El; can be (numerically)
computed.
It expresses the asymptotic
behaviour of P~o for large n, or more precisely
.
logp~O
lim -n

n-oo

3

=-

log El;

Error exponent

The error probability P, is equal to Pr(xo =P io)· Using the result of the former section
one intuitively derives P; = 2:0<i<m Pr(xo = i)· Pr(xo =P io I Xo = i) ::::::
2:0<i<m Pr(xo =
i)· R;D(D -> 00) so the error exponent·
-

E

=

lim

D-oo

-logP

D

e

= O'$i<m
min log El;

However, a decoding error at Yo does not imply that Xo was incorrectly received. For
example, if D = 4, kOl = 3 and the received sequence is 0111, then io = 1 =P xo. Here ft
means that the received symbol x is not equal to the transmitted
symbol. To overcome
this problem the following is conjectured.

Conject ure There is a positive constant Cosuch that for all n 2: 0 we have
Pr(io(Yo ... Yn) =P Xo I Xo = Yo = i) ::; Cop~o.
This conjecture expresses the nature of the repetition strategy which corrects transmission errors as soon as possible and on the other hand avoids forbidden subsequences
in the transmitted
sequence.
It says that the probability
of a decoding error after correct reception is negligible.
Using the conjecture the intuitive derivation of
the error exponent can be justified:
Pr(xo =P io I Xo = i) = 2:n>O p~o . Pr(xo =1=
io I Xo = i, Yo is corrected in exactly n transmissions)
= 2:n>D p~o-+ 2:0<n<D p~o .
Pr(in (Yn ... YD) =P x.; I Xn = Yn = i) ::; 2:n>D p~o + Co2:0<n<D p~oP~_n ::; 2:~>-; P~o +
Co2:0<n<D CIP~ = 2:n>D P~o + CoCI(D + 1 )p~ where Cl = f(h;, so D-Ilog Pre Xo =P io I
Xo = -if::; -logEl;(D
-> 00). Equality
follows from Pr(xo =P io I Xo = i) 2: P~+l.
Note that the inequality p~oP~_n ::; CIP~ is a consequence of the fact that a path PI
of length n from state k to state 0 in the markov chain and a path P2 of length D - n
from state k to state 0 can be concatenated
by replacing the final step of PI (from state
1 to state 0) by a 1 -> k-step resulting in a path of length D from state k to state o.

4

Conclusions

Using a conjecture we were able to compute the error exponent of an arbitrary repetition strategy with fixed delay decoding. To illustrate the results consider a binary sym190

metric channel with cross-over probability f. Let repetition parameter k = kOl = klO.
From Section 2 we obtain a radius of convergence R = Ra = RI =
~=})k-l )l/k and
by Section 3 an error exponent E = log R. For this strategy the transmission rate [5]
is equal to log x . (1 - kf), where x > 1 is the solution of Xk - 2xk-l + 1 = O. When
the parameters f and k are such that f = 1 - ~x, the transmission rate is equal to

Hy(

Hr,

the capacity of the channel. E.g. k = 3, x =
f = 1 - ~x, then R = ~321/3,
E =
log 3 :::::! 0.082. As was observed in [3], this shows that it is possible to have a
positive error exponent while transmitting at capacity.
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Context Maximizing : Finding MD L Decision Trees
Paul A.J. Volf and Frans M.J. Willems
Eindhoven University of Technology
Abstract
We present an application of the context weighting algorithm. Our objective is
to classify objects with decision trees. The best tree will be searched for with the
Minimum Description Length Principle. In order to find these trees, we modified
the context weighting algorithm.

1

Introduction

In [8] four classes of the context weighting algorithm have been presented. The authors mention that this algorithm can be used for classification purposes, based on the
minimum description length principle as described by Rlssanen in [4], [5], and [6].
First we will define the type of problems, later we will show how to modify this
context weighting algorithm such that it generates decision trees.
Classification algorithms are commonly used in expert systems. Suppose we
initially have a database, consisting of a series of examples (called objects) from a
particular domain. The description of these examples will be based on several properties
(attributes)
and a final classification (class). The real objective of machine learning
algorithms is to extract knowledge from the database, in order to classify new objects,
of which the combination of attributes did not appear in the database.
In order to do this job, we try to derive rules from the database. And instead
of representing these rules as ij ... then statements, we arrange them in a decision tree.
Such a decision tree is a tree with attributes in the nodes, specific values of the attributes
along the edges and a final class in each leaf. In a path from the root to a leaf, each
attribute may appear only once.
Example
: Suppose we have some sort of machine. The state of this machine
can be read from three LED's and an LCD-display. This machine is subject to numerous
breakdowns. The repair department has made a database with the state of these four
attributes, and the conclusion whether the control card was broken, or another problem
did occur. The four attributes are a LCD (states:
{on,off}), a power LED ({on,off}),
a first control LED ({on,off}) and a second control LED ({off,blinking}). From this
database one could obtain a decision tree, e.g. the tree in figure 1. If the LCD is on,
then the control card is almost certainly not broken. But if it is off, and the second
control LED is blinking, then the possibility that the control card is broken is high. 0
In order to test the tree that was found, we split the database into two parts, a
training set used to build the decision tree, and a test set which is used to evaluate the
performance.
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OK

BROKEN

LCD

OK
Figure 1: An example of a decision tree.

We want to find the best decision tree. The best decision tree can be defined in
more ways. One could of course try to find the smallest tree that maps the training
set perfectly (if possible). But if the database is noisy, then the algorithm will start to
model the noise. The error rate (the percentage of unseen objects of which the class
will be predicted false) will increase. Because one intends to use these algorithms for
the classification of unseen objects, we want to minimize the error rate.
A successful criterium for miminizing the error rate on unseen objects is the
minimum description length (MDL) principle [3]. This principle states that the best
theory is the one that minimizes the sum of :
1. The cost needed to descri be the theory (decision tree).
2. The cost needed to describe the training set with this theory.
As we will show in the next paragraph, with a slight modification, the context
weighting algorithm class Ill, will do exactly this. In this entire paper we will assume
Boolean attributes.

2

Maximizing Probabilities

In this paper we use the notation Pe(a.,b.) (see also [8J) for the probability of a memoryless sequence
in a state s with as zeros and b, ones, as given by the KrichevskyTrofimov estimator [1]. For sake of completeness we define this probability distribution
here:

xf

Pe(a"bs)

Ll

=

t· ~.... , (as. 2.- !).. (t· ~....
, (b, - !) ,for
b)
1

...

as

+

s

a. > 0, and b, > 0, etc.

(1)

In [8] a method has been presented to compute the probability of a sequence,
which was generated by a source, with a certain model. The probability of every symbol
was estimated on the basis of a context and all previous processed bits. The four different
classes, differ in the way in which the model will be described. The class III algorithm
describes the model as a tree, in which in every node one has to identify which of the
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context symbols was used. This is exactly what we need for the classification of objects.
We use a decision tree, and in every node of the tree, we describe which attribute
(context bit) has been used, and we let the algorithm determine the class (the output
symbol). We will use a slightly different (shorter) notation here. In every node we define
a set S, which contains the positions on which we already have split, and a sequence s
which contains a value for every attribute in S and a don't care ("x") for all the other
ones. Then the weighted probability for the sequence Xl" .xT is defined as :

D(

Pw

S
Xl,

... , XT,

, S

) _ Pe(as,,,bs,s)+L,,\i1SP~(xf,{p}US,Os)P~(x[,{p}US,ls)
D _ ISI + 1

(2)
With Os we denote the following situation. We did have several context bits and don't
cares in s, but now on position p the don't care will be replaced by a O. If there are
D attributes, and the node is at level d of the tree, then there are D - d possible
splittings (attributes), plus of course the empty split. This results in the factor for the
denominator of this fraction.
For our problem, we are not interested in the best probability distribution of a
sequence, but more in the model (tree) that results in the highest block probability. In
order to find this tree, we modify formula (2). We define the following new probability
distribution, the maximized probability for a sequence XI"'XT
:

D(

Pm

S
Xl. ..., XT,

) _ max"\i1s(Pe(as,,, bs,s), P;;(xf,
, S

D _

-

{p} U S, Os)P~(xf,

ISI + 1

{p} U S, Is))
'

(3)
as before. One can show that with this formula one minimizes

with the same notation
the description length.
If the probability of the empty split is larger, then the best tree would have a
leaf here, otherwise it would have been a split. To determine which attribute should
have been used, one has to check which of the subtrees has the highest product of the
maximized probabilities
Example:
The tree encoding algorithm uses -log2(D -ISI + 1) bits for a split
or a leaf at level ISI of the tree. The data will be described by using the KrichevskyTrofimov estimator (1) in every leaf. Feeding this probability distribution into an arithmetic coder (like the Elias algorithm) will result in a prefix code. The Elias algorithm
has a coding redundancy of less than two bits. But it is important to note, that we do
not actually encode the sequence. We are just interested in the best possible decision
tree. That is why we omit these two bits redundancy._
Thus for the tree encoding of the tree in figure 1 we need (there are 4 binary
attributes) :

And for the data encoding we need (the attributes have been numbered in order in
which they were introduced, and we call "off" 0 and the other possibility 1) :
-log2(Pe(al:r:r:r,
Executing

bl:r:r:r))- log2(P.(aO:r:rI,bO:r:rI))-log2(P.(ao:r:ro,

bo:r:ro))bits.

formula (3) should result in the same cost (we did omit the
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x[

in these

formulas).
1

5" . P,;,( {I}, Oxxx)P,;,( {I}, lxxx)
~. ~. P,!,({I,4},OxxO)P';'({I,4},OxxI)·
1

1

1

~. Pe(al",,,,,,,,bl,,,,,,,,,)

1

1

5" . 4" . 3 . Pe(ao",,,,o, bo:r:ro). 3 . Pe(aO"''''l, bo:r:rd . 4" . P; (al"''''''' , bi"''''''')
1

720· Pe(aox",o, bo",,,,o)P.(aO,,,xl' box",dP.(al"''''''', blx",,,,)

And if one takes the log, of this probability one gets exactly the same cost as before.
Thus the cost as obtained from formula (3), is exactly the description cost of the best
tree. The denominator of equation (3) accounts for the model cost and the numerator
for the data cost.
0
Imagine a context tree. If one would walk through this tree in a depth-first way,
and use formula (3) in every node (which is easy, because the last time one visits a node,
the results from all children are already available), then one would do a lot of work more
than once. Suppose we have three attributes, numbered 1 to 3. The context state IxO,
(meaning that we already did split on attribute 1, and we are now in the 1 branch, and
on attribute 3 and we took the 0 branch), can be reached from two different parents.
First from lxx, by choosing attribute 3 as next position and taking the 0 branch and
from node xxO by taking attribute 1 as the next split position and taking the 1 branch.
A context tree with depth 3, would have 48 leaves. One could compute the number
of leaves the context tree has, for any given depth D with : 2D. Dl (although only 2D
different leaves, and 3D different context states exist). The results have been gathered
in table 1.

I

depth

°

1
2
3
4

I

number of leaves
1
2
8
48
384

I1

depth
5
6
7

8
9

1

number of leaves

1

3840
4.61.104
6.45.105
1.03· 107
1.86.108

Table 1: The number of leaves, for depth smaller than 10.
One can see in this table that the number of leaves grows extremely fast. If
one would use the context maximizing algorithm without any extra modification, the
algorithm will take a long time to execute. That is why we have derived some criteria
to narrow-the search space down.
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3

The upperbound

In this paragraph we will discuss an upperbound,

which appeared to be, most useful
in narrowing the search space down. Suppose we are in a node and we have already
split on the positions in set S with their corresponding values in s. For deriving this
upperbound, we need the following two inequalities:

Pe(aS,s> bs,s) :S Pe(aS,s> 0) . Pe(O, bs,s),
which can be proved easily, and (for all p

P~( {p}

U

S, Os) . P~( {p}

U

<i

(4)

S) :

S, Is) :S Pe(aS,s> 0) . Pe(O, bs,s),

(5)

which can be proved with induction and with formula (4). We can now use these two
inequations, to derive the following bound for P~ ({p} uS, Os) (we use equation (4) and
(5) at one level higher in the tree) :
1

D

Pm ({p} U S, Os) :S D _

ISI . Pe(a{p}US,os>0)

. Pe(O, b{p}us,os)

We can use equation (6) to finally deduce the following upperbound

P~({p}

U S,Os)·

P~({p}

i» s (D _IISI)2'

uS,

Pe(as,s,O)·

(6)

:

Pe(O,bs,s)

(7)

This inequality gives an upperbound on the product of the maximized probabilities of
both children after a possible split. If we examine formula (3) closer, we see that with
this upperbound we have found a fast way to upperbound the probability of a split. We
can now simply compare the probability of an empty split (Pe), with this upperbound.
If the empty split gives a higher probability than this upperbound, then we know that
further splitting is useless. This restricts the depth to which the algorithms follows this
branch.

4

The maximum cost

A second criterium is the maximum cost which a subtree may use. This criterium
cooperates weil with the upperbound (7). Consider the situation in which thc algorithm
enters a node. It can compute the probability of the empty split, and the maximum
probability of the best possible split. If it is necessary to examine the possible split
positions, then we can use the parameter maximum cost. We know the amount of bits,
the empty split needs. If, while walking through a subtree, the algorithm finds out, that
for this subtree one needs more bits than for the empty split, the algorithm can stop in
this subtree. But if the algorithm finds a better subtree (lower cost than the previous
best tree), then it can use the cost of this subtree as new maximum for the next one.
Thus with every call of the algorithm we will submit a parameter which indicates
the maximum number of bits, this subtree may use. If in a node no subtree has been
found (all possible subtrees have cost higher than the maximum cost), then the parent
node, knows it cannot split on that split position (attribute).
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5

Results

We compared the results of our algorithm, with those of Quinlan and Rivest [3], and
of Wallace and Patriek [7J on a database called XD6. Wallace and Patriek wrote a
supplement on Quinlan and Rivest's work. They corrected some small errors, and
proposed some new encoding schemes. They also use an optimization of the tree over
more levels.
The database XD6 is a "Probabilistic classification over disjunctions" [2J. There
are ten binary attributes ao ... ag, randomly chosen. The binary class is computed by :

(8)
with 10 percent noise. It is interesting to note that attribute ag has not been used. Thus
in a decision tree, this attribute should also not appear. We have 600 objects, of which
400 will be used as training set and the other 200 will be used as the test set.
Just as Quinlan and Rivest we took the average of the results over ten different
runs, in order to get more accurate results. The results have been collected in table 2.

size
MDL
MDL
MDL
MDL

(Quinlan and Rivest)
(Wallace and Patrick)
(c.m.a.)
(c.m.a.) with tree pruning

17
16
12.5
12

I error

rates

I

20.5
15
16.6
16.6

Table 2: The size and the error rate of the various algorithms on XD6.
In table 2 "size" denotes the number of leaves of the decision tree. The last
entry in the table is the context maximizing algorithm (c.m.a.) with an additional
tree pruning pass. If all children from an internal node of the decision tree have the
same class, then these children can be removed without affecting the error rate. Such
situations can happen if in one of the leaves almost all objects have the same class,
while in the other leaf the classes are more equally present. Quinlan and Rivest always
remove such leaves, Wallace and Patriek never delete them, and we can remove them in
an optional second pass. We do not remove them immediately because we think that
these leaves contain information.
If one would judge only on the error rate, the algorithm of Wallace and Patriek
performs best. That seems strange, because our algorithm should find the best decision
tree. But comparing these results like this, is not fair. One should also consider the size
of the tree. It is obvious that with larger trees one can find a better model, and one will
get a lower error rate.
For every size of the tree, we have computed the asymptotically best possible
model, and these results have been plotted in figure 2. A tree of size 1 (the single
leaf) will treat the problem as a memoryless source (classes are independed from the
attributes). This tree would have default class 0, and because there are 36.4 % objects
with class 1, the asymptotically error rate is 36.4 %. On the other hand a tree with 40leaves would be able to map the problem entirely, which results in a 10 % error rate.
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Figure 2: The error rates of the best possible trees for all possible sizes
In this figure also the result of the algorithms have been plotted. We used the
results of the context maximizing algorithm with tree pruning in this plot.
We explain figure 2 as follows. The minimum description length principle will
find a model along the asymptotically lowerbound. The actual place on this bound
depends on the choices for the tree and data encoding and the number of objects. If
one would try to retrieve too much rules from a small set of objects, the error rate will
increase. The MDL-principle finds a balance between the number of rules (size of the
tree) and the number of objects.
The algorithm of Quinlan and Rivest works in a greedy way, and as one can see in
figure 2, their algorithm finds a tree, which is not near the lowerbound. The algorithm
of Wallace and Patriek uses a 5-level tree optimization. The best tree has a depth of
6, and because the choice for the root attribute is not critical (due to the symmetric
in the formula (8)), they will find a result on the lowerbound. Our algorithm found a
result below the lowerbound. The specific database which we used for our test, fitted
our algorithm very well. If we would have done more tests, the results would probably
reach the lowerbound.
Wallace and Patriek do find larger trees. Their encoding of the tree structure uses
less bits for smaller trees than our encoding technique, and more bits for larger trees.
Because the depth of the trees on this problem is small compared to the maximum
possible depth, they need less bits for the tree encoding. The data encoding is quite
similar to our technique, and thus they will find a slightly larger model, and a smaller
error rate.
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Conclusions

We showed an application of the context weighting algorithm in the field of expert
systems. We modified the algorithm in such way that it uses the MDL-principle in
order to find decision trees. The major advantage of the context maximizing algorithm,
over existing methods is, that with one single recursive formula, the model cost and the
data cost have been considered.
We showed that on one specific problem, XD6, this algorithm performs similar
or better than other MDL-algorithms.
The method of Wallace and Patrick, is quite
similar, but unfortunately they considered their more-level tree optimization, just as
a tool to obtain better trees, and they did not discuss their method of optimization.
In our approach, we use a full-tree optimization, which allows us to find rules, which
depend on many attributes.
We demonstrated that we could handle the "combinatorical explosion" on a
smaller example. In the near future we hope to extend our algorithm (the search criteria), in order to be able to handle larger problems.
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The Context Tree Weighting Method
Finite Accuracy Effects
Frans M.J. Willems
Eindhoven University of Technology
Abstract
The objective of the present investigation is to determine the effects of implementing the operations, that have to be performed by the context tree weighting
method, with finite accuracy.
First we study rescaling Dirichlet estimators. It turns out that the additional
redundancy that results from rescaJing is not more than proportional with the
sequence length, no matter what the model of the actual source is.
Then we define truncating updating operations for the context tree weighting
method. We can now show that these operations lead to a coding distribution
that, if used by arithmetic coders, guarantees unique decodability. The increase
in redundancy resulting from truncation is not more than proportional to the sequence length, plus a bias term which is proportional to the number of parameters
of the actual model.

1

A scaled Dirichlet estimator

For memoryless sources with unknown parameter () (the probability of generating a one),
it is reasonable to assign the block probability Pe( Xl ... XT) = Peea, b) to a sequence
Xl ••. XT containing a zeros and b ones where
Á

Pe(a,b)=

!·~·",·(a-!)·!·~·
1.2 .....

(a+b)

... ·(b-!)

fora>Oandb>O,etc.

(1)

This distribution, which allows sequential updating and therefore arithmetic coding,
was suggested by Krichevsky and Trofimov [2] and is referred to as Dirichlet estimator.
It guarantees uniform convergence of the parameter redundancy, i.e. for any sequence
Xl ... XT with actual probability
Pa (Xl' .. XT) = (1 - o)a(}b, it can be shown that
P (Xl' .. XT)
log P:(XI ... XT)

1

~ 2"log T

+ 1 for all

0 E [0,1].

(2)

We assume that the base of the log is 2. The bound (2) follows from the lemma below
(for a proof see [7]).
Lerruna 1 : For a
1

1

2"' v'a+b(a+b)

a

+b~
a

b

(a+b)

1

(2

s .

~Pe(a,b)S:V;·
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1

v'a+b(a+b)

a

a

b

(a+b)'

b-

(3)

1.1

First rescaling operation

Next we assume that we count the zeros and ones in registers that are k bit wide.
Suppose that we reach the point where a := 2k (while b = b" < 2k). Since the registers
can not contain this value of a, both a and b are divided by 2, i.e. a:= 2k-1 and
b:= W/21, where rg1 (LgJ) denotes the smallest (largest) integer not smaller (larger)
than g. Now we continue with these values of the counts as before and the resulting
block estimator Pe(a, b) can be decomposed as

Pe(2\b*)Pe(a-2k-I,b-W/2J)
P (2k-1,rb*/21)

A

Pe(a,b)=

k

*

,fora22,b2b.

e

(4)

We are interested now in the scaling redundancy, i.e. the increase in codewordlength
resulting from this rescaling operation. Therefore we bound Pe(a, b)/ Pe(a, b) from below.
First assume that b* is even, then W /21 = W /2 J =
From (4) and lemma
1 we obtain

r n.

Pe(a,b)
Pe(a,b)

2

'Ir

(2k

8

(2k-l + b*/2)(a + b)
+ b*)(a - 2k-l + b - b*;2)

2' )2' ( b' )b' (
0_2.-1
)0_2.-1 (
b-b' /2
)b-b' /2
( 2'+b'
2'+b'
0-2' I+b_b' /2
0-2' 1 +b-b' /2

( 2' 2'1 +b'1 /2 )2'
The squareroot-factor

( 2'

1(

2'

can be lowerbounded by

( ~ 2' )2' ( ~ b' )b'
2' 1 )2'-1 ( b'/2
l+b'/2

-

2' l+b'/2

1/V2.
k

_ (
)b'/2

b'/2
)b'/2( 0 )o( b )b
1 +b' /2
o+b
a+b

2 2k-l

1

+ b*/2

(5)

Next observe that

)2'-1(
2k-l

b*f2
+ b*/2

)b'/2.

(6)

From the log-sum inequality (see Csiszár and Körner [1]) we obtain that
2k-l

+ b*/2)
b*/2
(2k-1 + b*/2)

(2k-1

a - 2k-l

2.-1

a

2.-1

+ b- b*/2) 2
b' /2
b - b*/2
b-b' /2
(a - 2k-l + b- b*/2)
2
(a - 2k-l

(7)

From all this we conclude that for even values of b"
A

Pe(a,b)

that

'Ir

2 8V2 ·Pe(a,b).

For odd values of b" the situation is slightly more cornplicated.
and W/2J = b';-l and rewrite (4) as

(8)
First observe

W/2l = ~

(9)
Again we expand the factors P; (-, .) using lemma 1. The factor 'Ir /8 does not change,
and the squareroot-factor can again be lowerbounded by 1/V2. As before observe that

(10)
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(11)
For the remaining terms we find that

Combining all this we obtain for odd values of b" that
•

Pe(a,b) 2:

'Fr

. lil' Pe(a,b).

(13)

8ev2

Together with (8) this implies that (13) holds for all b",

1.2

More rescaling

If, after the first rescaling operation, again one of the counts reaches 2k, a second resealing operation is necessary, etc. After r rescalings, this results in a coding distribution
F; (-,.) which can be expressed recursively as

FT(a b)= F;-I(aT,bT)P.(a-a;",b-b;'J
e
,
Pe(ar-a~,br-b~J

fora>a

T

-

b>bT
,,

(14)

where P~(·,·) = Pe(', .). Here a" and bT are the number of zeros and ones just before the
r'th rescaling, and a;" and b;;' the number of missing zero- and one-counts after the r'th
rescaling. E.g. if we rescale for the first time to prevent the zero-count for overflowing,
then al = 2k and bI = b", and a~ = 2k-1 and b:" = Lb*/2J (compare with (4) and
observe that b" = fb*/21 + W/2J). Note that F;(a,b) actually depends not only on a
and b but also on al, a2, ••• ,ar and bI, b2, ••• , b": By induction we can now prove that

F;(a,b)

1.3

2: (8e~r·

P.(a,b).

(15)

Memoryless case performance

The question now arises how many rescalings there occur in a sequence of length T.
Since the number of input symbols between subsequent rescaling operations can not be
smaller than 2k-l, the total number of rescalings is upperbounded by T /2k-1 .
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If we use p;(.,.) as coding distribution, i.e. Pc(···)
redundancy we obtain
log

= P;(-, .), then

Pe(XI ... XT)
8eV2
T
8eV2
::; r ·log(--)
::; ·log(--),
Pc(XI ... XT)
7r
2k-1
7r

for any

Xl···

for the scaling

xT.

(16)

The following equation shows that the total redundancy (forgetting coding redundancy
for a moment) is the sum of the parameter redundancy and the scaling redundancy :
(17)

1.4

Context tree weighting performance

Now consider an FSMX model (see [3]) with postfix set S. The contents of the counters
corresponding to the leaves in this model add up to T, i.e. the sequence length. Again
the total number of rescalings, in all the counters corresponding to leaves of S, is upperbounded by T 12k-I. Therefore we conclude that also for any FSMX model the total
scaling redundancy is upperbounded by
(18)
where p/ (...) is the coding distribution composed out of rescaling distributions, one
for each leaf of S. Note that this amounts to 3.291 bits per 2k-1 symbols. This linear
contribution can be made smaller by increasing the register-size k.
All this holds also for the context tree weighting algorithm, which was introduced
at the 1993 ISIT by Willems, Shtarkov and Tjalkens [6]. If we use rescaling Dirichlet
estimators there, we lose, no matter what the model is, not more than 3.291 bits per
2k-1 symbols.

1.5

Discussion

We should be aware of the fact that this bound is not tight for a number of reasons.
First we should realize that for large models the actual number of rescalings can be much
smaller than T 12k-1 since there are many counters that can accommodate all the counts
adding up to T. Secondly we should realize that the factor 8/7r is present only since
we use lemma 1, which holds for the whole range a + b > 1, whereas in our approach
there are certain interesting restrictions on and relations between the parameters in the
factors P; (-, .) in (4) that are not used yet. Using this extra information could lead to
a vanishing contribution to the scaling redundancy of the factor which is now 8/7r. The
squareroot factor, which is lowerbounded by l/V2, seems unavoidable. The same holds
for the 1le-factor for odd values of b', however note that our bound is pessimistic in the
sense that is also assumes the same loss for even values of b', which appear roughly half
of the time. Combining all this, it is fair to assume that a rescaling operation actually
costs log y'2; = 1.221 bits.
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Truncated updating in a weighted context tree

We investigate in this section the effect of using floating-point arithmetic in the context
tree weighting algorithm. A probability Q can be represented as a i-bit floating-point
number if
(19)
where the mantissa m" and the exponent eer are integer-valued.
largest i-bit floating point number not larger than g. Then

Now let 19J f be the

21-1
19J1 < J.Lg, with J.L = 21-1 + 1

(20)

We will first describe how to implement the, in principle infinite accuracy, operations
that have to be performed in the context tree weighting algorithm, with finite accuracy.

2.1

Updating Pe,s("')

We start by initializing the estimated block-probabilities, i.e. we set Pe,.( 4J) := 1. Then,
if s is a postfix of Xl"· Xt-I, the estimated probabilities Pe,sC··) are updated as follows

lPe,s(Xl···
.-

+ 1) J

xt_l)(2as

2a.s

+

2bs

lFe,s(Xl

+

2

... xt-l)(2bs
2as + 2bs + 2

>!l

Pe,,(Xl···
2as

f

+ 1)

xt_tl(2as

+ Zb, +

2

and
'

+ 1)J 1 > !l Pe,s(XI ... Xt-J)(2bs + 1). (21)
2as + 2bs + 2

Therefore
Pe,.(XI ...

if Pe,s ( ... ) is updated

2.2

T

XT) > J.L" . Pe,.(XI ... XT)

(22)

times.

Determining Pw,s(···)

The weighted block-probabilities for contexts s with l(s) = D are equal to the corresponding estimated probabilities. The other weighted probabilities Pw,.(XI ... Xt) are
updated as follows
(23)
Therefore

Pw,s(XI ... Xt)

>

!l.

Pw,s(XI··

>

J.L.

'Xt)

Pe,.(XI ...
2

Pw,O.(XI-···

Xtl

' and

xtl·

2

Note that after having observed Xt, only those PW,S(XI···
a postfix of XI ... Xt-I·
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PW;lSÇXI ... Xt)

.

(24)

Xt) are updated for which s is

2.3

Performance of a given FSMX model

Consider an FSMX model S, having ISlleaves.

Pw,>,(XI"

Then we can write

> (~)2ISHIIsEsPe,s(XI"

'XT)

'XT)

> (~)2ISI-I(JL)TIIsEsPe,s(XI'"

XT).

(25)

Thus the contribution of the truncation operations to the cumulative redundancy are
log(l/ JL) for the first leaf of the model and (2Iog(1/ JL) for every additional leaf, plus
log(l/ JL) for every symbol. Note that log(l/ JL) is roughly 1/(2f-Iln(2))
bits.

2.4

Connection with arithmetic coding

If we use the context tree weighting method to compute the probabilities that are fed
into an arithmetic encoder and decoder (see e.g. Rissanen and Langdon [4]), then it is
crucial that

Pw,>,(XI'"

xt-d

~

Pw,>,(XI'"

for all Xl ...

Pw,>.(XI···XT)

+ Pw,>,(XI'"
Xt-I> and t = 1,'"

Xt_IO)

1),

Xt_1

, T, and that

> O,forallxl···XT.

(26)

The last condition (positiveness) is easily verified. The first condition also holds. To see
this first note that always

Pe,s(XI'"
For s for which les)

= D,

Pw,,(XI'"

+ Pe,s(XI ... Xt_I1).
= Pe,.(·· -), hence
Xt-IO) + Pw,s(XI'"
Xt-I1).

Xt-IO)

P

w,.(···)

~ PW,S(XI'"

(27)

(28)

Xt-l by Xi-I, we prove by induction that
Xt-IJ)

+ Pw,os~;-IO)

+L p.,s(x;-ll)
:S

we have that

+ Pw,,(XI

L Pe,s(X;-IO)

~ Pe,s(XI'"

Xt-l)

Temporarily denoting Xl

Pw,s(XI ... Xt_IO)

Xt-l)

. Pw,ls(X;-IO)

+ Pw,o.~;-ll).

Pw,ls(X;-ll)

Jf
Jf

LPe,s(X;-IO) + Pe,.(x;-ll) + Pw,O.(X;-IO~W,I.(xi-IO)

+ Pw,os(x;-ll)PUI,I.(X;-ll)

Jf
(29)

The last inequality needs some explanation. If s is a postfix of Xl ... Xt-l, then Os and
Is cannot both be a postfix of Xl'" Xt-l' Assume that Os is a postfix of Xl' .. Xt-I> then

Pw,h(XI

... Xt_IO)

=

Pw,I,(XI

.. , Xt_11)

=

PUI,h(XI ... Xt-d,

(30)

while the inequality

Pw,O,(XI'"
holds by induction.

Xt-d

~ Pw,O,(XI'"

Xt_IO)

+ PUI,Os(XI'"

Xt-IJ)

These considerations motivate the the last inequality in (29).
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(31)

2.5

Scaling, updating and arithmetic coding

If we use rescaling Dirichlet estimators as descibed in the previous section then we can
guarantee that a. < 2k and b, < 2k for all s in the context tree. Therefore
2a.
2as

+1

+ 2bs + 2

> __1_

>

- 2bs

- 2(2k

+2

-

1
1)

+2

= 2-k-l

~

11

(32)

.

is a power of 2 this implies that Fe,s(Xl ... X'_lX,) ::::IIFe,s(Xl ... X'_I)'
Now note that for s such that les) = D we have that Fw,s("')
= Fe,s(-'
thus Fw,S(XI ... X'-lXt}
::::IIFw,s(Xl ... x,-d.
By induction we now show that
Since

11

:::: LIIFe,s(XI'" X'_l)

+ IIFw,o.(x; ... x,-d'

Fw,ls(XI'"

xt-d

IIFw,s(Xl ... X'_l)'

'), and

Jf
(33)

The last equality is a consequence of the fact that 11 is a power of 2. The last inequality
follows from the fact that not both Os and Is can be a postfix of Xl ... X'-I. If Os is a
postfix of Xl ... X'_l then

Fw,OS(XI ... X'_IX,)

2:: IIFw,os(XI ...

X'_l), and Fw,h(XI ... X'_IX,)

= Fw,ls(XI

... X'_l)'

(34)
The effect that (33) has on arithmetic coding procedures, is that the length of the
accumulator register need not be larger than f + log(I/II) = f + k + l. It should be
noted that using rescaling Dirichlet estimators also makes the operation (21) easier to
handle. Intermediate results are not more than f + k bit wide in this case. The operation
(23) can be carried out with intermediate results of 2k bits wide.

2.6

The carry-over problem

To prevent carries to run forward too far, a carry-block register is introduced (see Rissanen and Langdon [4]). If this carry-block register does not contain a zero, we shift
left until a zero occurs. The effect of this operation cannot be bounded rigorously, but
is negligabIe, however (see Tjalkens' Ph.D. thesis [5]).
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Fractal Picture Sequence Coding:
Finding the Effective Search' .
R.E.H. Franich, RL. Lagendijk, 1. Biemond.
Delft University ofTechnology, Dept. ofElectrical Engineering,
Information Theory Group, Mekelweg 4, P.O. Box 5031,2600 GA Delft,
The Netherlands.

In this paper we review the history and practice of still picture fractal coding.
We reflect on the problems involved in picture sequence coding and we discuss
a technique to efficiently find the local iterated function systems for pictures
in a sequence.
A historicaloverview

of fractal coding.

The current popularity of fractal geometry was initiated by the mM mathematician Benoit B.
Mandelbrot with the publication of his book: "The Fractal Geometry of Nature". He notes that
the traditional geometry of straight lines and smooth surfaces does not resemble the geometry
of nature. Trees, clouds and mountains. This manifestly correct insight was to be start of a lot
of interesting work.
Computer scientists working on simulations now had available to them a technique for the
realistic modeling of natural landscapes and those items of scenery which otherwise help define
that landscape. Mathematicians now had a whole new geometry to play with. It is just this
kind of play like in the famous "Computer Recreations" column of Scientific American
Magazine which has arguably made the Mandelbrot set into one of the most well known
mathernatical creations of all time.
Mathematicians then found an order to describe this diversity. This order is described by the
branch of mathematics known as Iterated Function Theory. In 1988 Michael Barnsley of
Georgia Tech wrote the popular book "Fractals Everywhere". The book presents the
mathematics of Iterated Function systems and also proves a result knowas
the Collage
Theorem. This theorem, essentially, states what conditions an iterated function system must
satisfy in order for it to represent a picture.
This is where the corner stone idea of fractal picture coding turns up. If a simple iterated
function system can be used to generate complex natural looking pictures is it then also
possible to find such a simple iterated function system to closely approximate given natural
pictures? This inverse problem remains unsolved to this day.
Barnsley, buoyed by the result of the collage theorem, quickly claimed he had it (nearly)
solved. He applied for and was granted a software patent (US patent 4,941,193) [5] and left
the groves of academe to found Iterated Systems Incorporated. He announced his success to
the world in the January 1988 issue ofByte Magazine. This article contained no clue as to the
solution of the inverse iterated function system problem but it did contain several pictures
claimed to have been compressed with a factor of 10,000: 1. As these pictures were at least
• This work was supported by the RACE R-2045 DISTIMA project.
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partially constructed using iterated function systems in the first place the validity of these
results is subject to question if not derision. The kindest interpretation of the algorithm used
by Barnsley at this point is knowas the graduate student algorithm as illustrated in figure 1:
Aquire a
graduate
student

f-+

Assign
picture to
student.

f-+

Power-up
computer,
lock the
door.

_.

Wait for (his)
inspiration.

f-+

Unlock the
door.

figure 1: the graduate student algorithm.

As yet no one has been able to automate this algorithm. Barnsley himself admitted in 1988 that
"Complex colour images require about 100 hours each to encode and 30 minutes to decode on
the Masscomp" [5]. Note that he was referring to a Masscomp being guided by the
aforementioned graduate student.
So what
graduate
modified
Barnsley
converts
Nov. 12
algorithm

was required was a faster automated fractal coding algorithm with no need for
student intercession, It was a Ph.D. student of Michael Barnsley's who arrived at a
scheme for representing pictures called partitioned iterated function systems.
applied for and was granted a second patent on an algorithm that automatically
a picture into a partioned iterated function system (US patent 5,065,447 granted
1991) [5]. As part of his Ph.D. thesis work Arnaud Jacquin implemented the
in software a description ifwhich appears in his landmark paper Image coding based
on a fractal theory of iterated contractive image transformations [4]. This algorithm was not
spectacularly fast or sophisticated but it certainly was automatic (no more graduate student).
Also the claimed compression ratio dropped from Barnsleyesque height of 10,000: 1 to a
realistic level in the order of 50: 1. All contemporary automatic fractal coding algorithms are to
a greater or lesser extent based on Jacquin's paper.
Those algorithms may be divided into two categories. The "magic" ones from Iterated
Systems Incorporated which are available only in computer object code for various computer
platforms. These object libraries are sold commercially by Iterated Systems Inc. Their exact
algorithms are a closely kept secret The second category of algorithms, which is magic nor
secret, is constituted by the work of researchers from the academic community looking into
fractal coding.
How automatic fractal coding works.
As implied in the above history the fractals of fractal picture compression are not the fractals
of the complex plane (Mandelbrot, Julia sets) but those of iterated function theory. The
mathematician Heinz-Otto Peitgen introduces the notion of these iterated functions systems
with the metaphor of the multiple reduction copy machine (MRCM) [5]. This imaginary
copying machine is similar to a regular copying machine except that:
(a) There are multiple lens
(b) Each lens arrangement
(c) The copier operates in
The initial input picture

arrangements to create multiple overlapping copies ofthe original.
reduces the size ofthe original.
a feedback loop, with the output of one stage the input to the next.
is arbitrary.

It is (c) which makes the system (a) an iterated system; (b) implies that the functions ofthe
iterated function system are contractive.
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So an IFS is a set of contractive transfonnations that maps a region of the real plane to a
smaller region of that same real plane. Usually affine transfonnations (translation, rotation,
scaling, shear) are used. A simple example is illustrated in figure 2:
The IFS illustrated in the figure
produces Sierpinski's triangle. Each
iteration ofthe IFS (run ofthe MRCM
machine) reduces the picture by a
spatial scale factor of 2 and translates
the result to a new location.
The crucial, though not necessarily
obvious, property ofthis kind ofIFS is
that when it is run by iteration (i.e.
when the copying machine is run) a
unique picture emerges. This picture is
the a/tractor ofthe IFS. As long as the
transfonns
used
are
contractive
convergence is guaranteed whatever
the initial picture may be. Two of the
after 2 MRCM iterations
3 MRCM iterations
most famous examples of this kind of
figure 2: Sierpinski's triangle IFS.
IFS are Sierpinski's
triangle and
Bamsley's fem. The contractive IFSs
produce self similar detail at every resolution. It is this property that makes the pictures
produced by an IFS into fractal pictures.
original

after 1 MRCM iteration

The use ofIFS fractals for picture coding rests on two suppositions:
• Natural scenes contain this kind of self similar detail. Clouds, leaves, trees, grass, soil or
skin .
• An IFS may be found to describe (an approximation of) the scene using a small number of
transfonnations with a low number of total parameters, thus allowing for compact encoding.
This inverse problem of finding an IFS to optimally approximate a picture is so far unsolved.
Even if an optimal solution were known it is questionable if that would give satisfactory results
because many pictures have content which is not malleable to fractal geometry. In Bamsley's
terms: they are unnatural.
In order to get round this problem partioned or local IFSs are used. In local IFSs the
transformations do not map from the whole picture to the parts but from larger parts to
smaller parts. The idea being that a1lobjects in a scene can have their own simple IFS. In the
terminology of automatic fractal picture coding the large areas are called domain blocks and
the small areas are called range blocks. The pattern of these range blocks is known as the
partioning of the picture. The idea is illustrated in figure 3.
As this mapping system is still contractive (mapping large to small blocks implies contraction)
iteration quickly results in convergence to a fixed point picture. The actual coding problem
now consists of finding the transfonnations which best match the transfonned domain blocks
to range blocks. These transfonnations work not only on the geometry of the blocks but also
on the luminance values therein (scaling, offset). Having found the best fitting transfonnations
they should be coded as compactly as possible (along with the range partioning if it is not
implicit).
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Decompression then consists of decoding the range partioning and the transformations. Given
these the local iterated functions are iterated a few (typically 4 or so) times, starting with a
picture of arbitrary content. The result will be a local IFS approximation of the original
picture.
It has been noted that fractal picture coding resembles vector quantisation (VQ) [I). There are
however also some differences:
• In VQ range and domain blocks are the same size - in an IFS the domain blocks must be
larger.
• In VQ the domain blocks are simply copied - in
fractal picture coding domain blocks can
undergo luminance scaling and offset.
• In VQ the codebook is externally stored - in an
IFS it is not, it emerges during iteration and
therefore is known as a virtual codebook.
domain block
transformation
• In VQ the codebook is shared among pictures (scaling,
original picture
in fractal picture coding the codebook
is
rotation &
inherent to a particular picture.
translation)

U

!
I

Eventhough this kind of coding scheme is block
based, the artefacts which it produces at a low bit
(per pixel) rate do not directly show up these
blocks. In fact one important property of fractal
coding is resolution independenee. Self similar
range partioning
detail is produced at all resolution levels. That is figure 3: local IFS
to say that if a picture was originally coded with,
say, 4x4 range blocks it is possible to decode it with new range blocks of 16x16 and to get
fractal detail for 256 pixels per range block instead of for 16 pixels per range block. This is
possible because the coded transformations are related to the range partioning and not to the
pixels directly. This resolution independenee is an important property in situations where
pictures may be viewed on a variety of differently size display devices. Also the fractal
artefacts are arguably visually more acceptable than DCT artefacts.

.....

-

However, it has been known for this argument to be used in order to increase claimed
compression ratio' s by several orders of magnitude byencoding a small picture and decoding
it at a larger size. The compression factor is then calculated by dividing the number of bytes in
the decoded picture by the number of bytes used by the coded IFS data. This trick is at best
wrong and at worst mischievous. In fact it has done fractal coding no favours because in
discounting it the whole resolution independenee argument tends to be discarded.
Computational

complexity of fractal picture coding.

The main problem with fractal coding is the finding ofthe local iterated function systems. This
is a problem which if not carefully managed soon results in unacceptable coding times for
encoding. The decoding which uses the IFSs already found during encoding is quite fast.
For example: suppose a 72Ox576 monochrome picture is being encoded using 4x4 range
blocks. That is (720/4) x (576/4) = 25,920 range blocks. With a fixed contraction factor the
domain blocks will be of size 8x8. The number of possible domain blocks in the original
picture is now (720-8+1) x (576-8+1) = 405,697. To keep things simple the possible
transformations will be limited to the 8 isometric symmetries (four mirror flips, four rotations).
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For each range block we must now examine all domain blocks subject to all isometries. This
results in 84x109 block comparisons. Each block comparison is going to require at least 16
subtractions and (cost function) table lookups. In 1994 computer workstation terms these
calculations will run into hours or even days.
This is a problem. Especially if we want to encode 25 such pictures (with three colour
components) a second' The amount of computation can be reduced by restricting the number
of domain blocks and transformations tried for each range block. Unfortunately doing this
lowers the quality ofthe (de)coded picture. In fact it is not unreasonable to state that in fractal
picture coding quality is obtained at a cost in coding time as well as the usual cost in bit rate.
Fractal picture sequence coding.
There are several ways in which fractal (IFS) techniques
coding context:

can be used in a picture sequence

(a) In a hybrid coding scheme the coding of the displaced frame difference can be performed
using IFSs instead ofDCT. Also it is possible to code only those parts ofthe image which
are different to the prediction in the vein of "conditional replenishment" [3].
(b) IFSs can be designed to encompass the temporal dimension as well as the two spatial
dimensions and the luminance dimension [6].
(c) As techniques like motion estimation can be used to relate two subsequent pictures from a
sequence to each other it should also be possible to make a good initial guess for a
picture's Uts using the previous picture's IFS and motion vector estimation.
The first option (a) bears a very close relation to both still picture fractal coding and
conventional hybrid coding schemes. For a given frame a predicted frame is subtracted from it
and the resulting difference frame is used as input to a still picture fractal coder as described in
the previous section (i.e, the whole DFD is partioned and the IFSes are searched for). This
technique works but it shows no advantages over conventional hybrid DCT schemes. This is
not surprising if we consider the nature of the displaced frame difference signal. It consists
essentially of edge information and noise. It contains little or no texture. IFSscan be used to
encode this kind of signal but there is no reason to assume that they should work any better
than the DCT. The resolution independenee remains but temporal propagation of (channel)
errors in IFS coded DFDs can have considerable undesirable effects. Because the fractal
picture decoding process "flows" data through the picture being decoded (from domain to
range) errors will seldom stay localised. The value ofthis kind ofhybrid fractal coding scheme
is questionable to say the least.
In order to avoid having to fractal code blocks with only edge/noise content the (a) approach
may be modified to work like a conditional replenishment system [3]. Using a simple frame
memory as a predietor this scheme works acceptably in a video phone context (head &
shoulders scene, very low bit rate, low quality).
The second option (b) is based on the extension of local IFS style self similarity to the
temporal direction. A partioning will have to be made in time as well as in space. The fact that
subsequent pictures in a sequence are similar is already exploited by all predictive coding
schemes. Having said that it should be noted that actually "predicting blocks" by copying from
one picture to the next is something of an anathema to fractal picture coding: copying is not a
contractive transformation. Looking for self similarity in the temporal direction is a problem
not unlike motion estimation. Performing fractal picture sequence coding like this promises
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extra compression but also threatens to actually increase the computational
problem.

complexity of the

The last option (c) is in fact a degenerate version of (b) Self similarity is exploited only in a
spatial sense but motion vector information is used to guide the search for a picture's IFS
using the previous picture's IFS. This does not improve the compression ratio or quality ofthe
coded pictures but it can reduce computation time by a factor in the order of magnitude of
10,000 Having gained this time it again becomes realistic to investigate (b).
A description of such a system along with some results and a discussion thereof is included in
the next section.
Guided local IFS search.
The idea of the guided local IFS search is to reduce the number of domain blocks and
transformations thereof which must be examined for each range block This reduction or
organisation of the domain blocks to be examined is in essence no different from the
techniques used to reduce the computation time in still picture fractal coding. The difference
lies in the fact that in a picture sequence we already have an IFS of a similar picture available.
The local IFSs used in the subsequent discussion are described by the following parameters:
•
•
•
•

Coordinates ofthe appropriate domain block
Luminance scaling factor.
Luminance offset value.
Geometric tranformation
(1 of the 8 isometries
illustrated in figure 4).

Range blocks are 4x4 and domain blocks are 8x8 so
that the fixed spatial contraction factor is 2.

0

1,2

tffij
tffijtffij
tffijtffij
tffijtHE~
d

d

3,4
When examining a number of domain block in the
c
neighbourhood of a base point in the original picture we
refer to a search width. When the search width is n the
number of candidate domain blocks examined is n x n.
5,6,7
b
These n x n examined domain blocks are centered
around the base point in a square pattern. An exhaustive figure 4: the 8 isometries.
search would imply a search width greater than the
largest picture dimension.

b

a

a

a

d

The test pictures used in are those from the RACE DISTIMA sequence "tunnel". Only the
luminance fields were coded. Because of the 720x288 field size exhaustive domain block
search for each of a number of these fields is not really a realistic option. Instead we use a
large search width of64.
The SNR (true SNR., not preak SNR) curve obtained when the first ten fields of tunnel are
coded as still pictures using this search width of 64 (around the location corresponding to the
center ofthe range block) is shown in figure 5 (the curve marked by squares).
The other three SNR curves in this figure represent the results of different attempts
decrease computation time by reducing the search width to 4.

to

As a simplest approach the search width is reduced to 4 (curve with triangle marks). This
saves a lot of time but reduces the SNR by about 7 dB.

2'13

As a next approach the search width is also set to 4 but the domain block search is centered
not around the spatial location of the center of the range block but around the location of the
domain block found for the corresponding range block in the previous picture. For the first
field there is no previous picture so that the curve (diamond marks) starts at the same level as
the previous one. After convergence the SNR loss is now limited to the 4 dB mark, a gain of 3
dB made essentially by an improvement in quality for the background.

20
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figure 5: results, SNR curves for "tunnel"

The last curve (marked by circles) again corresponds to a search width of 4. Now a range
block is related to a range block in the previous picture by means of a backward motion
vector. This range block has a corresponding domain block location which can be translated to
the picture which is currently being coded using a forward motion vector. Doing this limits the
SNR loss to I dB. The 3 dB gain with respect to the non motion compensated case is paid for
by having to perform the motion estimation. The computation time incurred for each of the
four cases illustrated in figure 5 is given in table I:

Search width

.IFSprediction type

Computation time (mslpixel)

64

none

172.3

4

none

0.97

4

non motion compensated

0.97

4

motion compensated

1.06

Table I: computation times compared.

The table shows that the time penalty incurred in performing motion compensated
prediction as opposed to non motion compensated IFS prediction is modest.

IFS

Discussion.
The SNR results presented in the previous section illustrate that the coding time versus quality
trade off can be positively. influenced by. making use of IFS information from previous
pictures. By performing a more effective search.
An interesting comparison is the one with picture sequences with similar SNR which have
been coded using the DeT. At the SNR levels in question both techniques show noticeable

though not bad artefacts. The fractal coder blurs some edges a little. The DCT coder produces
the effect which in picture sequences is commonly referred to as "mosquito noise".
Like in the still picture coding situation the comparison between DCT and fractal coding is a
difficult one. MSE and SNR figures are close. If there is a difference then DCT has a slight
advantage at a high bit rate / quality level and fractal coding at the low bit rate / quality level
(as is the case for VQ). Fractal coding has the resolution independenee feature which DCT
based coding has not. DCT coding is faster in terms of coding time (especially as DCT
hardware is widely available and fractal coding specific hardware is scarce).
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ON THE DUALITY OF FILTER
DESIGN AND FREQUENCY
TRANSFORM BASED VIDEO
CODING
Andries P. Hekstra

Abstract
Many of the current state of the art source coding schemes for video signals employ
frequency transform coding. The motivation usually is two-fold. First of all, such
transformations

result in a decorrelation of the original signal [IJ. In this respect,

frequency transforms such as Fast Fourier transform

(FFT) or discrete cosine

transform (DCT) [2] are approximations of the theoretically optimum KarhoenenLoeve transform. Secondly, the human visual system has a sensivity that depends
on the spatial frequency spectrum.

Frequency shaping of the coding noise can

reduce the visibility of distortions that result from the source coding.
The frequency transforrn at hand is applied to blocks of data. For instance,
a DCT is applied to a block of 8 by 8 picture elements (pixels), which results
in a block of 8 by 8 DCT coefficients. All coefficients which are smaller than a
threshold T in absolute value, are set to zero. The remaining coefficients are left
unaltered.

Next, they are quantized e.g. with a linear quantiser with a stepsize

Q (e.g. T = Q/2).
Reconsider the filter design problem: Given a certain target frequency spectrum of a filter, the problem is to choose a set of filter tap coefficients such that the
resulting frequency spectrum optimally approximates the target frequency characteristic.

For instance, with an equal ripple design objective the Parks-Mciellan[3J
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The idea behind this contribution

to [4] at the previous Benelux Symposium on Information Theory.
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Email:

was put forward as a remark

algorithm can be used to obtain a mini-max deviation from the desired target.
Note that the freedom of choice consists of n parameters

in the time (or spatial)

domain, and the objective function is formulated in the frequency domain. Filter
design usually is an iterative

procedure

in which several lengths n of the filter

are compared in terms of the resulting mini-max distortion or ripple. It is noted
that the Parks-Mclellan algorithm

can only be used for one dimensional

For the design of two dimensional filters linear programming
Since FFT and its inverse IFFT
much alike functions,
interchanged

(or DCT and its inverse IDCT) are very

time (or spatial)

domain and frequency

domain can be

in the filter design problem: given the freedom of choice of a set of

N frequency parameters
approximate

filters.

is required[3].

(e.g. FFT or DCT coefficients) the target is to optimally

a function in the time (or spatial) domain.

of domains, filter design algorithms

With this interchange

carry over into e.g. mini-rnax coding error

algoritms for DCT based video coding.
What is usually done in frequency transform based image coding, is equivalent
to the use of a rectangular
is transformed

window in filter design: The desired frequency response

to the time or spatial domain; all coefficients outside the window

are set to zero, the remaining coefficients are left unaltered.

Our point is that a

much greater freedom of choice exist in the encoder algorithms at this point. For
instance, linear programming

can be used to compute those remaining frequency

coefficients that give mini-rnax error in the spatial domain.
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Caricatures by means of
informational divergence
PHILIPPE PIRET
CANON Research Centre France S.A.,
Rue de la Touche-Lambert
F-35517 Cesson-Sévigné Cedex
France

An image is a rectangular m x n array of square pixels a;j, 0 ::; i ::;
m-I, 0 ::; j ::;n -1,
where each pixel is an integer between 0 and M -1 corresponding to the M possible values
of the grey level. In such an image we plan to mark the edges separating different objects
to obtain a sketch of the image.
To achieve this goal we associate to each vertical edge a left (HL) and a right (HR)
horizontal neighbourhood. On the same way we associate to each horizontal edge an upper
(VU) and a lower (V L) vertical neighbourhood. We then measure whether HL and HR
(resp. VU and V L) are sufficiently different to make it reasonable that the corresponding
edge is part of the separation of two objects.
.
Therefore we convert the composition of HL and HR (resp. V ij and V L) into probability distributions PHL(S) and PHR(S) (resp. pvu(s)
and PVL(S)) that are> 0 for all s.
Here, the integer s , 0 ::; s ::; M - 1, is a grey level. The dissimilarity between HL and HR
is then expressed by the function.

J(HL;

HR) =

L [PHL(S)

- PHR(S)]

OogpHL(S)

-logpHR(s)],

called the informational divergence between PHL(S) and PHV(S), A similar expression gives
the dissimilarity between VU and VL. The edges where J is a local maximum are then
interpreted as edges separating different objects. Examples of application will be provided.
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How a feedforward neural network
classifies
F.F.G. de Bruin"
Abstract
Neural networlcs are today applied quite often in statistical pattern
classification problems, at least in experimental
or research setups.
It is often said that neural networlcs, specifically the multilayer feedforward network, can outperform other statistical techniques, because
they do not estimate parameters of the classes to be distinguished, but
directly "learn" the class-separating hyperplanes.
Research has shown that multilayer feedforward networlcs can approzimate any function and that this approzimation
can be arbitrarily
good, provided that enough neurons are available. Some hypotheses are
often made as to how the network will come to a good approzimation
during the training process, and how the hyperplanes are built up by
the various neurons.
We show that the generally held view of how decisions are made in
feedforward networlcs is not correct. The class-separating hyperplanes
of the complete neural network after training should not be seen as
being built up from parts of hyperplanes defined by individual neurons
because the "transition" region around each of these hyperplanes can
also be of importance.

1

Introduction

The multilayer feedforward network (MFN) trained by some variant of the
method of backpropagation of errors [1)is probably the most popular artificial
°University of Twente
Postal address: Ganzediepstraat 96, 7523 Pl Enschede, the Netherlands.
Email: dehruin@ica.el.utwente.nl
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neural network setup today. The MFN is trained by applying examples to
perform a mapping from input signals to output signals and can be used in
such diverse areas as (statistical) pattern recognition and robot control. The
way the mapping process is looked at differs considerably, however, when
MFNs are investigated from different application interests.
When used in function-approximation approaches, researchers tend to
generally refer to Lapedes and Farber [2] and Hornik et al. [3, 4] where
it is proved that a network with only one hidden layer can approximate
any function arbitrarily well, provided enough neurons are in this hidden
layer. The larger the number of neurons, the better the approximation.
Furthermore, White [5]proves that these approximations are "learnable" as
well by increasing network complexity, i.e. the number of neurons in the
hidden layer, as the number of training samples increases.
When on the other hand MFNs are looked at from a statistical pattern
recognition perspective researchers tend to refer to such sources as Lippmann [6]and Huang and Lippmann [7]where it is shown by construction how
MFNs with two hidden layers can in principle accomplish any classification
task. The neurons in the fust layer now "generate" separating hyperplanes
in feature space, dividing feature space in two areas. The combination of
these hyperplanes in second (hidden) layer neurons divides feature space in
convex areas. The third (output) layer neurons combine these convex areas
to nonconvex areas or combinations of non-connected areas of interest.
An important question seems to be now: how do multilayer feedforward
networks perform the mapping from input signals to output signals? Of
course the answer to this question does not only come from theoretical results
of what "mappings" these nets can in principle make, but also how this mapping is learned, that is, also regarding training algorithms. In Fahlman's [8]
cascade-correlation neural net (which is considered to be a type of multilayer
feedforward net) neurons are added dynamically, i.e. during training and
a layer is added to the net for each neuron that is added during training,
because a new neuron gets inputs from all other neurons plus external inputs
to the net. White [5] on the other hand just adds neurons to a single hidden
layer during training.
In this paper we will investigate a feedforward network with just one
hidden layer and a prespecified number of neurons, for the reason that such
a simple environment will enable us to appreciate how the neural net decision
boundaries are made up by the individual neurons.

2eo

-i

-1.5

(a)

IJ.",

=

L188u,IJ."

=

(b)

2.325u

IJ.",

= 2.3u,IJ.y = 2.106u

Figure 1: The distributions under investigation. Shown are the equal probability density lines for each distribution at a distance of 1 sigma from the
centers and the optimal class separating lines.

2

The Classification Problem

The starting point of our investigation is one of the experiments described
in the article by Niles et al. [9]. A two-layer feedforward network is trained
to perform a simple pattern classification task with only two classes. Feature space is two-dimensional and one of the classes is specified by a single
Gaussian distribution, while the other is an equal-likelihood mixture of two
Gaussians:
N(x, 0, u)N(y,
N(x, IJ.""u)

(1)

IJ.",2u)

+ N(x,
2

-IJ."" u) N(

y, -IJ.", u

)

(2)

with

(3)
The two problems that were investigated are sketched in figure L The performance of the feedforward neural net trained with backpropagation [1] was
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compared with k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) classification and a setup in which
both classes are modelled by a single Gaussian distribution of which the parameters are estimated. The feedforward neural net performance was found
to be superior to the other methods, especially when the training set is small.
Niles et al. suggest that this is caused by the fact that the neural net puts
an emphasis not on finding the best estimate of the class distributions but to
. produce the best classifier. The procedure used in neural net training is an
error-correcting algorithm while the procedures used in the other classifiers
are aiming for best estimates of parameters.
A sad thing about [9) is, however, that resulting networks are evaluated
only by their classification performance over a test set. The class-separating
boundary as implemented by the neural net after training is not shown, while
in the comments a major emphasis is put on how this boundary is supposed
to have been created. We therefore repeated the experiments of Niles et al.
and tried to find out how the class-separating boundary is formed by the
neural net.

3

Experimental Results

First the minimal error, i.e. using the optimal class-separating lines shown
in figure 1, was calculated for both problems. Two methods were used: numerical integration and a large test set of 1 million samples. The calculations
were done for the case where only the upper class-separating line is used to
come to a decision and the case where both separating lines are used. The
first case is interesting because the feedforward neural net will, after training,
also probably "implement" one (this) separating line. The results are given
in table 1. Problem I refers to the problem sketched in figure l(a) while
problem 11refers to figure l(b).
Then a feedforward neural net with one hidden layer was trained for these
problems. The hidden layer contains 5 neurons, all having sigmoïd transfer
functions. The net was trained with 16, 500, and 100000 different training
examples, while a total of 100000 examples were applied during training.
The net was adapted after each training example. Error rates that were
found using a test set are shown in table 2. The class-separating line that is
implemented by the neural net is shown in figures 2 and 3 for some typical
examples.
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I problem I
I
IJ

method

lone line

integration
test set
integration
test set

0.05325
0.05333
0.04911
0.04920

I two lines I
0.05325
0.05333
0.04909
0.04919

Table 1: The minimal error rate for the problems of figure 1.

I problem I 16 examples I 500 examples I 100000 examples I
I

0.05941

0.06055

0.05653

Table 2: The error rate found with a two-layer feedforward net.

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

-0.2
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-0.4

-0.4

(a) Problem I - 16 examples

(b) Problem I - 100000 examples

Figure 2: Separating lines for the network trained on problem 1.
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(a) Problem 11- 16 examples

(b) Problem 11- 100000 examples

Figure 3: Separating lines for the network trained on problem 11.
We see that the decision line for the neural net (the dashed line) is almost
a straight line in all resulting figures. For problem I the error rate achieved
by the neural net is not much larger than the error rate achieved by the
optimal classifier. For problem 11, however, the error rate is dramatically
increased, so that we must conclude that the network did not "learn" this
problem very well. These results could just as well have been obtained by
training one neuron instead of the two-layer network.
In order to be able to get a better idea of what happens when first-layer
neurons are "used" more effectively in creating complex decision boundaries,
we put the distributions closer to each other, resulting in more overlap. The
parameters were changed to IJ.z = u, IJ.1/ = 1.5u, giving an minimal error rate
of 0.14121 for one class-separating line and 0.14099 for two class-separating
lines. The results of neural network training for the distribution with the
given parameter values are given in figure 4 for a network trained with 500
different examples, while a total of 100000 examples were again used during
training. The error rate of the neural network is 0.15063.
In this figure the optimal (single) class separator is sketched as a solid
line. The class separator that is implemented by the neural network is given
by the rough dashed line, while the fine dashed straight lines tell us where the
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Figure 4: Results for the neural network trained on the problem with 11-,. =
11-11 = L50".

0",

first-layer neurons have a output value exactly in between their maximum
and minimum possible value. Thus if we were to consider each first layer
neuron to be a "feature detector", the straight lines would "classify" the
features.
It is easy to see from figure 4 that the neural net classifier does not simply
make "decisions" on "features" in the first layer which are then combined in
the second layer. The class-separator line is simply not just built up from
parts of separator lines defined by individual neurons in the first layer. A
smooth line as in figure 4 would then not be possible. We must conclude
that the "transition" region around each of these lines, i.e. the region where
the first-layer neuron output values moves from minimum value to maximum
value, is also important in neural net decision making.

4

Conclusion

We have shown that in evaluating neural net performance we cannot just look
at statistics, otherwise we may easily interpret the results incorrectly. Furthermore is has been shown that when feedforward neural networks are used
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as trainable (statistical) pattern classifiers the view given by Lippmann [6]
and Huang and Lippmann [7] of neural network class-separating hyperplanes
being built up from parts of hyperplanes defined by hidden layer neurons
may not be a correct one.
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GENERAL TOLERANCE ANALYSIS FOR
NEURAL NETWORKS
J. Levendovszky-, W. Mommaerts', E.C. van der Meulen?

Abstract
This paper determines some basic properties of neural networks, i.e. the
convergence speed and tolerated level of inaccuracy in the implementation
of
the weight matrix. This sort of network qualification is suitable for engineering design in terms of computing these properties in advance. Tolerance
analysis is of particular interest for bothfeedforward and Hopfield type of neural networks. In both cases the basic properties of the net are computed from
the weight matrix allowing to assess the maximum tolerated weight error. In
particular, when carrying out the tolerance analysis on Hopfield nets (whose
weight matrices are constructed from randomly chosen vectors), a statistical
evaluation of the network features can be performed, providing probabilistic
bounds for the convergence speed and the tolerated level of inaccuracy.

1 Introduction
An important property of the network design and analysis is the robustness
of the construction in the presence of possible weight errors. The investigation being performed on the network behaviour in case of inaccurate weights
is called tolerance analysis. The primary aim of tolerance analysis is to assess the maximal deviations allowed for the individual weights from their
theoretically calculated values without changing the network behaviour funlTechnical University of Budapest, Department of Teleconununications, Stoczek u.2.,
Budapest, Hungary, H-llll.
2Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Department of Mathematics, Celestijnenlaan 200B,
B-3001, Leuven, Belgium.
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damentally. Let us assume that our network is represented by a mapping :
Ir

F(x, W)

=

lr_l

11

1I,(r)(L W~>\IIt~!>(L W~,;;l)\II!:;:':X··L wg>x;)) ... ).
n=l

m=l

(1)

;=1

In the feedforward case x E X (input space), r is the number of layers and
the ith layer contains l, nodes. There is a nonlinearity and a set of weights
associated with each node (e.g. the nonlinearity associated with the j th node
in the ith layer is denoted by \lit> and a weight connected to this node from
the mth node of the i - 1st layer is labelled as wJ2,.
In the feedback case, the upper index denoted by i in (1) plays the role of
the time instant, yielding the following nonlinear recursion:
N

xi(k

+ 1) =

\IIi{L wi;x;(k) - b;}.
i=l

In order to represent the weight errors we define a transformation
weight space W:
T:

W

We couple this transformation

--+

W : r(w)

r in the

= wo.

with two invariancy principles:

Definition 1 (weak invariancy):
A transformation T in the weight space is called weakly invariant if
F(x, w) = F(x, WO) "Ix EX.
Definition 2 (strong invariancy):
A transformation r is called strongly invariant if

\II~i!(X,w)

=

\II~!(x, WO), "Ix E X and Vni

= 1, ... , li,

i = 1, ... , r.

Let us define the weight deviation as the following distance:
q:= max
. .
I,J,"

IÎ!'>I
IJ

= max
. .
I,J,"

Iw!')
IJ - w·(·>I·
IJ

The forthcoming discussion is concerned with assessing the maximal q which
still allows strong or weak network invariancy.
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2 Tolerance Analysis for Feedforward Networks
In this section the effects of weight errors are investigated
one hidden layer feedforward neural network.

for the case of a

Theorem
1:
Assume we have a network with 1 hidden layer which is of the form:

F(x, c, h)

=

(~biiXi) },

sgn {~c;t/J

'Ix EX,

(2)

and the set of inputs X is bounded, in the sense that maxXEX Ilxlloo =
XMAX
< 00. Let 0 ~ t/J(x) ~ 1 be a bounded nonlinear function with finite first derivative t/J'(x) ~ t/JMAX < 00. Suppose we allow some deviations
on the weights, resulting in the following formal description of the network:

A sufficient condition for

7" :

(c, b) __

Vi :
Vi,j:
with

q:

Here Kl, K2, K3 are constants

bd ~

CMAX

:=

'"YMAX ~ q

IPiil s q
K3l + (12 + K2)q

- Kl

< o.

calculated from the original network:

min
xex

where

(CO, b") to be weakly invariant is that

It
i=1

C;t/J

(t biiXi) I

(4)

i=1

12Nt/J;'uxCMAXXMAX

(5)

12Nt/JMAxXMAX,

(6)

o

maXiC;·

The proof is based on a Taylor series expansion and some properties
sgn function ensuring invariancy.
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3 Tolerance Analysis for Hopfield Nets
Similarly to the feedforward case, it is very useful to investigate the consequences of possible weight deviations when implementing a Hopfield net.
The Hopfield net (with weight matrix w, threshold vector band sgn nonlinearity) is described by the following nonlinear state transition rule [1]:
N

+ 1) = sgn{L

x;(k

w;jxj(k)

- b;}.

(7)

j=1

Assuming that (w', b") designates the inaccurate weight matrix and the
threshold vector, respectively, the modified algorithm can be written in the
following form:
N

+ 1) = sgn{L

x;(k

wijxj(k)

- biJ.

(8)

;=1

To measure the deviation of (w", b") from (w, b), we introduce the distance
q(w·, b", w, h) := max {ma,x Iwij

- w;;I,max Ibi - b;I}.

',J

•

The maximum value of q which still guarantees that (8) converges to the
same steady states as algorithm (7) will now be investigated.

Theorem 2:
Assuming that we have a modified Hopfield algorithm described by (8) operating on the set {-1,1}N
{x(n) : n
I, ... ,2N}, then the strongly
invariant operation of the net is guaranteed if

=

<

.

=

mzni,n

I "N
L..Jj=l

WijXj

(n)

-

bi

N+1

q-

I

(9)

.

o
Remark:
Citing the upper bound for the transient time of the Hopfield net

TR <

N· j"N 1 "N 1 w~·
V L....= L...J=
'J

- 2'mzni,n

I "N
L..Jj=l
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WijXj

(n) -

bi

I

derived in [3], one can conclude that the two fundamental properties of a
Hopfield net can be related to each other by means of the basic quantity é
defined by
N

é :=

mini.n

I L Wi;X~n)

bi

-

I.

(10)

;=1

This quantity é plays a central role in the network characterization,
larger é is, the smaller T R is and the larger q is.

since the

=

In case of associative memories (with capacity C and b
0) the weight
matrix is constructed from a set of randomly chosen binary vectors subject
to a Bernoulli distribution, according to the Hebbian rule [2, 4]

Wij

:=..!..C tX'!'X'?'
0=1

where P(X['

=

-1)

•

J

P(X[' = 1) = 0,5. In this case, however

é = min
I,n

I..!..
f_
C

t x; x;x~n)1

j=lu=l

becomes a random variable. It gives ground to a statistical analysis prompting us to derive the complementary probability distribution function of é
defined as Ft(d) := P(é > d). By lower bounding Ft(d) one can characterize
t he networ k·ID terms
and P

(q > 11)

2:

0

P (TR :::;NJE~,

f t he requirements
.

I - e, for a given e 2:

Theorem 3:
The complementary

F8(d) 2: 1-2N {I-Ey

E::, u?,j) 2:

2d

1-€

o.

probability distribution of é satisfies, for large N,

[~(-v0~+Y)

+~

(v0~- y)r},
(11)

where Y is a standard Gaussian random variable.
The proof is based on the centrallimit

0

theorem and Bonferroni's inequality.
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The numerical evaluation of the lower bound
proves to be rather complicated.

In

(11), denoted

by Ló(d),

4 Numerical results
Although d cannot be expressed explicitly as a function of e from the equation
= 1 - e, it has been numerically computed for various values of the
capacity and N
10 as shown in Figure La. It is noteworthy to observe in
Figure La that for a fixed e the larger the capacity is the smaller d becomes,
impairing the network properties for large capacities. The related properties
of the network (riskfactor e versus tolerated level q, and riskfactor e versus
TR) are depicted in Figures Lb and l.c, respectively. These figures can be
used for designing the net. E.g., let us suppose that we want to design a
net having 10 neurons with capacity 0.8, and to determine the corresponding
convergence speed and tolerated level of inaccuracy. Since tlie weight matrix
is chosen randomly, we can only determine these values probabilistically, So
if one wants to know the bounds on the above properties with probability at
least 1 - e, then, referring to the figures shown on the next page, we obtain
P(TR < 1,000,000) ~ 0.75 and P(q > 0.0000052) ~ 0.75.

Ló(d)

=
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Figure 1: (a) 1 - Ls(d), (h) Risk factor versus tolerated level of inaccuracy
in the weight matrix, (c) Risk factor versus transient time
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BUCA
(Bottom- Up Classification Algorithm) is a general purpose supervised learning algorithm based on the average splitting entropy concept. The classification tree is built starting
from the leaves, as opposed to other, classical methods. BUCA
can be applied to any training set which includes class information. It sometimes outperforms classical classifiers, both in
correct classification rate and in execution time.

WHAT IS CLASSIFICATION?

Suppose one disposes of a set of objects. (e.g., a bunch of apples,
some of which are rotten). By using some simple (e.g. visual) features
of the objects, we want to be able to split these into classes (e.g.,
good - bad ones).
The supervised classification problem consists of designing a decision rule, given a set of objects for which the class is known (the
training set). This decision rule must be able to classify new objects
(not belonging to the training set) in a reliable way.
The supervised classification problem can best be compared to
linear regression. In both cases, one disposes of a (finite) sample
set of input/output values, which serves as training set, or learning
sample. The classifier's task consists of finding an optimal model for
the data. This model is a linear function for linear regression; it is a
decision tree for classification. The model will subsequently be used
Peter Vamoose is supported by a postdoctoral research grant
of the Belgian National Fund for Scientific Research (NFWO)
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to predict the output value (= class) of new input samples (object
features ).
While for linear regression, the output value is a (fixed) linear
combination of the input values, a decision tree subjects the input
samples to a sequence of decision rules, and each outcome determines
the branch to be taken. Thus, this procedure starts at the root of
the decision tree and ends at one of its leaves, which is labeled with
an output value.
For example, the apple classifier could be implemented by a decision tree in the style of Fig. 1.

rotten

reject

OK

Figure 1. Example of a decision tree.
It is clear that, unlike for linear regression, there can only be a
finite number C of output values. These are called class labels. Each
decision, i.e., each leaf of the decision tree, corresponds to a class.
The input variables are in principle real numbers. Each input
sample has F inputs, forming the F-dimensional feature vector. For
many applications, each feature only takes on a finite number of values. If not , the value range can be made finite by choosing resolutions
and upper and lower bounds for each feature, at the expense of only
a small reduction in performance. So, we will assume that feature f
does not take on values outside {I, 2, ... , Mi}.
Each input value, i.e., feature from the feature vector is normally
the result of a measurement performed on the physical object which
class is to be determined, or a quantity derived from such measurements.
Geometrically, one can view the classification problem as follows:
the F-dimensional real space has to be partitioned into C regions,
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not necessarily connected, each corresponding to a class. The classification of a (new) feature vector will be the class region to which it
belongs.
So, the classification problem breaks up into two subproblems:
• the training phase or learning phase consists offinding a "good"
decision tree and hence partition of IRF, and
• the decision phase (or recognition) determines the class of a
new feature vector, using this decision tree.
Thus, the training phase produces a classification rule which is a
mapping from the F -dimensional space IRF to the set of class labels
{I, 2, ... , C}. This mapping could be given as a lookup table, but it is
more efficient for the decision phase that it is given as a classification
tree. The subsequent decision rules which the tree performs, break
up the feature space IRF recursively, until the regions correspond to
the partition classes.
Two important criteria for a good classification algorithm are
its speed and its reliability: the classification tree should be not too
complex, thus allowing for fast data processing during the decision
phase, and the class label produced by the algorithm on data points
which were not in the training set should have a high probability of
being correct.
Of course, this last criterion cannot be used in se, because future
data points cannot be taken into account when building the tree, i.e.,
the data model. The minimum description length (MDL) principle [3J
is a good surrogate criterion: it says that one should minimize the
combined compressed length of the model and the training data not
satisfying the model. This avoids "over-fitting" the training data,
which is the main problem of, e.g., the maximum-likelihood classifier.
DESCRIPTION

OF THE ALGORITHM

The general idea behind traditional classifiers such as CART [IJ
is the following. Given the training set, find a decision rule which
splits the feature space IRF into two (or more) subregions, each of
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which are "more homogeneous" with respect to class membership.
These two (or more) subregions will correspond to child nodes of
the root node in the classification tree. Then, recursively repeat this
procedure for each of the subregions, until leaf nodes of the tree are
sufficiently homogeneous. Thus, the decision tree is built top-down,
and puts together "similar" data points. Often, the resulting tree
is afterwards "pruned back" (e.g., using MDL) to result in a less
complex decision tree.
BUCA contrasts to this in two aspects: It recursively joins two
training data subsets into a new set, in a way similar to the wellknown Huffman source coding algorithm [2], hereby maximizing the
joint dissimilarity of the two subsets with respect to the rest of the
training set. Dissimilarity of two classes is defined to be their average spitting entropy, i.e., the average log-probability of a feature
value belonging to one subclass, which will be classified into an other
subclass erroneously.

Similar to CART, but as opposed to a maximum likelihood classifier or a nearest-neighbour classifier, only one feature is used in
selecting the appropriate subclass, in each node of the classification
tree. But, in contrast to CART, subclasses are not just separated by
a single threshold. The one-dimensional feature axis is divided over
all subclasses involved using a maximum-likelihood selection.
Initially, we are given n data points which fall into C classes. We
assign each data point to a leaf node of the decision tree to be built.
These nodes are all called "active". Then, we repeat the following:
We select two active nodes Nl and N2; the selection criterion is given
below. Nl and N2 are made inactive. We create a new active node
T as the parent node of Nl and N2• Any data point belonging to Nl
or N2 is also said to belong to T. We select a feature f (1 ::; f ::;F)
which will be used for deciding between Nl and N2; f is selected such
that the average splitting entropy H (see below) in T is minimal. 1£
f was also used in Nl, Nl is removed and all its child nodes are made
child nodes of T; similarly for N2•
The selection of Nl, N2 is done such that the average splitting
entropy between T and any other active node is maximal. Each node
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stores the decision function BT( v) which gives the branch to be taken
when feature f has the value v (1 S; v S; MI).
The splitting entropy H is calculated as follows. For a certain
feature value v, we can calculate the fraction of data points from
the training set with this feature value and which belong to NI and
N2 respectively. Thus, we have nonnegative numbers P( v, N;), v =
1,... , MI, i = 1,2, adding to one. Then, the "partial" splitting
entropy for feature value v is defined as the binary entropy

where P(Nlv) is the conditional probability

P(Nlv):=

P(v,N)/P(v),

and
is the probability that a training sample in T has feature value v.
Thus, H; is a measure for the uncertainty of a correct branching
in the current node when the feature value-is v.
Now, we average the numbers H; over all values of v, each weighted
with the probability that this value v occurs in T. So, the average
splitting entropy in the current node is defined as
M,

H:="LP(v).H".
v=l

The decision function BT( v) in node T is Bayesian in the sense
that it is the child node N of T which maximizes P(Nlv). For binary
branchings, it suffices to store the threshold values of BT, i.e., the
values of v for which BT( v) # BT( v-I).
Although we do not explicitly use the MDL principle, it appears
that the splitting entropy method tends to give simple decision rules
in internal nodes, as would MDL do. CART needs to explicitly restrict decision rules to single-threshold binary splittings, while BUCA
automatically tends to generate this kind of simple rules.
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In the example below, we compare BUCA with three other classifiers: CART [1], which is the state-of-the-art as a general-purpose classifier, the maximum-likelihood classifier, and the nearest-neighbour
classifier, as a special case of parametrie probability density estimation, which assumes a simple (unimodal) underlying probability
distribution for each of the classes.
Similarities of BUCA and CART are their using a decision tree,
and the use of only one feature for the decision rule in each node.
An important difference is the fact that CART needs a second pass
on the tree, to prune it. Pruning the tree has an MDL-based reason.
BUCA does not need this second pass, thereby saving a fair amount
of execution time and memory as compared to CART.
APPLICATION:

REMOTE

SENSING

The purpose of remote sensing is the extraction of information
concerning the kind of overgrowth, from the colour of a pixel in one
or more satellite pictures. This land use information can be useful for
cartography, environmental research, and government control of land
use. For example, the European Community is making detailed maps
of land use for its whole territory. This process is being performed
mainly manually. Due to the growing amount of satellite image data,
and their growing availability, also on-line (e.g., from the NASA, on
Internet), automated processing of such data becomes mandatory.
A typical satellite image covers about 50 square kilometer, i.e.,
about 105 pixels with a resolution of 20 x '20 square meters for one
pixel. Each pixel of a training image forms a data point of the training
set. Its feature vector is the set of brightness values of the pixel for,
certain colours, so called "spectral bands".
A typical satellite image for the applications mentioned covers
about 40 square kilometer, i.e., about 100000 pixels with a resolution
of 20 x 20 square meters for one pixel, and this in several spectral
bands.
The main data "bottleneck" for both the design and the evaluation of data processing methods on remote sensing data is the scarce
availability of so-called "ground truth" data, i.e., the output class
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corresponding to an input feature vector (pixel). Acquisition of this
kind of data cannot be automated, and it requires relatively expensive field work. Even when non-supervised classification is done, i.e.,
when ground truth data is not used for classification, it is needed for
evaluating the quality of the obtained classifier. So, at least in the
development phase of a classifier, ground truth data is indispensable.
The training and test data were taken from four 400 x 420 satellite images with a total of 18 spectral bands, from a rural area in
Belgian Limburg, with 514 parcels, classified into 27 classes according to overgrowth (wheat, barley, rye, oats, ... ). Only 17142 out
of the 168000 pixels belong to classified parcels. From these, 5423
pixels were removed because they belong to too small parcels. 5871
pixels from 21 classes were used as training set, while the remaining
5848 pixels were used as test set.
The resulting tree is given in Figure 2. The classes are numbeled 12456789abdgijklmopqr
and the 18 features (from fOUI different satellite images) are named BGRNLMgrnCHSQOPhso.
Decisions
are given in each internal node, if not too complex.
This tree gives an overall rate of correct classification on the test
set of 87.21 %. The larger classes (e.g. class 1 with 5403 samples,
class 2 with 2349 samples) give better rates (92.45% and 98.69%,
respectively). On the training set, BUCAachieves 87.79%, which is
not much larger than 87.21%, which shows that there has not been
any training data over-fitting.
CARTyields 88.42%, which is only slightly better than BUCA. The
maximum-likelihood classifier yields 85.74%. The nearest-neighbour
classifier achieves only 49.28% of correct classification. Apparently,
a unimodal model does not fit weil for this kind of remote sensing
data.
The main disadvantage of CARTfor remote sensing is its producing rather large classification trees: where the tree of Figure 2 has
only 18 internal nodes with a total of 34 threshold values, CART's
tree has 74 binary internal nodes. The maximum likelihood classifier
is even much more complex, by about a factor of 100.
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Figure 2. Decision tree for the remote sensing data set.

In summary, it can be concluded that the maximum likelihood
classifier is too complex and certainly not optimal; CART is clearly
a good choice; but BUCA is able to beat CART, especially regarding
speed, on large data sets such as those obtained from remote sensing
applications.
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Abstract
We present here a vector quantizer with orientation discrimination for the image compression.
Based on the frequently used LBG algorithm, we quantize the vectors in a transferm domain, in
which the edge orientations in the images are taken into consideration, rather than in the pixel
domain. During the establishment of the orientation discrimination, we maximize the coding gain
by genetic algorithm.

1

Introduction

Vector quantization (VQ) [2][4][5][8]has become an efficient techniquefor image compression.
With this technique, the images to be encoded are first processed to yield a set of vectors.
Then a codebook is designed. The input vectors are then individually quantized to the closest
codeword in the codebook. Compression is achieved by using the indices of codewords for
the purpose of transmission and storage. In fact, these indices are used as addresses to the
corresponding codewords in the codebook. Reconstruction of the images can be implemented
by lookup-table techniques.
If a quantizer is to be used to quantize a sequence of vectors

{Xi

=

(Xik,Xik+l'···

,Xik+k-d}

with i = 0,·· . ,n-l, which are stationary and ergodic, then the performance ofthe quantizer
can be measured by the long term sample-average or time-average distortion, i.e.:
D(q)

= E{d(Xi,XiH

= n_oo
lim

1 n-l

n

I:d(Xi,Xi).

";::0

For VQ, one of its serious problem is the blocking effect, specially the edge degradation. To
remedy this problem, many schemes (such as classified VQ, postprocessing of coded images,
etc.) [9][10]have been proposed and suceeded in some measures.
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We describe here an orientation transferm based on transform coding theory and then make
VQ in this transform domain, in order to reconstruct the decoded images faithfully.

2

VQ in the transform domain

There is a useful advantage to be gained from the use of transforms in conjunction with VQ.
A key idea is that linear transforma often compact the information in the original vector
into a subset of the vector components. Specifically, the discrete cosine transform in essence
performs a mapping to the frequency domain, and often a signal vector has very little energy
in the higher frequency regions of the spectral band. Furthermore, the subjective reason
supporting VQ in transform domain is that the human visual system seems to operate in
a transferm domain and perceives superior quality if a good job is done of coding in that
domain.
We have introduced perceptually weighted VQ in the DCT domain [7]. In that scheme, we
optimised a weighted SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) by allocating more bits to the low-frequency
coefficients in the DCT domain, in order to improve the perceptual quality of the decoded
images.
The major drawback of using the DCT is that there is no discrimination with respect to
the orientation of the stimuli. This defect can be overcome by using a nonseparable transform allowing for the orientation of the stimuli. We will focus on VQ with the orientation
discrimination in this paper.
In transform coding, the input vector X is transformed to the vector Y by

Y=KX,
where K is the forward transform. And the inverse transform is defined by
X=HY
with
The columns of the H are basis functions. To decrease the edge degradation in the images,
we try to design a transform which respects the edge orientations in the images. After
applied the VQ in this orientation domain, we can reconstruct the edges in the processed
images.
Supposing that the basis functions have the form of:

where
• 1 is the number of the orientations,
• k is the number of frequencies for each orientation,

• fik, <PIk is the
•

al

frequency and the phase for each basis function respectively,

and bi determine the orientation.

By taking
bi
1800
arctan ;;; = N + 1I,
and supposing
al

= c=

I,

we get
1
bi = tan(--7r).
N+1
So the basis functions are:

where N is the vector size.
The parameters of the basis functions and the ·inverse transform must be decided in an
optimization way according to some criterion. We propose to do this by maximizing the
linear transferm coding gain which evaluates the performance of the perfect reconstruction
linear transferm [6].

3

Linear transform coding gain

In [6], the on consideration system is the perfect reconstruction system, for which the sole
perturbation is introduced by the quantization of the transform coefficients.
The objective of the transferm is to maximize the coding gain defined by:

G

=

G.

* G"

where

•
G.

= 2:m,n

1
1
I.J

L:i";

h2

(

i,; rn,

n

)

is the gain in term of noise,

•
Ga-

1

=

--==========
AI·y'rr~,n[<Pm.n Ep,q 'lIm.n(p, q)fx(p, q)]

is the gain in term of decorrelation.

- <Pm.n

dependents on the probability density function of the transferm coefficient,
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IlIm,n,(p,q)

rx (p, q)

is the autocorrelation factors of the direct transform,

is the autocorrelation tensor of the image.

Since the coding gain can be finally expressed as the function of the forward and inverse
transform coefficients as:

we determine the transferm coefficients lc".,n(i,j), h;,j(m, n) by maximizing the coding gain.
Meanwhile the genetic algorithm can be served as a powerful technique to optimize an
objective with several parameters.

4

Genetic algorithm (GA)

Genetic algorithms [1][3]were invented to mimic some of the processes observed in natural
evolution. Some general features of the GA are:
• Evolution is a process that operates on chromosomes rather than on the living beings
they encode.
• Natural selection is the link between chromosomes and the performance of their decoded structures. Processes of natural selection cause those chromosomes that encode
successful structures to reproduce more often than those that do not.
• The process of reproduetion is the point at which evolution takes place. Mutations
may cause the chromosomes of biological children to be different from those of their
biological parents, and recombination processes may create quite different chromosomes
in the children by combining material from the chromosomes of two parents.
• Biological evolution has no memory. Whatever it knows about producing individuals
that will function well in their environment is contained in the gene pool-the set of
chromosomes carried by the current individuals-and in the structure of the chromosome
decoders.
There are two mechanisms that link a genetic algorithm to the problem it is solving:
• a way of encoding solutions to the problem on chromosomes,
• an evalu.tion function that returns a measurement of the worth of any chromosome in
the context of the problem.
The basic genetic algorithm includes that:
l. Initialize a population of chromosomes.

2. Evaluate each chromosome in the population.
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3. Create new chromosomes by mating current chromosomes; apply mutation and recombination as the parent chromosomes mate.
4. Delete members of the population to make room for the new chromosomes.
5. Evaluate the new chromosomes and insert them into the population.
6. If time is up, stop and return the best chromosome; if not, go to 3.
For our problem, we use the transferm coefficients k.n.n(i,j), h'.i.(m,n) as the chromosomes,
and the coding gain G as the evaluation function. In result, genetic algorithm can find the
best transform coefficients by maximizing the coding gain.

5

Scheme, simulation and discussions

After the deterrnination of the forward and the inverse transform, we combine the VQ with
this orientation transform. The design algorithm is based on the LBG [5] algorithm, where
the quantization is carried out in the transform domain instead of in the pixel domain.
The preliminary result shows that in the meantime, our new orientation transform VQ has
a satisfiable performance. Figure 1 gives the original image LEN A. And figure 2 shows the
reconstructed one obtained by our scheme, which is very approach of the original one.
Further work should be to make a synthetic perceptual model for the vector quantization
and to use constrained VQ (such as tree-structured VQ) to mitigate the complexity barrier
as the vector dimensions and codebook sizes increase.
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Fig.I.

Original LENA
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Fig.2. LENA with our scheme at 0.48 hip
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Abstract
The quadtree-structured decomposition of images is used in image compression
in order to have a low cost region description associated to a particular transform.
When this transferm is reduced to the mean value on each block, high compression
ratios can be obtained. However, in this case blocking effect arises. 10 this paper,
a reconstruction method using non-symmetrical interpolation functions is introduced.
This method represents the information of the tree in a far more satisfactory way for
the visual system than non-overlapping blocks reconstruction.

1

Introduction

Classical algorithms used in image compression are essentially based on a frequential decomposition of images followed by a spatially uniform quantiaation of the corresponding
transform coefficients. For instance, the DCT coefficients are generally quantized in the
same way whatever their position is in the image; in the subband decomposition schemes,
every frequency band is quantized uniformly in the spatial domain. The importance of a
different processing depending on the local content of the image is not needed at low cornpression ratios because the visually pertinent information stays at a high level of quality.
However, at high compression ratios the quantization noise becomes more important with
respect to the signal content, the solution is to use the spatial variations of the image information within the image and diminishing the quantization noise in visually relevant zones.
The spatial information will allow a better repartition of the information within the image
by giving a coarser description in the highly informative zones. The quantization noise can
therefore be reduced in the zones where it leads to annoying effects. However, the spatial
information must be added to the signal representation and will then give raise to an in- .
creasing number of bits in the description. The use of spatial information is only required for
high compression ratios, when the quantization noise becomes too important and a spatial
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repartition of the information within the image is needed.
One way for introducing the spatial information in the coding is to use a quadtree-structured
decomposition of images. This technique represents a good compromise between the spatial
information added to the description and the allowed complexity of shapes. One can go
further in the spatial description by using object oriented algorithms, however in this case,
the spatial information represents the biggest part of the total amount of bits used in the
description. Object-oriented techniques will therefore not be suited for textured images because of the large amount of bits necessary for the description of complicated shapes.
The quadtree-structured decomposition of images shows a better and more interesting equilibrium between frequentialjgrey-Ievel information and the spatialloca.lization of that information.
The quadtree-structured decomposition of images in a bottom-up approach first splits the
image in non-overlapping small blocks. These are grouped four by four and for each grouping
a criterion is evaluated. If some conditions are met the four blocks are merged together in
order to form a bigger block. The same process is applied iteratively on the newly formed
bigger blocks during three or four steps. The final result is a splitting of the image into
different sizes non-overlapping blocks, to each of them a set of parameters is associated in
order to give a description of the main features of the block. The associated parameters
can be for instance the DCT coefficients for a variable block size DCT [2], the mean value
and the slope of the grey-level shade on the block [7] or the first terms of a polynomial
decomposition of the grey-level profile on the block[4].... The simplest way for describing
blocks features is to give the first term of all those developpements which is the mean on
each block [8].
The tree-structured decomposition of images is a process decomposed in two steps. The first
one is the analysis step explained in the former paragraph whose aim is to extract significant
features associated to each block in order to characterize it. The second part consists of the
reconstruction of the image from these features. The analysis of the image is performed on
non-overlapping blocks. However the reconstruction can be achieved by using overlapping
blocks in order to use the correlation between adjacent blocks and therefore to reduce blocking artifacts that can occur in such a block oriented technique.
In the Iiterature, the solution used in order to avoid blocking effect is to reconstruct the
image with square non-overlapping blocks and to post-process the resulting image. The
postprocessing used is generally some kind of non-linear directional filtering [8] [6]. The
solution presented in the next section reconstructs the image from the tree values directly
with overlapping interpolation functions. This is done thanks to the multiresolution structure
of the tree decomposition.
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2

The tree-structured decomposition In a multiresolution scheme

The process will be explained for one dimensional signals, the extension to two dimensional
signals being straightforward.
Let x(n) be the signal to be approximated. The tree-structured decomposition in a bottomup approach first splits the signal into non-overlapping blocks. Blocks are then merged in a
tree-structured way, they are grouped two by two and some criterion is evaluated in order
to determinate if a merging is necessary. If the points belonging to some block are replaced
by the mean value of this block, the process can be expressed in a multiresolution scheme.
Successive lower resolution approximations of x( n) denoted ai( n) are computed in the following way:
ao(n)

x(n)

ai(n)

< ai_l(u),

h(u - 2n)

>

where < .,. > stands for the inner product and hen) is equal to 0.5 for n = 0,1 and 0 elsewhere. The ai signals contain the information relative to any block size, each ai corresponding to one particular size. The tree information can be deduced from this multiresolution
decomposition. Let tie n) be the tree information for blocks of size 2i, then
tien)

={

~i(n)

if [x(2in),x(2i(n
else

If the largest block size used in the tree is 2N-1,

T

+ 1) -

1)] is a final block.

it can be expressed by:

= {to(·), ... ,tN-l(·)}

The approximation of the signal x(n) is computed from the ti(-) values. The reconstruction
process is an interpolation problem from a non-uniform sampling signal given by the tree
values. Let :î:(n) be the approximation of x(n),
:î:(n)

= EEtl(m)rh(m,n).
I

m

A classical solution to that problem is to take rectangular interpolation functions as tPl( m, n).
This is obtained by computing the full resolution signal from the tree values in the following
way:

< tN_l(u),g(n
< Î1,+t(u),g(n
+ < t'+l(u),g(n

- 2u)
- 2u)

>
>

- 2u)

>.

Where g( n) is the symmetric of 2h( n) with respect to the origin. In order the obtain
overlapping reconstruction blocks, a locally longer impulse response is introduced in the
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Figure 1: Comparison between rectangular and overlapping interpolation functions

reconstruction scheme. The resulting expressions are given below.

< tN_I(u),g(n,n
< 1Î'+1(u),g(n,n
+ < t.+l(u),g(n,n

>
>
2u) > .

- 2u)
- 2u)
-

In this case, g( n, u) is either the symmetric of h( n) or a longer impulse response. The indice
n indicates the context dependence of g(u). The local impulse response is therefore given
either by go(n) or by glen), their expression is given in the following table. The value of the
parameter e must be chosen between 0 and 1, a typical choice is 0.3.
n

go(n)
glen)

-1
0
e

0
1
1-e

1
1
1-e

2
0
e

The particular form of the second impulse response is chosen on order to keep LI Lm tPI(m, n)
equal to L The conditions imposed on g( n, u) are:
00

L
u=-oo

00

g( n,hu)

=

1 and

L

g(n,2*u+1)=L

u;:-oo

The comparison between rectangle and corresponding overlapping interpolation functions
tPI(m, n) is given in figure 1. The sum of every function contribution is equal to 1 at every
point in the two cases. When a low resolution area is surrounded by low resolution zones, the
overlapping interpolation function is more spread out than in the case where a low resolution
area is surrounded by an high resolution area.
The choice of the local impulse response is function of the tree structure around the computed point. The way the choice between one or the other local impulse response is explained
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'0(.)

tI(.)

t2(.)

13(.)

Figure 2: localization of the tree information in the multiresolution layers

here below.
An example of the localization of the tree information spread among the different multiresolution layers is given in the figure 2. The original signal contains 16 points and the maximal
block size used is 8. The resulting signal would contain 2 one point blocks, 1 two points
block, 1 four points block and 1 height points block.
When an approximation is computed from the previous resolution and the tree information,
the process is performed in two steps. The first one consists in inserting zeros between the
samples of the previous resolution layer. The next one is a non-stationary filtering during
which the impulse response can change from one point to the next one. Let äi(') and ti(')
be respectively the sequences ai(·) and ii(·) with one zero element inserted between each
sample. The expression of !Î;-1 in the reconstruction becomes:
ai_1(n) =< ä;(u),g(n,n

- u)

> + < ti(u),g(n,n

- u)

>

The context of äi(n) and of ti(n) is analyzed around the actual position. If two non-zero
points are present in a window around the computed point, the local impulse response gl (.) is
chosen, otherwise the local impulse response go(·) is used. This choice is made in order to use
an overlapping interpolation function in zones having a resolution lower than the computed
one and to use non-overlapping interpolation functions in zones where the resolution is
higher than the computed one. This process is illustrated in the figure 3. The resolution 1
is computed from the resolution 2, the arrows represent the local impulse response chosen
for two different points in two different contexts.

3

Results and discussion

The results of the application of overlapping interpolation functions in a tree-structured
function decomposition are illustrated in the next figures. Figure 4 allows a comparison of
the two different types of interpolation on one dimensional signal and figure 5 is an illustration of the same process applied in a separable way on images.
The results presented in this paper are a particular class of multiresolution transforms,
their aim is to represent the signal in the most satisfactory way in order to make it visually
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Figure 3: Reconstruction

process with the two local impulse responses

acceptable. This class of transformations take place in more general context of non-stationary
multiresolution transforms and can be developed more completely using that point of view.
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Abstract
In this paper we apply an efficientmethod for estimatingprobabilitiesover non-binary
and not completelyknownsourcealphabetsto the ContextTree Weightingalgorithm. We
discussthe redundancy of the resultingdata compresioncode and its complexity.

1

Introduction

The sequential Context Tree Weighting algorithm (CTW) was introduced in [9] as a binary
universal data compression algorithm. In [7,8] this was extended to multi-alphabet (i.e. nonbinary) sources. The approach taken in those papers was again to use an efficient weighting
technique over all sub-alphabets. Thus we were able to show that the resulting redundancy
is asymptotically minimal.
In the next section we briefly summarize the results on the subset approach. Then
in the subsequent sections we discuss the source alphabet decomposition using a binary tree.
We shall show that with these estimators we can achieve the same redundancy convergence
as with the subset algorithm, but with a simpler algorithm.

2

Preliminaries

In this section we mention the main ideas behind the CTW algorithm. In stead of the source
string g" = Xt, ••• , Xn, where every X; E A and A is the source alphabet, we transmit a binary
codeword é = Ct, ... , CL to the receiver (decoder). The decoder must be able to reconstruct
the string !f.n from !f exactly. We are mainly interested in the length of a codeword. By
L(!f.n) we shall denote the length of the codeword that represents !f.n. The quality of such a
code with respect to a source M is given by the individual redundancy p(!f.nIM).
(1)
Here P.(ÇfnIM) is the probability of g" for the given source M. Here and in the remainder
of this paper the base of the logarithm is 2.
As already known since Shannon [6]a data compression system can be subdivided into
two functional parts: the modeler and the coder. The task of the modeler is to present the
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coder with the correct probability Pa(;!:."IM) or with a "good" estimation thereof. The coder
then uses this probability to produce the codeword. It is not realistic to assume that the
"real" probability is known so the modeier has to produce a good estimate where We shall
use the individual redundancy as the quality measure.
For the coder we use an arithmetic code [3, 4]. This code is easy to implement as an
efficient sequeniial coding system. For a source string g" with coding probability Pc(;!:."), which
can be estimated or actual, the codeword length is bounded as:

L(;!:.") < -logP.(;!:.")
Combining

(2)

(1) and (2) we can conclude that:

p(x"IM)
The most important

+ 2.

<

log

P (x"IM)
a
p.C;!:.")

+ 2.

term in this bound is the "divergence-like"

(3)
term log

p~:(;_:;).

So, the main problem is to estimate Pa(;O:" IM) as good as possible, i.e. using (3)
to measure the quality. This estimation can only be done with respect to some preselected
model class. A simple example is the class of memoryless binary sources. The models used
by the CTW algorithm are members of the class of FSMX sources, see [5]. These sources are
extensions of the finite order Markov sources and can be described by a complete tree, whose
leaves describe the states of the Markov source. To every state, s, there belongs a parameter
vector, fL" lI,(i) = Pa(iIM),
i E A, that describes the probabilities that the source generates
a (source-)letter, given that the source is is that state. In Figure 1 we give an example of a
simple ternary source. The source states are: a, b, ac, bc, cc. The conditional probability of
!!:_7 = acbaccb given that the source starts in state bis:

Pa (acbaccblb)

Pa (alb )Pa (c]e )Pa( blac )Pa( alb )Pa (cia )Pa (clcc )Pa( blcc)
lII( a)lIa (c )lIac( b)lII( a )lIa( c )lIac( c )lIcc( b)
0.5·0.6

. 0.2 . 0.5 . 0.6 . 0.8 . 0.3 = 0.00432

(4)

So the modeler has to solve two problems; which FSMX model should it use and what
are the parameters. The CTW algorithm solves these problems in a computationally efficient
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way. It maintains a tree in which every node counts the number of occurrences of the source
symbols, given the context represented by that node, in the source sequence to be encoded.
The different states in a FSMX source constitute different memoryless sources that are
mixed by the Markov structure.
For every state we use an estimator for the symbols that
occurred in that state as proposed by Krichevski and Trofimov [2J. Let tea) be the number
of a's from !f.n observed in a given state, where a E A. Also we use a to indicate the size of
A. The estimated probability is given as:

p (xn) = P (t) ~ r(aj2)Il.E_,( r(t(a)
e e 7r 2r( n + aj2)

+ ~)

(5)

0/

It has been shown that

the redundancy
log

of (3) can be bounded by

P.(xnIM)
p.(!f.n)

<

a - 1
-2-logn+loga.

(6)

In stead of estimating the states of the source directly the CTW algorithm weights all
possibilities and thus considers all possible FSMX models at once. This is done by computing,
recursively in every node, s, of the tree, a weighted probability, Pw", of the symbols seen in
that state. The probability is given as

P. (t)
~'-

= p.(i.,)

+ D.E_'(

pw,., (1.., )

2

(7)

.

Here as is the node in the tree corresponding the the state s preceded by an a, i.e. it is the
a-successor of s. t.,(b) is the number of b's in state as, etc. The estimated probability is
given by the root, pW(;!ën) = pw,>.(;!ën).
It has been shown that the redundancy can be bounded as

log

p.(!f.nIM)
pW(;!ën)

<

(a - 1)ISI
2

n
logjST + ISI

(a -1
Q

+-Iog c

)

1

- a -1'

(8)

In [7, 8J the case was studied where the non-binary source was not completely known.
This situation occurs often in non-binary FSMX sources where the set of letters that can
occur in a source state is a subset of the source alphabet.
The solution in the cited papers
was to use a probability estimator made by weighing the contributions of (5) for all possible
subsets of A. Although this can be done relatively efficient the complexity increases linearly
with the size of the alphabet. The improvements in redundancy behavior is considerable. We
can replace a in (a - 1)j2log n in (6) by the actual number of symbols used.

3

Binary tree estimator

Consider an arbitrary prefix-free set of binary words of size a. This set can be described by a
complete binary tree, T, with an appropriate labeling of the branches. Assign to letter from
A a separate word, (leaf in the tree). So, every source letter is transformed into a unique
and reconstructible
sequence of binary symbols. In every internal node of the tree we use a
binary version of the Krichevski-Trofimov estimator, see (5) with a = 2. The probability of
a symbol a E A is the product of the estimators, pw, .. along the path in T from the root to
the leaf corresponding to a.
Example: Let A
{a,b,c}, so a
3, and consider a tree T as in Figure 2, Let

=

=
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Figure 2: The binary decomposition of A = {a,b,c}.
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Figure 3: The decomposition of "accac" .

= accac. The decomposed sequence is "00111110011".The root node, À, has counts t~(O) = 2
and t~(l) = 3. The internal node for the second symbol contain counts to(O) = 2 and to(1) = O.
See Figure 3. Here we also list the probability estimated by (5). We obtain

;£5

r(2.5)r(3.5)
nT(6)

= 0 01172
.

Po(accac)

r(2.5)r(0.5)
nT(3)

= 0 3750
.

PT(accac)

P~(accac)Po(accac)

P,(accac)

r(3/2)r(2.5)r(0.5)r(3.5)
1r3/2r(5
+ 3/2)

= 0.004395

= 0.004329

(9)
(10)

In a complete CTW algorithm, this tree contains a context tree whose roots are the nodes
in T. We shall discuss this in more detail in a later section.
This estimator does not yet exhibit the same behavier as the subset estimator, i.e.
the redundancy behavier is, as we shall show, more or less equal to the Krichevski-Trofimov
estimator, (5), for the alphabet A.

4

A degradation adapted binary estimator

Assume that from the alphabet A only a subset, Aa, of size f3 ~ a is used. It is shown in
[7, 8] that by using the subset estimator the redundancy can be upper bounded as
log

p.(;£nIM)
p,(;£n)"

f3 - 1
< -2-logn
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+ 0(0).

(11)

The disadvantage of the subset estimator is that it requires a estimators, over the
sub-alphabets of A, to be maintained in every state of the context tree. This requires a times
the amount of computations and also a times the amount of storage.
This behavior can also be achieved by the binary decomposition estimator if we adapt
the Krichevski-Trofimov estimator used therein. Remember that in every node of the tree
we estimate the current symbols by (5), with a = 2. Now we replace this by the so called
unary /binary estimator ,Po, defined as:
Po(t(O), t(I))

A

1

= 2'p.(t(O),

t(I))

1_0

= 0 or t(l) = 0).

+ 4u(t(0)

(12)

Here P.(t(O),t(I))
is given by (51 and iJ(true) = 1 and iJ(false) = O. We can easily obtain
the following bound on log P~:(~') ).
1 P a_(xnIM)
og p.(Çf_n)

accac.

<' {2'

!log n + 2;
Let A = {a,b,c},
-

if -z" = on or -xn = In ,
if Çf_n contains zeros and ones.

(13)

Example (continued):
and consider the tree T in Figure 2. Let ~5 =
Using the context weighting method with (12) we obtain the following probabilities.

Po(accac)

~ f(2.5)f(3.5)
2
1IT(6)
1 f(2.5)f(0.5)
2' 1IT(3)

PT(accac)

PÀ(accac)Po(accac)

PÀ(accac)

= 0 01172

.

+ 0.25 = 0.4375
= 0.005128

(14)

We see that for sequences that do not contain all symbols from the alphabet, the
unary /binary estimator improves the redundancy. So, this estimator requires a-I binary
Krichevski-Trofimov estimators, which compared to the a estimators over non-binary alphabets gives a considerable reduction in storage and computational complexity. Even more so,
because a binary arithmetic code is much simpler to implement than a non-binary code.

5

Analysis of the binary decomposition

estimators

Because a FSMX source can be seen as a mixing of memoryless sub-sources we shall restrict
the analysis to the memoryless sources. The source is denoted by M and A = {O,1,... ,a-I}
is the source alphabet of size a. Let 9; = Pa(iIM), i E A, denote the source probabilities.
The probability that M generates Çf_n can now be written as
Pa(~nIM)

=

TI 9:(;),

(15)

ie.A

where t( i) is the number of occurrences of i in the sequence Çf_n.
Let T be a decomposing binary tree for A. T contains a leaves and a-I internal
nodes. We number the internal nodes of T from 1 to a-I inclusive and the leaves from Cl< to
2a - 1 inclusive. We shall use the following notation. If j is an internal node in T then it's
left child has index l(j) and it's right child has index r(j). Also, to every node or leaf i in T
we assign a count, T( i), equal to the sum ofthe counts t( a) of the symbols a that are assigned
to leaves in the subtree whose root is node i. We do the same with the source probabilities
ft. 8(i) equals the sum of the probabilities of all leaves in the subtree with root i.
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The actual and estimated

probabilities,

using (15) resp. (10), can be expressed as:

0-1 (0(I(i)))T(I(.))

g

IT

0(i)

f(T(I(i))

+ 1/2)f(T(T(i))
1!T(T(i) + 1)

.=1

Observe

that

for all i E {l, ... ,a

I},

p (xnIM)
a

-

PT(,,-n)

<

-

a-I
--log

(~)T(r(.))
e(.)

n

2

+ a-I

+

1
-log

2

(17)

.

e(.)

.

(16)

+ 1/2)

~)T(I('))

(

is it's Krichevski- Trofimov estimator

r(T(/(.))+1/2)r(T(r(.))+1/2)
~r(T(')+I)
bound
log

_

(0(T(i)))T(r(.))

0(i)

is a probability

So (6) holds resulting
,

(0-1
IT --

.

T(i))

.=1

n

and
in the

(18)

Note the first order correspondence between (18) and (6). It can be shown that (18) is close to
minimal if T is the Huffman tree, [1], for the source M. But, of course since M is unknown
we can not determine the Huffman code. If T is a balanced tree then we can obtain the
following bound:
log Pa(,,-;I~)

PT xn

::; a - llogn
2

+

a-I
2

{loglog2a

+ 2 -log(a

-

In,

(19)

which is less than O~I log n if a 2: 24.
Using (13) and the argument given above we can derive for the unary/binary
position estimator, PTo(,,-n), the bound
log Pa(,,-~I~)

ho~

::; f3 - Ilogn
2

+ 2(a

_ f3)

+ f3 -

2

1 {4

+ loglog2a

where f3 is the size of the sub-alphabet AO. This shows that PTo(,,-n)
adaptation to the actual sub-alphabet as (11).

6

The Binary Decomposition
rithm

Context

-log(f3

-

In,

decom-

(20)

has the same desirable

Tree Weighting algo-

For every binary symbol position we maintain a separate context tree. Thus every binary
symbol in the source symbol decomposition has a past string, (which contains the context),
consisting of all previous source symbols. See Figure 4. In the tree we keep counts of the
number of zeros and ones observed in every o-ary context when we parse a source sequence ,,-n.
We use (7) recursively along the path ofthe current past to determine the coding probabilities.
This implies that we need to update one path, of a depth not more than say D levels, per
binary symbol. A clever implementation
of the algorithm produces at most one node more
in the context tree per encoded binary symbol. So, the storage complexity is linear in the
source string length.

7

Conclusions

We have presented an alternative approach to estimate efficiently the probability of nonbinary sequences by decomposition.
We include this estimator in the CTW algorithm and
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Context tree for the second binary symbol.
Context tree for the first binary symbol.
a

c

T

Figure 4: The decomposition tree with the context trees.
experiments indicate that this combination outperforms any other known algorithm for most
datasequences. The CTW algorithm as we presented it is, due to its linear context definition,
very well suited for linear data, eg. text and program files. However, the notion of "context"
can be, and has been, expanded and the CTW algorithm can also perform well on other types
of data, eg. images.
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Modeling of Variable Bit Rate Video Streams
P.J.

van

der Meer, J. Biernond, R.L. Lagendijk'"

Abstract
The B-ISDN network offers the possibility to transmit information with a Variable Bit
Rate, which can be used to compress video with constant quality. The main advantage of
VBR is its low mean bit rate, compared with CBR sources. With statistical multiplexing,
the network may use this property to make efficient use of the available bandwidth. To
evaluate the performance of statistical multiplexing, a model of a VBR video bit stream
is needed. In this paper, we first introduce techniques to smooth the output bit stream
of an MPEG VBR video encoderj l ]. It is shown that by doing this the bit rates reflect
the statistical behaviour of video scenes. With this knowledge, modeling of VBR video
streams may be reduced to modeling the video statistics. Finally, a hierarchical model for
video statistics is proposed, which will be evaluated in future research.

1

Introduction

To reduce the costs of video transmission, a variety of video coding algorithms has been developed in recent years. These algorithms have in common that the large amount of information
that a video sequence contains, is compressed by removing the spatial and temporal redundancy. Furthermore, the remaining non-redundant information is quantized, thus introducing
quantization noise. Here we will consider the MPEG video coding standard[2] for use on the
B-ISDN network.
While most channels offer a fixed bandwidth to the user by circuit switching, the introduction of B-ISDN presents a different situation. The data exchange in this network is performed
in the so-called Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), which is a cell switching technique. Since
there is no physical connection between transmitter and receiver, the bandwidth of the virtual
connection can be flexibly allocated. This provides the opportunity to guarantee a constant
quality of compressed images, requiring a Variable Bit Rate.
While supporting a constant quality is attractive, the largest advantage lies in the possibility
to reduce the mean bit rate significantly. If we compare VBR and CBR codecs, we observe that
CBR codecs try to transmit most difficult scenes with acceptable quality. In less difficult scenes
the "spare" bandwidth is used to enhance the quality, although this is not visible for the human
observer. With VBR the bit rate can be reduced in these scenes, thereby lowering the mean
bit rate.
Within the ATM network, benefit of the low mean bit rates can be taken by means of
statistical multiplexing. This technique is based on the law of large numbers. When a large
number of independent VBR. sources are multiplexed, the probability of sources producing bit
rate peaks at the same time, thereby causing congestion in the network, will be very low. This
·Delft Universityof Technology,P.O. Box 5031,2600GA Delft, The Netherlands.
tThe research presented in this paper was supported by R2026,the RACE DARTproject.
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way, the network can still guarantee a certain quality of service to each source, while allowing
more VBR sources on the network than would be possible with CBR sources.
In practical situations, the number of VBR sources to be multiplexed will always be limited.
To evaluate the performance of statistical multiplexing of a limited number of sources, a model
for the stochastic behaviour of a VBR video source bit stream is needed. This model will
simulate the bit rates produced by a VBR codec.
The instantaneous bit rate of a VBR video source is defined as the number of bits generated during a certain interval of time. In this definition, the duration of this interval is open
for discussion, but has significant consequences for the descriptors of a VBR bit stream [3].
Section 2 discusses the description of VBR traffic and presents a smoothing mechanism which
minimizes the burstiness of the bit rate offered to the network. After smoothing, the bit rate
does not reflect the typical GOP structure used in MPEG. In Section 3 the relation between the
variability in the bit rate and video statistics is investigated. Finally, in Section 4 a hierarchical
model for video statistics is presented, using different models on program, scene and frame
level.

2

VBR Traffic Description

To model the bit rates produced by a VBR video encoder, a way to describe these bit rates
will have to be defined. From the network point of view, traffic description will be done to
monitor the behaviour of each source. A network model of broadband traffic will be given in
Section 2.1. In Section 2.2 this model is specified for the MPEG VBR video case. Also, a
smoothing mechanism to minimize the burstiness is given.

2.1

Network Model

In the description of broadband traffic sources in literature, three time scales are distinguished
[4], which are depicted in Figure 1. The durations displayed in the figure are only a rough indication and indicate that the measures of duration differ one or more orders of magnitude. The
lowest scale is the CONNECTION level, where the user establishes and terminates connections.
Here, the line being high indicates that a connection is made. The activities at BURST level
can only occur when this is the case. In this model, it is assumed that a user transmits the
(encoded) information in a burst at the peak bit rate negotiated at call set-up, and then waits
until the next piece of information is available. At CELL level, the peak bit rate is determined
eS7

by the minimum time between two cells, or a maximum number of cells during a certain interval
of time. Although it is usually hidden for the user, he may experience some effects of this level
because here the queueing of cells takes place.
In the simplest case, user costs are determined by its behaviour at connection level, i.e. the
mean bit rate during connection time. However, the network may perform better when the
burstiness factor, defined as the ratio between peak and mean bit rate, is low (close to one).
Therefore, some proposed ATM solutions only monitor the peak bit rate at cell level. This
makes a constant bit rate as attractive as a variable bit rate from the users point of view. It
is expected that eventually the costs of a call will be dependent on both mean bit rate and
burstiness factor, so that "mildly" variable bit rate sources are still attractive, but the bit rate
will be kept as smooth as possible. To do this, the transmitter should not only distribute the
cells uniformly over a burst, but also minimize the time between two bursts, within the delay
constraints of the receiver.

2.2

The Video Bit Stream

In a constant bit rate video encoder, the bit stream is fed into a buffer, which has a constant
output bit rate. The buffer fullness is fed back into the encoder, which adapts its quantization
in order to prevent buffer over- or underflow. In a variable bit rate video encoder, the quantization is kept constant and the way the bit stream is offered to the network can be chosen
arbitrarily. Here, the output of a constant quality MPEG video codec [1][2Jis taken to illustrate
different approaches. A concise overview of MPEG video encoding is given in Section 2.2.1, in
Section 2.2.2 the network model from Section 2.1 is considered for a video connection and in
Section 2.2.3 a way to minimize the burstiness is presented.
2.2.1

The MPEG

video coding

standard

MPEG has a so-called layered bit stream syntax. On top of the hierarchy is the video sequence
layer. In this layer the parameters of the sequence are defined, like the picture rate, the
dimensions of a picture and the bit rate. The layer below the sequence layer is the Group Of
Pictures (GOP) layer. A GOP is a set of pictures which provides a random access point since it
contains at least one intra-coded picture (at the beginning of the GOP bitstream). A picture is
subdivided into a number of slices. Each slice consists of a number of macroblocks in raster scan
order. The size of a slice is not standardized and different slices in one picture may have different
sizes. The macroblock is the basic element which contains an image subblock of 16*16luminance
pixels and 8*8 chrominance pixels of each chrominance component. Motion estimation and
compensation is performed on macroblocks and motion information is transmitted for each
macroblock. Finally, a macroblock is divided into six 8*8 blocks: four luminance and two
chrominance blocks. These are DCT transforrned, quantized and VLC encoded.
Motion-compensated temporal DPCM is a powerful tool to compress a video signal. However, predicting each frame from preceding frames has also drawbacks, since it will not be
possible to access the bitstream at an arbitrary frame. Further, better predictions can be made
using both a past and a future frame. Therefore, three types of frames are used in MPEG:
1-, P- and B-frames. Intra-coded (1-)frames are coded independently of other frames. These
provide access points in the bitstream but require relatively many bits. Predicted (P- )frames
are predicted from a preceding 1- or P-frame. Bi-directional (B- )frames may be predicted from
a preceding and a following 1- or P-frame and provide the highest amount of compression.
Since B-frames may use a reference frame from the future, the transmission order of frames
will be different from the display order. An often used relation between 1-, P- and B-frame is
268
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Figure 2: Burst Bit Rates, burst level defined as slice (a) and as picture (b)
in display order:
(BB)IBBPBBP(BB)IBBPBBP
which corresponds to the transmission order:
I(BB)PBBPBBI(BB)PBBPBB
The B-£rames between "0" are only present when so-called "open"-GOPs are applied. This
means that those B-frames are predicted from frames of different GOPs.
Since I frames require more bits than P-frames, which again require more bits than Bframes, the output buffer of a CBR codec is also used to smooth these extra bits over the GOP.
In fact the feedback of buffer fullness to the quantizer stepsize is adapted to the picture type
being encoded and the GOP structure.
2.2.2

The

Video

Bitstream

in the Network

Model

The way to interpret the network model from Section 2.1 is dependent on how the bit stream
is offered to the network. The BURST level will coincide with one of the layers in the MPEG
hierarchy. This means buffering of produced bits over this layer and transmitting these bits in
a burst. Minimizing the time between two bursts, as was stated in Section 2.1, means that the
buffer distributes the cells over the time available until the next data will be transmitted. In
Figure 2 the bit rates are plotted when this is done on the slice and on the picture level.
From Figure 2, we see that the burstiness is decreased by buffering over larger intervals of
time. While the IBBPBBPBBPBB GOP-structure can be extracted from Figure 2b, this can
be prevented by going up in the MPEG hierarchy, i.e. by buffering over a GOP. Unfortunately,
going up in the hierarchy requires larger buffers. Further, as video is delay-sensitive traffic, there
will be a constraint concerning the maximum delay introduced by the buffer. As a reference
on the size of a buffer, we may look at the CBR case, where a typical buffersize is 10% of the
bit rate per second, so that buffering over 2 to 3 frames (frame rate = 25 Hz) in a YBR codec
is feasible. In the next section, a smoothing mechanism will be presented, which minimizes the
burstiness of a YBR codec, using such a buffer.
2.2.3

Smoothing

the MPEG

bit stream

Smoothing the bit stream of a MP EG YBR codec means that the produced bits are buffered,
while the output of the buffer is variable. This output is calculated from past and present
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Figure 3: Bit Rate smoothed (a) without and (b) with knowledge about the GOP structure
input. Also, a maximal delay constraint Dmax is adopted; the bits generated at t = T must be
transmitted at t = T + Dmax - 1.
From Figure 2b it can be seen that the fluctuations in the bit rate per picture are mainly due
to the structure of 1-, P- and B-frames in a GOP. Consequently, when smoothing a MPEG VBR
stream, a distinction should be made whether the smoother (network interface) has knowledge
about the GOP structure or not. Without such knowledge, the output of the buffer can only
be determined by the bit rates of the encoded frames. Since the structure of a GOP in MPEG
does not have to be fixed, extracting the GOP structure from bit rates in the past is not
feasible. Thus the output y(t) of the buffer at t = T in this case is a function of the input
w(t) at t = T, T - L.T - n, which is known as a Moving Average (MA) filter of order n with
coefficients bm:
n

y(T)

=

bow(T)

+ blw(T

- 1) +

...bnw(T

- n)

=

L bmw(T

- m).

(1)

m=û

When a maximal delay constraint of 3 pictures is assumed, n=2. This guarantees that the data
generated at t=T are transmitted at t=T+2 .. Intuitively, a suitable smoothing can be achieved
by choosing the coefficients to be equal: bo = bI = b2 = ~. Results of this filter are shown in
Figure 3a.
When the smoother does have knowledge about the GOP structure, it may use the mean
number of bits per frame as output of the buffer. When a GOP consists of NI I-frames, Np
P-frames and NB B-frames, and RI, Rp and RB are the number of bits produced in the last
1-, P- and B-frame, the mean number of bits R can be estimated by:

R

= N[RI

+ NpRp + NBRB.
NI +Np+NB

(2)

As for the delay constraint, the demand is that the bits of a peak at t = T (normally due to
an I-frame) are transmitted at t = T + Dmax - 1. When we assume that Dmax = 3 and that
Ri ; Rp and RB are stationair (normal situation], the constraint reduces to:

Rl
R- >
- 3'

(3)

Although this is always true in normal situations, a fall back mode must be build in the buffer
to flush the necessary bits in order to satisfy the delay constraint in non-normal situations.
Results of smoothing with knowledge about the GOP structure are presented in Figure 3b.
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of bit rate on 6

Predicting the Variability of VBR Video Streams

In the previous section it was shown that the output bit stream of an MP EG VBR video
encoder can be smoothed so that the resulting bit rate does not reflect the GOP structure. In
this section, it is investigated whether the variability of an MP EG VBR video encoder can be
predicted by a statistical parameter, calculated from the original video scene, and whether it is
independent of the GOP structure, as long as both inter- and intracoding techniques are used
(by applying P- or B- frames). Note that this statement concerns the variability of the bit rate,
the magnitude of the bit rate does depend on the GOP structure and quality parameters used
in the encoder.
We define a parameter which reflects the temporal and spatial correlation within a video
scene. For the temporal correlation, a differential image is calculated:
!lx(i,j,

t)

= x(i,j,

t) - x(i,j,

t - 1)

(4)

where x(i,j, t) is the pixel value at position (i,j) in the image at time t. A simple estimation
of the spatial correlation in a differential image can be found by taking the difference of each
pixel with its neighbour and calculating the mean absolute value. A parameter which combines
the horizontal and vertical correlation is:
6(t)

=

E[abs(!lx(i,j,

t) - 6.x(i - 1,j, t))] ~ E[abs(!lx(i,j,

t) - !lx(i,j

- 1, t))].

(5)

6(t) was calculated for each frame in a long video sequence with scene changes and a diversity
of motion scenes (24 seconds of a video clip). Then, the parameter 6 can be compared with
the bit rate generated by an MPEG encoder, with and without smoothing, in each frame. In
Figure 4a the parameter 6 is plotted and in Figure 4b the scatter diagram of 6 and the bit rate
generated with an IPPP .. GOP structure is shown. Note that scene changes yield larger peaks
in 6 than in the bit rate, but from the diagram a linear relation between both parameters is
clear. The regression of the bit rate y on 6 is assumed to be linear and with the least squares
estimation method the parameters a en f3 in y = a6 + f3 can be found by:
(6)
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j3 =

y-

at,

(7)

where y and 1i are the mean values of y and b respectively. As a measure for the correlation
between the bit rate y and b the correlationcoefficient r is used:
(8)
In Table 1 the regression results are shown for different GOP structures. All sequences are
encoded with quantizer stepsize of 4, except the last one, which had stepsize 10. With "srn" we
denote that the bit rate was smoothed, in which case 8 also needs to be smoothed, to reflect the
effects of the delay correctly. From Table 1 it can be seen that the correlation between smoothed

a
j3
r

IPP ..
0.700
0.356
0.961

IBP
0.692
0.828
0.842

IBP sm
0.711
0.646
0.973

14P8B
0.795
-0.677
0.856

14P8B sm
0.834
-1.047
0.961

14P8B q10
0.315
-0.794
0.7921

14P8B ql0 sm
0.330
-0.842
0.917

Table 1: Regression results for different GOP structures
bit rates and b is high. With a lower quality (q10) the correlation is less due to extra reduction
of information (coarser quantization).
The differences between the different GOP structures
are merely due to the behaviour at scene changes. When a scene change coincides with an
I-frame, no (extra) peak is detected in the bit rate. It may be concluded that the bit rates of a
smoothed MPEG VBR video stream can be predicted by the parameter b, independent of the
GOP structure used (except for the all I case).

4

A Hierarchical Model for Video Statistics

As we saw in the previous section, the bit rate of an MPEG VBR video stream reflect the
statistical properties of the original video sequence. Also, statistical parameters like bare
relativelyeasy to obtain from long video sequences. From these statistics, as in Figure 4a, three
events may be isolated namely, the behaviour of the bit rate within a scene, the behaviour of the
bit rate at scene changes, and the occurence of scene changes. To reflect these characteristics,
a hierarchical model is proposed. In the future, this model will be evaluated using these long
term statistics.
From literature, it is known that the bit rates of consecutive images within a scene are highly
correlated[5J. These bit rates are defined by the statistical properties of the scene (amount of
motion, spatial structure) and are usually modeled with a first order Autoregressive (AR)
model:
>.(n) = a>.(n - 1) + bw(n)
(9)
where >.( n) is the bit rate of the coded video during the nth frame. The parameters a and ~.
and the initial value >'(0) determine the activity within the scene.
At scene changes, new values for a and b and an initial value >'(0) will be chosen, since the
new scene may have different statistical properties. The peak in the bit rate at the beginning
of a scene is dependent on the coding technique used; as was mentioned earlier, MPEG can
be forced to use an I(ntra coded)-frame here. Whether the statistical properties of consecutive
scenes are correlated, should be investigated.
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Figure 5: A Hierarchical Model for Video Statistics
When we consider the occurence of scene changes correlation is difficult to find. However,
intuitively, some considerations can be made. First, the amount of scene changes is dependent
on the kind of program that is broadcasted. In the video clip used in Figure 4a, a lot of scene
changes are present. At a certain moment, scenes with a duration of no more than 7 frames are
present. In normal video, however, this is very rare. Here, we propose a Markov chain to model
the events of scene changes. At the first state, the scene is changed and new parameters for the
AR-proces are initialised. After a scene change, there are a number of frames where no scene
change may occur. This is modeled by the second state, where the process stays for N cycles.
After these N cycles, the process returns to the third state, where a new scene change may occur
with probability P. The parameters Nand P are changed each time a scene change occurs, and
may be determined by previous values and the type of program broadcasted. Taking this into
account, a hierarchical model arises, as shown in Figure 5.
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Visibility thresholds of quantization noise in
compressed digital image sequences
S.J.P. Westen, R.L. Lagendijk and J. Biemond'

Abstract
Girod has proposed a spatia-temporal model of the human visual system that can
be used in designing and evaluating digital image sequence compression algorithms
[1]. We carried out measurements on the effect of image intensity; noise duration
and temporal transitions on the visibility of noise in synthetic images and the
visibility of quantization noise in an image sequence coded with a variable bit rate
MPEG codec [2] in order to compare them with predictions by Girod's model.
The experimental results indicate that the model will not always make a correct
prediction of the visibility of noise after a transition of the background from dark
to light and will overestimate the visibility of quantization noise in textured areas
and will have to be extended to give good predictions for these effects.

1. Introduetion
An important issue in digital image sequence compression is the quality of the
decompressed
image sequence. In designing and evaluating image compression
algorithms, the global mean squared error is generally used as a measure of quality.
However it is well known that the global mean squared error does not correlate well with
the perceived visual image quality [3]. By using a model of the human visual system in
designing and evaluating the compression algorithm, a better visual quality is likely to
result.
A method to make use of human visual system properties to reduce the bit rate
needed for a compressed digital image sequence at a constant visual quality is to use a
model of the human visual system [3]. Girod has proposed a human visual system model
that takes into account the effect of image intensity on noise visibility, the spatia-temporal
contrast sensitivity function, masking effects caused by spatial edges and temporal
transitions and spatia-temporal summation effects [1]. The model output consists of a
potential visibility function, indicating where and when in the image sequence quantization
noise will become visible.
We carried out measurements with test persons to determine the influence of
image intensity, noise duration and temporal transitions on the visibility of noise in image
sequences and compared them with predictions by Girod's model. We also carried out
experiments with an image sequence that was coded using a variable bit rate MPEG-codec
proposed by van der Meer [2] at various qualities to compare them with model
1 Delft University of Technology, Department ofElectrical
Box 5031, 2600 GA, Delft, The Netherlands.

Engineering, Information Theory Group, P.O.

predictions. Section 2 describes the human visual system model by Girod. The results from
experiments with test persons are presented in section 3.

2. Human visual system model
The spatia-temporal human visual system model by Girod [1] is shown in figure 1. The
original video signal is given by s"(x,y,t), the coded video signal after decompression is
given by s'(x,y,t). The display characteristics model the conversion of video signal s(x,y,t)
into display luminance I(x,y,t) by means of a gamma function:
I(x,y,t)=LMON

·(s(x,y,t)+SMON)1

(1)

where LMON ,SMON, and y are constants depending on display device characteristics. This
stage is followed by a model of the projection onto the retina, taking into account eye
movements:
(2)
This spatial point spread function goptic(x,y,t) is given by an isotropicGaussian
function
with a spread of 1 arcminute, the vector ~(t) = (~(t),y~(t)) gives the time-dependent point
of attention. The human visual system is able to track moving objects up to a certain
velocity, this is ca1Ied Smooth Pursuit Eye Movement (SPEM) [4]. These eye movements
could be estimated by using a motion estimation algorithm and assuming that the eyes will
track the objects in the image sequence. Experiments by Girod showed that because of
smooth pursuit eye movements there is no decrease in sensitivity to blur and noise in
moving areas of the image sequence [4]. The optical point spread function (pSF) goptic
detennines the fall-off for high spatial frequencies of the human visual system.
Figure 2 shows the next stage of the model in more detail, namely the signal processing in
the fovea. The light that falls onto the retina is converted into an electric potential, a
process that is not infinitely fast. This process is modeled with a convolution with a
temporal impulse response gre:z(t):
1= (x,y,t)=

(3)

g= (x, y,t)*1..,;na (x,y,t)

The impulse response grez(t) is a first order exponential with time constant 18 ms. The
human visual sensitivity to a wide range of intensities can be explained by adaptation
processes in the retina. Another well-known effect that occurs in the retina is lateral
inhibition, a process in which neighboring nerve cells influence each other. In the model
the adaptation and inhibition effect are modeled with the following non-linear transfer
function:
I",,(x,y,t)
Cioh(X,y,t)=

(4)
1= (x,y,.t):"_8ioh (x, y,t)+

Lad
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where ginh(x,y,t) is a spatio-temporal PSF that is separable into a spatial isotropic Gaussian
function with spread constant 8 arcrnin and a second order exponential temporal impulse
response with time constant 35 ms.

Figure 1: The spatio-temporal

human visual system model proposed by Girod [1].

Figure 2: Model of the signal processing in the fovea in the human visual system model of
Girod [1].
The parameter Lad is a constant for the background luminance that the human visual
system is adapted to and is equal to 7.0 CdJm2 for CCIR-500 standard viewing conditions
[5]. The signal Cinh(x,y,t) will only be greater than 1 on the bright side of spatial and
temporal transitions. In the vicinity of edges masking occurs, meaning that the visibility of
noise will be reduced. In the model this is incorporated with a saturation function:

f
csa,(X,y,t)=lI+

forciab (x,y,t)::;

cinh(x,y,t)

k~ ln(k", ·(ciab(x,y,t)-I)+I)

forc;m (x,y,t)

I

>1

(5)

In this equation k,., is a saturation constant that determines the amount of saturation that
will occur. The effect of the saturation function is a decreased gain for signals on the
bright side of spatial edges and after temporal transitions from dark to light resulting in a
reduced visibility of noise.
The next step in the model is the conversion of the signal into nerve impulses, a
process that will also take some time and is modeled by a convolution with a temporal first
order exponential function cg1(x,y,t):
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c(x, y,t)=cgt

(x, y,t)* c.a. (x, y,t)

(6)

The next stage of the model, the detection stage, is a simplified view of how the brain is
able to distinguish between image sequences. First the difference is taken between the
processed original image sequence and the processed coded image sequence:
Llc(x,y,t)=c'(x,

y,t)-C'

(7)

(x.y.r)

This difference is squared and integrated over a local spatial area and a time interval to
model summation effects in the human visual system:
Z(x,y,t)=ge

2

(8)

(X,y,t)*Llc (x,y,t)

where ge(x,y,t) consists of a isotropic spatial Gaussian PSF with a spread constant of 13
arcmin and a temporal first order exponential impulse response with a time constant of
230 ms. The potential visibility function Z(x,y,t) indicates where and when in an image
sequence differences will become visible. No differences will be visible when:
Z(x,y,t)<9

for all x,y,t

(9)

Notice that the overall transformation from s'(x,y,t) to Z(x,y,t) is strongly non-linear.
Girod proposes to !inearize the model because the magnitude of the difference between
the original and the distorted image will have small values relative to the magnitude of the
original signal itself for high quality digital video. In this way it is also possible to explicitly
state in what manner the video signal influences the visibility of noise [1]. In this paper the
!inearized model was used for the calculations.

3. Experimental results
We carried out several experiments to measure the influence of background intensity,
noise duration and temporal transitions on the visibility of noise in image sequences in
order to compare them with model predictions. The measurements were made using a two
alternatives forced choice (2AFC) procedure and the Quest psychophysical measurement
method by Watson [6]. In the experiments a series of pairs of image sequences were
displayed and the subjects had to decide in which image sequence noise was visible. The
estimated thresholds correspond to a probability of92% that a subject will make a correct
choice when two image sequences are shown with only one sequence containing noise.
The experiments were carried out with a Sony HDVS monitor with a grid of 576 by 920
pixels and a frame rate of 50 Hz (non-interlaced). The peak luminance of the display was
70 Cd/m", the gamma value was 2.7. The viewing distance was equal to six times the
screen height and the experiments were conducted with a dimly lighted background
according to CCIR-500 [5]. At this viewing distance the height of a pixel is approximately
1 arcmin. The stimuli in the experiment had a size of 256 by 256 pixels. Each measurement
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consisted of 64 trials which means that for each measurement 64 pairs of image sequences
were compared. There was no time limit for the subjects to choose a sequence on a certain
trial, the image sequences were continuously shown until the subject made a choice. All
subjects in the experiments had normal or corrected to normal visual acuity.
In the first experiment, the effect of background intensity on noise visibility was evaluated.
Image sequences of 1 second were generated that contained uncorrelated noise at different
variances with a uniform probability density superimposed on a gray background. These
experiments were carried out at three different background levels. Subjects PK, JA, JO
(non-experts), and SW (expert) participated in the experiment. The results from these
experiments and the corresponding model predictions by the linearized model are shown in
figure 7. The bars in the figures indicate the 97,5% confidence interval. The highest
background value in the experiment was 120 because flicker started to occur for
background values over 120 and we wanted to measure the influence of background
intensity and not the influence of flicker. The first thing that can be remarked about the
results is that there are significant differences between subjects. This can be explained by
the different experience with psychophysical experiments between the subjects. The
experiment shows that subjects will be able to see noise in the image sequence at a noise
variance level that is lower than predicted by the model.
In the next experiment, the effect of noise duration on noise visibility was measured. In
this experiment, the noise was only present in the first frames of the image sequence.
Three different measurements were made with the noise present in 5, 10 and 15 frames of
the image sequence. The image sequences had a length of 1 second. The experiment was
carried out with a background gray value of 80. Subjects ML (non-expert), NW, and SW
(experts) participated in the experiment. Figure 8 shows the results of this experiment. The
results show that if noise duration increases, the threshold for the variance of the noise
decreases. Furthermore we can conclude that the predicted thresholds are higher than the
measured thresholds.
In the next experiments the effect of temporal background transitions on noise visibility
was measured. In these experiments the noise was present in two frames after a certain
delay after a transition of the gray value of the background from 80 to 120 and after a
transition of the gray value of the background from 120 to 80. An image sequence in these
experiments consisted of the first gray background for 1 second, followed by the second
gray background for 1 second with the noise frames coming after a certain delay after the
transition. Subjects JA (non-expert), PR, RO, and SW (experts) participated in the
experiment. Figures 9 and 10 show the results of these experiments. For a decrease in gray
value the model predictions are in accordance with the measurements but for an increase
in gray value the model predicts an increase in threshold noise variance as a function of
time and the measurements show a decrease in threshold noise variance as a function of
time. This can be explained because in the model masking after a transition from dark to
light only occurs if saturation occurs. This saturation only occurs if the gray value
difference after and before the transition is large enough. In our case, no saturation occurs
because-the difference in gray values is not large enough which leads to an incorrect
prediction by the model.
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In the last experiment, an image sequence was coded using a constant quality variable bit
rate MPEG codec proposed by van der Meer [2]. In a constant bitrate MPEG codec the
quantization stepsize is controlled by the output buffer fullness to achieve a constant bit
rate. In the variable bit rate MPEG codec the quantization step size is not adjusted but is
kept constant which leads to a variable bit rate and a constant quality. The first 50 frames
of the image sequence carcif were coded using the variable bitrate MPEG codec with
eight different quantization stepsizes. The resulting peak-to-peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR), defined as
SNR=2010g

255
~
... MSE

(16)

is shown in figure 3, MSE is the mean squared error. The marked row in this figure
indicates the image sequence that will contain visible quantization noise according to the
model. The image sequences were shown to the subjects in shuttle mode and they had to
decide which image sequence was coded. Subjects RL, AW and SW (experts) participated
in the experiment. Figure 4 shows the results from this experiment. The results show that
the model predicts that coding artifacts will become visible at a smaller quantization
stepsize than the experimental stepsize. Figure 5 shows frame 40 of the image sequence
and figure 6 shows the corresponding potential visibility function for this frame. The
maximum of the potential visibility function is in the grass in the foreground. The
prediction of the visibility threshold is based on this maximum. The subjects reported that
they were able to see differences in the car and not in the foreground. In the model
masking is predicted at spatial edges and temporal transitions in the image sequence. No
masking is predicted for the grass in the foreground because there are no spatial edges and
temporal transitions in the foreground, which leads to a prediction that is too pessimistic.

Conclusions
The measurements of the effects of image intensity, noise duration and a sudden decrease
in intensity on noise visibility are predicted reasonably well by Girod's model. However,
the effect of a sudden increase in background was not predicted well by the model because
the model only predicts masking effects if the increase in gray value is large enough. The
experiments with an image sequence that was coded using a variable bit rate MPEG codec
showed that the model predicts that quantization noise will be visible at a smaller
quantization stepsize than was found in the experiments. This can be explained because the
model does not predict masking effects in textured areas. For optimal perceptual coding of
an image sequence these effects will have to be taken into account. Future research will
include the extension of the model to include texture masking effects and calor.
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Figure 3: Quantization stepsize Q and
peak-to-peak signal to noise ratio SNR
for the
image
sequences
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Figure 5: Frame 40 of
original image sequence.
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Figure 4: The coded sequence that the
subject can discriminate from the original
sequence with a probability of 92%.
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Figure 6: Frame 40 of the potential visibility
function.
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Abstract
A new univeraal entropy coder the MvCoder • based on the classical ATRL code,
is proposed. Unlike the ATRL code, which i~ blockwise adaptive, the Ms Coder is a
bit by bit adaptive coder. To accomplish this, the M-Coder requires a probability
estimation scheme for the symbolsto be coded. In this paper, the M-Coder is applied
to the efficient entropy coding of tree data structures that are generated by spatic or
temporal segmentation of an image sequence. Ways of exploring the correlation in the
resulting tree structure, which is essential for a good probability estimation scheme,
are also presented.
>

1

Introduction

In recent years, region oriented (RO) coding algorithms have emerged as being very attractive
for low bitrate image coding. RO algorithms, segment the image in a way dependent on the
image content, rather than in a regular matrix of fixed size blocks as in standard video
coders (H.261, MPEGl, MPEG2). The combination of this adaptive segmentation with
classical schemes such as transferm coding or vector quantization, results in compression
ratios much higher than what is provided by the same schemes when used in a fixed and
content independent way. However, the improvements are available at some cost, since the
segmentation itself must be transmitted or stored for the decoder.
Some of the recently proposed RO algorithms, use a tree (quadtree, binary tree) data structure. Tree based segmentation is achieved by associating the whole image with the root of a
tree and then dividing the image to form equal sized sub-images which are then associated
with the child nodes. The decision whether or not to subdivide is based on some uniformity
criterion. If this criterion is not met, then the sub-image is subdivided and by repeating this
process as often as necessary we will finally be left with a series of unequal size blocks - the
"The researchpresentedin this paper by this author wassupportedby JNICT-Portugal
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leaves of the tree - which are all uniform. This technique is also known as variable block size
(VBS) image coding.
Tree based segmentation presents a good compromise between the description of regions and
side information, requiring only one bit/node to be coded. However, for very-low bitrate
(VLBR) applications «
64 kbit j's], and in the case of complex pictures, the generated
overhead can be prohibitive, motivating the search for efficients ways of coding the tree
structure.
This paper presents a new system for efficient entropy coding of tree structures. The two-fold
approach used in the design of any lossless data compression system - modeling and coding
- is also followed here. First, a new universal coder - the M-Coder - is presented (coding).
Second, a special way of going through the tree is proposed (modeling). These two new
achievements are combined for best compression of a tree data structure.

2

A new universal coder: the M-Coder

2.1

Adaptive Truncated Run-Length (ATRL) Coding

The ATRL codes have been introduced by Tanaka. and Leon Garcia [2Jfor binary memoryless
sources. Their scheme encodes fixed length blocks of the source into a variable number of
variable length code-words.
The truncated run-length (TRL) code has been defined by Ohnishi, Ueno and Ono [IJ for
facsimile coding. The code operates on two types of patterns: runs of length 0 to M-I
consecutive zeros terminated by a one; and M consecutive zeros. The M consecutive zeros
are coded by one bit set to O. The run-length terminated by a one is coded by one bit set
to 1 followed by the position of the one coded on m = log 2M bits. This code can be shown
to be Huffman when the probability of a bit to be zero is equal to p = O.52-m. The M = 2m
code so defined is referred as the mode m code.
In the case of ATRL codes, the TRL is made adaptive in two steps:
• first, count the number of ones in the block to code in order to determine p and the
corresponding optimum value of m;
• secondly, send a prefix value giving either m or the number of ones into the block and
generate the TRL codewords.

2.2

General description of the M-Coder

The M-Coder is a special adaptive coder that uses several TRL codes of different modes.
Unlike the ATRL code which is blockwise adaptive, the M-Coder is a bit by bit adaptive
coder. As a consequence, while the ATRL codes need a prefix indicating the TRL mode
used for each data block (and which depends on the data block statistics), the M-Coder is a
non-prefixed coder: the TRL code is chosen according to some considerations, as a function
of the last bits encoded. For this goal, a good probability estimation scheme has to be
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Figure 1: a) The M-Coder functioning box b)The order of transmission
developed. ill this section we will assume that such a scheme exists: one can decide, for each
data bit, which TRL code has to be used.
The basic idea of the M-Coder is the following one: suppose that for each data bit we can
estimate it's probability of being '1'. So, it will be also possible to estimate the convenient
mode m. of the TRL code to code that bit. The idea behind the the M-Coder is: fust, to
put in sequence all the data bits corresponding to the same mode mj second, to code each
sequence with the correspondent mode m..
An example will clarify the general principle of the M-Coder: let be a(3-yóe(T/Out>"/1-vt.07r ...
the binary sequence to be coded. Let also suppose that the coder can use the TRL codes of
mode m. = 0,1,2,3,4. Also, instead of working with symbols "1" and "0", two other symbols
will be used: the MPS (most probable symbol) and the LPS (less probable symbol).
The estimated probability indicates that the first symbol has to be coded with the mode
m. = 2 code (see fig. I-a»). Thereafter a is placed in the first box of the mode m. = 2 code.

The estimated probability indicates then that the next symbol, (3, must also to be coded in
the mode m. = 2 code, that -y has to be coded with the mode m. = 1 code, and so on. All
the symbols are coded according to this principle until ).. When the symbols inside a box
form a complete word of the respective m. code, this box is closed and the next symbol of
the same m. code is placed in a new box of this m code.
After). has been coded, the estimated probability indicates that /1- has to be coded with the
mode m. = code. As Ó constitutes a complete word for the mode m. = 0 code, /1- is coded in
another box and constitutes another word of the code. The same occurs with ( and 'Ir. The
estimated probability also takes into account the possibility of a MPS exchange.

°

After this, the coder sends the codewordscorresponding to each word, and it sends them in
a precise order (see fig. I-b): BI - B2 -.B3 - B4 - Bs - Bs - B7 - Bs - Bg - ... This ordering
enables the decoder not to have to stock all the codewords, contrary to the coder that, in
some cases, has to keep all the sequence in memory.
The decoder first reads and stocks a mode m = 2 codeword as the estimated probability
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PS

Figure 2: The probability estimation scheme
(which is in fact the same of the ceder side) indicates that the first symbol was ceded in
this way. It decodes it and takes the first symbol: Q. The estimated probability then asserts
that the following symbol was encoded with the mede m = 2 cede. As the decoder has still
in memory some symbols coming from a mede m = 2 codeword. it decodes the next one:
{J. The following symbol must beleng te a mede m = 1 codeword. se the decoder takes out
of the sequence sent by the encoder a mede m = 1 codeword and stocks it. It decodes it
and reads the first symbol: -y. Keeping en with this principle - reading a new codeword of
approprîate mode every time it does not have any in its memory - the decoder will be able
to recover the whole sequence.

2.3

Probability estimation for the M-Coder

The efficiency of the M-Ceder will mainly depend en its probability estimation scheme, which
in turn will depend en the specific case that we are dealing with. Developing a good scheme
is net easy and requires attention te all details that can prevent its optimal functioning.
The approach used here to develop a probability estimation scheme is based en Markovian
processes, like the probability estimation fer the Q-Ceder [5]. Let us think in a very simple
model, where the states of the Markovian chain are defined by the current m mede and
where the probability of changing from one state te another is only conditioned by the last
symbol te cede (MPS er LPS).
In this case, the following conditions could be imposed:
• The MPS exchange will take place in the case of a LPS in the mede m

=

0 cede;

• Once a LPS occurs, it is better te return directly te a non coding state (mode m =0)
that would permit a MPS exchange if necessary;
• In order te place a long sequence of MPS in the highest mede cede, the werking mede
is incremented by one (until arrive te the cede of maximum mede - TRLmax) every
time that a MPS is ceded.
According te what as been stated above, the probability estimation scheme is like the .one
presented in fig. 2.
The probability estimation scheme can also be viewed as a multiplexer. This multiplexer
receives two pieces of information: the actual TRL mede and the value of the last encoded
symbol (LPS or MPS). It sends back the next TRL mede and the symbol which has te
be considered as the MPS. If we want to implement a probability estimation scheme closer
te the reality of the data, one can add some pieces of inforrnation at the entrance of the
multiplexer te better exploit the correlation present in the structure. The computation of

ess

-

I
I
Figure 3: The binary partitioning of an image

the x-order entropies is probably the best way to find out these correlations and of selecting
the adequated pieces of information .

2.4

Comparison with the AT RL coding

The M-Coder is hoped to achieve better results than the ATRL codes. There are two main
reasons for this: primarily, the codes are truncated only at the end and not every time x
symbols are encoded. Thereafter, much more symbols can be coded in the same number of
TRL boxes. Secondly, the M-Coder does not require any prefix, which will, if the probability
estimation scheme works correctly, reduce the amount of bits to transmit.
Every time the M-Coder will be used, a comparison will be made with the ATRL coding.
The ATRL bit rate will be given for the best block length between 3 and 100.

3

Entropy coding of binary tree data structures

The previous section has introduced a basic tool for the coding of any binary source. This
tool - the M-Coder - has been first presented with a mere probability estimation scheme.
This section describes the way the M-Coder is applied to efficiently code tree data structures,
in particular how to model these sources for a optimum probability estimation scheme. Note
that although we have restricted our analysis to binary tree str-uctures, the methodology is
quite general and can be applied to any kind of tree data structure (e.g. quadtree).
In spatia and/or temporal image segmentation [3),[4),a binary tree is generated by iteratively
splitting the image in the horizontal and vertical directions. Only one bit/node is required
to code such a structure.
Fig. 3 presentsa binary partitioning of a image, together with the correspondent binary
tree. In this figure, the symbol '0' is used to code a leaf and the symbol '1' to code an
internal node.
eS6

3.1

A special way of going through the tree

In a tree data structure, the data is generally given in a continuous flow, level by level, from
the left to the right. To compress to a maximum, it is important to search for what is the
correlation present in the binary tree. In fact, if a region of the image is cut, the neighbour
region has a great probability of being cut in the same way - this is a "correlation rule". This
justifies a line by line scanning in the tree, in order to collect all the" 1" bits together. Let
us take an example: if one observes the bold line of the image segmentation present in fig.
3, one will easily discover that the associated bits are the eight "1" in bold and underlined
at the tree bottom.
The a priori knowledge of the image type can also be used to best compress the tree - in
the case of "head and shoulder" sequences (as in videoconference or videophone), the design
of the temporal segmentation has a more or less triangle form, because of the presence of a
speaker in front of the camera. The "1" bits will thereafter be concentrated in this triangle
zone.

3.2

The probability estimation process

The optimum probability estimation process - from a theoretical point of view - would know
an a priori probability for every bit. This is of course practically unthinkable. Instead, the
probability estimation process will receive some statistics concerning the way in which 'l's
and 'Q's are distributed over the image. In a "model free" approach, the level to which the
line belongs - in the first levels of the tree, a "1" is much more probable than a "Q" and the
contrary for the last levels - as well as the value of the last bit coded and of its neighboor
in the previous - left or up - line, will condition the probability estimation for the present
bit. We can also suppose the existence of the above mentioned triangle zone. With all this
information, the scheme will be able to estimate with which MPS and mode m every bit,
following the line by line course into the tree, has to be coded.
In order to track the changes in local statistics, motivated for instance by scene cuts, the
tables used by the probability estimation scheme must be replenished at an update interval.
Different strategies can be used:
• For the first image, the M-Coder can start either with a pre-defined table, or to compute
a table adapted to the first image and transmitt it to the decoder;
• For the other images, the adaptation can be done using the last received images (case
in which nothing else must be send to the decoder), or using the current image (the
coder must send a new table to the decoder)

4

Results

In this section, results concerning both the theoreticallimit of compression for a binary tree
structure and the practical results obtained with the M-Coder are presented.
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Ho
Hpr<1}
H,."el

h,w."

'evpr<1}

h

h.i<k
h,."oifk
h,."oipr.

"Claire"
intra
inter
0.989 0.967
0.926 0.966
0.828 0.907
0.865 0.923
0.745 0.835
0.872 0.918
0.761 0.858
0.679 0.795

"Miss-Am"
intra
inter
0.988 0.974
0.933 0.963
0.893 0.896
0.873 0.890
0.803 0.819
0.907 0.898
0.848 0.833
0.772 0.762

Table 1: Measured entropies
Two test sequences - "Claire" and "Miss America" - in the QCIF format, 12.5 Hz, were
used. The results were obtained over 50 images of each sequence, that were used to generate
binary tree structures (BTS) corresponding to the intra and inter mode cases [4).
Together with the zero order entropy - Ho - the following entropies were defined:
• Hpr."

- the first-order entropy conditioned by the previous symbol;

• H,."., - the first-order entropy conditioned by the level in the tree;
• hpr." - the first-order entropy conditioned by the previous symbol;

,evpr." -

• h
the second-order entropy conditioned by the previous symbol and by the level
of the tree.
• hoifk - the first-order entropy conditioned by the symbol of the previous line;
• h,.".i"" - the second-order entropy conditioned by the level of the tree and by the symbol
of the previous line;
• h,."oipr. - the third-order entropy conditioned by the level, the symbol of the previous
line and the previous symbol.
Note that 'h' stands for an entropy computed using the special way of going through the
tree (line by line), whereas 'H' is the entropy computed using the normal course into the
tree (level by level).
Table 1 presents the measured entropies for the BTS of the two sequences. Table 2 presents
the resulting bit-rate (bits/node) for the BTS of each sequence, obtained with the M-Coder
using the third order statistics, and also with the ATRL code.

Some conclusions can now be made:

eBB

bit-rate
(bits/node)

"Claire"
intra
inter
M-Coder I ATRL
M-Coder I ATRL
0.702
0.838
I 1.002
I 1.205

"Miss-Am"
intra
inter
M-Coder I ATRL
M-Coder I ATRL
0.802
0.811
I 0.965
I 0.932

Table 2: Bit-rates with the M-Coder and ATRL code
• Although it does not achieve a very high compression, the model proposed here is
working correctly. In fact, particularly for the intra mode case, the resulting bit-rate
is close to the theoreticallimit;
• The inter trees are quite small for the two test sequences, what breaks the compression;
• The bad results with the ATRL codes were to be expected, when looking at Ho and

HF"'"
Three other remarks must also be made:
• The results presented here are completely "model free", i.e., they do not make any use
of an a priori knowledge of the image type, like for instance the existence of a triangular
zone for the "head and shoulder" sequences. If this is the case, lower bit-rates would
be obtained;
• Adapting the tables of statistics used by the M-Coder from image to image does not
change the results, as the statistics are quite similar from the beginning to the end
of the sequence. However, this strategy must be retained for future tests, with much
more varying sequences;
• Finally, future tests wil be done with more complex images sequences, tor which even
better compression results are expected.
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